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PREFACE

This handbook, •hdued ER/onwatu Fctors, is the third in a series on the nature
and effeet& of the environmental phenomena. As the title implies, the handbook addresses
a set of induced environmental facto. which, for the paopose of this lexcomprIse:

a. Atmospheric Pollutants
b. Sand and Dust
c. Vibration

d. Shock
a. Acceleration

f. Acoustics
S. Electromagnetic Radiation
h. Nudear Radiation.
Them particular factor were chosen a best representing the needs of the design

engineer. It is recognized that this set is arbitrary and that natural fcrces contribute,
sometimes In a major way, to these environmental paumeters.

The information is organized as follows:
a. Description of the factor, its measurement, and Its distribution
b. Description of the effects of the factor on materiel and the procedures for design

so a to avoid or reduce adverse effects.
c. Enumeration of the testing and simulation procedures that assure adequate design....
Thus, the design engineer is provided with a body of practical information that will

enable him to design materiel so that its performance during use is not affected seriously
by the environment. It Is impractical to acknowledge the assistance of each individual or
organiution which oontributed to the preparation of the handbooks. Appreciation,
however, Is extended to the following organizations and through them to the Individuals
concerned:

a. Ftankford Arsenal
b. US Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories
c. US Army Tank.Automotive Command
d. US Army Transportation Engineering Agency
e. Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, US Army Electronics Command.
The handbook was prepared by the Research Triangle Institute, Research Triange

Park, NC--for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke University, prime contractor to
the US Army Materiel Command-under the general direction of Dr. Robert M. Burger.
Technical guidance and coordination were provided by a committee under the direction
of Mr. Richard C. Navadn, Hq, US Amy Materiel Command.

The Engineering Design Handbooks fail into two basic categories, those approved for
relase and sale, and those clashified for security reasons. The US Army Materiel Com-
mand policy Is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks in accordance with current
DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18 September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be
obtained from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquir-
Ilg thes Handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks must submit
their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17, dated Jan 70) directly to:

Commander
Lettarkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambenbufg, PA 17201

xix
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* -(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropnate "Need to Know"
justification, to Lettarkenny Army Depot.) DA activities will not requisition Handbooks
for further tree distribution.

b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary Govern.
ment agencies, contractors, private Industry, Individuals, universities, and others must
purchmu theme Handbooks from:

National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

Clasified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" bads verified by an official
Department of Army representative and procemed from Defense Documentation Center
(DDC), ATTN: DDC.TSR, Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be addressed
to:

Comander
US Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Counand
ATTNt DRCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are available through
nonnal publications supply channels, may be used for comments/sUlgestions.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This handbook, containing information on eight in- Because these induced environmental factors are
duced environmental facts is Part Three of the Envi- derived from human activities, they are subject to con.
ronanental Series of Engaering Design Handbooks trol. Each of them can be eliminated by eliminating its
The complete series includes: source, but this is not usually desirable. The various

Part One, 5ak RBnIIvnwNvicl C0acepi AMCP mechanical factors asaciated with transportation of
706&115 materiel cannot be completely eliminated without also

Part Two, Naturel Envirewunmo FactenA AMCP"P0&.116 halting transportation. Electromagnetic radiation in
Parn T- ee, 116ced ZrWPMM t o( the environment cannot be eliminated without sacrific-

pertN AMCP 706d117 ing radio and television broadcasting, many communi-

Part Four, LMi C)yl. Envbonmeaft AMCP 706-118 cation links, power-distribution networks, or medical
Part Five, ErroAmuwmeal Gkmlas AMCP 706-119. diagnostic equipment. Thus it is with each of the in-
The gnviroam iUtal hctor inc.uded in this hand- duced environmental factors. The benefits derived from

book_-amosphec pollutants, and dull, vibra the source of eacn factor are such as to outweigh the
tion. shocit. acaleratkon, acoustlas, elecromagnetic detrimental effects of that factor;, therefore, the empha.
radiaton, and nuclear rad Iowm-.em them that are ais must be on reducing such effects.
derived primarily from human activities. It is apparent, The effects of environmental factors may. be reduced
however that natural forces oonatt, 9omedmei in either by reduction at the source or by protective meas-
a mao way, to the dect5 of these enviro-eimtal ureas employed in design. Source reduction is particu-
parameters. For example, many air pollutants are pro- larly obvious in the consideration of air pollutants;
duced by nature. These include sulfr oxides and dust hence, it is presently being vigorously attempted in the
from volcanic activities, hydrocarbons from decaying United States. The magnitude of sand and dust effcts
veletation and other organic materiahs and the smoke can be greatly reduced by paving road surfaces and by
and vapors emanating from naturally occurrinIforet encouraging natural ground cover. The reduction of
firm. Large quantities of tand and dust are also pro- vibration, shock, and acceleration is accomplished by
duoed naturaly but, in this case, it was decided that the giving attention to the source. Thus, in the transport&-
sand and dust derived from human activities was more tion system where many of these mechanical forces are
important in its effects n materiel than that of natural found, the ,-', of improved suspensions, roadbeds, and
origin. Vibration, shock, and acceleration are lo in- vehicle-operating techniques are effective for reducing
fluenced by nature although the extremely detructive then forces. Noise is now recognized as a rorm of
forces of earthquakes would be cl.udifled with these environmental pollution, and noise suppression tech-
fctort, as would form associated with winds and nology is rapidly advancing. Electromagnetic radiation
waves. Natural contributions to the acoustical environ- may be reduced either by proper shielding of radiating
mnutal factor are primarily assocdited with meero- sources or by improved broadcasting and detection
Wlial disturbances such a thunderstorms or with vol. technology. The nuclear radiation environment is
canic activity. The natural background electromant-ic primarily associa:ed with the use of nuclear weapons,
radiation can reach a destructive magnitude in the case nuclear power reactors, and nuclear instrumentation.
of lightnn& but otherwise is oWeshadowed by W In all of these applications the nature of the expected
sources. radiation is carefully considered, and, when necessary.

Each of thes induced environmental factors is also protection is provided.
influenced gready by natural environmental factors. MAateriel can be protected very adequately from the
Rain will wash many pollutants from the atmosphere effects of many induced environmental factors. Thus,
or winds will disperse than; rain or humidity will sup- the efects of air pollution may be reduced by proper
prom sand and dust, and the other induced environ- choice of materials, better surface coatings, or by prov.
mental factors are influnaoed by temperature, humid- iding hermetic enclosures for Sensitive items. Protec-
ity, or other natural phenomena don against the effects of sand and dust follow much

1-1
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the same procedure, with the sealing of sensitive items radiation, nuclear radiation, or vibration exceeds that
from sand and dust being most effective. In other cases available on sand and dust, acceleration, or acoustics
it is necessary to provide more resistant surface coat. by orders of magnitude. However, a very brief presen-
ings or operationally to avoid sand and dust exposure. tation is provided on nuclear radiation because of its
The design of shock mounts, cushioning materials, and classified nature and because of the extensive treatment
packaging techniques allows the protection of many given to it in other Engineering Design Handbooks--
materiel items from.vibration, shock, or acceleration. specifically, AMCP 706-235 and AMCP 706-335
However, since it is impossible to avoid completely through -338.
such forc^s, the mechanical engineer has learned how It is only in the laboratory that the effect of a single
to compensate or design for such forces. Personnel, on environmental factor can be ascertained. In any real
whom the acoustical factor has the moat effect, can be situation a large number of environmental factors act
protected from such effects with acoustical insulation, in concurrence and often in synergism. However, for
ear protectors, or similar devices. Methods to protect the induced environmental factors, the effects of any
materiel from the effects of acoustics are very similar one or all of them can usually be reduced to a level
to those employed to protect against vibration. Electro. where they have no detectible effect. Likewise, a num-
magnetic and nuclear radiation protection of materiel ber of the natural environmental factors may be con.
is dependent primarily upon shielding and hardening trolled to where their effect is minimal. Thus, effects of
technology. In the first case the design engineer at- terrain, solar radiation, rain, solid precipitation, fog,
tempts to prevent such radiation from entering into wind,, salt, ozone, macrobiological organisms, and mi-
sensitive regions of the design, while in the second in- crobiological organisms may be eliminated in a con-
stance the engineer attempts to provide designs that trolled environment. Flowever, the effects of tempera-
will not be affected by such radiation. ture and humidity are always present and constitute a

All information on the induced environmental fac. controllable factor.
tors is not included in this handbook. A prominent In any field exercise involving materiel, a larger set
example of such limited treatment is vibration. A var- of environmental factors is alway• present. The particu-
iety of texts, journals, and other information sources lar factors in the set vary with time, place, and opera-
deal with vibration in all of its many aspects. Only such tional modes. The selection of the factors that describe
information on vibration as is deemed of particular a given environment constitutes a definition of the test
importance to the military design engineer is included, or operating environment.
Even with this limitation, it is apparent that a number Ir the various chapters of this handbook, the Inter-
of omissions have occurred. These result primarily national System of Units (SI) is preferred. Often, how-
from efforts to obtain a coherent presentation within ever, available data and practical considerations have
the limitations of time and effort. made it necessary to present data in units that are not

The nature of the data presented varies considerably part of this system. In some cases, data may be given
among the various induced environmental factors. The in several sets of units in order to relate the less familiar
amount of information available on electromagne'ic units to those that have been in common usage.

1-2
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CHAPTER 2

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS

2-1 INTRODUCTION AND TABLE 2-1. CONCENTRATIONS OF GASES

DEFINITIONS COMPRISING NORMAL DRY AIR

Gas Concentration, ppm
The atmosphere of the earth is a gaseous envelope

consisting mostly of nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapor. Nitrogen 780,900
This blanket of air is finite and is almost completely Oxygen 209,400
contained within the troposphere, that layer of the at- Argon 9,300
mosphere extending from the surface of the earth to an Carbon dioxide 315
altitude of about 10 mi in the tropics and 6 mi in the
temperate zone. Approximately one-half of all the air Neon 18
Iic5 within 3.5 mi of the surface of the earth (Ref. I). Heli um 5.2

The composition of the atmosphere has undergone Methane 1.0-1.2
gneat qualitative and quantitative changes since the earth Krypton 1
was first formed (Ref. 2) and continues to undergo Nitrous oxide 0.5
changp; therefore, it is necessary to define or specify Hydrogen 0.5
'normal' air In order to discuss atmospheric pollution. Xenon 0.08
Tebbenn (Ret 3) combined recently collected data from Nitrogen dioxide 0.02
various researchers and presented the contents of Table Ozone 0.01-0.04
2-1 as representing good estimates of the ooncentratlotis
in parts per million (ppm), by volume, of the major and
several minor gaseous components of the normal ctOy formed in that area. The Environmental Protection
atmosphere of the earth at the surface level. Agency (EPA) now monitors over 40 atmospheric pol-

Normal air contains water vapor in addition to the lutants. recognizing that, in sufficient quantities, any

gaes listed in Table 2-1. Water vapor content varies at one or combination of these pollutants would prove

100 percent relative humidity from about 100 ppm at detrimental to the health and/or welfare of people.
-40F, to about 70,000 ppm at I(OF (Ref. I). Most discussion of air poll0tion tend% to emphasize

Air pollution is a complex and diverse problem. It one of the first four of the listed effects because they are
may be defined as the presence of foreign matter sus- more readily perceived and understood than are effects
pended in the atmosphere in the form of solid particles, on vegetation and materials. However, the increased
liquid droplets, gases, or in various combinations of rate of deterioration of materials resulting from atmos-
these forms in sufficient quantities to produce undesira- pheric pollution is a significant economir frctor mn any
ble changes in the physical, chemical, or biological heavily industrialized area. This chapter focuses on
characteristics of the air (Ref. 4). those air pollutants to which most of the material dam-

Atmospheric pollutants exhibit a variety of undesira- age cnn be attributed.
ble effects on the environment and its inhabitants. Direct damage to structural metals, surface coatings,
Some of the most obvious of these effects are (I) annoy- fabrics, and other materials is related to many types of
ance to the senses, (2) impairment of visibility and pollutants. However. the majority of damage is at-
darkening of the sky, (3) soiling, (4) impairment to tributable to acid gases (e.g., SO2, SO,, and NOJ), oxi-
health of human beings and other animals, (5) damage dants of various kinds, hydrogen sulfide, and particu-
to vegetation, and (6) damage to materials (Ref. 5). A late matter (Ref. 6).
great number of elements and compounds have been Table 2.2 (Ref. 7) summarizes the material catego-
identified as atmospheric pollutants but some of them ries, how they are affected by atmospheric pollutants,

are not distributed widely in the atmosphere. Rather, and the specific pollutants involved. From this table it
they are characteristic of a particular area usually be- can be seen that the majority of damage is done by a

cause of some specialized industrial process being per- relatively few pollutants in synergism with such envi.

2-1
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ronmental factors as moisture, temperature, and sun- nitrogen present in the atmosphere in measurable con-
light. centrations (Ref. 8). It is not generally considered a

Design engineers concerned with military materiel pollutant because there is no .vidence that nitrous ox-
must have knowledge of air pollutants for several rat. ide is involved in photochemic &l reactions. The term

* sons. First, materiel is stored and used in a polluted NO, is used to represent the compoaite concentration
atmosphere that can adversely affect the performance or emissions of NO and NO2.
of certain items of materiel. Second, personnel must

sometimes be provided with materiel to negate the ef. ammouni Hghatspheric nentations oft i trac
fect of atmospheric pollutants. Finally, the military amounts. High atmosphedc concentrations of ammonia
establishment and other Federal agencies have been usually odated with accidental relee of the ge
directed to design, operate, and maintain equipment, hum an Industrial source. The maximum measured
vehicles, and other facilities so o to minimize pollutant concentration of 3 ppm (before 1956) Is below the level
emissiotshe known to produce any significant effect (Ref. 3).

Certain classes of pollutants are listed below with Ammonium (NHJ and nitrate (NOj) compounds
Crintrod coaments ofpolutas areli are present as aerosol& and are treated as particulate

intrducorycomentsabot ech:matter.

(1) OaGuou sulfur pollutants. Sulfur pollutants are (3) Carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide (CO) is
msponsible for a significant fraction of both past and the most abundant and widely distributed air pollutant
present air pollution problems. As can be seen from found in the atmosphere (Ref. 9). Total emissions of
Table 2-2, sulfur dioxide (SO,) s the most frequently carbon monoxide to the atmosphere exceed those of all
lIsted principal air pollutant causing damage to the dif. other pollutants combined. Interest as an air contami-
brent raterials. The oxides, sulfur dioxide (SO,) and nant is focused on its known toxic properties.
sulfur trioxide (80s,); the orespondIng acids, sulfurous The increased use of the internal combustion engine
acid (H, SO,) and sulfuric acid (H, 804 ); and the salts of and the development of a number of tech.aological pro-
these acids are recognized as atmospheric pollutants. B cesses wherein carbon monoxide is produced have in-
far the most prevalent, and the one that will receive the creased ambient carbon monoxide concentrations in
most attention In this chapter, Is sulfur dioxide. The theased mb ent Carbon monoxide pollution n
ratio of the atmospheric concentration of sulfur dioxide the last several decades. Carbon monoxide pollution no
to sulfur trioxide has been estimated to be about 100 to longer is confined to buildings or work environments

1 (Ref. 8). Sulfur trioxide emitted into the atmosphere but includes the ambient air in cities.

reacts almost Immediately to form sulfuric acid. There- (4) Gaseous hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon molecules

fore, sulfur trioxide In the atmosphere is generally in consist of atoms of hydrogen and carbon only. If them
particulate form as 4ulfuric acid droplets and is discussed mi fewer than four carbon atons per molecule, the
In the paragraph on particulate matter. hydrocarbons are gaseous at orlinary temperatures.

Another gaseous sulfur pollutant is hydrogen sulfide Those with more than four carbon atoms per molecule

TH 2S). An occasional air contaminant, it is almost al- are liquids or solIds In the pure state. Methane (CH4)

ways associated with some specific incident or isolated usually accounts for at least 50 percent of the total

source. The importance of hydrogen sulfide as an air hydrocarbons In the atmosphere. It i. tie nonmethane
pollutant stems from its unpleasant odor even at low hydrocarbon content that Is of most Interest In air pollu.

concentrations, and its ability to tarnish silver and to tion since methane Is photochemically inactive. Goner-

darken leadbased paints. ally, principal effects ae not caused by hydrocarbons
directly, but by compounds derived from atmospheric

(2) GSeomus nitrogen pollutants In the early 1950's, reactions of hydrocarbons and their derivatives with
the photochemical smog reaction was identified as a other substances (Ref. 10). Therefore, an appraisal of
significant air pollution factor in a large number of the effects of atmospheric hydrocarbon pollution is
major urban areas. This has focused attention on the made relative to the damage resulting from the second.
role of nitrogen oxides in urian air pollution. Of the my pollutants.
various oxides of nitrogen, the most important as air (5) Photochemical oxidants Sunlight-induced at.

pollutants are nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide mospheric reactions involving hydrocarbons and ox-
(NO2). Nitrous oxide (N 20) is the only other oxide of ides of nitrogen produce new compounds (secondiry

pollutants) referred to as oxidants (Ref. 11). The second.
I. Executive Order 11507 Prevention, Control, and Abatement ary pollutants producen in this manner include ozone,

of Air and Water Pollution at Federal Facilities,
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formaldehyde, organic hydroperoxides, peroxyanetyl Particulate matter damages materials by any one of
nitrates, and several aldehydes (Ref. 6). The two oxi- five mechanisms-abrasion, soiling, direct chemical so-
dants of primary concern as air pollutants are ozone tion, indirect chemical action, and electrochemical cor-
and peroxyacer-1l nitrate (PAN). A complete chapter rosion.
(Chap. 12 of Part Two) is devoted to the treatment of
ozone because of its importance. PAN is known to have
a detrimental effect on vegetation and certain micro- 2-2 PROPERTIES OF ATMOSPHERIC
organisms but unlike ozone does not affect materials POLLUTANTS
such as natural rubber.

(6) Particulate matter. Aerosols are defined as dis. 2-2.1 SULFUR DIOXIDE' '
persed, solid, or liquid matter in a gaseous medium, In
this cas, air. The particle sizes In the atmosphere range Atsadrtepaueanpesreulrdixe
from Individual aggregates larger than a single small i a nonflammable, nonexplosive, colorless gas. At con-
molecule (about 0.002 p*m IIn diameter) up to particles centrations above 0.3 to I ppm in air, most people can
about 500 p*m In diameter. Because many of the prop. detect it by taste; in concentrations greater than 3 ppm,
erties of particles are a function of size, they art usually it has a pungent, irritating odor. The gas is highly
clastified by size Intervals. Fig. 2-1 (Ref. 12) relates soluble in water: 11.3 g/100 ml at V0C, as compared to
mettorosogic nomenclature for aerosols to thle particle 0O.04 0,006, 0.003, and 0.169 SAW0 ml for oxygen,
sizes. In this chapter, particle size, unless otherwise nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, re-
specified, -will refer to particle diameter or Stokes' spectively. The physical properties of sulfur dioxide are
diameter. This discussion of size classes should not listed in Table 2-3 (Ref. 13).
obscure the fact that there Is a continuous spectrum of Sulfur dioxide at room temperature can act as a re-
sizes among the particles In the atmosphere and a cor. ducing agent or as an oxidizing agent. In the atmos-
responding continuous graduation of all their size. phere sulfur dioxide reacts either photochemically or
dependent properties. catalytically with various other atmospheric pollutants

to form sulfur trioxide, sulfuric acid, and salts of sulfua-
2. A general reference fro this paragraph is Ref. 13. ric acid.

Akke~n Larp gar
NOMENCLATURE <1 Particles Pa~llcid Portenf

ATOMS,
?ACw'cCULES
INot ParticI.l _______ _______ _____

Small
AIR LreIn

0 ELECTRICITY aa__________

ATMOSPHERIC Hs
OPTICS atce

CLOUD Atv
PHYSICS odnato

AIRWhc ona
CHEMISTRYManAo m.
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FIGURE 2-4. Sine Rangee of Various Typos of Atmoepheric Parr/cu/ate Matte
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TABLE 2-3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SULFUR DIOXIDE

Molecular weight 64.06
Density (gas), g/liter 2.927 at 0°C; 1 atm
Specific (liquid) gravity 1.434 at -100C

Molecular volume (liquid), ml 44
Melting point, OC -75.5

Boiling point, 0C -10.0
Critical temperature, OC 157.2
Critical pressure, atm 77.7
Heat of fusion, kcal/mole 1.769

Heat of vaporization, kcal/mole 5.96

Dielectric constant (practical units) 13.8 at 14.5C

Viscosity, dyn s/cm2  0.0039 at 0%

Molecular boiling point constant, °C/100 g 1.45

Dipole moment, debye units 1.61

Sulfur dioxide oxidizes hydrogen sulfide to form ele- Also, some metal oxides will oxidize sulfur dioxide
mental sulfur and water. This is known as the Claus directly to the corresponding sulfate. Magnesium oxide
reaction and generally utilizes a catalyst to increase the (MgO), ferric oxide (Fe20 3), zinc oxide (ZnO), man-
rate of reaction. ganic oxide (MnWO3), cerous oxide (Ce2 O 3), and cupric

oxide (CuO) are exsmples.

2H2S +SOS - 2S + 2H*O (2-1) 4MgO + 4Ss 3MgS0 4 + MgS (2-4)

As a reducing agent at room temperature, in the pres-
ence of such catalysts as finely divided platinum, char- Four reactions utilized for determining thy concentra-
coal, vanudic oxide, graphite, chromic oxide, fenic ox- tion of atmospheric sulfur dioxide are:
ide, or the nitrogen oxides, the gas will react with (1) The oxidization of sulfur dioxide by lead perox-
oxygen to form sulfur trioxide. ide (PbO2) to form lead sulfate (PbSO4 )

SO + 1/ 202atal SO3 (2-2) PbO, + SO, PbS0 4  (2-5)

In the presence of oxygen and moisture, and with (2) The use of hydrogen peroxide (H2 O) to oxidize
ferrous sulfate (FeSO4) as a catalyst, sulfur dioxide is sulfur dioxide to sulfuric acid, the amount of which is
oxidized directly to sulfuric acid. determined conductometrically or by titration

HIO + SOS + 1/20F HgS0 4  "HSO + SOS - H3S0 4(aqueoua) (2-6)
FeSO4 + moisture

(2-3)

Z4
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(3) The reaction of sulfr dioxide with iodine in an 2-2.3 NITRIC OXIDE'
aqueous starch solution to form sulfuri acid and by-
drogen iodide (the degree of decolorization ofthe Nitric oxide (NO) is acolorless and odorless gas. It
starch iodine mixture is directly related to the sulfur is slightly soluble in water (7.34 ml of NO per 00 ml
dioxide concentration) water), has a melting point of - 161MC, and a boiling

(4) The reaction of sulfur dioxide with water to pon ofi - IS IT. It is the primary product formed
form sulfurous acid (H311O,) during high-temperature combustion processes when

atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen combine according
SO% + H,0 " HISO3  (2-7) to the following endotermic reacion:

Na +'0jta2NO (2-9)
Sulfurous UMi reacts directly with -ay organic dyes
to change their color, a propery that Is used by the 2-2.4 NITROGEN DIOXIDE
West-Oneke method.

Nitrogen dioxide (NO3) is a reddlab-orang-brown
2-2.2 HYDROGEN SULFIDE gas with a characteristic pungent odor. It has a specific

gravity relative to air of 1.448 at 20'C. The melting and
Hydrogen sulfide has a density of 1.539 gSA and a boiling points are - 9.3C and 21.3*Cý respectively. The

specific gravity of L1.95 (LOG. Of air - 1), a melting low partial pressure of nitrogen dioxide in the atmos-
point of - S2.9*C, and a boiling point of - 5906C. pliere restricts it to the gas phase at usual pressures.

Hydrogen sulf idIs notorious for its rottaen~q odor. The5 nitrogeun dioxide molecule contains an odd number
it is as poisonous as hydrogen cyanide and four tmes of valence electrons (five froma the nitrogen and six
as poisonous as cerbon monoxide (Ref. 14). Beaid" its fromn each of the oxyens) and is. therefore paramag.
unpleasant odor, at low coonrtosit has the ability neti. When nitrogen dioxide gas is cooled, the color
to darke sme paint pigment (Rui. 7). The odor fadea, and the paramagnetlan diminishes. Thkis Isinter.
threshold of hydrogen bulfide has beam reported to he preted to mean that two nitrogen dioxide molecules
less than 2 ppb. whereas the toxic level is wel abov 10 pair up (dimeizau) to form a single moeu10tle Of nitrogen
ppb. Decaus atthe low odor thrshold, most air pollu. tetroxide (N204). At the dilute concentrations found in
tion agencies have set low tolerance levels. For exm the atmosphere, nitrogen teroxide cannot be present in
pie, the California Air Ropqross Board has fixed the more than trace amounts; thus, thui reaction is proba-
nikdmum tolerabl level for hydrogen sulMd at 30 pp bly of minor importance, Nitrogen dioxide Is corrosive
for I hr (Ref 15). and highly oxidizing, and may be physiologically ir-

Hydrogen sulfide released to the atmosphere is rap. ritatin and toxic.
idly oxidized to sulfur dioxide by ozone. It is also oxl- Most of the atmospheric nitrogen dioxide occurs as
dized by sulfur dioxide to form elemental sulfur an the product of the conversion of nitric oxide to nitrogen
water (see Eq. 2.1). Hydrogen suld burn to produce dioxide in the atmosphere A generally accepted nmech.
water and either sulfur or sulf~ur dioxide, depending on anisn to explain the reaction of nitric oxide with oxy-
the temperature and the oxygen supply. It is a mild gealo form nitrogen dioxide is
reducing agent and can, for example, reduce ft+0 NO, NO+NO 2N
ion to the ferrous ion. N 0, N 3+N N

(2-10)
The rate constants &Appicbl to these reactions permit

2Fe** + 11Bfg) -2Fes* + S(s) + 2H* significant formation of nitrogen dioxide only when the
(2-8) nitric oxide concentration is in the range of M0 ppm

and above.
During daylight hours, atmospheric nitric oxide, ni-

troge dioxde and oxygen undergo a series of reac
&. A usasul hreners tot Whe pantaph ba W.1.s. tions resulting in the cyclic formation and decomposi-
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FIGURE 2-2. ArtaoWherkc Nitrogen Dioxide Photolyde Cycle

tion of nitrogen dioxide. This is referred to as the atmosphere. These reactions are the oxidation of car-
nitrogen dioxide photolytic cycle and is pictured bon monoxide by oxygen
schematically in Fig. 2-2. To initiate the cycle, ultravio-
let energy from the sun breaks one of the N-O bonds
in a nitrogen dioxide molecule producing nitric oxide CO + Ol - CO + 0 (2-11+)
and atomic oxygen. The oxygen atom combines with
oxygen to form ozone (03) that then reacts with the
nitric oxide molecule reforming nitrogen dioxide and and, in the presence of moisture,
oxygen. The result, if there were no interfering reac-
tions, would be a rapid cycling of nitrogen dioxide with
nc nvprall net effect. However, in the atmosphere the CO + H&O - C t + Hg (2-12)
interaction of hydrocarbons with the cycle increases
the rate of the nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide conver.
sion and thereby unbalances the cycle in favor of nitro-
gen dioxide formation. These reactions occur more readily on the surfaces of

certain catalysts, usually metal oxides.
Carbon monoxide also can be oxidized by ozone and

2-2.5 CARBON MONOXIDE nitrogen dioxide, The rate of reaction is very slow at
atmospheric temperatures and concentrations in the

There are no known chemical reactions by which case of ozone, and the reaction involving nitrogen diox-
atmospheric carbon monoxide is oxidized to carbon ide requires such a high activation energy that it proba-
dioxide in any appreciable quantities. Two oxidation bly does not occur at all in the atmosphere.
reactions, although very slow, do occur in the lower In the upper atmosphere a small amount of carbon

2.7
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TABLE 2-4. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Molecular weight 28.01
Melting point -207*C
Boiling point -192°C
Specific gravy•y relative to air 0.968
Density

At OC, 760 mm Hg 1.25 g/l
At 25*C, 760 mm Hg 1.15 g/l

Explosive limits in air 12.5-74.2% by volume

Sol-ibility in water
At OC 3.54 ml/100 ml
At 250C 2.14 ml/100 ml

Conversion factors
At 0OC. 760 mm Hg 1 mg/m 3

At 250C, 760 min Hg 1 mg/mr3 . 0.074 ppm

*Volume of CO indicated is at OOC, 760 mm Hg.

monoxide is formed by the photo-dissociation of car. not considered a pollutant. Fitty-six hydrocarbon corn-
bon dioxide pounds have been identified in urban air. Each corn-

pound behave. In a different manner rendering an over-
view of the total atmospheric reaction poces very

CO2 i hi(photon) - CO + 0 (2-13) dimfcut. The chemistry of these reactions and their
products are not understood fully. However, the most
Important features of the observed behavior of photo.

The disociation of carbon dioxide into carbon chemical air pollution can be explained.
monoxide is appreciable only above a height of 100 km Sunlight alone has no significant effect on hydrocar-
due to the rapid decrease in intensity of active ultravio- boas in the air. Hydrocarbons become involved in
let radiation below this level. Also, carbon monoxide photochemical processes because of their reactions
may be reformed by a three-body collision. Carbon with atomic oxygen, excited oxygen, ozone, and free
monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas that is radicals generated by the action of sunlight on other
slightly lighter than air. It does not support combustion atmospheric components. The speed with which photo-
but is flammable sad burns with a bright blue flame. chemical air pollutants are formed is related directly to
The physical properties are given in Table 2-4 (Rcf. 16). the rate of decrease in concentration of hydrocarbons.

However, because individual hydrocarbons have differ-
ent rectivities, the hydrocarbon composition is con-

2-2.6 HYDROCARUONS' tinuously changing making it difficult to predict accu.
rately the rate of consumption of hydrocarbons in

From an air pollution point of view, the hydrocarbons photochemical reactions.
ar important because of their Involvement In photo- Fig. 2-3 (Ref. II) indicates a direct relationship b%-
chemical reactions, The secondary contaminants and tween early morning hydrocarbon concentration and
eaction Intermediates aecount for nearly all the deod- the maximum daily oxidant concentration; however,
mntal effects of hydrocarbon air pollution. Methane due to the techniques and assumptions used in the
(CH, ), the simplest and most predominant hydroarbon, analiso-of these atmospheric data, a rigorous interpre-
does not react photochemically and Is, theretore, usually tation is unwarranted.

4. A generl reference for this pusgrsph is Ref, 10.

2-S
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2-2.7 PEROXYACETYL NITRATE 2-4 (Ref. 17) shows that PAN does not appear in the
photolysis of polluted air until after the nitric oxide has

Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) is an unstable corn- been reduced to a very low concentration, the nitrogen
pound whose known physical properties are listed in dioxide has reached its maximum, and the ozone has
Table 2-5 (Ref. II). begun to build up in concentration. The concentration

The exact mechanism of formation of PAN in the variations of hydrocarbon ad aldehyde are also
polluted atmosphere is still somewhat uncertain. Fig. shown. Hydrocarbon ir a prerequisite for PAN forma-

TABLE 24. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PEROXYACETYL NITRATE

Physical state Colorless liquid
Chemical formula CH3COON0 2

Molecular weight 121
Boiling point No true boiling point,

compound decomposes
before boiling

Vapor pressure
at room temperature About 15 nwn Hg

Conversion factors

At OCC, 760 mm Hg 1 ppm , 5398 vg m"3

At 256C, 760 mm Hg 1 ppm . 4945 pg m"3

24)
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does correlate very closely with the nitrogen trioxide
concentration.

HYDROCARBON One reaction that has been suggested as the final step
..... ALOEYDE in atmospheric PAN formation is

NO

.- PAN 030 0CHC -0 + NOs CHsC - 0 -ONO0
S................ (2-14)

OKA but this reaction has not been proved by experiment.

X0,-* * The mechanism of formation of PAN, then, is still
-____ uncertain.

TIME

FIGURE 24. Concsrrarlonr of Vaiov Gup In 2-2.8 PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS
Phtoochelckao Acritv Al,

A ample of air from an urban atmosphere may con-
tain particles of fuime, dust, moot, fibers, and liquid
droplets. Each particle is different in shape, size, and
composition, and has an individual history in the at-
mosphere with relation to mode of origin, growth, in-
teraction, and decay (Rd. 1S).

2.2.8.1 Particle Size Distribution
tio and aldehyde is a product of the reactions. The Most of the available experimental and theoretical
data in Fig. 2-4 show that th. quantitative formation of information on the size distribution of atmospheric
PAN dwo. not cureStc with nitrogen dioxide or ozone aerosols indicates a continuous distribution of the form

concentratiom, but the data in Fig. 2-5 show that it. n(r) . dN/d(log r) = Ar", cm4e

(2-15)
1,600 I where

"1,400-- n( log radius-number distribution,
cm-

12�0 IN = number per unit volume of
Sparticles with radius smaller

;• than r, dimensionless

800 r = radius of particles, jAm
log r - log, 0r, dimensionless

6A0 A = constant that varies with

400 - location
B = slope of the curve (dN/dIIog P)

too - vs # plotted on a log-log scale
0 1 The number distribution or number density some-

i O- 300-6 5siO'- times requires explanation. Continuous distribution
curves ar represented such that the number of partS-

NO3 CONCENTRATIOND mels./ilter les in a slze interval, say dr, is represented by the area
over this interval and not by the value of the ordinate.

FIGURE 24. Fi•uwdw D4Pfdwwe of PAN For atmospheric particles, because of the wide range of
Fwnmeon on NIro& n Trioxide Connfratfon

5-10
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sizes and concentrations, it is necessary to use loprith. Fig. 2-7 (Ref. 20) gives particle size distributions for
mic s"aes. In Eq. 2.15, the number distribution x(p) different altitudes. The measurements show a decrease
multiplied by Alog t), the size interval, gives the num- in concentration of particle sizes on both ends of the
ber of particles in the size interval, MN. distribution. This is consistent for higher altitudes (as-

Fig. 2-6 (Ref. 19) shown a complete size distribution suming older aerools at higher altitudes), the theory
of atmospheric aerosol from 0.01 to 100 j&m particle being that coagulation acts to reduce the concentration
radius. This composite distribution has three different of small particles, while sedimentation and rain remove
slopes and two transition zones. The slopes are: the larger particles.

0.01 pAm - dN/d(log r) - (Constant) r-9.8
2-.30 m -dN/d(Iogr) - (Constant) r's., 2-2.8.2 Soptoin

50-100 sim - dNId(log r) - (Constant) r". Surface properties include sorption, nucleation, and
This graph was constructed from various sets of adhesion. Sorption is a general term used to describe

measurements made over an extended period of time the attachment of foreign molecules to a solid surface
and in different types of atmospheric environments. It, regardless of whether adsorption, absorption, or some
therefore, does not represent any one type of atmos- combination of these or other phenomena are involved.
phere (i.e., urban, rural, oom, etu.) but should be satis- Adsorption is a process whereby the molecules are at-
f ictory for making a first estimate of the size distribu. tracted and held to the surface of a solid. There are at
non of an aerosol sample collected by the hish-volume least two types of adsorption (Rd. 21). The fint type is
method. known as van der Washs' adsorption or physical ad-

sorption. In this case the force of attraction is physical
-- - -in nature, involving an interaction between dipoles or

induced dipoles. Physical adsorption is reversible, so

10 4 that if the ambient pressure is reduced, the moleculesSeamps fr-om the snurfae. The secod type ofadsorption

103 is referred to as chemisorption. This involves force of
-0 interaction between the adsorbent and the molecule

SLOI. 01-a .3 that are chemical in nature. These forces are much
102 stonger than those for van der Waals' adsorption, and

chemilorption is not reversible. For certain gas and

S: z solid combinations, the van der Waa sadsorption maypan over into chemisorption as the temperature is

LOPE s-2.? 2-2.8.3 Nucletion

"•4 A vapor (i.e., a gas below its critical temperature),

1,2 -• present in quantities comparable to its equilibrium va-
por pressure, may lead to a deepened sorbed layer on
atmospheric particles. This layer, as it thickens, takes10- on the character of % layer of true liquid. If the vapor

-.o tis supersaturated, a droplet or crystal may grow by
10 -1 - further condensation on the sorbed layer. The net result

-R SLOPI4.4 is hetrogeneous nucleation.

1 65_ A pure vupor, free of partcles, must be highly super-
saturated before a condensed phase will form from it,
because an energy barrier separates the molecular from

'0 10" 1 lot the particulate state. Such nucleation is called homo-

PARTICLE RADIUS, iu Two like molecules of gas will not generally stick

together, and an aggregate of three molecules is still less
likely to reain its dentty for any length of time. AFIGURE 2-C Con4*0 AMwhork A0,01901 small aggregate of molecules is therefore unstable. On

Ske Dow/budm
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FIGURE 2.7. Aldttude Dependence of Particle Size Diatriburlon

the other hand, when a particle is split in two, energy ofcritical size can destroy its stability with the probable
is required to create the new surfaces, since the corn- result that it will return to the molecular or gaseous
bined surface area at the two fragments is greater than state.

that of the original particle (surface energy increases The important point is that the only way by which
with a decrease in size). At some point, these two trends molecular aggregates for homogeneous nucleation can
of decreasing stability meet at a maximum that corre- be formed is by a chance succession of collisions that
spond& to a certain particle size, usually referred to as result in a number of molecules sticking together. Such
the critical radius (Ref. 22). If a molecular aggregate an event is improbable, except for highly super-
can reach this critical radius, the addition of a single saturated conditions, because the total binding force
molecule puts it over the energy barrier ,nd it will exeited by small aggregates of molecules upon their
become more stable by collecting still more molecules. surface members is too small to counteract the thermal
Conversely, the loss of a single molecule from a nucleus motions tending to carry them sway. However, when

--12
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a suitable surface is present, nucleation (condensation, 103 % '
ice deposition, freezing) will occur on it and the energy
barrier to producing a droplet is avoided. Such surfaces Air
may be foreign particles (condensation nuclei, freezing "
nuclei) or larger surfaces of foreign substances or of the .

same substance. Since particles are always present in 102
the atmosphere, nucleation on them is of widespread 0
occurrence.
2-2.8.4 Adhesion '

The last of the surface properties of consequence is 1 101
adhesion. All available evidence suggests that solid par-
tidles with diameters less than about I pim (and liquid u BEST FIT TO DATA
particles regardless of size) always adhere when they P LIMIT OF RESIDENCE TIME
collide with each other or with a larger siriface. Other L

factors being equal, reentrainment or rebound becomes 100 ,
increasingly probable with increasing particle size. Al- 1.61 I00 Id
ternatively, the adhesive property can be considered in
ternis of the surface energy of small particles or in PARTICLE SIZE cl Lm

terms of the more complex shear forces acting to dis- FIGURE 2.8. Particle Size Dependence of Mean
lodge the larger particles. Residence Time (Ref. 18/

2-2.8.5 Motion elimination from the distribution. Fig. 2-8 (Ref. 18)
shows a range for the mean time r that a particle re-

Another major class of properties common to all mains in the atmosphere as a function of particle size.
particles, regardless of composition, is th, mode mo-
tion. The mass of a particle less than about 0.1 )m in
diameter is so small that it experiences large random 2-2.8.6 Optical Properties5

motions due to the buffeting action of individual mole- The optical properties of an aerosol vary with the
cules. This oscillating behavior is known as Brownian nature of the suspended material, being dependent on
motion and increases in magnitude with decreasing its index of refraction and particle shape. However,
particle size. optical properties are influenced to a greater degree by

For particles between 0. 1 and I /.m in diameter, the particle size. There are three light-scattering regimes of
gravitational settling velocities become larger than interest. They are determined by a, the ratio of the
molecular impact velocities tut are still small corn- circumference of the particle to the wavelength of the
pared to average air motions. The particle size for light X (a = 2vr/X).
which the two velocities are equal is the point of mini- Particles less than about 0.1 jAm (a Ž> 0.5) are much
mum particle activity. It represents the most difficult smaller than the wavelength of light and scatter light
particle size to remove from the air. Particles larger in all directions. This is referred to as Rayleigh scatter-

than I pm have significant settling velocities, and their ing in which the intensity of light scattered per unit

motions can vary greatly from the motion of the ambi- illumination is proportional to r'/I', For particles in

ent air. the intermediate size range (i.e., between 0.1 and 5

Although actual settling times in the atmosphere pm), the scattering pattern eases its symmetry and

tend to differ from those computed from Stokes' Law, becomes a complicated function of a and the angle of

because turbulence tends to offset gravitational fall, the observation with respect to the forward direction of

particles larger than 5 or 10 pm to a large extent are illumination. This function, known as the Mie scatter-

removed by gravity and other inertial processes. The ing function, requires numerical solutions and is

size distribution of a freshly generated aerosol may beyond the scope of this discussion. Because the parti-

contain particles as large as 500 ism. These large parti- cle dimensions are of the same order of magnitude as

cles settle rapidly. In the size range of approximately 5 the wavelength oflight, interference phenomena play a

to 10 ;&m, significant time periods are required to effect complicating role, and a given scattering behavirr may
correspond to several particle size distributions. For

S. A general reference for this paragraph is Ref. 23. the largest particles (r > 5 Mam) gecmetrical optics

2.13
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TABLE 24. COMPOSITION OF PARTI'IJLATE EMISSIONS(pi'ant by weight)I

Consti tuent Source*

1 2 3 4 5

Fez0 3  89.1 7.1 9.6 3.7 2.0-26.8
St0 2  0.9 36.3 18.8 9.7 17.3-63.6

A1203  0.5 25.7 7.1 14.9 9.81-58.4

In0 0.6 0.2 <1
P•0 5  0.5 <1 0.07-47.2

S/S02/Sulfates 0.4 8.0 25.0 0.12-24.33
CaO 8.8 40.9 <1 0.12-14.73

MgO 1.4 2.8 2.5 0.06-4.77

Na20/K2 0 10.4 8.4 3.0 3.0-3.9
TO 2  0.9 0.1 <1 0-2.8

2

£V203 4.7

C 18.4 0.37-36.2

Carbonate (CO3) 0-2.6

Ether soluble 4.4

*Source identi fication:

1. Open-hearth furnaces

2. Incineration
3. Cement plants
4. Fuel oil combustion

5. Coal combustion

plusa diffraction effects apply, with scattering propor. 2-3 SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC
tional to rP. 23 SUCSO TOPEI
t tPOLLUTANTS

2.2.81.7 Compositrio227-Natural phenomena such a volcanic eruptions,

The chemical oomposition of particulate pollutants earthquakes, forest fires, and biological proceses con.
depends on the source from which they are derived and tribute to atmospheric pollution, The vast majority of
is highly variable. Data derived from various emission air pollution, however, is derived from man-made
sources are given in Table 2-6 (Ref. 12). sources. Fig. 2-9 (Ref. 4) gives the primary sources of

2.14
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60o % while hydrogen sulfide and sulfate compounds are pro.
7-0 duced in the natural environment (Ref. 24).

Sulfur dioxide pollution results principally from the
I combustion of fossil fuels, the refining of petroleum.
. sthe smelting of sulfur-containing ores, the mnunufactur-

40 ing of sulfuric acid. the burning of refuse, pspermaking,

and the burning or smoldering of coal refuse beaks. In
F, all these processes a small amount of sulfur trioxide or
i fl 2, sulfuric acid is also emitted. For example, combustion

0 8% •of the fuel in power plants forms sulfur oxides in the_n I ratio of fi°m 40 to 80 parts of sulfur dioxide to I pan

,Tr V111011- ,"';=.uST, SN~oW SAC J.. ,,•,v,,, of sulfur trioxide (Ref. 13). The estimate of worldwide

EL94TRICITY misions of gaeous sulfur dioxide per year i 80 mil-
FIGURE 2-9. Source of Atmorpheric Pollutant, lion tons (Ref. 23).

In Me United Stems Naturally occurring sulfur compound emissions in-
clude sulfate aerosols produced in sea spray, and hy.

air pollution in the United States, the percentage of drogen sulfide from the decomposition of organic mat.
total emissions for each source, and the weight of emis- ter in swamp areas, bogs, and tidal flats. Volcanic
sions in tons/year for each source. Also, Fig. 2.10 (Ref. activity and industrial emissions are minor sources of
4) gives the yearly weight of emissions over the United hydrogen sulfide (Ref, 24). The emission rate of hydro-
States for the five most common pollutants. It should gen sulfide from natural sources has been estimated as
be noted that all other pollutants combined account for high as 300 million tons per yr (Ret. 25).
only 2 percent by weight of total emissions. Table 2-7 (Ref. 13) presents the major emission

The five major classes of pollutants, with a descrip- sources and quantities of sulfur dioxide released to the
tion of the sources of each, are described in paragraphs atmosphere for the years 1963 and 1966 in the United

that follow. States.
Using 1967 U S Statistical Abstracts from the U S

Government Printing Office and air pollution emission
factors from the U S Public Health Service, the annual

2-3.1 GASEOUS SULFUR POLLUTANTS worldwide pollution emissions of iulfur dioxide were
estimated to be 146 X 10' tons in 1965. Also, previous

Sulfur compounds in the atmosphere come from estimates have been quoted as 69 X 10' tons in 1937
both the natural environment and from urban pollution and 78 X 10' tons in 1940 (Ref. 24).
sources. Of the common atmospheric sulfur pxillutants,
sulfur dioxide (SO,), sulfur trioxide (SOs), and hydro-
gen sulfide (HS) originate from pollutant sources 2-3.2 CARBON MONOXIDE

Carbon monoxide emission exceeds that of all other
0 ••contaminants combined. Worldwide emissions are es-

7 o % timated at 200 million ton, per yr (Ref. 25). It is thus
so -g regarded as one of the prime indicators of air pollution.

Motor-vehicle exhaust emissions are responsible foe
so - over 58 percent of the total carbon monoxide emitted

" 40 into the atmosphere (Ref. 16). Carbon monoxide emis-
Be0 - 04 sions estimates by source and by weight for the United

ai %States in 1968 are given in Table 2-8. The total estimate
, aof 101.6 million tons is considerably more than the

yearly discharge rate given in Fig. 2.10 which probably

o I-represents a yearly average extending over several
"M lONOXIDE01411 O|ORlOI ieNS LATIll OXIDEiS years.

FIGURE 2-ra Volune of AtrnoWheric Polluntsn

by Type In Mhe Unditd Sten
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TABLE 24. CARBON MONIXIDE EMISSION ESTIMATES BY SOURCE CATEGORY
(In U.S. I98)

Emi ssions
Source 106 tons/yr Percent

Transportation 63.8 62.8
Motor vehicles 59.2 58.2

Gasoline 59.0 58.0
Diesel 0.2 0.2

Ai rcraft 2.4 2.4
Vessels 0.3 0.3
Railroads 0.1 0.1
Other nonhighway use of motor
fuels 1.8 1.8

Fuel combustion-stationary 1.9 1.9
CoI1 0.8 0.8
Fuel oil 0.1 0.1
Natural gas N N
Wood 1.0 1.0

Industrial processes 11.2 11.0
Solid waste disposal 7.8 7.7
Miscellaneous 16.9 16.6

Man-made 9.7 9.5
Forest fires 7.2 7.1

Total 101.6 100.0

N = Negligible

2-3.3 NITROGEN OXIDES emissions. Global emissions of nitrogen dioxide from
combustion processes are estimated at 52.9 X 10' tons

The major component of worldwide atmospheric ni- per yr and nitric oxide produced by biological action at
trogen oxides (NO,) is biologically produced nitric ox- 501 X 10' tons per yr (Ref. 26).
ide (NO) (Ref. 8). Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2) and nitric
oxide are the major nitrogen oxides emitted from man- 2-3.4 HYDROCARBONS (Ref. 10)
made sources. Combustion processes in which the tem-
peratures are high enough to fix the nitrogen in the air Methane is the predominant hydrocarbon emitted to
and in which the combustion gases are cooled rapidly the atmosphere from natural sources. All anaerobic
enough to reduce the subsequent decomposition are the bacterial decomposition of organic matter in swamps,
primary cause of technology-associated NO. emissions lakes, marshes, and sewage produces hydrocarbons.
(Ref. 26). It is estimated that the ratio between man- The production rate of methane from natural sources
made and natural emissions of nitrogen oxides is almost has been estimated at more than 3 X 10' tons per yr.
I to 15. Table 2-9 (Ref. 8) summarizes the man-made Volatile terpenes and isoprene constitute a separate
sources and emission levels of nitrogen oxides in the class of hydrocarbons produced by natural sources.
United States for the year 1968. Stationary sources and The natural emission rates of these hydrocarbons have
motor vehicles account for over 83 percent of the total been estimated at 4.4 X 10' tons per yr. The total
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TABLE 24. SUMMARY OF NATIONWIDE NITROGEN OXIDES EMISSIONS, 1908

Emissions

Source 106 tons/yr Percent

Transportation 8.1 39.3
Motor vehicles 7.2 34.9

Gasoline 6.6 32.0
Diesel 0.6 2.9

Aircraft& Nb N
Railroads 0.4 1.9
Vessels 0.2 1.0
Nonhighway 0.3 1.5

Fuel combustion -
stationary 10.0 48.5

Coal 4.0 19.4
Fuel oil 1.0 4.8
Natural gas 4.8 23.3
Wood 0.2 1.0

Industrial processes 0.2 1.0

Solid waste disposal 0.6 2.9
Miscellaneous 1.7 8.3

Forest fires 1.2 5.8
Structural fires N N
Coal refuse 0.2 1.0
Agricultural 0.3 1.5

Total 20.6 100.0

aEmissions below 3,000 ft.
bN - Not reported. Estimated less than 0.05 x 106 tons/yr.

CIncludes LPG and kerosene.

nationwide emissions of hydrocarbons and related of- 2.3.5 PARTICULATE MATTER
ganic compounds to the atmosphere from technologi-
cal sources for the year 1968 wer estimated to be about Natural dust is always present in the atmosphere at
32 X 10' town. Table 2.10 (Ref. 10) lists the technologi. varying levels of concentration. These dust particles are
cal sources and estimates of their emission rates of made airborne either by high winds or by vehicular
hydrocarbons for 1968. action, e.g., a truck traveling along an unsurfaced road

From these data it is clear that natural sources are or a helicopter, hovering over a dusty field. Once air-
responible :1or most of the atmospheric hydrocarbons borne, the smaller particles, less than about 10 Anm in
and that, of all the technological sources, motor vehi- diameter. may be kept aloft for an extended period of
elm account for nearly 50 percent of the total emis- time by turbulent wind conditions arising from, for
dons. example, large temperature gradients.
2-.8
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TABLE 2-10. ESTIMATES OF HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS BY SOURCE CATEGORY. 1S8 (AP44)

Emissions
Source 106 tons/yr Percent

Transportation 16.6 51.9
Motor vehicles 15.6 48.7

Gasoline 15.2 47.5
Diesel 0.4 1.2

Aircraft 0.3 1.0
Railroads 0.3 1.0
Vessels 0.1 0.2
Nonhighway use, motor 0.3 1.0

Fuel combustion-stationary 0.7 2.2
Coal 0.2 0.7
Fuel oil 0.1 0.3
Natural gas N N
Wood 0"4 1.2

Industrial processes 4.6 14.4

Solid waste disposal 1.6 5.0

Miscellaneous 8.5 26.5
Forest fires 2.2 6.9
Structural fires 0.1 0.2
Coal refuse 0.2 P 6
Organic solvent evaporation 3.1 9.7
Gasoline marketing 1.2 3.8
Agricultural burning 1.7 5.3

Total 32.0 100.0

N - Negligible

Industrial particulate matter consisting of both liq- 2-4 ATMOSPHERIC SCAVENGING
uid and solid particles is emitted primarily from com-
bustion processes. Table 2-11 (Ref. 12) shows typical Primary pollutants are removed from the atmos-
annual emissions of particles from various types of phere by (I) deposition and (2) conversion to other
sources in the area of St. Louis, Mo., with a combined atmospheric constituents. In both cases chemical reac-
population of 2,331,000 and in Ankara, Turkey, with a tions facilitate the process. The atmosphere of the earth
population of 906,000. Both sets of data were collected has been described as a vast chemical reactor (Ref. 2)
using identical procedures, where some of the primary pollutants undergo chemi-

An estimated 11.5 million tons of particulate matter cal changes thus forming other substances. In some
were emitted to the atmosphere from major sources in cases the intermediate or final products can be more
the United States in 1966. Fig. 2-11 gives the major damaging than the original reactant, but these products
suur ces and the weight of particulate matter emitted by may be in a form that is readily removed from the
,•wb source. atmosphere.
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TABLE 2-11. 190 EMISSION INVENTORY OF PARTICULATE MATERIAL,
METRIC TONS PER YEAR

City
Source category St. Louis, Ankara,

Mo. Turkey

Transportation
Motor vehicles 5,220 2,090
Other 2,760 240
Subtotal 7,980 2,330

Stationary fuel combustion
Industry 60,900 4,870
Residential 2,760 7,470
Commercial, institutional,

governmental 4,940 4,580
Electric generation 49,400 1,210
Subtotal 118,000 18,130

Refuse disposal
Incineration 2,180 N
Open burning 3,140 1,200
Subtotal 5,320 1,200

Industrial processes 37,500 3,210
Evaporative losses -..

GRAND TOTAL 168,800 24,870

N Negligible

In the lower atmosphere, deposition is the primary
means of removal; the oxidation and/or combination or

PEWER pollutants result in solid or liquid particles, or adsorbedGENERATION

3 MILLION phases on such particles, that soon settle out of the
atmosphere because of their large size. In the upper

MILLION atmosphere, conversion to other atmospheric constitu-
SPACE HEATING ents is aided through the breaking down of complex
I MILLION molecules by high energy radiation from the sun.

.alffi- MOBILE The five major classes of pollutants are listed with
0.5 MILLION descriptions of the natural scavensing processes that

INDUSTRIAL Itend to exhaust them from the atmosphere.

2-4.1 SULFUR OXIDES AND HYDROGEN
SULFIDE

FIGURE 2-11. Source of Prticulate Mater
(tom,4.r) Sulfur oxides in the atmosphere are mostly in the
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form of sulfur dioxide with small amounts of sulfur Robinson and Robbins (Ret 24), using their own
trioxide. A large part of the sulfur dioxide in the uir is calculations along with data from the literature, es-
oxidized to sulfur trioxide that reacts with water vapor timated the mass flow of sulfur in various compound
to form sulfuric acid mist. The tranfdormation of sulfur forms through the environment. Fig. 2.12 shows the
dioxide to the acid occurs in approximately 4 days (Re. circulation pattern. Same of the values ar reasonably
24). The acid further reacts with other materdals in the well known, e.g., pollutant emissions and total deposi-
air to form sulfates, usually ammonium and calcium tions however, some such a land and us missions of
sulfates. Also, it has been theorized that a substantial hydrogen sulfide are estimates that were adjusted to
portion of the atmospheric sulfur dioxide id directly balance the cycle. The end result of this cycle shows an
neutralized by ammonia, calcite dust, or other airborne accumulation of sulfur in the oceans of 95 X 10' tons-
alkalies and is then oxidized by the sir to the corre- /yr. This is the sum of pollutant emissions, sulfur ap-
sponding sulfates. The salts are finally removed from plied to the soil, and rock weathering.
the atmosphere by precipitation. The time from emis- The lifetime of hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere
slon to removal of sulfur dioxide is estimated at 43 days ranges from about 2 hr in urban area to about 2 days
or less on the average (Ref. 13). Sulfur dioxide is also in remote unpolluted arm. The hydrogen sulfide is
scavenged from the atmosphere by veSetation. For a oxidized to sulfur dioxide in the troposphere by ozone
concentration of I ppb, a deposition rate of 2.5 j8g in a heterogeneous reaction usually occurring on the
m-2 day-I has been calculated (Ref. 24). surface of aerosol particles.

GAS AND. PARTICULATE 20
TRANSPORT SEA SPRAY
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FIGURE 2-12. Enviromnentl Sufur Clrmuladon (Unite: 104 ton/yr)
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2-4.2 CARBON MONOXIDE the lower atmosphere to the ocean as inorganic nitrates
and nitrites. Robinson and Robbins (Ref. 26), in deriv-

There are no identified scavenging processes for car- ing an atmospheric nitrogen cycle, arrived at a resi-
bon monoxide. However, in the absence of removal dence time of 3 days ftr nitrogen dioxide released to the

processes, the estimated worldwide emissions would be atmosphere.

sufficient to raise the atmospheric background concen-
tration by 0.03 ppm per yr creating a current back- 24.4 HYDROCARBONSa
ground level of I ppm. Measurements of the back- Hydrocarbons in the atmosphere form radicals when
ground level indicate an average concentration level
much less than I ppm with no indication that the level exposed to sunlight. Ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and

is increasing (Ref. 16). Therefore, it is postulated that peroxidesserve as light sensitizers or initiators for these
reactions. Radicals are subject to further degradationwmine sink or removal process exists. One possibility is

that in the upper atmosphere ultraviolet energy from until the end products are carbon dioxide. carbon

the sun converts the carbon monoxide to carbon diox- monoxide, and water. Radicals may also be removed by

ide (Ref. 25). Recent research carried out by Inman and polymerization and adsorption on suspended particu-

Ingersoll (Ref, 27) to identify and quantify sinks for lates that are, in turn. removed from the atmosphere by

atmospheric carbon monoxide produced the following precipitation.

results: (I) of the approximately IS species of green land The rates of reaction (if these processes are insuffi-

plants tested, none demonstrated any tendency to take cient to prevent high concentration levels from building
carbon monoxide out of the atmosphere: (2) soil tests up when the right combination of emission and local
showed that the capacity for carbon monoxide uptake meteorological conditions exist.
by the soil is mediated by a biological mechanism; and
(3) of the 200 plus species and strains of fungi, yeasts,
and bacteria tested, 16 (all were fungi) proved capable 2-4.5 PARTICULATE MATTER'
of removing atmospheric carbon monoxide. On the ba-
sis of these laboratory studies, an estimate of the The principal mode nf removal of paitidles larger
capacity of the soil to act as a sink of atmospheric than 5 to 10 jm in diameter from the atmosphere is
carbon monoxide was calculated to be in excess of 500
million metric tons per yr. This is over twice the es- gravitational settling. Some of these smaller particles,

timated worldwide production of carbon monoxide by between about I and I0 j.m in diameter, settle slowly

man. and may be removed from the lowest atmospheric layer
by inertial processes such as impaction on the surfaces
of obstacles such as buildings and trees.

2-4.3 NITROGEN OXIDES6 Clouds and rain act to cleanse the higher layers of

The major portion of oxides of nitrogen released to the troposphere of particles larger than about 2 gm.

the atmosphere become involved in photochemical Smaller soluble particles, such as sea salt and nitrates,
reactions in which nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide are grow substantially in size by accumulating water from
converted to nitrogen-containing organic compounds. the clouds or rain and are thus brought to the ground
The oxides of nitrogen are usually converted within by rain.
hours of their exposure to sunlight. Smaller particles less than about 0. 1/•m coagulate as

The oxides of nitrogen that are not converted by a result of their high collision rate and form larger
photochemical processes diffuse throughout the atmos- particles that are then subject to settling, precipitation,
phere and are removed by oxidation of nitric oxide to and impaction.
nitrogen dioxide while, at higher levels in the atmos-
phere, ozone can react with nitrogen dioxide to form
nitrogen pentoxide and trioxide. These then react with 2-5 CONCENTRATION AND
alkalies to form nitrates that are removed from the DISTRIBUTION OF
atmosphere by precipitation. Also, nitrogen dioxide
may react directly with ammonia giving nitrogen and ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS
water vapor. Nitrogen dioxide can be transferred from

Pollutant concentrations vary in time and space as a
6. A genermi reference for this pmraralrph is Rcr. 25. result of (I) variations in the location of" pollutatis
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sources, (2) changes in source activity with time, (3) coeds a certain level. The distribution plots give a more
continually changing meteorological conditions, and complete insight into the dynamic characteristics of a
(4) transient distributions of chemical reactions in the pollutant for a given site. Most concentration measure-
atmosphere. Patterns of concentration variation are ments are not real time but represent the average value
peculiar to the specific locality but usually show dis- for the time period over which the sample was col-
tinctive features for certain regions. For example, met- lected. The most frequently used averaging or sampling
ropolitan areas on the U S East Coast are character. times are 5 min. I hr. 8 hr, I day, I mo, and I yr.
ized by high concentrations of sulfur dioxide, while on Therefore, for an exact interpretation and/or compari-
the U S West Coast, high concentrations of ozone and son of concentration data from different sources, the
nitrogen oxides are the rule. averaging times employed in collecting the data must

Concentration data for a particular pollutant am be known. Techniques for computing concentrations

often subject to variations traceable to (I) the different for averaging times other than the one used in collect-

measuring techniques and equipment employed, (2) ing the data are' discussed in Refs. 3 and 29. As an
example, the annual expected maximum concentration,

different sampling times, and (3) in some instances, the C,., for a particular averaging time follows a general
location of the sampling site (e.g., on the ground or on law of the type:
a rooftop). The values given in this paragraph are to
serve as guides for the concentration levels that one c cit (
may expect to encounter under various conditions. C =C (2-17)

Table 2-12 (Ref. 28) presents a list of representative
urban and rural values for the concentrations of a where
majority of the air pollutants. Several of the values, as = averaging time, hr
indicated in the table, are annual averages of data from a - slope of the line plotted on a
the National Air Surveillance Networks. The other logarithmic scale
data were assimilated from a variety of studies as re- C' - a constant, the value of which
ported in the literature. Concentration characteristics can tervale of whi
of some of the more important pollutants will be dis- measured datacussed in the paragraphs that follow. esrddt

(1) SaI&r dioxide. Two monitoring programs spon-
2-5.1 GASEOUS POLLUTANTS sored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

have produced statistics on atmospheric sulfur dioxide
Concentration values for gaseous pollutants are gen- concentrations in and around several U.S. cities. The

erally reported as partq per million (ppm) by volume. Continuous Air Monitoring Project (CAMP) has
In instances where the concentration level is very low, monitored sulfur dioxide concentrations in six large
it is more convenient to live the volumetric concentra- cities since 1961. The National Air Surveillance Net-
tion as parts per hundred million (pphm) or parts per works provide 24-hr-sample data for about 100 loca-
billion (ppb). Conversions are simple multiples: 100 tions on a 26 times-per-year basis (Ref. 13).
pphm - I ppm and 0=0 ppb = I ppm. A gSavimetric Fig. 2-13 (Ref. 13) gives the maximum average con-
designation, weight of pollutant per unit volume of air centrations for various averaging times for 12 cities.
(us/m'), is sometimea used in such work areas as tox- Nearly all cities show an increasing maximum average
icology and metal corrosion. To convert from gravi- concentration with a decrease in averaging time right
metric to volumetric units, it is necessary to assume down to the 5-min interval. This indicates short-term
some standard conditions of gas temperature and pres- variations in the concentration levels giving rise to the
sure. For 2VC and 760 mm the conversion is approxi- possibility of experiencing relatively high levels of sul-
mately fur dioxide for short periods of time. The graph shows

that the highest concentration value was over 2 ppm

Ag/mS a ppm x 41.3 x molecular and occurred in New York City. All 5-min maxima fall

weight (2-16) between 0.3 ppm and 2 ppm for this 5-yr period. Fig.
2-14 (Ref. 13) gives the frequency distribution of sulfur
dioxide levels for six U S cities over a 5-yr period.

Concentration data are usually given as maximum or These data show higher sulfur dioxide concentrations
average values, and as distribution plots that show the for cities east of the Missisippi River than for those on
percenttag of time that the pollutant concentration ex- the West Coast.

234
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IITABLE 2.12. BMKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE

Location Concentration

Nebraska ......................... < 0.3 ppb in upper troposphere
Hawsaii ........................... 0.3 ppb

Florida (southeast coast) ........ 1.0 ppb
Antarctica ....................... 0.3-1 ppb

Panama Canal Zone ................ 0.3-1 ppb
Central Atlantic ................. < 0.3 ppb

eading from 249 deterninations was 7.5 •gl/ml with in (4) Nitrogen oxides. The ambient concentration of

avemI value of 3 W4/m'. nitrogen oxides varies gretly with time and place. The
(3) Carbon monoxide The average concentration of most significant gaseous pollutants in this group are

carbon monoxide for urban areas has been estimated to nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide. Robinson and Rob-be 7 pprn and, for rural areas, 0.1 ppm (Ref. 28). Values
be 700 ppm andfor rusay sreeas, .1 ppm (orcitief.28). V s bins (Ref. 26), after studying the data on nitrogen diox.
of 100 ;pr for busy streets, S ppm for cities, 0.2 ppm ide and nitric oxide concentrations as reported in the
for urban areas, and 0.08 ppm for unpolluted aucI literature, estimated the following mean concentrations
have been given (Ref. 30). Values as high as 147 ppm on a global basis. In land areas between latitudes 65 deg
have been measured in Los Angeles highway traffic N. and 65 deg S., NO = 2 ppb and NO2 = 4 ppb. In
(Ref. 9). other land areas and all ocean areas, NO = 0.2 ppb

(a) Diurnal patterns. Community atmospheric
carbon monoxide levels follow a regular diur- ad NO2  O 0 ppb.
nal pattern of variation dependent primarily (a) Ditrnalpaterns On a nomal day in a city,
on human activity. Carbon monoxide levels ambient nitrogen oxide levels follow a regular

pattern with the sun and traffic. Fig. 2-16generally correlate well with total traffic (Ref. 8) illustrates the diurnal variation of
volume in urban areas. Fill. 2-15 (Ref. 16) nitrogen oxide concentrations in Los An-
shows the daily variation of carbon monoxide geles, Calif. The pattern is probably represen-
levels on weekdays in Detroit. The two peak tative of the daily variation of nitrogen oxides
levels occur during rush hour traffic, one at in most cities although the concentration lev.
approximately 8 a.m. and the other at 6 p.m. els may be higher than would be found in
This type of variation is probably typical of other cities. The graph shows that, as human
all urban areas. activity, especially automotive traffic, in.

(b) Seasonal pattern& Community atmospheric cream in the morninI hours between 6 and
carbon monoxide levels reveal seasonal 8 a.m., the concentration of the primary con.
changes that result primarily from changes in taminant, nitric oxide, increases. As the il-
the meteorological patterns. Concentrations traviolet light intensity increases, a rapid and
are generally highest in the fall, followed by almost quantitative oxidation of nitric oxide
the summer, spring, and winter, respectively, to nitrogen dioxide is observed (Ref. 9). By

(c) Annual mariations. Data from continuous about 9 a.m. thi. nitric oxide concentration
measurements at 46 sampling sites (located has reached and remains at a minimum until
mainly In California) over a period of yea•s (4 near sundown. The nitrogen dioxide level re-
to 12) indicate that no essential change in an- mains relatively high throughout the daylight
nual average concentration has occurred dur. hours and drops to a lower level after dark.
ing this time period (Ref. 16). (b) Seasonalpatternr Concentration data show a
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marked seaonal variation In nitric oxide levels (5) Hydrocarbon, The atmospheric concentration
but nto set pattern is evident tor nitrogen of nonmethane hydrocarbons follows a diurnal pattern
dioxide levels. As Fig. 2-17 (Ref. 8) Indicates, similar to that of the traffic density in urban areas. Fig.
the concentration levels of nitric oxide ar 2-19 (Ref. 10) shows the diurnal pattern for four U S
highest during the late fall and winter, This Is cities. The patterns, while not exactly the same, all
a result of loes overall atmospheric mixing and show a fairly sharp rise in concentrations at about 6
generally lost ultraviolet energy for converting a.m. which remain high throughout the daylight hours.
nitdc oxide to nitrogen dioxide during these The data for Washington, D.C., do not, however, fit
months. Also, there is probably Increaed this pattern but do show the typical rise at 6 a.m. with
nitric oxide emissions from power and heating a low occurring about I p.m. followed by a steady in-
sources during the winter monthI. Fig. 2.18 crease from about I p.m. to midnight. Instantaneous
(Ref. 8) gives the monthly mean nitrogen concentrations of total hydrocarbons have been mea-
dioxide conosntratlons for the samm perlud of sured as high as 40 ppm (as carbon) in Los Angeles.
time and cities as In Fig. 2.17. As previously
stated, there is no recognizable predominant 2-5.2 PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS
pattern In then dLa.

(c) Annual trend& At the present time there are Particulate pollutants ae observed as either suspended
not sufficient long-term data for computing particulate matter or as matter that settles from the air,
cyclical variations. For example, there is no i.e., duttall. Most of the data on suspended paTticulate
clear way to separate the effects due to a matter wee obtained from hit' ilumo filter samples.
change in emissions and those due to long- Average suspended particle mas concentrations sings
term changes in the meteorological factors from 60 to 220 mg m-n for urban aras, depending on
that affect ambient concentrations, the size of the city and on Its Industrial fadlitles. In
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heavily polluted area, concentrations as high as 2,000 Typical dustfall values for urban areas are 0. 35 to 3.5
MU rn-a have been measured over a 24.hr sampling Mg/cm 2/Mo (10 to 100 tons/Mil/Mo). Values ap-
period. Average values range from about 10 u4 m' for proaching 70 mg/cm2/mo (2,010 tons/mi2/mo) have
remote nonurban areas to about 60 Mig m-r for near been measured near especially large sources (Ref. 12).
urban environments. Table 2.14 (Ref. 12) gives the
average suspended particle concentrations for 60 cities In
the United States. There is a factor of three In parttcu. 2-6 MEASUREMENTS
late matter concentrations between the most polluted
atmosphere (Chattanooga) and the least polluted one Several methods have been used in measuring air
(Miami). pollutants since the need for monitoring was first

Particle concentrations have diurnal and seasonal recognized in the mid-19S0s. The first air pollution
cycles. For most cities these cycles are predictable. In instruments were adapted from those in use in the
northern cities that experience cold winters, the peak chemical process industry at the time. The majority of
concentrations will occur in midwinter due to the in- these "first generation" instruments operated on chem-
creased emissions from fuel combustion for heating
purposes. A daily maximum in the morning between tcal proughpaes, in these, the sample air is pased
about 6 and 8 a.m. is usually the result of an increase through an aqueous solution in which the pollutant
in the strength of sources of particulates, including (gas) to be determined reacts (i) to form a colored
automobile traffic, and to a combination of meteorolog. solution, (2) to form an electrolytic solution, or (3) to

ical factors, oxidize/reduce a compound in the solution. Some of
Dustfall measurements are expressed as dust weight the wet-chemical methods are still being used. In gen-

deposited on a unit area in a time unit (usually one eral these methods are not specific for a particular
month). Dustfall is the usual measurement index for pollutant and lack the sensitivity necessary for continu-
particles in the size range that is separated from the ous ambient air monitoring.
atmosphere by gravitational forces. Physical methods employed in air pollution monitor-
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iug include absorption or emission of energy in the be determined reacts with a color-tormlng reagent.. The
electromagnetic spec~trum, light scattering, reflectance, reultant color Is proportional to the pollutant concen-
and ionization. Sonme of the most recently developed tration and sampling time.
instruments use a chemiluminescent detection method. Colorimetric analyzers are available for the continu-
This involves the measurement of light energy released ous measurement of sulfuar dioxide, nitrogen dioxide,
when the pollutant gas reacts with certain other Soo and oxidants. The colorimetric principle is the refer-
or reagents. ence method for measuring sulfur dioxide and nitrogen

Table 2-15 (Ref. 31) lists the different measuring dioxide (see par. 2-6.3, "Reference Methods").
methds lon wit thir ppliatins.Tabl 2.6 (ef. Fig. 2-20 is a flow diagram of a typical colorimetric

32)sumariesthesamlig tchnqus ad caIfie type monitor. This is a dual-flow colorimeter in which
32)n smaccrdinges thei usemplingtatechniusanizd , or~i the absorbance of the unreacted reagent is measured
athem acrigt hi sssatic, mechnizeso and used as the zero reference for the sample (reacted)

solution. As shown in the diagram, the light source is
split with equally intense beams passing through the

246.1 MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLESa reference cell and the sample cell where in both cases
the transmitted light is detected by photocells. The

The measuring principles that have round significant difference in intensity of the transmitted beams is a
application in air pollution monitors are briefly dis- function of the pollutant concentration and the length
cussed: of the light path through the solution. The actual flow

(1) Colortmetry. Colasimetry involves the absorption of the air sample through the monitor starts with the
of visible or near ultraviolet energy by colored corn- atmospheric sample passing through the rotameter into
pounds. In oolorimetric Instrument~s, sample air Is drawn the scrubber or absorber. Here, the pollutant reacts
through an aqueous solution in which the pollutant to with the reagent. From the scrubber the air sample is

discharged to the atmosphere and the reacted reagent

S. General referonces for this paragraph are Rota. S1 and passes into the sample cell where the absorbance or the
88. solution is measured.

SAMPLE

VALVEVACUUM

SCRUBBERJ

ROTA METER

LIGHT
0

LENS LIQUID
REAGENT

FI R i CHTO P MP LRESER VOIRl
SAMPL _: = rEFPOTPHOTO CELL KA L

CELL jLIHCEL PM

LIQUIDDETECTION CIRCUI7T

RECORDER
FIGURE 2-20. Schematlc Diagewn of a Typical Co/ar/merkc Mon itor
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(2) Couiomntrk method. Coulometry Is a mode of (3) Conductomerryo The conductance of elec-
analysis wherein the quantity of eletrons or chale trolytes in solution is proportional to the number of
required to oxidize or reduce a dedred obstance Is ions present and their mobilities. In dilute sample solu-
measurd. This mesuMd charge, expressed as coulombe, tions, the measured conductivity can be directly related
I proportional to the -m of the reacted mateial to the concentration of ionizable substance present.
aesording to Famday's law. Coulometie Utitlson cebs Sulfur dioxide has been measured by this procedure in
for the continuous measument of sultur dioxide, continuous recording instrumentation for more than 25
oxidanta, and nlbogen dioxide have been developed yr. Fig. 2-22 is a schematic diagram of a typical con-
uing this principle. ductivity monitor. Moat conductometric .analyzers use

Fi$. 2-21 is a schematic diagram of a coulometric distilled water reagent modified by the addition of hy-
sulfur dioxide monitor. The principle of operation of drogen peroxide and a small amount of sulfuric acid.
this monitor is based on the stochliornetric reaction of This modified reagent forms sulfuric acid when reacted
sulfur dioxide with bromine in a titration cell. A redox- with sulfur dioxide.
potential (originating from Br2) is established between (4) Flame photometr Flame photometry is based
two electrodes and compared to a refrmce voltagie. on the measurement of he intensity of specific spectral
Sulfur dioxide scrubbed from the sample air stream lines resulting from quantum excitation and decay of
reduces the bromine to bromide lowering the bromine elements in the heat of a flame. Volatile compounds are
concentration and the potential of the cell. The charge introduced into the flame by mixing them with the
required to reestablish the original redox-potential is flammable gas or with the air supporting the flame.
directly proportional to the concentration of sulfur di- Nonvolatile compounds are aspirated from a solution
oxide in the sampled air stream. into the flame. The specific wavelength of interest is

The principle of operation Is similar to other coulo- isolated by means of narrowband optical filters, diffrac-
mettle Instnumenta, although dfferent reagent systems tion gratings, or by means of a prism. The intensity of
an ued. the specific wavelength is measured by means of a

DUST CAPILLARY PUMP
FITR

MEASURE 
PELTIERS02 E CAL COOLERL J

ZERO', GAUZE FILTEI - -

ACTIVATED LEVEL
CHARCOAL
FILTER MOTIOW C CONTROL

KTELEMETRY

I OiNE

CONTROL AMPL. POWfR dM oir

FIGURE 2.21. $chemwdc Dkpalm of a Coulometrtk Sulfur Dioxide Monitor

2-W
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LUIVALVE REG. VALVELIQUID

CHECK CELL II -METER OVERFLOW
FILLER I

CONSTANT )*STOPCOCK C
HEAD TUBE -CONDENSATE

L/CONDUCTANC I
SUPPLY L __ , RI
BOTTLE DRAI

DRAIN CUP

FIGURE 2.22. Sdmhtr c Di.gram of a Typkcal Sulfur Dioxide
Conductivity Monitor

phototube or photomultiplier tube and associated elec. measuring nitrogen oxides. Fig. 2-25 is a schematic
tronics. A schematic diagram of a typical flame pho- diagram of a chemiluminescent nitric oxide analyzer.
tometric sulfur monitor is given in Fig. 2-23. In this instrument the phototube is used to detect the

(5) Flame ionizatian When hydrocarbons are tight emitted from the chemiluminescent gas phase
burned in a hydrogen flame, a flow of ions is produced reaction of nitric oxide and ozone according to the
which can be measured electrically. The number of ions following reaction
produced by a hydrocarbon molecule is proportional to
the nmomber of carbon atoms in the molecule. There- NO + 0 3 NO-N + 90 " NO2 + 03 + h&'

fore, this technique is not specific for particular hydro- (2-18)
carbon. The energy from a hydrogen flame is not suffi-
cient to ionize most other gases. Fig. 2-24 is a schematic where NO; indicates an excited state of nitrogen diox-

diagram ofa typical flame ionization monitor. A more ide that emits a photon (1,) and becomes stable nitro-
detailed discussion of this method is given in par. 2-6.3 gen dioxide as indicated.
as the reference method for measuring hydrocarbons. (7) Irfrared obxorptiom Certain pollutant mole-

(6) Chemiluminence. Small quantities of light cules have a sufficiently characteristic infrared abanrp-

energy are produced by certain chemical reactions. tion spectrum that the absorption of infrared energy

Such reactions are being used to measure ozone and can be used as a measure of the concentration of a
nitric oxide. When the pollutant of interest reacts with pollutant. Carbon monoxide is uniquely suited to this

certain other gpase or reagents, the quantity of light technique of detection since its absorption characteris-

released is proportional to the pollutant concentration, tics and typical con"n:rations make possible direct

This technique is usually highly specific for a given sampling. Nondispersive infrared spectrometry is the

pollutant. It has been designated as the reference reference method for measuring carbon monoxide and

method for measuring photochemical oxidants (ozone) is discussed in more detail in par. 2-6.3.

and is proving to be, perhaps, the best method for (8) Suspended particulate& Suspended particulates

240
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FIGURE 2-23. Schematic Diagram of a Typical Flame Photometric
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FIGURE 2-24. Schematic Diagram of a Typical Flame Ionization Monitor
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FIGURE 2-25. Schematic Diagram of a Chemiluminesen! Nitric

Oxide Analyzer

can be measured in a variety of ways, The selection of provides maximum quality control in the collection of
a particular technioue should be determined by the reliable data (Ref. 31).
environmental conditions under which the measure- Most prei, it-day monitoring instruments are sub.
ments are to be made and the objectives of the measur- ject to drift arik variation in internal parameters; there-

Ing program, fore, they do not maintain accurate calibration ovcr
Perhaps the most reliable method, and the only one to long periods of time. It is necessary to check and stand-

be discussed here, for determining the mass concen- ardize operating parameters on a periodic basis. These
tratlon of iuspended partIcilate matter Is filtration. The are predetermined by the manufacturer and usually are
measurement of suspended particulate matter by lli. listed in the operator's manual. •

tratlon Is accomplished using a high-volume sampler. To calibrate an instrument, the method used must
Alo, for sampling periods less than 24 hr, a tape sampler deliver a known pollutant quantity to the system. The
can be used. Both systems are described In par. 2-6.3.

Equipment and techniques for measuring particle instrument must be calibrated in the monitoring nmode
number and size distributions of pariculate pollutante and should sample the calibrating gas at identical set-

are discussed in detail by Giever (Ref. 34). tings and flow rates at which the instrument will oper-

ate in the field. The calibration involves measuring and

2-6.2 CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES adjusting all instrument parameters or subsystems that
have a direct bearing on measurement. Typically this

The validity of the data derived from air monitoring includes flow rates, base line, lag and response time,

instrumentation is dependent upon the type and extent and system response to an input of known standard

of the quality control procedures employed. The first pollutant concentrations over the entire operating
and perhaps most critical element of data quality con- range. Since input levels are varied and instrument

trol is instrument calibration. Calibration determines parameters are adjusted during this process, it is re-

the relationship between the observed and true values ferred to as dynamic or multipoint calibration. A cali-

of the variable being measured. Instrument calibration bration check, by which a known amount of pollutant

2.41
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ih introduced to the system to verify the initial calibra- Standard gases prepared to exact concentrations in
tion at one point or level, is utilized to simplify the pressurized cylinders are available commerciy for
procedure normally required for performing inul- the calibration of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon
tipoint calibrations, monitors. Mixtures of carbon monoxide in helium or

Static calibrations, sometimes referred to as opera- nitrogen and methane in air or nitrogen are stabl, for
tional checks, may be carried out using a material hay- periods of several months. Calibration checks can be
ing the same effect on the sensor as the pollutant of made by direct introduction of the standard gas tn the
interest. In this case only the sensor is being calibrated monitor. A diagram of the apparatus used for calibrat-
and not the complete system. Permeation tubes are ing the chemiluminescent nitric oxide (NO) analyzer in
available for use as a source of known concentration in Fig. 2.23, using a standard mixture of NO in nitrogen,
calibration of sulfur dioxide and nitrogea dioxide moni- is given in Fig. 2-27.
tors (Refs. 8,33). A tube made of Tefilonf containing
pure sulfur dioxide or nitrogen dioxide maintained at 2-6.3 REFERENCE METHODS
a constant temperature has a constant permeation rate
that can be determined gravimetrically to three signifl-
cant digits. Calibrated permeation tubes are commer- Referen sue ment and ap aerndaialy available. Figl. 2-26 shows a typical permeation tlmeu have been specified for Instrumentation to meet
tube calibration system. national air quality standards for six pollutants (Ref.85). Other methods for measuring sulfur dioxide, nitro-

pn dioxide, and suspended particulates have been evalu-
8. Teflon is a trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours ated by standard test procedures and defined u equive-

and Co.

SHOLDERPERMEATION USE

=~ ,LV[

ROTNIET• A !NIFOLO

FLOW AOJ T

"NOMSTMT-TNPkATURE
EQUILIBRATION COIL WATER BiATH

*1TVHERMISTOR 

TEMPERATURE 
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FIGURE 2-Md Pomelon Tube Calibration Sysom
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FIGURE 2.27. Nitric Oxide and Nitrogen Dioxide Calibration Systern

lent to the reference methods (Ret. 36). Table 2-17 lists fully controlled. Under controlled conditions, concen-
the referenee methods and averaging times a specified. trations of sulfur dioxide in the range of 0.01 to 0.40

(1) Sutfur dioxide. The reference method for the ppm can be measured.
determination of sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere is the (2) Particulate matter, The high volume sampler
pararosaniline method utilizing the calorimetric detec- method is the reference method for sampling larige
tion principle, volumes of air for suspended particulates. The sampler

Sulfur dioxide is absorbed from the air sample in a operates somewhat like a vacuum cleaner. The essential
solution of potassium tetrachloromercurate (TCM) components are a filter and a vacuum pump, Dust.
forming a dichlorosulfltomercurate complex. This laden ambient air is drawn through the filter where the
complex is reacted with pararr-_ailine and formalde- particulate matter is trapped. The usual procedure is to
hyde to form the intensely colored pararosaniline weigh the filter before and after the sampling period
methyl sulfonic acid. The abeorbance of the solution is and use the average airflow rate through the filter to
measured spectrophotometrically. give an average concentration in weight per unit

This method has serious shortcomings and the valid- volume (units are usually 1Ag m 3). The sample may be
ity of the measurements is subject to question unless used for other analyses such am particle count, particle
temperature, pH, and purity of the reagents are care- size, particle shape, or chemical composition.

248
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TABLE 2-17. NATIONAL AIR QUALITY STANDARD REFERENCE METHODS

Averaging Reference method Principle of
Polliutant R e n thdetection

s 2 3 hr, 24 hr, Pararosaniline Colorimetric
annual

Particulate 24 hr, HI-vol sampler Gravimetric
matter annual

CO 1 hr, 8 hr Nondispersive infrared Infrared
spectrometry

Photochemical 1 hr Gas phase 03 -ethylene Chemiluminescence
oxidants reaction (calibrated
(ozone) against neutral bufferedKI method)

Hydrocarbons 
3 hr

(nonmethane) Gas chromatographic Flame ionization

NO2  Annual 24-hr integrated samples Colorimetric
collected in alkaline
sol ution

In actual sampling situations, to insure a high degree particulates should be determined to the nearest milli-
of uniformity in filter exposure, the sampler should. be gram, air flow rate to the nearest cubic foot per minute,
operated in a vertically oriented shelter with the filter and time to the nearest 2 min.
in a horizontal position. Shelter design may affect the Although it is not a reference method, the tape sam-
collection characteristics of sampling equipment; there- pier method is required for sampling particulates at less
fore, care should be exercised when comparing data than 24-hr intervals (e.g., one sample every 2 hr), as
from samples collected at sites where different types of would be necessary under emergency episode condi-
shelters have been used.

The standard shelter provides an air opening, slightly tions. The correlation of the tape-sampler method with

larger than the filter area, around the circumference of the high-volume sample has been found not to be uni-

the sampler. This opening Is oriented so that the Intake form in all areas of the United States: however, this
airflow Is vertically upward. Therefore, with an average method is the only one available for short-term moni-
velocity of 64 fts min" across the horizontal air Inlet toring of particulates. Fig. 2-30 is the schematic dia-
portal of the shelter, the collection of particles Is gener- gram of a typical tape sampler.
ally limited to those 100 jrm or less In diameter. Particles Air is drawn through a I-in.-diameter spot (white
too large to remain aIrborne are excluded and variations filter paper) at a flow rate of 7.0 liters/min (0.25 ft'

caused by shifting winds are minimized. Fip. 2-28 and min ')for periods up to 4 hr. At the end of the sam-
2-29 give an exploded view and an assembled view, piing period, the tape advances automatically by means
respectively, of a high-volvme sampler and standard of a timing mechanism, placing a clean section of filter
shelter, paper at the sampling port. The collected spot is posi-

Concentrations of suspended particulates as low as I tioned under a photoelectric transmittance head that

ý.g m-1 can be obtained when the sampler is operated measures the optical density of the spot. The greater the

at an average flow rate of approximately 40 ft3  amount of particulate matter filtered out of the air, the

min- 'based on a sampling period of 24 hr. Weight of darker the spot. The quantity of air sampled is ex-

2-44
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FIGURE 2-30. Schematic Dlagram of a Typicsl Tupe Sampler

pressed in linear feet and the results reported as COH where
(coefficient of haze) per 1,000 linear feet of air. The LF = linear feet
units of 1,000 linear feet LFare determined as follows: Q = sample airflow rate, ft' min-'

t = sampling time, min
LF (units of 1000) m Q x t/(1000 x A) A = cross-sectional areas of

(2-19) sampling spot, t'
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The COH unit can be defined a the quantity of ment that alters the electrical capacitance of the detec-
S| panktulaie matter thatt produce an optical density of' tion circuitry.

0.01 when measred by light transmittance in the re- The measuring range of NDIR carbon monoxide
lion of 375 to 450 run. The transmittance of a clean analyzers is normally 0 to 50 or 0 to 100 ppm. Filter

filter is used as a reference and Is met at 0.0 density 100 cells are used to minimize interferences from carbon
pecent transmittance). The light transmitted through monoxide and water vapor.
the filter tape is expremed as follows: (4) Photochemical oxidants (ozome). The reference

method for measurement of ozone is the chemilumins-
cent reaction between ozone and ethylene. This method

Optical density * log (lol1) (2-20) is diecussed in the chapter on ozone (Chap. 12, Part
Two).

wher (5) Hydrocarbons (nonmethane). The referenes

- - method for measuring hydrocarbons corrected for meth-
4 - initial tansmittance ofp liht ane Is the gas chromatographlc-flame ionliatlon

through dean spot detection (GC.FID) method. Fig. 2-32 Is a typical flow
I - ttansmittaer of light through dagram for a OC-FID hydrocarbon monitor.

solid spot. Measured volume of air an delivered aemleontinu.

For estimation purposes, 1 COH unit equal approxi- oudy (4 to 12 times per hour) to the hydrogen flame
mately 125 1g m-'. Ionization detector to measure Its total hydroostbon

The preceding description is general and applies to (THC) content. An aliquot of the same air sample Is
all makes of tape samplars. Deluxe models are available Introduced into the stripper column that removes water,
which have direct readout of percent transmittance or carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbons other than methme.
COH's on recorder paper, direct printout on tape, Methane and carbon monoxide are paseed quantitatively
telemetering hardware, or computer interfacing. to the go chronmatographic column where they ar

The optimal range for optical density memurements separated. The methane Is passed unchanged through a
is from 0.05 to 0.3. The sampling interval usually is catalytic reduction tube Into the flame Ionization detec-
adjusted so that optical density falls in this range. tor. Hydrocarbon concentrations corrected for methane

(3) Carbon monoxide The nondispersive infrared then an determined by subtracting the methane value

(NDIR) method is the reference method for measuring from the THC value. The method Is used for semicon.

carbon monoxide. A typical analyzer (as shown in Fig. tinuous operation with the capability of performing one

2-31) consists of a sampling system, two infrared analyals every 5 rmin.

sources, sample and reference gas cells, detector, con- Instruments such as the Beckman 6800 (see Table

trol unit and amplifier, and recorder. The reference cell 2-18) using the OC-FID method measure carbon

contains a noninfrued-absorblng gas while the sample monoxide and methane as well as total hydrocarbons.
cell is continuously flushed with the sample atmos- (6) Nitrogen dioxide. The 24-hr sampling method,
phere. The detector consists of a gas cell having two often referred to as the Jacoba-Hochheiser method, was
compartments (both filled with carbon monoxide un- published by EPA as the reference method for the
der pressure) separated by a diaphragnm whose move- measurement of nitrogen dioxide in ambient air. This
ment changes the electrical capacitance in an external method is applicable to collection of 24-hr integrated
circuit and, ultimately, an amplif-d elactrical signal samples in the field with subsequent analysis in the
suitable for input to a servo-type recorder. laboratory.

During operation the optical chopper intermittently Nitrogen dioxide is collected by bubbling air through

expoem the reference and sample cells to the infrared a sodium hydroxide solution to form a stable solution
sources. A constant amount of infrared energy passes of sodium nitrite. The nitrite Ion produced during sam-
through the reference cell to one compartment of the pling is determined colorimetrically by reactin the
detector cell while a varying amount, inversely propor, exposed absorbing reagent with phosphoric acid, aul-
tional to the carbon-monoxide concentration in the fanilamide, and N-l.naphthylethylenediamine dihydro-
sample cell, reaches the other detector cell compert- chloride. This method is capable of measuring nitrogen
ment. The unequal quantities of infrared energy reach- dioxide concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 0.4 ppm.
ing the two compartments of the detector cell cause Much criticism has been directed at the extremely low
unequal expansion of the detector gas. This unequal collection efficiency and the Inability to automate the
expansion moves the detector cell diaphragm, a move- system. The chemiluminsecent reaction between nitric
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- TABLE 2-18. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
CONTINUOUS MONITORS

Mini VI (t'50pon
0

1 (Curre l atIon

%inufactuler1, rate, hoe.11iilent Approx.olters/non of calibre- Cot, *. hli"a iL A n rdtmin too data

Blckma I11troo,1t Co. 810 Binl tuiI•net , 0-1.0 .010 5.11 0.15 0.843 31,200 interference
2100 Har'bor 81,0. 2fromt NO
Fulirtone, Cal'f. 92634

Thermo lectemon Carn, I0 1: cheIrlluI ne'.ritt 0-lu 0.00? 0.4? 0.4 0.990 7,260
81 First Avanue -in
Walthem. mass 02154

Airochoi NOb chen0lunlnes(@tt 0-0. c 0 Oil II.,'. 0.01 0.996 8,000
Laboratorieo. Inc. (octi-

Princlitoo, N.J. mated
for
Produ¢-"tIn
modl)

Beckman Instrumnnt Co. 909 -in coui.oet'.'c V-1.0 '.3 13.20 0.15 0.824 3,200
Tocialtcian Controls, Air •0 colori-•utric 0-0.5 0.012 5.9 0.51 0.947 5,240
Inc, 'onitor

Tirrotow, N.y. 10902 Tv

elst Oeoleooawnt Cn. 0 coolomstric 0-0.5 O.0lO0 1.7 0.14 0.993 950 negative
Interfreaces
from reducing

n t, sucha, 50•

ackhebn Inttrotlint, Co. 906 0 coalolwtrlc 0-U.5 o.1?O 5.14 0.15 0.94O 2,9•S

Pow r O0einnt 1562 b-L (lam ionization 1-20 0.13 U.8 0.03 0.999 4,000 minimal
Pacific detector (0 1u) interfierence&

81leotn iootriYe• ta- 50100 THC G-rlo 0-10 0.5 0.01 0.967 a8,00
tIno CO 0-20 .0.117

C4 4  1-5 -0.993

Mina Safety O pll- ZOOLIRO tfi o rti01 O.'N) 1.50 0.452 4,000
al~es Co.

201 N. hraddock Ave,
Pittsburoth, Pa.

Pollution o"nitoer, Inc. %002 colorlrwtric 0-0.5 0.0." i.4 1.00 0.070 1,980722 'itt Fulleto~tn Ave.

Chicieo0, 111, 60614

Phillips, Inc. . c~vIo."r I a U.1 0.004 3.I 0.15 u.994 S,250 minimal
Eiedhoven, Netherlando m'r2 interforenc5l
(U.S. Representative)

lkciman Instretunt Co. 905A S2, couiomtrlic 0-0.5 0.011 4.40 0 15 0.990 2,750

Leeds I Northrup 7960 S07 cmnductlt,mtr I (t 0-0.5 (1.012 4.nO 2.3b 0,957 2,670
Sumeyvtowa Pike 2
North 1aills, Pa. 19454

Nelpar LL-tliylO S00- 2 iDO 0-i.0 0.005 1.1 0.10 0.413 3,750 btpoeds to
An doerlcin-Standard il1 volatile
Com•m•a sulfur cum.

I70' Arlinotyn Clod. pO-ndS. s02
Pails Church, Va. 2206 u0a0lly

hccoUnth for
toe. 90t of

lur in air.

Tracor, Inc. 251111 Y12 1-"U 01,U 0.00. om .0 0.01 0.805 4,000
500 Trachr Lane 2,006 0.500
Octn ote06 0.7210

*In lite 1972
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oxide and ozone as deribed In par. 24.1(6) (see Fig. operation performance varied from I to 8 days. Also,
2.25) Is capable of measurng nitric oxide and total operational data such as calibration drift, sensitivity,
nitrogen oxides (i.e., nitrogen dioxide reduced catalyti- interferences, and operating range vary between instru-
caly to nitric oxide and total nitrogen oxide, and mess. ments as well as between detection principles. With
ured with nitric oxide to give total nitrogen oxides). these differences in instrument performance, the im-
"Nitrogen dioxide is then determined by taking the differ. portance of studying the results of evaluation teats,
once between the two values. This chemiluminoscent when they exist, before selecting an instrument is
method will probably replace the Jacobs-Hochheher readily seen.
method as the reference method for monitoring nitrogen A more recent field evaluation of ambient air moni-
dioxide. toting Instruments Involved Instruments for measuring

sulfur dioxide, ozone, oxidants, nitric oxide, nitrogen
2-6.4 INSTRUMENTATION dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, methane, carbon monoxide,

With the greet number of monitoring Instruments total hydrocarbon, ethylene, and acetylene (Ref. 89).

commercially available, the selection of a parUcular Them instruments are identified by manufacturer and

instrument for specific applications can be difficult. detection principle in Table 2-18. For this evaluaion
rder to select the most appropriate analyzer, the user program the instruments were placed in a mobileodmust know the operational characteristica for each laboratory and operated for a 3-mo period in Los An.instrument. Sogiated performance specifliations for e gles, followed by a 6-mo period in St. Louis. Approxi-

mately 30 instruments were included in the evaluation.
automatic monitors for sulfur dioxide, carbon mon- Operational type data on some of the instruments tested
oxide, photochemical oxidants, nitrogen dioxide, and artional the ta These ots shouments tesednonmethane hydrocarbons are liven in Table 2.19 (Ref. are given in the table. These data should be represen-
no). Siceanllohythespecifications may not be required tative of what can be achieved by field monitoring in.33). Since all of O sstruments insofar as sensitivity, range, and calibration
in all monitoring situations, the user must select the ones drift are concerned. An Indication of the price range for
important to his application. The specifications shown each instrument Is induded. Calibration data for the test
an realistic and can be met by instrument that are period were used to determine a single linear regression
currently available, estimate of the calibration curve for each Instrument.

(1) Pollutant monitoP--gases. A great number of The correlation coefficient as listed in column 9 of Table
companies mra.ufacture air pollution measuring instru- 2-18 can be used as an Indication of the long-term sta.
ments. For example, in preparation for an evaluation bility of that instrument. The higher tie value, the
study of sulfur dioxide instruments, a survey in April greater the stability. Instruments having correlation
of 1967 showed that 16 monitors were commercially coefficients greater than about 0.990 show very little
available (Ref. 37). Undoubtedly, many more are now drift between calibrations while values below about 0.95
on the market. Many of these instruments have not show considerable drift.
been collaboratively tested and, even if test data were (2) Pollutant monitor3--particulates Commercial
available, modifications and new techniques being in- equipment for measuring suspended particulate matter
troduced continually make it imperative that the very is given in Table 2-20. Evaluation data were not avails-
latest performance data be evaluated before purchasing ble on any of these instruments. The list is not all

an instrument, inclusive and the omission of any manufacturer of this

Operational data on many of the sulfur dioxide in- type equipment is not intentional.

struments can be gained from a laboratory and field
evaluation conducted by Rhodes, et at. (Refs. 37,38). 2-7 EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC
Twelve sulfur dioxide instruments using coulometry, POLLUTANTS ON MATERIALS
conductivity, and colorimetry detection methods were
evaluated from September 1967 through February 1968. A majority of the data on the effects of air pollutants
A comparison of the different instruments showed that on materials has been derived from outside exposure
correlation coefficients ranged from a maximum of studies. For example, most data on metals show the
0.96 to a minimum of 0.40. Downtime varied from 0.0 rate of corrosion associated with the general types of
to 30.3 percent of total operating time; total estimated atmospheres such as marine, rural, and industrial. In
monthly cost of reagents, electrical power, and chart most cases time-varying mixtures of several pollutants
paper ranged from $6.00 to $21.00; and unattended were present, making it difficult to ascertain the effects
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)
TABLE 2-20. COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING SUSPENDED PARTICULATES

Manufacturer and address Pollutant Measurement Approx. Remarksmeasured principle Cost $;

Gelman Instrument Co. Soiling Tape 1,000 With reader
P.O. Box 1448 sampler & recorder
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
Instrun t Development Co. i Tape 400 Without

1916 Newton Square So. sampler reader &
Reston, Va. 22070 recorder

Research Appliance Co. Tape 750 With reader
Route 8 & Craighead Road sampler & recorder
Allison Park, Pa. 15101

Gelman Instrument Co. Suspended Filtration 500 With flow
P.O. Box 1448 particu- recorder
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106 lates

General Metal Works " 350
Air Samplinq Equipment
Cleves, Ohio 45002
Research Appliance Co. " 398 With flow
Route 8 & Cratahead Road recorder
Allison Park, Pa. 15101

* The Staplex Co. 150 Without
774 5th Ave. flow
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232 recorder

*In late 1972

* due to one individual pollutant. Some materials are and a separate group consisting of carbon oxides, am-
attacked by more than one pollutant; several pollutants monia, hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen sulfide.
exhibit synergistic effects on materials. For these rea- As seen from the table, more materials have poorer
sons, effects on materials by atmospheric pollutants resistance to sulfur oxides and particulate pollutants
will be discussed for a material or clas of materials than to all other pollutants combined. Nearly all of the
rather than for the individual or class of pollutants. materials have good or excellent chemical resistance to
Further information on effects is found in Chaps. II and nitrogen oxides. Several materials show poor or fair

12 of Part Two of this handbook series which deal with chemical resistance to organic pollutants. Only Ilve ma.

salt and ozone, respectively. terials show poor chemical resistance to the combined
Table 2-21 (Ref. 28) summarizes the chemical resist- group of carbon oxides, ammonia, hydrogen chloride.,

ance of materials to air pollutants. Some of the tabu- and hydrogen sulfide; however, 12 are rated as fair.
l-Ited informistion is substantiated in the literature and
will be discussed later; however, some of the informa- 2-7.1 MECHANISMS OF DETERIORATION
tion is only expert opinion. The resistance of the
m-'terial to a given pollutant is rated as excellent (E), Yocom and McCaldin proposed the following five

good (0). fair (F), or poor (P), These pollutants are mechanisms by which air pollutants damage materials
organics, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, particulates, (Ref. 7).
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TABLE 2421. CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF MATERIALS TO POLLUTANTS*

Pol lutant** Pol lutant"
Material Material

0ON SCP 0N S CP

Ferrous Plastic, rubber
Gray Iron F E P F P Synthetic rubber P G G E P
Malleable iron G E F F F Natural rubber P G F E P
Alloy steel G E P P P Polyethylene G G G E G
Carbon steel G E P P F Polystyrene P E E E P
Stainless steel E E E F F Polyvinylchloride P G E E P

Nonferrous Phenol ics F G E E P
Aluminum G E F G G Polypropylene G G E E F
Brass, bronze E E F P P Urea and melamine E G G E P
Chromium. E. EEG GG Polyesters 5  FG G EP
Copper G E P P P Acrylics P G G E P
Gold E E E G G ASS FG P FP
Magnesium 6 E F G 6~ Cellulosics F G G G3 P
Molybdenum E E G G G Epoxies EG EE P
Lead G E E G F Acetate G G F F P
Nickel E E F F E Nylons G G P F G
Tin E E P F F Fibers
Silver E E P F F Cotton G 6 P F P
Zinc F E P F P wool E 6 F E F

Stone, clay, glass Rayon F G P F P
Building stone G E P G F Acetate P C P G P
Building brick GE G GF Acrylics PG E EP
Cement, concrete G E P G G Nylons GF P GP
Glass E E E G E Polyester P G G 6 P
Carbon, graphite E E E E E Polyolefins P F E G P

Other materials
Wood G G F F F
Paper G E P G F
Leather G G P G F
Bituminous materials G 6 E G 6

Finishes, coatings
Paint G G F P P

E n excellent, G a good, F - fair, P *poor
S0 - organic; N - nitrogen oxides; S - sulfur oxidest C - carbon oxides, almmonia,

hydrogen sulfidel P - particulates

(I) Abrasion. Solid particles of suficient size that (3) Direct chemical attack. Some air pollutants are
are moving at high velocities can cause destructive chemically active and react directly msad irreversibly
abrasion when striking in object. Abrasive damage is with materials, The tarnishting of silver by hydrogen
also caused by particles lodged between moving cur- sulfide and the etching of metals by acid mists are
faces as in a bearing assembly. examples.

(2) Deposition and removal Solid and liquid partl- (4) rndirect chemical attack. Certain materials ab-
cles settling on material have a soiling effect and, s1- sorb pollutants and are damage when the pollutants
though there may be no chemical interaction with the undergo chemical changes. For exampkc, su:;r dioxide
material, deterioration results from increased fre- when absorbed by leather is converted to sulfuric acid
quency of cleaning, that deteriorates the leather.
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(5) Electroch~emical corrosion. An electrochemical the rate of corrsion Is very slow bug when exceeded
*process is believed responsible for the initial rusting of produces a rapid rise In the rate of corrosion. Rain can

steel in the atmosphere. The settling of particulate mat- Incease the corrosion rote of some metals while It de-
ter on a steel or any ferrous metal surface can create csvues that of others. By washing the surface of a

*small electrochemical cells. The electrolyte may form specimen, rain can remove corrosive pollutants that have
from water and natural or pollutant ions scavenged collected on the surface, thus reducing the corrosion
from the atmosphere. An electric current results, i.e., rate. In other cases it can remove soluble corrosion
metal goes into solution at the anode and hydrogen is products that had been protecting the metal against
deposited at the cathode, when a difference in potential further corrosion. Fops and dlews are, in general, darn-
exists between any two surfaces contacting the decs. aging because they have tao washing effect on the surface
trolyte, Surfma'e potential differences between two met- but rather form surface films of moisture which absorb
als or two areas of a metal surface can provide the pollutants from the ataitosphere.
driving potential for the corrosive action. (2) Temperature, Temperature influences the rate

of those chemical reactions that cause material deterio-
ration. The temperature also determines the rate of2-7.2 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE drying or the length of time that a surface remains wet.

ATMOSPHERIC DETERIORATION During an atmospheric temperature inversion, exposed

The severity with which atmospheric pollutants at- objects, especially metals, lose heat rapidly and cool to
tack materials will in general vary with the locale and temperatures below that of the ambient air. If their
the season. The rate of attack is influenced by the rela- surface temperature falls below the dewpoint, the sur-
tire humidity, the extent of industrial pollution, the face becomes moist and, in the presence of corrosive
quantity and frequency of rainfall, air movement char- pollutants whose concentrations are increasing due to

the temperature inversion, creates a situation condu-acteristics, the frequency of occurrence and duration of cive to material damage (Ref. 5).
fog, the proximity to the sea, the amount of solar radia- (.Y) Solar radiation. Sunlight energy is an important

*tion, and temperature ranges. element in the nitrogen dioxide phtotolytic cycle in
(1) Moisture. There .,uuld be very little, If any, at- which damaging agents such as ozone and hydrocarbon

mospheric corrosion even In the most severely polluted free radicals are formed in a series of complex photo-
envlronmenta without moisture (Ref. 7). Most metals chemical reactions in the atmosphere (Ref. II).
have a critics] relative humidity threshold below whlch (4) Air movement. Air movement serves to disperse

2.5
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pollutants throughout the atmosphere. Airspeed and (2) Fabricm The primary means of sample evalua-
atmospheric turbulence determine the r.sidence time of tion for textiles is to measure the loss in tensile strength.
airborne particulate matter, the deposition site, i.e., This may be reported as percent breaking strength re-
whether it impacts on vertical surfaces or settles as tained (Ref. 42). Also, for undyed samples the degree
dustfall on horizontal surfaces, and, for solid particles, of soiling can be determined by reflectance measure-
the extent of abrasion (Ref. 7). Periods of low wind- ments. For materials such as knits, a test of tensile
speeds are often associated with temperature inver- strength of a %ample does not subject fibers to straight-
sions. In areas such as Los Angeles, high concentra- line tension; therefore, damage is usually measured
tions of atmospheric pollutants build up because of the visually. In a study conducted to determine the damage
lack of mixing or turbulent air currents in the inversion to nylon hose by sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide, the
layer. Wind direction can be the most important varia- exposed stockings were stretched over inverted jars and
ble, especially if the emissions are from one major microscopically examined for fiber breaks (Ref. 7).
source. (3) DyZs Some dyed fabrics display a pronounced

color change when exposed to polluted envitonments

2-7.3 METHODS OF MEASURING MATERIAL containing above-average concentrations of ozone, ni-
DETERIORATION trogen oxides, or both. The color change is evaluated

by means of specially designed colorimeters that detect
In order to provide quantitative measures of matrial small changes of color within narrow ranges of the

deterioration resulting from air pollutants, me~hods visible spectrum.
have been developed for different classes of materials. (4) Building materials It is generally agreed that
These methods, described in the following subpara- sulfur dioxide does attack building stone but no care-
graphs, are sometimes employed as an approximate fully planned exposure tests comparable to those for
measure of the integrated pollutant concentration dur- metals have been conducted (Ref. 28). The usual
ing the period of exposure. method of evaluating damage to stone and mortar by

(1) MetalL Many methods have been used to evalu- atmospheric pollutants is to visually note the discolors-
ate the results of corrosion tests. They include appear- ton and loss of material due to leaching over a period
ance ratings, weight losses, weight gains, pit depths, of years. Alio, the settling of particulate matter such as
and losses in strength (Ref. 40). Most corrosion data soot on the walls of buildings can be evaluated visually
are presented as weight gain or loss. In tests of short by comparing photographs of a building before and
duration, a metal sample will gain weight due to the after cleaning.
formation of corrosion products. However, weight (5) Other materials The measurement of damage to
gains are not completely satisfactory for quantitative lead-based paint from hydrogen sulfide is usually ac-
purposes because some of the corrosion products may complished by observing the color change or darkening
be separated from the specimen. In any case weight of the paint. Quantitative data are usually derived from
gains should be supplemented with an analysis of the exouecabrtsssigimledpltda-corrsionprodcts.exposure chamber tests using simulated polluted at-
corrosion productsu mospheres because hydrogen sulfide tends to produce

Weilht-loss measurements are usually preferred for a mottled effect in actual outdoor exposures making it
test periods of long duration. For this measurement a diffcult to evaluate the color change of the paint (Ref.
clean, weighed sample is exposed for a period of time, 7). The weakening of leather and embrittlement of pa-
then cleaned and reweighed. The loss in weight repre- per caused by sulfur dioxide have been observed but
sents the corrosion that has occurred. The usual units have not been quantitatively measured.
are milligrams of weight loss per square decimeter of
surface per day or for the period of the test
(mg/dm2/day). Some data obtained as weight loss are 2-7.4 MATERIALS DAMAGE
convented to and reported as loss of metal thickness in 2-7.4.1 Ferrous Metals
mils per year. Bending, tension, fatigue, impact, and
electrical resistance messnrements are also used in spe- The electrochemical theory of corrosion is used to
cial purpose tests. For example, the electrical resistance explain the initiation of atmospheric corrosion on fer-
across a set of points is used ass mesanure of the damage rous surfaces (Ref. 43). However, once the first rust has
caused by air pollutants to electrical contact materials formed, the mechanisms and rates of further corrosion
(Ref. 41). become very complex. For example, when iron remains
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) dry for an appreciable time, a nroiev'tive oxide film is 18. , , ,
formed which greatly reduces the rate of corrosion. 15A 12 months
Controlled laboratory tests have shown that the air- 0m'h
developed film protects iron from corrosion in clean air J14.0
at relative humidities as high as 99 percent. If, however, Z
the film is exposed to 0.01 percent or more of sulfur 9 12.0 A A

dioxide at this high relative humidity, corrosion occurs. I
Also, once the oxide film has been exposed to sulfur oo.9 6 months
dioxide, it no longer pretects the surface against corro- I a
sion in clean air at relative humidities of 80 percent and '

above. 60
A few seconds exposure to air is all that is needed for 3 months

a 'stainless' chromium steel to develop an invisible ox. • 4,0-
ide film on its surface which renders it inert to most
atmospheric pollutants. Parts made of stainless steel 2.0
located on the Empire State Building have been ex-
posed for 30 yr with no loss of utility or beauty due to cp o.02 o.04 0.1.h Mi.l 60 0.112 0.j4 .16 0.18
corrosion (Ref. 28). MEAN SULFUR DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION. ppm

Low carbon (0.019 percent) low copper (0.028 per- FIGURE 2-33. Relationship Betwun Corrosion of
cent) mild steel, because of its sensitivity to atmos- Mild Stool and Corrmponding Mon Sulfur Dioxide
pheric corrosion, has been used in atmospheric corro- MildS n forrying Len Supour Piods
,ion studies (Ref. 44). Results from the tests show good Concentraon for Vaying Lenld Expoure Periods
correlation between corrosion losses and sulfur dioxide
concentrations, and little if any correlation between is re
corrosion losses and dustfall or suspended particulate b at ielatey slow for humidities lower than 70 percent
matter, Fig. 2-33 shows corrosion loss as a function of but accelerates markedly for values above approxi-sulur ioxde oncntrtios. reresionanaysi of mately 80 percent. Laboratory studies using bare and
sulfur dioxide concentrations. A regression analysis of varnished steel panels that were treated with a combi-
these data yields the telationship. nation of various powdered oxides, salts, and dusts and

then exposed to atmospheres of pure clean air and air
Y = 54. 1 S + 9. 5 (2-21) containing sulfur dioxide (very low concentration but

not specified) at various humidities produced the fol-
lowing results (Ref. 13):

where (1) Filiform corrosion, characterized by a filamen-
Y corrosion weight loss, grams tal configuration, the primary phase in electrolytic cor-

per hundred grams of panel (4 rosion, was noted in all cases.
X 6 X 0.035 in.) (2) For relative humidities less than about 70 per.

S mean sulfur dioxide cent, corrosion rates are low but increase at higher
concentration, ppm humidities.

The regression coemcient was statistically significant
at the I-percent level, Suspended particulate matter (3) The addition of traces of sulfur dioxide to the
measurements were made and analyzed for their con- test atmospheres greatly increased the rate of corrosion
tribution to the corrosion loss, Statistical analyses in all instances,
showed that the influence of sulfur dioxide was signifi- (4) In most cases corrosion increased with an in-
cant wherei.s that of suspended particulate matter was crease in relative humidity even in clean air.
not. Dustfall measurements did not show a statistically
significant correlation with corrosion rates, Analysis of exposure data for carbon steel shows that

Results from other laboratory and field studies indi- increasing the level of oxidants actually retards the rate
cate that particulate matter can be an important factor of corrosion (Ref. 45). Fig. 2.34 shows the relationship
in the corrosion of metals, especially in the presence of between corrosion rate, sulfur dioxide concentration,
sulfur dioxide, and oxidant concentration. The ability of oxidants to

The critical relative humidity for corrosion of ferrous decrease the corrosion rate can be caased (I) by inhibit-
metals is between 70 and 80 percent. The corrosion rate ing the mechanism or (2) by improving the protective.
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FIGURE 2-34. Effects of Sulfur Dioxide and Oxidant
Concentrations of Depth of Corrosion of Carbon Steel
Expoed for 10 -,r

ness of the rust film. The corrosion rate is proportional and sulfur dioxide concentration as determined from
to the sulfate accumulation in the oxide film. Such the study is given by
accumulation occurs when the iron oxides react with
sulfur dioxide to form sulfates. If oxidants remove the
sulfur dioxide from the reaction by oxidizing it to sulfur
trioxide, then the rate of corrosion should decrease, Y = 0.001028(RH - 48.8)SOs, AM yr-1
thus explaining the data. Also, the protectiveness of the (2-22)
oxide film is increased by oxidizing ferrous oxide and where
magnetite to the more protective ferric oxide. y = zinc corrosion rate, tm yrf'

RH = average relative humidity, %

2-7,4.2 Nonferrous Metals average SO2 concenttion, AA m3

The nonferrous metals, as with the ferrous metals, These results are graphically presented in Fig. 2-35.
are ,ffected primarily by the presence of sulfur dioxide. Eq. 2-22 accounts for 92 percent ofthe variability in theThe reactions involved in the effects are dependent on average zinc corrosion rates. The critical relative hu-

The eacion inolve intheeffcts re epeden on midity for zinc in sulfur dioxide free air is approxi-
the specific metals as is the degree of damage. The more maty 7prcen h owev e as E.2 indictesincommpn f tesemetas ae dscused n te flloing mately 70 percent; however, as E~q. 2-22 indicates, in
common of these metals are discussed in the following the presence of sulfur dioxide, the surface will be wet
sulparagraphs: and corrosion will occur at relative humidities down to

(1) Zinc. Zinc is used in galvanizing to protect fer- approximately 49 percent. The results of the study were
rous metals from atmospheric corrosion but is itself used to predict the useful lif,. of galvanized products in

subject to corrosion under certain conditions. The two different types of environments (see Table 2-22).
variables most important in determining the amount of Nickel-brans wire springs used in telephone relays

corrosion are relative humidity and atmospheric sulfur have been damaged by high nitrate concentrations in
dioxide concentration. airborne dust (Ref. 8). Nickel-brass wires, under mod-

erate stress and with a positive electrical potential, suf-
Special high-grade commercial zinc (99.9 percent fer a form of streu-corrosion cracking when surface

pure) panels were exposed at eight rural and eight ur- nitrate concentrations are above 2.4 /g cm- 2 and when
ban sites for periods of 4, 8,16, 32, and 64 mo (Ref. 46). the relative humidity is above 50 percent. The relative
Weight-loss data, measured as grams per panel, were humidity is an important controlling factor. When zinc
converted to corrosion rates in micrometers per year. is left out of the nickel-brass alloy, stress corrosion no

Sulfur dioxide concentrations and relative humidity longer occurs.
were monitored for the duration of the test. The rela- (2) Copperandsilwr. Copper and copper alloys--in
tionship among rate of corrosion, relative humidity, the absence of hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide-
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TABLE 2.22. PREDICTED USEFUL LIFE OF GALVANIZED SHEET STEEL WITH
53-Wo COATING AT AVERAGE RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF 65 PERCENT

so2 Useful life, years

concentrations Type of
3 environment e t Predicted Observed

estimates range* range**estimate*

13 Rural 244 41- 30-35

130 Urban 24 16-49 -
260 Semilindustrial 12 10-16 15-20
520 Industrial 6 5.5-7 -

1,040 Heavy industrial 3 2.9-3.3 3-5

*From Eq. 2-22.
**SO2 concentrations and relative humidity were not observed.

develop a thin, stable surface film that inhibits further per. The minimum, occurring at a I-percent concentra-
corrosion. The critical relative humidity in the presence tion of sulfur dioxide, is a result of the change in com-
of sulfur dioxide is about 63 percent. At low relative position of the corrosion product film as the sulfur
humidities sulfur dioxide has very little if any influence dioxide concentration varies about this value. Below I
on the oxidation of copper; however, at high humidities percent, the film is the basic sulfate; at I percent, it is
(above 63 percent) the corrosion rate increases rapidly. normal copper sulfate. and above I percent, it is the acid
Fig. 2-36 (Ref. 47) shows the effects of humidity and salt. The atmospheric concentration of sulfur dioxide is
sulfur dioxide concentration on the corrosion of cop- much less than I percent.

Both copper and silver tarnish rapidly in the pres-
ence of hydrogen sulfide. Copper that has developed a
surface film in clean air shows a high resistance to
hydrogen sulfide. Both moisture and oxygen must be
present for hydrogen sulfide to tarnish silver. The for-

90 mation of a sulfide coating on copper and silver electri.
cal contacts greatly increases their contact resistance

T • and reduces the useful lifetime of the contacts (Ref. 41).
g0 se% amu (3) Aluminum. Aluminum Is resistant to concentra.

tion of sulfur oxides normally found In polluted at-
40. 7'6%lN mosphwres. An oxide film normally presnt on the sur.

40 face provides excellent protection agulnsa atmospheric
so attack. When In contact with normal humid atm.s-
I€ pheres, the film slowly thickens providing even more

protectlon. However, sulfur dioxide or sulfur trioxide
so U games can bwak down the film and attack the metal.

~ _ so 40 . ,F , l Fls. 2-37 and 2-38 (Re(. 47) show the weight gain ofCONCENTRATION OF SULFUR DIOXIDE, g two samples of aluminum for 52, 72, and 85 percentCelaUve humidities and a sulfur dioxide concentration of
280 ppm. One sample was super purity (SP) aluminum,

FIGURE 2-M. R•eladon htimn Corroion RaW the othar was alloy 3003 aluminum. Although the
of Copper wnd Concanimrton of Sulfur Dioxide in concentration of sulfur dioxide Is much higher than that

Atmwhervv of Hi/h Relatie Humidity found In We most poilluted environments, the results sUti
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help explain the mechanlom of atmospheric corrosion of (5) Magnesium. The critical relative humidity for
aluminum by sulfur dioxide. In Fig. 2-37 both types of magnesium is about 90 percent. For relative humidities
aluminum show the same rate of corrosion at 52 percent above this value, magnesium hydroxide, believed to be
relative humidity. This curve is very nearly the same as the primary corrosion product, is formed. The mag.
that for the oxidation of aluminum without sulfur di- nesium hydroxide absorbs carbon dioxide from the at-
oxide, indicating that even high concentrations of sulfur mosphere to form magnesium carbonte (M#CO 3 ) and
dioxide do not appreciably attack aluminum at low this in turn reacts slowly with sulfur dioxide to form
relative humidities. Fig. 2-38 shows that at the higher magnesium sulfate (MgSO 4) (Ref. 47).
relative humidities at which these data were obtained,
the rate of corrosion is greater initially but approaches
zero after about 60 hr except for 3003 alloy at 85 2-7.4.3 Buildin Materials
percent (note the chqnge from um to mg on the ordinate Building materials are affected by atmospheric pollu.
scales when comparing Fig. 2.38 to Fig. 2-37). At 85 tants In a variety of ways. Perhaps the most familiar
percent relative humidity the rate of corrosion for the effect is the soiling of buildings by particulate matter.
3003 alloy continues to increase even after 100 hr. At Tarry or carbonaceous materials resulting from ineffl.
the higher humidities (72 and 85 percent), analysis of clent combustion of soot-producing fuel are likely to be
the white powdery deposit formed on the surface acidic as well m sticky. If these are not removed by rain
showed it to be A12(SO 4 )3 .18 H,0, which indicates or special wmshinp, they adhere to surfaces and can
that sulfur dioxide plays an essential role In the corro. result In a physical-chemical degradation of the material
sion of aluminum at high humidities. In addition to their soiling effects.

(4) Nickel. The characteristic fogging of a nickel Limestone (CaCO,) in the presence of moisture reacts
surface produced by exposure to polluted atmospheres is with sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide to form calcium
due to the simultaneous presence of sulfur dioxide and sulfate (CaSe 4 ) and gypsum (CaSO, .2lH2 0), both of
water vapor (Ref. 47), The critical relative humidity Is which ar partially soluble in water. Also, carbon
about 70 percent below which the nickel surface will dioxide in the presence of moisture produces carbonic
remain bright Indefinitely. At hunmidities greater than 70 acid that then converts limestone into a water-soluble
percent, the catalytic oxidation of atmospheric sulfur bicarbonate that is then leached away.
dioxide to sulfur trioxide by the nickel surface forms a
dilute solution of sulfuric acid on the surface. In the 2-7.4.4 Textiles
beginning stages of attack, the surface film can be re.
moved by wiping. As corrosion progresses, the basic sul- A variety of natural and synthetic textile fibers are
fate is precipitated and the film becomes adherent giving susceptible to damage by sulfur dioxide. Particulate
the surface an etched appearance. After exposing a matter acts as a soiling agent with deterioration occur-
specimen to an Industrial atmosphere for 88 days, the ring mainly due to increased frequency of cleaning.
surface film was shown to have the formula NiSO 4 '0.33 Outside exposure studies of cotton fabrics have shown
NI(OH), upon analysis, a direct correlation between air pollution and the accel-

Nickel panels exposed to rain do not corrode as rap- erated degradation of the fabric (Ref. 42). The primary
idly as those that are sheltered. This is attributed to the means of sample evaluation used In these studies was to
fact that rain washes the acidic solutions from the sur- measure the breaking strength retention. Also, the
face, keeping it comparatively uncontaminated and free degree of seoling on undyed samples was determined by
from attack. It has also been shown that preexposure reflectance measurements. Results of the study showed a
of the sample to an atmosphere containing hydrogen strong relationship between retained breaking strength
sulfide will suppress corrosion. This effect is believed to and mean sulfation rate as shown In Fig. 2-39. A similar
be due to a poisoning of the catalytic activity of the relationship was observed between retained breaking
surface and not to the formation of a protective surface strength and mean sulfur dioxide concentration as
oxide film as has been the cae for other metals such as shown in Fig. 2-40. DustfaUl and suspended particulate
Copper. measurements also vurmlated with fabric degradation

Nickel parts of telephone crossbar switches corrode and soiling but not as weU as suifation rate and sulfur
and form a bright.greenish corrfoion product. This Wn- dioxide concentration. In heavily contaminated sites, the
grates to the region of the switch contacts causing open degradation rate was four to five times that of the least
circuits. The corrosion is promoted by the presence of polluted sites as shown by Flp. 2-39 and 240.
anions, principally nitrates, in accumulated dust.
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2-7.4.5 Paints 2-7.4.6 Leather

Painted surfaces are affected by such atmospheric Leather has a strong affinity for sulfur dioxide,pollutants as sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and par- which causes it to lose much of its strength and ulti.ticulate matter. mately to disintegrate (Ref. 13). Leather originally free
Newly applied paints exposed to sulfur dioxide con- of sulfuric acid was found to accumulate as much as 7centrations of I to 2 ppm experience drying times from percent acid by weight when exposed to a sulfur dioxide50 to 100 percent longer than normal. The results are polluted atmosphere (Ret. 7). One reaction that has

either a softer or a more brittle finish than that achieved been suggested is that minute quantities of iron in thein the absence of sulfur dioxide. Sulfui dioxide, in the leather serve as catalysts to oxidize sulfur dioxide to its
presence of moisture and ammonia, can form small acid form.
crystals of ammonium sulfate on paint and varnish
surfaces. The crystals become noticeable on the surface 2-7.4.7 Paper
as a spreading blemish or bloom. Sulfur oxides haveitl aespreading ble h ord btloom. SulfuroxiPaper absorbs sulfur dioxide that is oxidized to sulfu.
little effct on dry, hard paint films. r ic acid with the small amounts of metallic impurities

Paints containing lead compound. are rapidly dark- serving to accelerate the conversion. Exposures to sul-
ened when exposed to even low concentrations (as little fur dioxide (2 to 9 ppm) for 10 days resulted in embrit.
as 0.05 ppm) of hydrogen sulfide by the formation of tdement and a decrease in the folding resistance of both
black lead sulfide. The degree of discoloration is a func- book and writing paper. The sulfuric acid content of
tion of the amount of lead in the paint, concentration some papers has been observed to be as high as I per-
of hydrogen sulfide in the air, duration of exposure, and cent, making the paper extremely brittle (Re. 7).
moisture available at time of exposure. It has been In general, cellulosic vegetable fibers--such as linen,observed, however, that the black lead sulfide Is oxi- hemp, cotton, rayon, jute, and synthetic nylons--am
dized to lead sulfate turning the paint film white Main particularly sensitive to attack by sulfur oxides. Sulfu.in the absence of hydrogen sulfide (Ref. 7). ric acid reacts with cellulose fiber producing a water-

Settled dust particles can seriously impair the an- soluble product with a greatly reduced tensile strength
ticorrosive properties of freshly applied varnish and (Ref. 13).
paint films. The particles can act as wicks providing a Field studies have shown that absorbed nitrogen ox-memas for corrosive pollutants to reach the underlying ides reduce the breaking-strength of combed cotton
metal surface. yarn samples. Samples were exposed to filtered air
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while others were exposed to unfiltered air for a period vegetation. Therefore, the probability of military equip-
of 56 days; those exposed to unfiltered air suffered a 10 ment being exposed to high levels of hydrogen fluoride
percent greater loss in breaking strength than the unex- is very low.
posed.

2-7.4.8 Dyes 2-7.5 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS AND
COMPONENT DAMAGE

An exposure study involving 69 dye-fabric combina-
tions indicated a high susceptibility of nearly one- A survey of manufacturers of electronic components
fourth of the combinations to fading when exposed to indicated that airborne particulates are considered re-
urban environments (Ref. 48). Fading is much greater sponsible for most of the damage to components rather
at urban sites than at corresponding rural control sites than sulfur dioxide as had been previously indicated
for these dye-fabric combinations showing a high de- (Ref. 49). Particulates cause damage to electronic corn-
gree of fading. Controlled exposures to irradiated or ponents in five different ways, i.e.,
nonirradiated automobile exhaust show that photo- (I) Interference with the important photoengraving
chemically produced components of the atmosphere techniques used in fabrication of many compiients
cause the fading. Also, the study revealed synergistic (2) Spot formation on the screens of TV and cath-
effects of pollutants in combination. The addition of ode ray tubes
sulfur dioxide to the irradiated automobile exhaust (3) Contamination of vacuums by releasing ab-
emissions produced more than an additive effect on the sorbed gases
fabrics, when compared to the effects of sulfur dioxide
in clean air or in irradiated auto exhaust without added' (4) Creation of microscopic surface leakage paths

sulfur dioxide, in semiconductors and integrated circuits

Certain dyed cellulosic fabrics show fading when (5) Creation of gross current leakage paths in all
exposed to nitrogen oxides at relative humidities electronic equipment.
greater than about 50 percent. Fading occurs in certain The effects of air pollutants on computers are sum-

blue and green shades, representing dyes from four marized as follows: "silver contacts in relays build up
major classes-direct, sulfur, vat, and reactives a high resistance surface, copper wiring connectors
dyes-when exposed to different field environments in become unreliable, gasket seals deteriorate, protective

the absence of light (Ref. 8). finishes become tacky or erode away, bearing life is
shortened, reaction products plug small orifices and

2-7.4.9 Glass and Ceramics interfere with precision adjustments, and in general
adversely affect the operating life of a computer" (Ref.

Glass and ceramics show very good resistance to 50),
atmospheric pollutants. One major item of interest,
however, is the effect of atmospheric pollutants on elec-
trical insulators. Although air pollutants do not in 2-7.6 CASE HISTORIES9
themselves damage the insulator, particulate matter
deposited on the surface of insulators used on high- Very few case histories of tIr pollutant damage have
voltage power lines will, in the presence of moisture, damage eaused by asir pollutants. For example, how
form conducting paths resulting in leakage currents, d
flashover, or puncture of the insulator. For a more much paint degradation can be attributed to pollutants

detailed discussion of these effects see Chap. 3. par.. as compared to the natural environmental factors? What
Scauses an electrical switch to fall? Among the domage

3-5.4, "Electrical Contacts and Connectors", and espe- cauen tracal switch to all Aonte amage
cially Fig. 3-23 that compares 60-Hz flashover voltages incidents that have been traced to air pollutantw. the
for clean and dry, clean and wet, ancs dirty and wet prime cauatlve factor aid the following:
insulators. (1) Navigation aids facinity-FAA. A very high ore-

It is well known that hydrogen fluoride (HF) will quency omnidirectional ranging (VOR) station oper-etch glass. The concentrations required to produce viai- ated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
ble damage to glnet and other materials are believed to near Charleston, W Va., started experiencing problems
be far in excess of those required to kill many types of about one year after the equipment was installed. The

kmajor problem was sulfiding of silver-plated contacts

resulting in arcing and pitting to the extent that re-

9. A general reference for this paragraph is Ref. 49. placements were required.
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The two main sources of pollutants in the area were Aluminum and stainless steels develop thin continu-
chemical plants emitting a variety of substances, in- ous oxide films that provide protection to the underly-
eluding gaseous sulfur compounds, and a nearby ing metal in all but the most severely polluted areas.
municipal burning dump producing all the pollutants Copper develops a corrosion product film that retards
associated with combustion, further attack. However, ordinary carbon steels require

The solution arrived at by the FAA was to install an some form of protection when exposed to atmospheric
air-conditioning system with activated-charcoal filters, conditions. Protective methods available include coat-

(2) Telephone switching equlpment-N, Y. Bell ing with a highly resistant metal such as zinc or alumi-
Telephone Company. A New York Bell Telephone num, an epoxy or vinyl paint coating, and electroplat-
Company's switching center, containing complex corn- ing with a chrome-nickel-copper combination. The
puter-controlled electronic switching networks and most common methods of protection for exposed struc-
located close to a power generating station, experienced tures are galvanizing and painting or a combination of
erratic computer behavior. Evaluation of the situation both (Ref. 51).
by IBM engineers showed that outside particulate con- Since most of these preventive measures apply to
tamination was the cause. systems that are likely to be exposed to marine and high

The installation of a high-efficiency air filter elimi- humidity environments as well as polluted environ-
nated the computer malfunctions and decreased main- ments, it seems reasonable to assume that any equip-
tenance for other switching equipment. ment designed to operate outdoors (e.g., vehicles,

(3) Others. Many case histories of electronic com- weapon systems, etc.) will be operated in at least one
ponents and systems that are affected by air pollutants of these highly corrosive environments during its life
have been tabulated. They include examples of photo-
chemical oxidants reacting to form an insoluble scum cycle.

or film on silicon wafers during processing, inoperative (2) Electronic systems Complex precision elec-

electronic equipment such as FM tuners that only tronic systems, such as computers and switching net-

needed cleaning to restore normal operation, and in- works, have been affected by high concentrations of
creased rejection rates experienced by a manufacturer particulate matter and sulfur dioxide. The solution to
of sensitive components when a freeway ramp was con- date has been to install air filtering and conditioning
structed approximately 400 ft from the manufacturing systems in the building in which the equipment is
building. located. This does not mean that the equipment itself

could not have been designed or redesigned to preclude
the effects of air pollutants. For example, the equip-

2-8 PROTECTION AGAINST ment could be housed in an airtight container with a

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS built-in cooling system if necessary. Such an approach
may be necessary for electronic systems operating un-

Specific design steps for protection against the effects der conditions that make it unfeasible to install air

of pollutants are not common since protection Is nor- conditioning in a building. This could include equip-
mally obtained by methods employed for protection ment operating ia combat areas or any mobile or
against other environmental factors. A preferred semimobile electronic equipment. Design changes of
method, which Is receiving much attention, is to avoid this type also improve the equipment ability to operate
such effects by reducing pollution levels or by avoiding in sand and dust, marine, and high humidity environ-
regions with high pollution levels. On a local level, elec. ments.
tronic facilities can be Isolated from areas In which large

amounts of engine exhausts or combustion products are (3) Electronic deyices Semiconductor devices, inte-

produced. In speciflc instances, the information in the grated circuits, relays, switches, etc. have proved to be

following subparagaphs may be useful: susceptible to air pollutants, starting with the fabric&-

(1) Metal components and structures Metals ex- tion stage and extending throughout their useful life. In

hibit varying degrees of susceptibility to atmospheric some highly industrialized areas with high concentra.
pollutants. Therefore, the proper choice of metal or tions of air pollutants, it has been necessary to fabricate
alloy is important for equipment components that will semiconductor devices and integrated circuits in "clean
be exposed to polluted atmospheres. rooms". Once fabricated they are encapsulated (her-
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metically sealed) either in a metal can or some type of mat systems can be tested in small environmental chamn-
ceramic compound that precludes any future damage bers from which an estimate of the system overall re-
from air pollutants. sistance to air pollutants can be made.

Esctresil Conta, such t , thoe on relays and^ switch- Pollutants that should be included in a test program
e, ae susceptible to particulate matter, hydrogpn are (!) different compositions of particulate matter, and
sulfide, and sulfuar doxide. ih. components soud b (2) sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. The test
hermetically sealed when possible to prevent dmamp system must be so desiped that pollutant combina-
from air pollutants. Damqp to electrical contacts during tions and concentrations, relative humidity, and tem.
the fabrcation stage does not appear to be a seriou perature are controllable and variable over ranges suffi-
problem. In applcattons in which hermetic sealing Is not eient to allow simulation of environmental conditions

practical, the contact points at* plated with a noble likely to be encountered by military equipment.
metal, such as gold, that has a high reibtence to darip There are, at present, no standard tests or require-hm air contaminants. ments relating to atmospheric pollutant effects on

materiel. Susceptibility to many of the pollutant effects

2-9 TEST FACILITY REQUIREMENTS is adequately indicated by the salt spray testing a de-
scribed in Chap. i1 of Part Two, Natural Environmental

Most material testing has been in the form of outside Factorz
exposure tests to determine the effects of a particular
type of environment on a specific piece of material. The REFERENCES
minimum exposure time required in order to acquire
valid quantitative data can range from months to years 1 J. P. Dixon, "The State of Our Atmosphere",
except in special cases where a susceptible material is in Polcludtn i of he Third National Do.Cr.
being tested in a highly polluted atmosphere. Ac- anie on Air Pollution Washington, D.C.,
celerated tests have been studied but none are consid- December 12-14, 1966, pp. 18-22.
ered adequate for predicting long-term effects due to a 2. W. T. Sproull, Air Pollution and Its Con-
particular environment (Ref. 40). two Exposition Press, N.Y., 1969.

For meaningful quantitative testing of military equip- 3. B. D. Tabbens, "Oaseous Pollutants in the
ment, a test chamber In which different environmental Air", Air Pollution, Second Edition, Vol. I, A.
conditions can be simulated Is required. One such C. Stem, Ed., Academic Press, Inc., N.Y.,
chamber used by IBM to test the effects of air pollution 1968, pp. 23-46.
on computers Is described by Stedling (Ref. 60). In this 4. S. L. Silver, "Electronics Helps Fight Air Pol-
eae one chamber measuring 8 by 8 by 8 ft is used for lution", Electronics WorK4 September 1971,
exposing the test Item to various concentrations and pp. 41-4.
mixtures of particulate matter and another chamber Is 5, J. B, Yocom, "Deterioration of Materials in
used for dynamic single pnous testing. Although it Polluted Atmospheres", Corrosion, 15, 51-5
would he expensive and possibly difficult to achive, a (October 1959).
test chamber Is desired in which an Item could be ex. 6. L. A. Chambers, "Classification and Extent of
poned simultaneouly to a variety of pollutants, both Air Pollution Problems", Air Pollution, Sec-
particulate and pasous, beceamu pollutants act syner- end Edition, Vol. ii, A. C. Stem, Ed., Aca-
gistically in their effect on materials. An example Is the demic Press, Inc., N.Y., 1968, pp. 1-21.
combined effect of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide 7. J. E. Yocom and R. 0. McCaldin, "Effects of

on the corrosion of steel. Air Pollution on Materials told the Economy",
Due to the high cost and technical problems involved Air Pollution, Second Edition, Vol. I, A. C.

in building and maintaining a multipollutant test Stern, Ed., Academic Press, Inc., N.Y., 1963,
chamber lapg enough to accommodate luare plecaes of pp, 617-54.
equipment such as gun systems or vehicles and, since 8. AP-84, Air Quality Criteria for Nirog*n
the probability that this type of equipment would be Oxide; Environmental Protection Agency,
used in highly polluted areas for long periods of time Washington, D.C., January 1971.
is unall, it appears that some form of component tst- 9. L. S. Jaffe, ".Ambient Carbon Monoxide and
ing is the most practical approach. For example, sam- Its Fate in the Atmosphere", Journal of the
pies of the metals, metal alloys, paints, metal-paint Air Pollution Control Association, 18, No. 8,
combIIntIons, and relatively small subsystems of differ- 534-40 (August 1968).
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CHAPTER 3

SAND AND DUST1

3-1 INTRODUCTION defined sand and dust as hard particles with dust rang-
ing in diameter up to 150/Am and sand ranging from

Airborne sand and dust may be the single most dam. 150 /um to 800 pm (Ref. 5).
aing environmental facLur for military equipment (Ref. Since discussion of sand and dust does not distin-
1). A dust-laden atmosphere can present serious prob- guish between the two categories of airborne particu-
lemn to the operation and maintenance of mechanical late matter, the context of the terms used in this chapter
and electrical equipment, can initiate and/or accelerate is that used in the data source. It is assumed that, if one
the deterioration of many materials, and In some In. category of particulate matter is used, the data apply
stances can be detrimental to the health and well-being equally to both unless a specific distinction is made.
of people (Rut. 2).

Desert areas are especially susceptible to low-level
sandstorms that damage glass and painted surfaces on 3-2 PROPERTIES OF SAND AND
vehicles, equipment, and structures (Ref. 3). However, DUST ENVIRONMENTS
the sand and dust problem is not confined to desert

areas, Dry periods of sufficient duration occur in all A sand and dust environment is usually described by
regions such that vehicular activity can produce heavy giving values for parameters such as concentration,
dust (Ref. 4). In fact, with the increased use of more particle size distribution, shape, composition, and
and faster vehicles and the increased reliance on heli- hardness. However, it should be understood that quan-
copters, these localized machine-generated duststorms titative values of the parameters alone are insufficient
have become more detrimental to overall military oper. to allow one to make an overall evaluation of the envi-
ations than the less frequent naturally occurring dust- ronment nor will it necessarily allow him to make valid
storms in desert areas, comparisons between environments. Because of the

The purpose of this chapter is to establish qualita- sensitivity of the data to the various measuring tech-
tively and, if possible, quantitatively (1) the physical niques and to the different conditions under which
characteristics (e.g., concentration and size distribu- measurements are made, it is necessary to de.cribe test
tion) of the sand and dust in the environment to which conditions and techniques as well as the parameter
Army equipment will be exposed, (2) the duration, values in order to accurately describe a dust environ-
location, and frequency of these exposures, (3) the deg. ment.
radation potential of sand and dust, (4) methods for Engelhardt and Knebel (Ref. 4) listed the major vari-
protecting against the deleterious effects of sand and ables for which data are required in quantitative de-
dust, and (5) procedures for testing to determine the scriptions of sand and dust environments as:
capability of the equipment to function in a sand and (1) Dust producer
dust environment.

The reporting of experimental data on sand and dust (a) Type

environments seldom if ever distinguishes between the (b) Size

two. In most cases, either of the terms "particles" or (c) Traction media

"dust" is used to describe all the particulate matter (d) Speed

present; however, for test purposes and for other spe- (2) Terrain
cial purposes, more limiting definitions of sand and (a) Particle size
dust have been used. For example, the standard test (b) Surface compaction
dust, "140 mesh silica flour", contains particles up to (c) Mineralogy
150 Im in diameter. Also, an international commit- (3) Climatology
tee--the goal of which is to establish internationally (a) Windspeed
accepted test procedures for sand and dust testing-has

* (b) Wind direction
(c) Humidity

1. This chapter was written by F. Smith or the Research Triangle (d) Air density
Institute, Research Triangle Park, N.C.
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(4) Sampling Technique sumptions allowed the following constraints to be used

(a) Location of sampler in the derivation:

I Distance from dust source (1) Fifty percent of the number of particles are

2 Height above terrain equal to or less than 0.75 pm in diam,.ter.

3 Location with respect to wind direction (2) Ninety percent of the number of particles are

(b) Sampling time equal to or less than 2,5 jkm in diameter.
(c) Sampler characteristics, (3) Ninety percent of the weight of the sample is

composed of particles greater than 3 j.m in diameter.

This equation may only be valid for a sample meeting
3-2.1 CONCENTRATION the three constraintr; the accuracy of the conversion

3-2.1.1 Method of Expression decreases as the sample deviates from those values
(Ref. 4), In general, the assumptions are not fulfilled

Concentration is one of the most important parame- and this conversion is difficult to make.
ters used in describing a sand and dust environment.
Quantitative expressions of concentration are useless, 3.2.1.2 Typical Atmospheric
however, unless the conditions under which the meas- Concentrations
urements were made are described adequately and the The concentration of sand and dust in the atmos-
range of particle sizes is specified. Concentration values phere varies widely with geographic location, climatic
for a given test are highly sensitive to such variables as conditions, and the degree of activity. In metropolitan
the dust producer, climatology, the terrain, and the and industrial areas, industrial activity may be the ma.
sampling technique. jor source of atmospheric dust. Pauly (Ref. 6) reported

Concentration can be expressed as number of partilese concentration ranges, as given in Table 3-1, of atmos-
per unit volume of air or as the weight of particles per pheric dust measured at various points within regions
unit volume. Both expressions are used in the literature, having a temperate climate. Although these data may
However, weight per unit volume Is the most common not be quantit~tive, they show that atmospheric dust is
term in test specifications. Optical measuring Instru- always present in varying amounts throughout the
ments are used occasionally and give concentration In country. In general, this variation is more related to air
particles per unit volume. Weight-per-unit-volume data pollution than to natural sand and dust.
are usually given in grams per cubic meter in countries
using the cgs system and in grams per cubic foot in the 3-2.1.3 Concentration vs Altitude in
United States and Great Britain (g ft"3 X35,3 = g m' 3 ). Dustatorms

To convert particles per unit volume to weight !er
unit volume, or vice versa, one has to know something Typical concentration values are presented in Table

about the particle size distribution, particle shape, and 3-2 from measurements made at various altitudes by

average density of the sample. The information can be
gained from (I) a size analysis, (2) visual or microscopic
inspection, and (3) chemical and mineralogical analy- TABLE 3.1. DUST CONCENTRATIONS IN
sis. One such conversion for air-floated dirt in Arizona VARIOUS REGIONS
was reported by Engelhardt and Knebel (Ref. 4):

C,, = 3.894 x 10' C~, g ftt (3-1) Average dust
Region concentration,

Pg ft"
3

where

C. = concentration, g ft-3
C,, = concentration, million particles ft" Rural and suburban 1.3 to 3.2

In deriving the equation, it was assumed that the parti- Metropol I tan 3.2 to 13.0
cle distribution followed certain conditions and that
particles were similar in size to those found in previous Industrial 13.0 to 48.5
measurements of air-floated dirt in Arizona. These as-

3-2
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TABLE 3-2. VARIATION OF DUST CONCENTRATION WITH ALTITUDE

Weather condition Height, Air temperature, Mean concentration,
ft 0C g ft' 3 x 10-6

Clear to slight 500 33.0 6.0
haze; visibility 1000 30.5 6.3
about 80 ml 2000 30.0 4.9

4000 29.0 3.9
6000 19.0 1.5

Slight haze; 500 34.0 6.7
visibility 1000 33.0 7.4
about 20 ml 2000 32.0 5.7

4000 27.0 3.9
6000 21.5 5.4

Moderately dense 500 27.0 57.0
duststorm; visi- 1000 25.0 493.0
bility about 2000 24.0 197.0
1,000 ft; wind 3000 23.0 51.0
20 to 25 kt 4000 22.0 18.0

flying aml aircraft over an Australian desert (Ref. 6). moving at 15 mph and ranging in size from l/4-ton to
The methods used in collecting these data were not heavy tractor-trailer units was sampled. One convoy
discussed, The occurrence of the maximum concentra- consisted of 27 vehicles and the other 26. Concentra-
tion values at 1,000 Rt was thought to be due to the tions were 0.09 and 0,11mgft-I(assumedtobeaverages
rolling nature of the duststorm and to the thermal up- from the onset of the first dust cloud to the passing of
currents. * the last), windspeed was 1,200 ft min-', the terrain was

3-2.1.4 Concentrations Associated With slightly dusty, and the sampler distance from the road-

Vehicular Activity way was 27 ft (Ref. 4).
Typical average ambient dust concentrations sur-

Engelhardt and Knebel made several measurements rounding the U S Army Overland Train Mark II while
in an effort to determine the effects of vehicle speed and in desert operation (Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma,
distance on concentration (Ref. 4). The duration of the Ariz.) were 4.0 and 5.4 mg ft- at heights of 10 and S
dust cloud generated by the vehicles varied from 4 to it, respectively. These were averages of eight test runs.
34s. The sample collected for the duration of the cloud The range was from 2.6 to 5.2 mg ft-3 at the 10-ft
gave an average value of the concentration. The data height and 2.8 to 7.1 mg ft- for the lower position
exhibit a wide variance, and no conclusions about the (Ref. 7).
relationships of speed and distance to concentration Concentrations as great as 100 mg ft- 3 measured
were drawn. However, specific examples are given as about 6 ft above ground occurred adjacent to tanks
indications of the range of concentrations that can be moving across deserts. Table 3-3 shows average con-
expected under similar conditions. centrations for an M48 Tank operating over desert ter-

Dust produced by two convoys of mixed vehicles rain (Ref. 6).

3.3
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rABLE 3-3. AVERAGE DUST TABLE 3-4. AVERAGE DUST
CONCENTRATIONS--M48 TANK CONCENTRATIONS--H-21 HELICOPTER

OPERATING OVER DESERT TERRAIN

Dust concentration, mg ft"3 Oust concentration, ng ft-3

Postion
Stngle Convoy Hover height, Phillips Vehicle Lee Drop Zone,

Drop Zone, Dust Course, Ft. Benning,
Crew compartment 6 e Yuma, Ariz. Yuma, Ariz, Ga.

(hatches open)

Crew comparetment 18 1 12.4 16.5 18,4
(hatches closed)

10 18,5 186 1 17.6
Engine coni•prtmnent 170 75 5.3 13,6 3
4 ft above carburetor 4 13

8 ft above carburetor 1,2 4

3-2.1.5 Concentrations Associated With particle diameter or Stokes' diameter. 2 Settling Veloci.
Aircraft ties in still air for various Stokes' diameters are shown in

Fig. 3.1 (Ref. 10); these velocities are used to divide the
The dust cloud generated by a tandem-rotor H.21 heli- range of sizes of natural sand and dust Into the following

copter was studied as a function of soil type, hover three categories:
height, and disk loading at three heights at each of threetestsits. Te hghes cocenratins ere easred (1) Instantaneously airborne dust. Particle sizes of

150 1kim and larger have falling velocities in still air
directly below the rotor blade overlap and the lowest greater than 90 cm s-t These settling velocities are
were beneath the rotor hubs. The average dust concen-
trations at the point of highest density (i.e., rotor blade trefoe, to bce airbo t hes large partilesoverap)aregivn i Tabe 34 (at.8).therefore, to become airborne, these larger particles
overlap) are given In Table 3.4 (Ref. 8). must be thrown by some artificial means such an vehi-

Dust concentrations of 40 mg ft-' were measured des, helicopters, or missiles. Their residence time in the
during takeoff and approach maneuvers. With another air is normally short. Particles in this size range remain
helicopter hovering in the immediate area, concentra- aios normll shrt. P arle in ut siz r e reantion wer 64mg f-3.close to the surface and usually account for less than
tions were 6450 percent by weight of the dust in suspension (Ref. 4).

Maximum and minimum concentrations near the ro-
tor plane of various aircraft are given in Table 3-5 (Ref. (2) Temporarily airborne dust. Dust particles less than
9). The maximum, 85 mg ft- 3 , measured at the engine about 150 Am in diameter may be raised either by artifi-
intakes of the KAC Mockup of an X-22 is less than the cial means or by natural winds of relatively high speeds.
170 mg ft' measured in tLe engine compartment of the Particles between 2 and 150 um have settling velocities
M48 Tank (see Table 3-3). Letween approximately 2 and 90 ern s-1 . Although parti-

cles in this size range are to a large extent removed from
the atmospherp by gravity, their settling velocities are

3-2.2 PARTICLE SIZE sufficiently low to allow them to remain airborne for a
considerable time, particularly If the airflow Is turbulent

In general, particle size refers to the mean diameter of (Ref. 11). Particles in this category typically comprise
the particle in a dust sample. However, because the between 50 and 100 percent by weight of the dust in
shapes of &and and dust particles range from almost per- suspension.
fect spheres to irregularly shaped objects with protru- (3) Permanently airborne dust. For particles less
sions, jagged edges, and cracks, methods for analyzing than 2 Am, settling velocities in still air, though finite,
particle size must be specified (see par. 3-3, MEASURE- are small compared with air motions. Atmospheric
MENTS). For this discussion, "size" ordinarily refers to residence times of 9 to 90 yr have been estimated for

particles of I pin diameter (Ref. 11). Dust particles of
this size range are permanently airborne in the sense
that gravitational fallout is not significant. Their pro-

2. See par. 3-3.2.1-the Stokes' diameter, applied to an irrcgu- portion by weight of the total dust in suspension is
lady shaped particle, is the diameter of a spherical particle with the typically less than 3 percent.same density and settling velocity.

3.4
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TABLE 3-5. DUST CONCENTRATIONS--VARIOUS AIRCRAFT

Source of test data Maximum, mg ft"3  Minimum, ing ft"3

Full-scale dual tandem 31
test rig, two
Lycoming T-53 engines

KAC mockup of X-22 at 85

engine intakes

Kaman HTK helicopter 8 2.7

Kaman HTK helicopter 24.5 5.4
hovering near an HOK
helicopter

Vertol Model 107 7.5 1.0
helicopter103

3-2.3 SIZE DISTRIBUTION

102 3-2.3.1 Methods for Displaying Particle
Size

E 1Atmospheric dust (previously classified as perma-
U 101nently airborne) constitutes a continuous spectrum of

w sizes with a definite largest value and a smallest value,
U Experimentation has shown that Gaussian or normal

100 distributions of particle sizes rarely, if ever, occur. Par-
ticle sizes usually approximate closely a lognormal dis-
tribution (Ref. 12). Fig. 3-2 (Ref. 10) and Fig. 3-3 (Ref.o io-' 13) show the linear and logarithmic frequency distribu-

tion curves for the lognormal distribution. In each fig-
ure, the area under the curve has a numerical value of

10-2 one and the ordinate is the probability of the particle
> having a diameter within I Aim of the abscissa value.

When plotted using log-probability scales, a cumula-
10 tive lognormal distribution is a straight line. Such a plot

is shown in Fig. 3-4 (Ref. 13). In actual practice, the
straight line is fitted to the data points visually or math-

I ematically, as required by the spread of the data.
A lognormal distribution curve can be specified in

terms of(1) the most probable size, which in this distri-
bution is identical with the geometric mean M,, or (2)

Uri0" lo 0 t0 1  102 10 1°
4  the geometric standard deviation or. It can be shown

DIAMETIR OF PARTICLE. Ila that the 50-percent point of the cumulative graph (Fig.
FIGURE 3-1. Settling Velocitim for Particles In 3-4) corresponds to M,, while the ratio of the 84.1-
Still Air (at O°C and 760 torr for parilmes having 3ercntepont to the -e tin is te, .

a density of 1 g cm- 3). percent point to the 50-percent point is cr..
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C€OUNT MODE toej.1 where M. and M. are the geometric means of the area
01 £ and weight distributions, respectively.

COUN MEDIAN (1I.0#m) Averages of particle size may be based on averages
Sas - ARBITRARILY SET AT ONE of numbers, areas, masses, etc. Several of the most
W •important averages are indicated in Fig. 3.2; the

I as numerical values calculated for the distribution are
WCOUT MEAN 1.27, given relative to a count (number) median diameter of

d oa- I jm. More extensive mathematical treatments of parti-
WAMEIMUI-AVERAGE cle statistics are given by Orr and Dalla Vaile (Ref. 12)
"•M•A "S2 ) and by Herdan (Ref. 14).

AM DIAN t2.SIAm) Two convenient and often used means of displaying
AREA ME AN (3.3•,um) particle size distribution data ae tWbles and the percent-

.1MASS MEDIAN • age smaller diagram. These methods are applicable to
MASS MEAN
f5374 1M) any data whether lognormal or not. For example, If sift-

0. Ing data are presented on a percentage smaller diagram
S1 2 3 4 5 a 7 (Fig. 3-5), the percentage weight of all particles that

PARTICLE DIAMETC•, UM passed through a specific sieve Is plotted against the size
of the sieve aperture (particle diameter), read off the

FIGURE 3-2. Lognormel Distribution of Particlf abscissa. Starting with the largest sieve mesh, a series of
(Various avoap diametws ar shown. The graph points is obtained, until the weight of particles passing
Is drawn from probability theory, assuming a count. through the finest sieve is small or zero. The ordinate
median diametr of 1 m and shows the numeri- gives the percentage of all the sand and dust having a
cal value relativ to that diameter of sveral other particle diameter that is smaller than that of the corre-
wehtedwars dianeter dlkused in the text.) sponding abscissa. The percentage of particles with sizes

The lognormal distribution has the same oa for ma- between dI and d1 is given by the difference PI - P2

ments about the count, area, and weight mean geometric between the corresponding ordinates. The predominant

diameter for the Sample is at the point of greatest slope
da te.Thus, frthe area distribution, after Maandcu e

a. for the count distribution are known, of the curve.

3-2.3.2 Vehicle Air Inlet Size Distributions
The particle size distributions of airborne dust sam.

and for the weight distribution pies collected from the interior and usually in front of

In Me, - In M. + 3 (3-3) tanks driven in the dust cloud of a preceding tank are
given by Fig. 3-5 (Ref. 2). Data were taken from two
tank ranges, both in the Fort Knox, Ky., area. The
distributions from both ranges are almost identical.
.Te data show that the dust contains approximately 22
percent by weight of particles below an equivalent

"diameter of 3 A&m, and 33 percent by weight of particles
less than 10 Am. The predominant diameter is es-
timated to be approximately 17 Arm. Particles largeu

So.,than about 70 A&m were rare.
Table 3-6 (Ref. 4) contains data on the size diatribu-

tions collected at the air inlets for engine air for two
- types of tanks and the crew air for one of the tanks. Thedistribution of coarse test dust wus included in the table

for compari•on, since it is supposed to be representative
of airborne dust. In all but one particle size class, the

FIGURE 3-3. Logeritmic Plot of Partika Size D1* coarse test dust specification fell within the range of the
trudon (if the prtiJe size diaributlon is Iognor- measured data; for the greater than 40-p&m size, the
nml the gWA k symmetrical wMen plofted logeit- coarse test dust specification of 39 percent wa, larger

rinaly; contrast the flgura with Fig. 32). than any of the three measured values.
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point to 0ili (about 1.8/1.0 or f.8, in Vis cAM) /i die geometric atsaderd
deviation, oa. In practice, dVe experimental poinlt usually lie nar a straight
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FIGURE 3.5. Particle Size Distribution of Dust Clouds Generated by Tanks

TABLE 3-6. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF DUST COLLECTED AT

AIR INLETS OF ARMY TANKS (percent within range)

Size range, M4A1 Tank, M48 Tank, M48 Tank, Coarse test
Vill engine air, engine air, crew air, dust, %

% *%%** •

0-10 12.5 42.4 60.2 24

10-20 28.0 13.7 15.7 14

20-40 43.0 16.8 12.2 23

> 40 11.5 27.1 10.9 39

*Coarse dust for testing air cleaners per Society of Automotive

Engineers "Air Cleaner Test Code," also known as AC Coarse dust.

*•*No explanation was given in the reference for data in these
columns not adding up to 100%.
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100 F - - Fig. 3.6 shows the particle size distribution of sam-

pies obtained from the analysis of air filters of vehicles

90 . operating in various geographical localities. These data
show particle sizes up to 150 )m, with the percentage

by weight for particles larger than 74 1Am ranging from j
so a high of about 55 percent to a low of 10 percent.

Tests were conducted to determine the particle size

distribution of the dust passing through the air cleaners

70 and entering a gas turbine engine powering the U S

Army Overland Train Mark II at the Yuma Proving

~60 Ground, Yuma, Ariz. Model air cleaners were used to
duplicate the performance of the main engine air clean-
ers (Ref. 7). Particle size distributions of the dust enter.

5o.- - ~ing and passing the filters are given in Figs. 3-7 and 3-8,
respectively. These figures show that the dust encoun-
tered by the Overland Train is finer than standard AC

40 fine test dust. Approximately 50 percent by weight of
7 the particles was larger than 3.0 pIm.

30
3-2.3.3 Size Distribution Associated With

Aircraft

20 4 -ft/:' f(.- -----10Dust clouds generated by a tandem-rotor H-21 heli-
copter were studied as a function of %oil type, hover

1-0 heights, and disk loading (Ref, 8) at three sites (Phillips

Drop Zone and Vehicle Dust Course, both in Yuma,0 40 Ariz., and Lee Drop Zone at Ft. Benning, Ga.). Figs.
0 ~3-9, 3-10, and 3-11 compare the particle size distrihu-

PARTICLE SIZE, 1 4 tions at three hover heights (I, 10, and 75 ft; measured
, I i from ground to wheel; the sampler was at least 6 ft
300 200 150 100 higher) with the size distributions for the three sites.
U.S. MICRO-MESH MESH The sample station was located on the starboard side

B. S. SIEVE SIZE in the zone of blade overlap. This was the point of

Dust no. Area highest dust concentrations. All distributions were nor-
emalized to a maximum particle size of 500 pim because

New South Walen , Australia no particles greater than 500 Im were found in any of
2 Nairobi, Kenya

3 Rangoon, Burma the samples; however, even with the helicopter at 75 ft,
4 Joe, Maidurguri, Northern there was a significant percentage of 100 Am and larger

Nigeria particles.
5 Mexicali, Mexico Similar tests conducted on V/STOL aircraft (Ref. 9)

6Lagos, NigeriaSilates6 pla d, N eri oriaoperating in ground proximity show that the particle7 Gippoland, S.E. Victoria,
Australia size distribution of the airborne sample collected at the

8 Maidurgurl, Northern Nigeria rotor plane more nlearly approaches that of the particle
9 Tiiusna, Mexico size and distribution of the terrain sample than did the

10 Salst, Kuwait
11 Cunnamulla, S.W. Queensland, helicopter samples.

Australia
12 Canada 3-2.3.4 Size Distribution vs Altitude

FIGURE 3a6. Particle Size Oismlbudion of Standard Table 3-7 (Ref. 6) gives the particle size distributions
Reeived From Abroad, expected in duststorms at varying heights. These data
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TABLE 3-7. VARIATION OF PARTICLE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION WITH HEIGHT IN DUSTSTORM and third power of the variable, particle diameter, to

the particle surface and volume, respectively.
With respect to point (1), invest-gations of the shape

Particle size distribution. rm factor, which corrects the difference between particle

Height, percent by count sizes measured by sedimentation and by sieving (i.e.,
ft 0-5 5-10 10-20 20-40 over 40 Stokes' diameter divided by the sieve opening), have

.0 30 3 8 resulted in values ranging from 1.2 to 0.9. The ratio of
500 25.0 35.0 30.0 8.0 2.0 the projected diameter, obtained by microscopic analy.

1000 43.0 31.0 19.5 5.6 0.9 sis, to the sieve aperture, through which the particle
2000 50.0 28.0 15.5 4.5 2.0 will just pass, is constant at approximately 1.4 for a
3000 66.5 22.0 9.0 2.1 0.4 great range of material.
4000 64.0 21.0 11.5 2.8 0.7 To transform or compare particle size expressed as

a linear measure such as the mean projected diameter

d, to the mean surface diameter (Stokes' diameter)
were collected by flying an aircraft through duststorms. ds, as determined by sedimentation or elutriation, the

The data, given as percentages by count, cannot be following relationship is used:

directly compared with size data given by weight. How.ever, the use of Eq. 3-3 would allow construction of the dst (3-4)-/,_,.

weight distribution.

where a, is the surface shape factor for that sample and
3-2.4 PARTICLE SHAPE is defined in this instance as:

3-2.4.1 Genelll average surface area of particle =ce,.
Shape influences the abrasiveness and penetrative- (3-5)

ness of individual particles. For example, the more an-
gular, the greater the ability to abrade (Ref. 6). To some Likewise, to compare d, to the mean equivalent
extent the shape is determined by the material from diameter d,, the diameter of a sphere having the same
which the dust originated and in part by the relative density and volume as the particle, the following ex-
humidity of the air. Long exposure to wind and water pression is used:

erosion tends to smooth sharp edges (Ref. IS).
The perfect, nonambiguous shape would be a sphere; d. = d, t(

however, sand particles vary in shape from almost per- V"'U2 ,,
fect spheres, for grains that have been exposed to wind
and water abrasion for long periods of time, to sharply where a, is the volume shape factor for the sample
angled particles, for freshly ground or broken powders defined as
or sand. As a result of this nonsphericity, the compari-
son of particle size determinations by different methods
requires the use of factors of proportionality called average volume of particle = a,,
shape factors. (3-7)

Several experimentally determined values are
3-2.4.2 Particle Shape Factors' crushed quartz, a, = 0.27 to 0.28 and a, = 2.0 to 2.5;

Shape factors have three functions: (I) they deter- white sand, a, = 2. to 2.7.

mine proportionality between particle sizes measured
by different methods; (2) they are the conversion fac- 3-2.5 COMPOSITION AND HARDNESS
tors for expressing size measurements in terms of an The mineralogical composition of airborne dust var-
equival,ent sphere; and (3) they transform the second ies with time and location (Ref. II): however, the most

common highly abrasive component is silica (SiOe).
Silica when dry has a value of 7 on the Mohs' scale of

3. A general reference for thik paralraph in Ref. 14. hardness, and this value decreases only to between 6.5
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to 5.5 when the silica becomes hydrated (Ref. 3). TABLE 34. CONSTITUENTS OF NATURAL
Therefore, both states would be erosive to a variety of DUSTS

materials. Most test dusts contain a high percentage of Hardness
silica in an effort to represent the worst-case conditions. Constituent Compostion Mohs' scale
Evidence indicates, however, that other components
may be significant in evaluating the erosive and corro- 2
sive properties of a particular dust. Feldspar KAISi308

Soil samples from the southeast Asian area had china p138
cday (A12 0.12S1O2e2H 20) as the principal constituent N 8

(Rtf, 3). China clay breaks down exothernmily at ap- CsAlSiP208
proximately 2001fF to alumina (AI 2O3 ) having a hard- Limestone (aCO 3
ness value of about 9. The heat evolved from this re- mgco 3

action Is similar in amount to that of the thermite re- 3
action, which has been used for welding. Therefore, In Pure clay, A1203,280 2.2H20 2
addition to releasing enough energy to possibly cause kaolin,
high temperature corrosion, the reaction forms particles china
of alumina, which are even harder than silica particles clay

(Ref. 3).
In particular localities, materials other than silica

may be important constituents of sandt. These include sand or dust environment includes (I) concentration
the white gypsum sands (hardness 2), of Southwestern (count or weight), (2) particle size distribution, (3) par-
United States, the black seashore sands containing ticle shape, (4) chemical composition, and in some
magnetite (hardness 6) found in various parts of the cases, (5) surface area or volume. In t limited number
world, .ome stream sands containing corundum (hard- of cases, the information may be obtained directly from
ness 9), and sands made of calcite (hardness 3) in ma- the suspended particles, but, in the majority of cases, it
rine or former marine locations (Ref. 16). is necessary to collect a sample before making an analy-

The principal constitutents of naturally occurring sig.
sand and dust and the relative hardness values of the Concentration and particle size distribution are the
particles are listed in Table 3-8. two most frequently measured parameters, In both in-

Kuletz and Schafer carried out an extensive study to stances, using techniques that will insure the collection
determine quantitatively the constituents of sand and of a valid sample is as important as the accuricy of the
soil samples collected from widely Scattered locations analysis.
around the world (Ref. 3), Analytical data on 43 of the
264 samples are in Table 3-9. These data show that the 3-3.1 SAMPLING METHODS
three principal constituents are silica, alumina, and
iron oxide and that the percentage of each of the three Sample collection from a laminar flow of dust parti-
major constituents varies widely from sample to sam- cles generally requires isokinetic sampling (i.e., air
pie. Of special interest is the variation in silica from a velocity inside the sample probe is equal to the air
low of 0.13 to a high of 95 percent. Although a chemical velocity outside the probe). For parti,:!es larger than
analysis does not reveal the actual composition of the about 5 p.s, the inertial effect can cause selective or
particles (Ref. 6), it does in this case clearly show that erroneous samples ii the sampling velocity is not the
silica or quartz is not always the major constituent, same as the flowstream velocity at the sampling point.

Several surface soil samples taken from two tank The error, which is a function of particle size, increases
ranges in the Ft. Knox, Ky., area were analyzed for as the particle size increases. Table 3-10 (Ref. 17) gives
silica content (Ref 2). The percentage composition var- sonic ranges of the effects due to nonisokinetic sam-
ied from a low of 68 percent to a high of 78 percent pling that adequatel; covers most dust size distribu-
indicating that a fairly large variation is possible in tions encountered. For airborne particles having no
samples taken from within the same general area. appreciable inertia and small terminal velocity, a valid

sample may be collected regardless of sampling rate.
Separation of dust from air (i.e., sampling method) may

3-3 MEASUREMENTS be accomplished in several ways, but only those meth-
ods suitable for field use and applicable to a wide range

The information required to accurately describe a of particle sizes are discussed here, namely:

3.13
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TABLE 3-9. CHARACTERIZATION OF SOIL
SAMPLES

Composition (portent by mvaight)' FooIlts Avorog
L o c t i o S O2  A 1 2 0 3  F 02 03 h olo •. 01o C o - "0 4 " . Dc o,61 1 , 1 p a 1t1,

Do Iking. Vttnli 10.21 7.61 8 .69 0.is6.8 3.11S 2.735 20

Karst. Thatilad 77.37 8.90 3.97 0.87 0.29 6.93 2.654 28
U61i bay, 6s111pime Islands 39.07 2.22 1.34 1.70 0.20 13.27 2.51 14
"us Kong 74.71 11.94 2.59 0.40 0.06 0.84 0.13 3.30 0.8 5.00 2.70 9
Nabs, Okinuaw 0.59 12.15 4.59 e 5 37 1.46 4.61 2,731 21
leook.., Japan 67.94 16.17 4.03 c 2.92 0.19 2.14 2.626 3*
At8104, Japan 32.54 26.45 15.40 c 1.02 1.96 13.9? 5.121 d
Sastebo. Japan N9. 3 12.64 5.72 c 0.31 0.63 6.93 2.700 22
Agana, Oaas 14.09 26.75 15.37 c 12.28 0.40 27.31 3.239 17
FIJi Island 43.91 23.01 12.23 0.93 0.14 3.76 2.98 0.27 2.33 7.63 3.03 4
Magrei, Tahiti 15.69 2.15 1.93 0.33 0.03 35.56 2.22 0.33 0.77 39.69 2.93 6
Palo Pago, Ar. Samo 13.25 6.08 6.79 0.93 0.10 39.73 3.65 0.29 0.65 21.63 3.20 7
Wake Island 0.13 NIl 0.99 -- 51.12 1.23 44.54 2,780 36
Miday l$1and 28.99 22.14 21.37 c 2.88 0.91 16.S7 3.391 IS
Oahu. NweaI 31.71 21.73 26.32 € 0.60 0.94 14.62 4.544 13
Innisfall, Queensland. Aust. 32.61 28.32 22.69 2.6S 0.1 .0.75 0.55 0.,15 0.is 12.06 3.00 S
Adak #1, AlaIska 4.27 25.49 1.00 c 11.45 4.37 0.40 2.699 16W

Adak i2. AlIska 31,09 13.79 2.30 c 2.88 0.49 44.76 2.072 22
Anchorage. Alaska 64.94 15.94 6.69 0.90 0.70 1.84 4.19 2.726 JS
Kodlak. Alaska 57,06 16.39 6.66 c 1.96 1.54 11.34 2.301 10
Tanana Valley. Alatsk 81.43 715 s 3.37 0.63 1.91 1.44 1.52 2.690 41

Alcan Highway ýDawnon Croek.
Delta Junction) 56.70 14.1; 6.48 0.85 7.7? 3.65 7.91 2.744 0

White eorse, Yukon 68.14 13.72 3.13 0 60 5.66 1.88 3.96 2.476 20
Seo-Tic. 6ith. 66,60 14.12 3.70 0.73 0.56 3.17 6.30 2.543 34
China Like, Colll. 69.50 13.U2 3.97 c 5.47 1.15 2.58 2.685 41
Sierra Nevada (Fih C.glk),
Calif. 54.57 1 as 10 3? c 6.71 3.20 3.30 2.796 36

Yum, Ar Ioa 82.01 5.2. 8) .30 n-2.8 4.64 1.54 2.75 2.646 47
'staff. Arlie 54.28 18.)1 10.57 4.33 2.44 5.38 3.274

-State Coroer,. U.S. 83.01 6.27 1.37 2.00 0.65 2.R7 2.?77 -26
donce, 6. 76.63 11.41 I .23 I 4 0.43 4.75 2.7 1 20"iburg, Pa. 6J.4 61 13 5.35 1.10 1.10 1.63 46 2,711 10

a.. Va. 65.16 14.46 ).28 1.37 2 .O28 1.35 6.39 2.735 19
. 6AF, Fla4. 95.1m 1 4 0.31 c 0.49 O.S62 .10 2.644 52

...•teaala City. buatepala 42.74 20.0? 1.41 c 5.65 1.15 11.99 2.794 19
Ft. Clayton, PaWn. 3b.73 25.66 16.71 0.3 0. 44 12.23 4.239 11
Coco Solo. P61ns 44.50o 24.15 0.36 0.21 0.59 12.38 4.0w II
Bermuda 1.11 1.76 0.79 90.05 0 95 4146 2.699 26
Rimy A60. Puerto Rico 36.53 7 10 3.33 0.21 0 o06 2b.43 0.75 0.57 0.67 24.20 2.93 7
Aroentlt. Newfoundland 15.73 9.9 3.49 0 48 0.06 1 34 1.19I 1.10 1.61 53.8 1.34 19

Keflanlls, 11111e114 31. 34 23.66 15.05 c 3.69 1.27 IS.9" 3.368 6
IHeyford. Inlond 690..7 7.66 4.99 0.47 0.44 4.47 0 48 I 41 0.42 4.34 2.97 8
lost Island, Antarctica 44.17 14.36 13.69 3 Sb 0.7 1 27 6 1. I 93 2.66 0.79 3.09 12
Teylor Volley, Anterctlc& 60.77 12.96 7.011 1 0 O.4 5 61 4.74 P.25 2.9 2.11 2.90 10

IOTE: Abscace of data In compOsltion section does not man Oaldes wore not present depondsn an testin technliu.,
'All Metals reported as o.1den.

blymtitn Ions: I hr at 192'f
'Any mInor ~amt of 1102 wold be Included In tk A12011 value.
dPrvilty Lao high, o6t of reegm. Particles ere large fawd esq|limrotes wdhlch cr00h to micron sioe particles.
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TABLE 3-10. SFFECT ON DEPARTURE FROM After collection in a wet impinger, analysis may be
ISOKINETIC CONDITIONS ON SAMPLE CONCEN performed of weight, particle size, or chemical compo-

TRATIONS sitlon. Samples collected on impactors also leand them-
"selves to direct examination under the microscope.

C/Cob In general, high collection efclciencies are obtained

Uo/Ua , by impingement for particle sizes down to about 2

Range Typical Value Am or when operated at sonic velocities, for particles
as small as 0.1 /m with wet impingers (Ref. 18).

0.6 0.75-0.90 0.85 The greatest disadvantage of using impectors for
0.8 0.85-0.95 0.90 sample collection is that the high airflow velocities can
1.2 1.05-1.20 1.10 cause salomerated particles to separate and thus yield
1.4 1.10-1.40 1.20 an erroneously high number of fine particles in the
1.6 1.15-1.60 1.30 sample."•1.8 1.20-1.80 1.40sale. - (3) Sedimentatio. The effectiveness of this tech-

nique depends on natural sedimentation of particles
a Uo/U stream velocity from the airstream. In still air, particles larger than

0 samp I vTeloclty about 5 Am settle out and are collected as dustfall. In
actual practice with even small turbulences to keep the

b C/C concentration measured smaller particles airborne, the smallest particles se-
" true concentration tling out are about 10 Am in diameter. Dustfall values

are given as weight per unit area.
This technique is used to give comparative measures

(1) FltMtion Filters are among the most corn- of the amount of dustfall in a particular area over a
monly used sample collection devices. Samples col- period of time. The sample can be further analyzed for
lected on filters are suitable for determining (a) concert- particle size, shape, and composition. The concentra-
tration by weight, (b) size distribution, and (c) chemical tion (number) of airborne dust particles C may be ap-
composition. The choice of filter media is governed by proximated by
the types of tests to be undertaken and the information
that is sought. For example, in the determination of
weight concentration per unit volume of air, the pri-
mary objective is to collect a weighable quantity of dust C 0 J/V, cm 4  (3-8)
within a reasonable sampling period by using a filter
that has comparatively low resistance to high flow
rates. For determination of the size distribution and the where
shape of particles, a membrane filter must retain parti- J - dustfall, cm-1 s-1
cles on its surface and prevent them from penetrating V - settling velocity, cm s
into the interior of the filter bed; filters are available for The settlins velocity is determined by the area mean
sampling particles down into the submicrometer re-
gion. For chemical or spectrographic analysis of the size (Stokes' diameter) of the dust particles (Ref' 19).
particles, the filter must be free from organic or inor- The collected sample distribution favors the larger par.
ganic impurities that might cause interference. ticles with large fallout velocities and is truncated on

(2) nlpngnmwnt. Wet or dry Impingers are available the lower end where settling velocities are less than the
for the collection of particles. Wet Impingers collect turbulent forces keeping the particles airborne.
particles on a surface submerged In a liquid. Dry Im- (4) CentrfgtaL A much used method of separating
ping.n (Impactors) collect particles by Impaction on a dust particles from the airstream is to accelerate the
dry surface. In both types of apparatus, collection oc- airstream into a spiraling motion. The spiral becomes
curs a a result of inertial forces, se the partildes tend to smaller as the air progresses through the collector and
resist a change In direction when the airstream Is defloct- the centrifugal forces impel the particles outward to the
ed by a surface or other obstacle. side of the collector. This method is most emcient for
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sampling high concentrations of large particles (Ref. sieving can be used to extend the lower limit to 37
20), and it is particularly well suited for high flow rates; ý.m. Particle diameter has been defined in a number of
e.g., a reasonably sized sample must be collected in a ways for the subsieve-sized pati~cles, and some of these
short period of time when sampling vehicle-generated definitions extend into the sieve-sized range as well.
dust clouds. (2) Microscopy.4 Of the many different methods

available for analyzing particle size, microscopy Is the
3-3.2 PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS 4  only direct method. Microscopic measurements and

3-3.2.1 Means of Separation counts are extremely tedious and time consuming but
reliable and reprodteilble If performed by experienced

Particle size is basically determined by (I) sieving, (2) technicians.
microscopy, (3) sedimentation or elutriation, and (4) The sizes of irregularly shaped particles, when deter-
impaction. No one method is applicable for the overall mined by microscopic measurement, are stated as pro-
size range of sand and dust. The first three methods are jected diameters or statistical diameters. The projected
suited best to analysis on a discrete sampling basis in diameter is the diameter of a circle equal in area to the
an offstream environment. They cannot be applied to profile of the particle viewed normal to the position of
airstream, real-time monitoring. In the fourth method, greatest stability. The two most commonly used statis-
cascade impactors automatically separate the sample tical diameters are Feret's and Martin's diameters, as
into particle size ranges; however, the deposited shown in Fig. 3-12. Feret's diameter is the mean of the
material has to be removed for weighing and for any distances between two tangents on opposite sides of
further analyses. Impactors can be used onstream but each particle image in the sample, the tangents being
not for real-time monitoring, A fifth method, radiatioh drawn perpendicular to the direction of traverse, Mar-
scattering, is available for particle size analysis under tin's diameter is the mean of the lengths of a line that
laboratory or controlled conditions, but because it is intercepts each particle image in the sample and divides
not presently adaptable to field test conditions, it is not it into equal areas (A1 and A,); the bisecting line is
included in the following discussion. always parallel to the direction of traverse. Martin's

(1) Sieving. Dry sieving is usually the first step in
size analysis of particles greater than 74 pm in diame-
tei. Particle size is taken as the diametea" of a sphere
that will just pass through the aperture of the smallest
sieve. Sieving may be carried out with one sieve at a
time or with a series of sieves, each having progres-
sively smaller openings. The particles retained by each § ', -A 2
screen are weighed to give the particle size distribution MARTIN'S

by weight of the sample.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (A) Martin's diameter measuring mean length of

Standard STP 447, Manual on Test Sieving Methi- line dividing particle into equal areas
ods, sets forth the proper methods for conducting sieve
operations.

Sieving is one of the oldest, most direct, and simplest
means for determining the size and size distribution of
sand and dust particles. Dry sieving is used universally
in size differentiation of particles larger than 74 Am in
diameter (Ref. 4).

The arithmetic mean diameter of a sieve sample is FERET'S
the sum of the weight fractions retained on each sieve,
multiplied by the corresponding diameter (taken as the (B) Feret's diameter measuring mean distance be.
size of the openings of the last sieve the sample passed tween tangents on opposite aides of particle Image
through) and then divided by the total weight of the
sample.

Particles that pass through a 74-Mim sieve are gener-
ally referred to as subsieve particles, even though wet FIGURE 3-42. Particle Sizing Models (Each part/cle

shown is representarlve of all partices In Mhe sample

4. A general reference for this paragraph is Ref. 21. which am measured and averaged.)
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diameter is slightly smaller than the mean projected analyses. By connecting several stages in series so that

diameter, and Feret's is greater. The projected diameter each stage collects all particles above a certain cutoff

more nearly corresponds to the Stokes' diameter diameter, the sample is separated into size groups.

derived from sedimentation and clutriation measure- Seven stages have been successfully used for particle
ments. size analysis (Ref. 21). Each successive stage has a

(3) Sedimentation.$ The sedimentation method of smaller cutoffdiameter than the previous one, and the

particle size analysis is based on the terminal settling particles collected on each stage have diameters be.
velocity at which particles fall under gravity through the tween two fixed values. The smallest particle size col-

sedimentation medium. The particih diameter deter- lected on the last stage of a typical commercial cascade
mined by this method Is termed the Stokes' or sedimen- impactor is well into the submicron range.
tation diameter, and may be defined for irregular parti-
cles as the diameter of a sphere having the same settling 3-3.2.2 Correlation of Data From Different
velocity under jrav;t?, and the same density as the parti- Methods
cle being observed. In some caues, a term called the re-
duced sedimentation or equivalent diameter is used for a Definitions found in the literature are presented in

sphere of unit density having the same settling velocity Table 3-11 (Ref. 4), In previous studies, particle size in

as the particle, the subsieve range has been measured in a variety of

Stokes' diameter is calculated from the following re- ways. This variation makes data comparisons between

lationship: data sources difficult and in many cases invalid unless
the specific measuring techniques are defined and the

CM particle shape factor for that sample is known. For
d = 11871Ut/[(P , - Pe)g] , l example, particles classified according to their geomet-

(3-9) rical similarity (as in sieving and microscopy) and ac-

cording to similarity in hydrodynamic or aerodynamic

where behavior (as in sedimentation or elutriation) will in
• = absolute viscosity of most cases show great variations in equivalent diame-

sedimentation medium, poises ters. Factors of proportionality between particle sizes

U, = terminal settling velo.ity of the determined by different methods are defined as shape

particle in the sedimentation factors (discussed in par. 3-2.4.2).

medium, cms s
P, = density of particle, g cm 3-3.2.3 Instrumentation
P, = density of sedimentation

medium, g cm ' Table 3-12 summarizes the instruments available for
g = acceleration due to gravity, 980 sample collection. This table excludes those limited to

cm 8-2 laboratory applications and includes the types most

The sedimentation medium can be either a gas or a frequently used in sand and dust field studies.

liquid.

(4) Elutriation.! In both the sedimentation and the

elutriation methods, the size of the particle is calculated 3-4 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
from its rate of fall by the use of Stokes' law. In elutria- SAND AND DUST ENVIRONMENT
tion, the dust sample is introduced Into an upward
moving stream of liquid or gas of known and adjustable The sand and dust environment is influenced or con-
velocity, so that different particle fractions are lifted or trolled by such factors as terrain, wind, temperature,
elutriated and the sizes are calculated from the known humidity, and precipitation. None of these factors
velocity of the medium. This technique requires a mini- alone will dictate whether an area has a dust problem
mum quantity of several grams of sample to perform or not; rather a critical combination of two or more is
particle size clasiflcation. usually required. In the most severe naturally occur-

(5) Impaction. Impactors (described in par. 3.3,1) ring situations, such as in desert arnas, all factors gener-
can be used for both concentration and particle size ally have values in the range that is highly conducive

to heavy dust concentrations.

5. A general refrrencc for this paragraph is Ref. 21.
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TABLE 3-11. DEFINITION$ OF PARTICLE DIAMETER

Parameter Description

Diameter Measured diameter of a sphere or particle in one
direction

Area-diameter Diameter of a circle having the same area as the
(projected) projected area of the particle

Area-length Diameter obtained by dividing projected area by
diameter measured diameter

Volume-surface Diameter obtained by dividing the volume of a
diameter particle by the surface area

Area-diameter Diameter of a sphere having the same cross-
sectional area as the particle

Volume (mass) Diameter of a sphere having the same density and
diameter volume or mass as the particle

Stokes' Diameter of a sphere having the same density and
diameter free falling velocity as the particle in air

3-4.1 TERRAIN 22); i.e., during the day the air over the flat basin

surface is heated and forced upward over the center of

coParticle size, surface compaction, and mineralogical the basin, and at night the action reverses. These two
composition are the prime characteristics of a soil that features, although very important to the military when
establish the potential dustiness of a particular area. operating in these areas, account for only a small per-
The general guidelines developed by Engelhardt (Ref. centage of the total dust producers of the earth.
4) point out that a soil with about 9 percent by weight In general, the physical geography of the surface of
of particles less than 74 lm can experience moderate the earth determines those areas where high concentra-
dust conditions and a soil with about 14 percent or tions of airborne sand and dust may be encountered.
higher by weight of particles less than 74 p&m can result The major deserts of the earth listed in Table 3-13 are
in heavy dust conditions; this indicates that many the primary sources of naturally occurring windblown
localities outside of the desert areas might experience sand and dust (Ref. 6). The major deserts constitute

moderate to heavy dust conditions. Even tropical armea about one-fifth of the total land area of the earth.

such as Vietnam have sufficiently dry periods for the

soil, under heavy traffic conditions, to produce a dusty 3-4.2 WIND
environment (Ref. 3). Also, physical features of the
terrain that encourage strong winds and/or dry soil Wind affects the environment by carrying sand and
conditions increase its potential as a dust producer. A dust into suspension. The ability of wind to initiate and
topographic feature such as a mountain notch increases sustain sand and dust movement depends on the parti-
windapeed materially as air is forced through the con- cle size and degree of coherence of the surface over
striction. Another condition that produces local winds which the wind is moving. Wind erodes the surface and
of sufficient speed to cause duststorms is associated translocates the particles. Its ef•iectivenesm depends,
with many of the basins of interior drainage. A basin among other things, upon the speed, direction, angle of
with a playa, salt flat, or lava flow in the lowermost attack, and gustiness (Ref. II).
portion experiences a marked diurnal wind rycle (Rct,•
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TABLE 3.13. MAJOR DESERTS OF THE WORLD 2,000 jum; (2) particles between 1,000 and 2,000 om

Name Location Estimated are#, le .12 will be transported, under ideal conditions, by winds of
t i_ - 35 to 45 nmph: (3) winds between 11 and 30 mph trans.

Samara North Africa 3.0
Astralian Austr, nl, i.3 port particles from 80 to 1,000 Mrm; and (4) as the parti-
Arablin Arabian Peninsula 1' de diameter decreases below about 80/am, the pickup
Tarkestan Southwest Russia 0.75

N..th Amrican ,ited States and 0.5 speed required Increases, and partletes of 2 Mm or Isa are
Ptaqonlan Mrexicoa not moved by winds up to 50 mph.Pgta~l~lan r~entlIn#l02
Thao indim and Pakistan 0.73
Kalahari South Africa 0.22
Takla Makan China 0.20 3-4.2.2 Typical Windspeeds

ranian Iran 0.15
Atacama.Peruyain Chile and Peru 0.14 Windspeeds as high as 103 mph have been recorded

for duststorms in the Sudan (Ref. 24) and 85 mph in

3-4.2.1 Pickup Speed the United States (Ref. 22). However, measurements
made in the desert areas in Southwestern United States

One or the most important factors involved in sand over the past several years indicate that: (1) winds over
movement is the shear stress produced at the sand 50 mph are extremely rare and probably occur only as
surface by the wind. When the shear speed exceeds a gusts, (2) only about I percent of the time does the
critical or threshold value, the sand particles start to windspeed exceed 30 mph. and (3) only about 20 per-
move. Fig. 3-13 shows the variation of the threshold cent of the time does it exceed 15 mph (Ref. 22).
speed with grain size (Refs. 15,22,23). The fluid thresh-
old is defined as the windspeed at which sand move- 3-4.2.3 Vertical Distribution
ment is initiated by wind pressure alone. The impact
threshold is the windSpeed required (1) to bounce roll- tudies of the vertical distribution of windblown

ing gains into the air, and (2) as they descend down- sand and dust indicate that approximately 95 percent,
wind, to knock other grains into the air by impact, the by weight, of the total is carried within 10 in. of the

impinging grains generally rebound into the air. The ground and that at least 50 percent remained below the

ordinate of the graph in Fig. 3-13 is not a measurement 2-in. level (Ref. 22). Particle size decreases rapidly with

of windspeed; it is a measure of wind gradient whose altitude, as shown by Table 3-7; these data show that

threshold value varies directly with the square root of at 3,000 and 4,000 ft there at e few particles 40 ,.m and

grain diameter. Higher wind gradients are required to
transport grains of larger sizes. This graph, a summary PAR,'r lIL DiA,.TR,. ig

of research performed principally in a laboratory above
smooth surfaces with incoherent sand, shows that the 100 'oo •0o I oo

wind gradient necessary to set particles in motion is a
minimum for particles approximately 100 ).m in diame-

ter and that it increases as the particle size either in- 40 - e
;reases or decreaws (Ref. 15). ..

The relationship between windspeed and shear speed I, .

or wind gradient is a linear function for a particular 8 - t.
surface. Windspeeds of 763, 914, and 1190 cm s-I men-- a
ur.d I ft above the sandbod resulted in sh.ar speeds of
8i, 47.6, and 70 cm - respectively, when calculated 20 -
from Zingg's formula (Ref. 28). There are, however, so I
many variables Involved that In general the pickup speed ;
of wind is not unique for a given particle size. Therefore, 10 d ,ep.,t ion

a graph of windspeed vs partilde size similar to the plot
of wind gradient vs particle size (Fig. 3-13) would have
little value or application for field conditions. Neverthe- 0 0 I 00.OI 0.2 0.3 0.1. O.5
les, the relationship has been Investigated in the labors.
tory and in the field, and some useful generalizatlons PARToCLE DIATi,, cv.1. 2

about speed ranges can be made. TheseI generalizations
are cited by Clementa (Ref. 22): (1) winds of 50 mph or FIGURE 3.13. Sand Prticle Dynamks
more are required to set In motion particles as large as
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larger. In West Africa, aircraft crews have reported probability of dust movement. Large temperature

dust layers at altitudes in excess of 12,000 ft (Ref. 25), gradients may produce convection currents capable of

and analysis showed the particles to be mostly in the 0.1 carrying dust particles to high altitudes (Refs. 22,27).

and 0.5 pim range. Although no particle size data were For world areas where high temperatures are normally

given, aircraft crews reported dust clouds up to 17,000 encountered see Chap. 3, "Temperature", in Part Two

ft over England (Ref. 26); this dust is believed to have of this handbook series.

originated in the southern Sahara 3 or 4 days pre-
viously.

See Chap. 10, "Wind", in Part Two of this handbook 3-5 EFFECTS OF SAND AND DUST
series, for land areas that experience continuous orseasonal high winds. Sand and dust, consisting of finely divided solid par-

ticles in various sizes having various degrees of hard-
ness and chemical reactivity, may act as agents of

3-4.3 HUMIDITY AND PRECIPITATION deterioration either chemically, physically, or both. It
depends on the particular circumstances and the nature

Experiments in the laboratory have demonstrated of the material they contact.
that moisture increases the threshold shear speed nec- Physically, sand and dust carried in forceful winds
essary to initiate sand movement. For a given wind- may abrade moving parts of machinery or stationary

speed, the number of particles becoming airborne surfaces. Sharp-edged particles penetrate cracks, crev.
would decrease with an increase in moisture content. ices, bearings, seals, and electrical connections causing
For a particular size sand, under laboratory conditions, a variety of-damage to equipment.
a change in the relative humidity of the ambient air Chemically, various mineralogical components of
from 40 to 100 percent changed the threshold shear sand and dust can have a deteriorating effect on materi.

speed from 35 cm s ' to approximately 42 cm s-'. als because in the presence of moisture they can cause
Also, a change in water content of the sand, as ex- an acid or alkaline reaction. For example, hydrated
perienced when precipitation occurs, from approxi- aluminum silicates found in many clays give alkaline

mately 0.1 to I percent changed the threshold shear reactions, while other hydrated salts give acid reactions
speed from 35 to 54 cm s- . This latter change in shear (Ref. 28).

speed corresponded roughly to a change in windspeed Practically all military materiel is batbject to varying

from 29 to over 40 ft s ' (Ref. 23). degrees of damage from sand and dust under certain

The preceding data indicate a decrease In the nutiý'er environmental conditions. The types of damage are
of particles becoming airborne, and thus a reduction In generally (1) abrasion, (2) clogging and blocking, and
concentration, as the moisture In the atmosphere or In (3) corrosion (Ref. 16).
the soil Increases. However, measurements of dust con-

centrations In London indicate that, for relative humid- 3-5.1 EROSIVE EFFECTS
Ity fluctuations, between 30 and 60 percent of the con-

centration level Ig unaffected, but a rapid Increase In 3-5.1.1 Erosion

concentration occurs when the relative humidity rdses to Sand and dust, blown by winds of high velocity, can
a range between 50 and 100 percent (Ref. 6). It has beenest~ate tht dsers ad oherares tat avea mnl~ erode stationary surfaces, and particles mslde instan-
estimated that deeo and other areom that have a mini. taneously airborne by moving vehicles (especially heli-
mum of precipitation cover approximately 40 percent of copters and V/STOL aircraft) can cause similar dam-
the land area of the earth and that another 40 percent Is age. Erosion can promote or accelerate the corrosion of
seasonally dry, which means potentially severe dust metallic surfaces by removing or disturbing protective
conditions for part of the year. To locate areas having coatings. The cutting effect of windblown sand and
little rainfall and low relative humidity, see Chap. 4. dust is very noticeable on wooden objects (telephone or

"Humidity", and Chap. 7, "Rain", In Part Two of this telegraph poles) in deset areas. Glass components suchhandbookls)indee seras Gas omoes. sc
handbook series. as car windshields can become pitted and frosted dur.

3-4.4 TEMPERATURE ing sandstorms (Ref. 22).
Wind-driven sand and dust can roughen the surfaces

High air temperatures combined with low relative of insulants and insulators, thus impairing their surface

humidities aid in drying out the soil, thereby reducing electrical properties. The surface conductivity of phe-

the cohesion of the surface particles and increasing the nolics with roughened surfaces has been measured as 10
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dime greater than identical materials with smooth sur- Bitter's analysis included the effects of several
famo, at a relative humidity of 50 percent. parameters, some of which are very difficult to mess-

Bitter (Reo. 29,30) derived an expression describing ure. Wood (Ref. 31), in making certain simplifying a-
the wear or erosion of materials asa function of particle sumptions, derived the following expression for total

velocity, angle of impact, and material properties based wear W, composed of measurable quantities:

on the postulation that two separate mechanisms are
involved in the removal of materiAl by the impact of a W, M wo + We
particle.

First, the impecting particles with speed high enough W, (I/2)M( sin a)fll + PI/2)MIV co x O' v
to cam plastic deformation of the surface will, after a 4" J9 L J .'
sufficient time, work-harden the surface to such an

extent that brittle fracture will occur. This mechanism, (3-10)
called deformation erosion Ions WD, is a function of the where

component of particle velocity perpendicular to the
specimen surface. W, -=deformation erosion loss, i

The second mechanism of erosion is due to the cut- Wc - cutting ermson Ions, g
tins action of the particle. The cutting erosion loss M - miss of dust Impacted on

Wc is a function of the component of particle velocity specimen, g
parallel to the specimen surface. V = particle velocity, em sI

Both types of wear occur simultaneously and total a - angle of Impact, deg
erosion Ios W, equals the sum of the two types of loss. y - density of specimen mate-

Figs. 3-14 and 3-15, respectively, show total wear rdal, g CmO

curves of a soft, ductile material and a hard, brittle one g - acceleration due to gravity,

under the same conditions. For soft materials and rela- 980 er C"

tively small impact angles, the erosion is due primarily e -deformation energy value
to cutting; as the material becomes harder and the (energy required to remove

impact angle approaches 90 deg, deformation becomes a unit volume of material

the main cause. from the specimen surface
by deformation erosion

24 with units of (g.cm) Crn3 in

22 .cgs units)
U3 p - cutting energy value (Mame

units a e)

is - In Figs. 3-16 through 3.21, the results of a set of
experiments designed and conducted by Wood to

12 puted values using Wood's equation (Ref. 31). Fig. 3.16

l 10 ' gives the particle size distributions of the different test

dusts (quartz, commonly referred to as silica flour).
Figs. 3-17 through 3-19 show erosion lose as a function

6 of particle size and impact angle, particle speed, and
4 V. specimen temperature, respectively. Eq. 3.10 does not

2 el. eaccount for any effects due to concentration; however,

0 D, Fig. 3-20 shows a slight increase in erosion loss as the
0 15 30 45 60 75 90 concentration decreases over the range tested.

The relationships of p and a to particle size for a

D)FfIGICHMT ANG•E, deg given set of conditions are presented in Fil. 3-21. The
generally good correlation between the experimental
results and theory supports the postulated dual mech-
anism of erosion and indicates that erosion loss of vari-

FIGURE 3-.4. fmdon of a Soft, Ductile M.6ie. ous metals may be adequately described by Eq. 3-10
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"26 - Windblown low-level sandatorms have been known

24 - op to seriously damage painted surfaces and glass on sta-
22 - tionary vehicles, equipment, and Ptructures within a-/

2 .- / few hours (Ref. 32).

20
t 16 - 3-5.1.2 Abrasive Wear of Mechanisms

0-4 14 - Abrasive wear may be defined as the scrubbing or
12 - w cutting action of extraneous material introduced be-S10 - [tween two rubbing or slidinfg surfaces. Mechanisms

S/ /Dtlhat require air for operation (e.g., the internal combus-SGtion engine) are particularly sctible to abrasive

S"-wear through the ingestion of airborne sand and dust.
"4 The wear can be reduced by air filterin (R ay. 7).

2 ".A serent of wear testp was conducted on an awigh rft
engine to determine the most daomfiang p dust sizes (Re

0 an 30aditina 28). Various quantities, e oncentratiohs, and sites of
synthetic dusts were injected Into the enlgine under con.

DIMPXINGUEM T ANGLE, deog trolled conditions. The results showed that genecadly the
FIGURE 3.-Y. Erosion of a Hard, Britga MaWrWa. amount of wear was proportional to the weight of the

ilnested dust and that the amount of wear' produced by
with an additional factor or term to account for effects a specific weilght decreased as the dust concentration
of concentration. increased. (The latter mu:t agrees with the erosion data

Examples of erosion by sand and dust are numerous. In Fig. 3.20.) Also, wear Increased as the mean particle
Gas turbine enginer powering the Overland Train size decreased from 125 um down to about 15 ;nn,
Mark II (Ref. 7) and operating 200 hr without air where the wear curves peaked and started to decrease as
filters, in dust concentrations estimated to range from particle size became smaller; the eroelve effects of 100
approximately 4.7 down to 0.73 mg ft -, required ma- ta partldes were only approximately one-half those
jor overhauls because of excessive erosion in the com. caused by 16 um dust.
pressor section caused by ingested dirt. After installing
an air fifter that was attested 86 percent efficient in The braking systems of vehicles are particularly sus-

removing dust from the airstream, the turbines oper- ceptible to the abrasion by sand and dust. Particles
ated for an additional 468 hr with no damage to either penetrating the brake drum area greatly increase the
the turbine or the compressor. rate of wear of the brake drum surfaces. In both engines

Helicopter rotor blades have been severely eroded and braking systems, sufficiently high temperatures are
after a few minutes of operation in dusty areas. An H-21 experienced to cause china clay to break down exother-
helicopter had three layers of wood on the leading mally (as discussed in par. 3-2.6), releasing energy to
blade edge worn away after only 20 min of hovering in further increase the ambient temperature, and forming
dust (Ref. 8). Metal blades were then installed and the the highly abrasive compound alumina. The high per-
leading edges were covered with a V/8-in, polyurethane centage of china clay in the dirt samples from Southeast
film, which provided excellent protection; however, the As and the high failure rate of engines and braking
unprotected tip cape were completely eroded through
after less than 2 hr of hovering over a dusty sarface. systems of vehicles operating in that area support the

A 45-hp gam turbine engine with an 1800.cfn airflow possibility of this occurring.

was tested in an atmosphere containing quartz dust
with a nuuimum particle diameter of 74 jam and a
controlled concentration of 6 mg ft-'. After iS hr of 3-5.2 CORROSIVE EFFECTS
operation at rated power, the engine was effectively
destroyed--the turbine scroll, nozzle vanes, and com- Airborne sand and dust may produce objectional
pressor and turbine blades were severely eroded (Ref. effects merely by settling on surfaces. Particulate mat-
31). ter in conjunction with other environmental factors
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"0 41%are also believed to be responsible for the conversion of
S 25 u , 1 1 absorbed gases to the corresponding oxidized acids.

0 1200*F Carbonaceous dust increases the rate of corrosion in
-A 800F the presence of sulfur dioxide traces, presumably

)SOLID LIES SHOW through the absorption of sulfur dioxide, which S

CALCULATED VALUES transformed to highly reactive sulfuric acid, under the
catalytic action of traces of metals, especially iron

15 (Refs. 10,13.19). Monel 400 (30 percent Loppt- and 70
percent nickel) has superior corrosion resistance, but it
becomes pitted when soot particles accumulate; it has

10 -been hypothesized that the unburned carbon in the soot
leads to the formation of local galvanic cells, resulting
in premature perforation and accelerated attack of the

5 -metal sheet (Ref. 19).
Inert nonabsorbent particles have little effect on the

0corrosive process except by helping to retain the mois-
0 1ture and by screening the metal at the point of contact,

0 15 30 4 60 5 90 which results in differences in the concentration of oxy-
gen over the surface. These differences may cause in.

DIPACT ANGLE, deg tensive localized corrosion. Silica particle% are inert and

nonabsorbent and do not accelerate the rate of metal
FIGURE 3419. Erosion Loua a Function of T7m- corrosion even in the presence of sulfur dioxide (Ref.
perature (Mawrial type: Mulret:ni material tamp.* 19); however, removal of the deposited particles usually
a code abovew dust velocity: 60 fps; diet usie: results in erosion of the protective surface (oxides or
0-74 Mn.) (Multimet Is the fwden•we for an alloy paint) and leaves the surface exposed to other more
with the composItdon 21% Cr, 20% N1, 20% Co, corrosive atmospheric compounds.
3% Mo, 2.5% W, and the babnee Fad.)

3-5.2.2 Chemically Active Particles

such as moisture and sulfur dioxide (SO,) plays an Particles originating from natural or industrial
important role in the corrosion of metals (Ref. 33). sources ma) be chemically active and may provide cor-

Particles may contribute to accelerated corrosion in rosive electrolytes when dissolved. Many clays, which

two ways. First, they may be capable of absorbing ac- are principal sources of natural dusts, are hydrated

tive gases (such as SO 2) from the atmosphere. The na- silicates of aluminum and give alkaline reactions, while

ture and extent of the deterioration depend on the some soils contain several of the soluble sulfate salts

chemical activity of the particles in their environment, that give acid reactions (Ref. 28).

and on the relative susceptibility of the receiving metal. Active hygroscopic particles, such as'sulfate and

Secondly, inert hygroscopic particles can act as cor- chloride salts and sulfuric acid aerosols, act as corro-

rosion nuclei or as catalysts for other corrosion reac- sive nuclei. On a metal surface, they can initiate corro-
tions on metal (Ref. 10). sion, even at low relative humidities (Ref. 19). Field

experiments show that the rate of corrosion for various

3-5.2.1 Chemically lnert Particles metals is accelerated in urban and industrial areas be-
cause of the greater atmospheric concentrations of both

A film of hygroscopic particles on a surface tends to particulate matter and sulfur compounds. Fig. 3-22
maintain higher levels of moisture and of any corrosive (Ref. 10) shows the relationship between rate of rusting
gases present in the atmosphere on the surface than for steel specimens and the dustfall levels in four di-
would otherwise exist at equilibrium with the ambient verse areas, ranging from a heavily industrialized area
air. Thus, the particles become agents of deterioration to a rural area. Table 3-14 (Ref. 10) ranks types of
indirectly by facilitating the actions of other atmos- atmospheres by their corrosive effects on steel speci-
pheric constituents. For example, charcoal (carbona- mens.
ceous) particles are not only condensation nuclei but Corrosion rates are usually low when the relative
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-3-5.3 ELECTRICAL INSULATORS

4 HrL Silica sand and the majority of dusts (natural and
industrial) usually deposited on insulator surfaces are
poor .,onductors when dry. However, when wetted by
high humidity, fog, or rain, the soluble compounds go

CALW 01-I into solution forming a conducting elrctrolyte. The in-
S ,LAWNP4TVgWILLS soluble particles remaining on the surface tend to retain

9 the electrolyte on the surface and to increase the effec-
*- * *, ýtive thickness of the moisture film. This can be a very

DUS5WALL. C06(al 
2 

=)-~I serious problem in areas such as California where the
summers are rainless and dust can collect over a 3- to

FIGURE 3.22. Rate of Ruat~n w Duijafall (At 4-mo period forming a thick layer of electrolyte when
four~ lecdom, die figiw pion die race of rusdlng wetted by the first autumn rain (Ref. 36).
of mild #aW ersusw diueall. and shows Miet cor6 As a result of the conductivity of such surface films,
radon k Aow dma. se ,e~d in an Indwt&a awe the leakage currents flowing over contaminated power.
0@000)gdd so It Is In die ,xW wee (Llenwrwd W0liu0.) line insulators can beaon the order of one million times

those that flow through clean, dry insulators. Fig. 3.23
(Ref. 36) compares the arcing distances for 60-Hz volt-

humidity is below a critical level, which for many met. ages on clean and dry, clean and wet, and dirty and wet
als is about 70 percent (Ref. 34); but they increase with insulators. In recent years, increase power require-
increased humidity even in clean air, and they increase ments have caused power companies to gradually in-
greatly with trame of sulfur dioxide in the air. In some crease transmission line voltages from about 250 kV to
cases where suspended particulate levels correlated as high as 750 kV. This has increased the rate of insula-
well with weight lons due to corrosion, further analysis tar breakdown, resulting in flashover problems as well
indicated that sulfur dioxide concentrations had the as the less dramatic power losse due to leakage cur-
dominant influence on corrosion (Ref. 35). rents.

TABLE 3-14. CORROSION OF OPEN-HEARTH STEEL SPECIMENS

Annual eai
Location Type of atmosphere weight Reaie

loss, g corrosivity

Khartoum, Sudan ------------------- Dry inland ---------------- 0.16 1
Abisko, North Sweden--------------- Unpolluted ---------------- 0.46 3
Aro, Nigeria---------------------- Tropical inland------------ 1.19 8
Singapore, Malaya ----------------- Tropical marine------------ 1.36 9
Basrah, Iran---------------------- Dry inland ---------------- 1.39 9
Apape, Nigeria -------------------- Tropical narine------------ 2.29 15
State Col lege, Pa., USA ------------ Rural--------------------- 3.75 25
Berlin, Germany ------------------- Semi-industrial 4.71 32

Llenwrtyd Wells, British Isles------ Semnimarine---------------- 5.23 35
Celshot, British Islas ------------ Marine-------------------- 6.10 41
Sandy Hook, N.J., USA-------------- Marine-semil-industrial-..-- 7.34 50
Congella, South Africa------------- Marine-------------------- 7.34 50

Motherwell, British Isles ---------- Industrial ---------------- 8.17 55
Woolwich, British Isles ------------ Industrial ---------------- 8.91 60
Pittsburgh, Pa., USA--------------- Industrial ---------------- 9.65 65
Sheffield Univ., British Isles------ Industrial---------------- 11.53 78

Derby South End, British Isles------ Industrial---------------- 12.05 8`1
Derby North End, British Isles------ Industrial---------------- 12.52 84
Frodinghem, British Isles ---------- Industrial---------------- 14.81 100
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For insulators in a strong electric field such as on ones, negative charges (the larger one- settle out lea-.
"high voltage powerlines, the buildup of the film is aided ing a negative potential gradient); (3) small concentra-
by the attraction of airborne particles to the areas hay. tions of dust in the air are enough to give a measurable
ing large voltage gradients. Silica and silicate dust are potential, the magnitude of which incre vith the
not as critical in this phenomenon as salts or certain dust concentration; and (4) humidity has n.. ,niflcant
deliquescent atmospheric pollutants. See Chap. 2, "At- effect on electrification unless it is so high that the
mospheric Pollutants", for a more detailed discussion particles stick and cannot be dispersed.
on this subject. Measurements of the vertical electric field at ground

level and I m above ground level were made by Bicknell
and reported by Stow (Ref. 39). For a moderate storm,

3-5.4 ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND the potential at I m was 5 kV m 'and at ground level
CONNECTORS was 50 kV m" `. For a more severe storm, readings

As previously stated, industrial particulate matter greater than 20 kV m -' were observed at I m, and

can, under certain conditions, accelerate the corrosion greater than 200 kV m -I at ground level. Bicknell sug-
cests that the field was due mainly to positively chargedrate of metals. Rotbins (Refr 37) states that the effects sand particles blowing along the ground rather thanof particulate material from industrial sources on elsec- dispersed clouds of negatively charged particles at alti-

trical contacts are almost entirely chemical rather than dispered clud of nete rg
physical or mechanical. These effects are discussed in Fig. 3t24 (Ref. 40) is a record of the eleetr.c field a a
Chap. 2 of Part Two of this handbook series. function of time' associated with a large dust devil In the

Naturally occurring sand and dust particles are gen-' Shara Desert. The dust devil was estimated to be be-
eraly poor conductors, especially when dry. Therefore, tween 100 and 200 m high and about 8 m In diameter,
on switches, relays, or any electrical contacts, they de- and its distance of closest approach to the measuring
grade the component operating characteristics by in- instrument was about 30 m. Fig. 3.25 (Ref. 27) is a
creasing the contact resistance (Ref. 34). For low volt- 24-hr record of the potential gradient and the air-to-
ages, a sand particle between the contacts can cause earth current flow during the dry windy season
system malfunction; for high voltages, the increased (Harmattan sesson) around the Sahara Desert. This is a
contact resistance can cause arcing and rapid deteriora- typical diurnal reversal for this Meason of 4,500 V m"I.
tion of the contact surfaces. The positive potentials, usually less than 100 V af", oc.

The accumulation of sand and dust in electrical con- cur at night and are referred to as normal fair-weather
nectors can (I) make connections and disconnections values. The reversals in potential a common around
difficult, (1) erode the contact surface area through vle.Tervrasi oeta r omnaondifficulti(2)erode then ontactourfandisconnections noon as a result of sand particles being kept aloft byabrasive action when on tions and disconconvection currents.
are made, and (3) increase the contact resistance.

3-5.5 ELECTROSTATIC EFFECTS "I 200

Electrons ane easily attached to grains of sand- or
dust-containing compounds, such as silicon dioxide, be-
cause of the high electron affinity of the oxygen. Dif- 0
ferent theoretical calculations of the maximum number '

of electrons that can be attached to a grain of dust 10 20
Mmin diameter and with a density ot 2.3 gc 3 have -0

been made. The results vary from values less than 2,800
a to '7,600 #,where e Is the electronic charge (Ref. 38). .400

The mechanism of dust electrification has been stud-
ied in laboratory experiments and, although the prob- 10 20

lem is still not fully understood, some essential conclu- TIME, mi
sions about silica dust are summarized as follows (Ref.
27): (1) electrification of dust particles occurs at the FIGURE 3-24. Potential Gradkent Record for
instant of dispersal into a cloud; (2) the larger, heavier Sahara Dint Devil (29 SEP 69, with clornt
particles acquire positive charges, and the finer, lighter approach of 30 n).
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FIGURE 3-25. AIr-toewaM Curent and Potential Gradient of a Dust Cloud
Over Wat Africa (note scale for naptive valuem)

3-5.6 GUIDED MISSILE OPERATION ments were merely observations of people caught in the
storm.

The subsystems of a guided missile system and its A series of tests measuring the concentration of dust

support equipment are subject to the same deleterious clouds created by moving vehicles also Included visibility

effects of sand and dust previously described in this evaluations by an observer standing by the sampling

chapter. The following specific effects have been re- Instrument (Ret. 4). Tests where the particle slzs dstri-
ported (Ref. 16): butlon was 28 percent by weight leos than 74 Mm.dlame.

(1) The control of the guided missile system can be tar gave the results shown In Table 3-15.

endangered by the additional friction produced in the Clements (Ref. 22) states that in desert sandstorms

hinge bearings of control surfaces or jet vanes. where most particles are with-n 2 or 3 ft of the surface,
the visibility of a person standing is usually on the order

(2) The sensitivity of the guidance system can be of hundreds of feet.
reduced by abrasion of the radome and/or tracking
window, or by interference with the propagation of
electromagnetic radintion. 3-5.8 OTHER EFFECTS

(3) Ex- losions or motor burnout can occur because (1) Cooling systems A dust layer on wet or oil:

of hot spots produced in cooling passages of regenera- surfaces of cooling systems, particularly heat exchang-
tively cooled liquid rockets. ers and condensers, reduces the rate of heat transfer

(4) Sand and dust in propellants or propellant sys- from the surface and thereby lowers the cooling effi-

tems can clog up fuel-metering passages and thus cause ciency of the system (Ref. 6).

erratic operation or even explosions; particulate im- (2) Lubricated surfaces, Sand and dust on lu-

purities contacting heavily concentrated hydrogen bricated surfaces such as on bearings, control cables,
peroxide have also caused explosions, and hydraulic struts mix with the lubricant, forming a

highly abrasive compound that increases the rate of

3-5.7 EFFECTS ON VISIBILITY wear of the components (Ref. 211).
(3) Paint flilM Dust particles on wet varnish and

Particle size and shape as well as concentration of the paint films produce visible imperfections and reduce
dust affect visibility in a dust environment. Thus, con- the electrical resistance and anticorrosive properties of
sistent correlation between visibility and concentration the film. Laboratory tests have shown that dust settling
is difficult to achieve since most visibility measure- on freshly painted metal panels during the drying
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TABLE 3-15. VISIBILITY IN DUST (Ref. 4) against the stress corrosion cracking of wire spring
_,_ _relays due to high concentrations of nitrate dust (Ref.

SDust concentration, Vtsibility, 37); this involves installation of filter, dehumidifier,
g and air conditioner.
ng ft' 3  ft (9) Adopt designs that minimize formation of -and

and dust films on surfaces.

0.1 No effect
0.2 No effect 3-7 DESIGN AND TEST

0.231 50

0.235 50 An infinite number of combinations are possibkl for
types of military equipment and for the sand and oust

0.87 10 environments that the equipment is likely to be exposed

2.41 10 to during its life. However, three broad levels of dust
exposure appear to cover nearly all military materiel:

2. 5 0 (1) The first and least severe level pertains to equip.

ment likely io be subjected to normal background con-
centrations of airborne particulate motter-industrial

period is a significant factor in initiating corrosion of dust and occasional moderate concentrations of dust
the metal (Ref. 10). Also, dust particles embedded in a picked up and transported by wind from dry, loose
paint film can act as a wick and allow corrosive gases surfaces (Ref. 16).
and liquids to reach the underlying surface. (2) The second level Is the dust environment resulting

directly from military activities; equipment subjected to

this environment Includes all stationary and auxiliary
3-6 SAND AND DUST PROTECTION equipment exposed to the dust clouds generated by,

other equipment and all ground vehicles used In normalThe deleterious effects of sand and dust can be re- military operations.

duced or eliminated by one or more of the following

procedures: (3) The third and most severe level would include

(I) Choose abrasive-resistant materials for exposed all aircraft and all items used in association with heli-

surfaces; for example, cover metal helicopter blades copters and other light aircraft that take off and land

with a i/8-in, polyurethane film (Ref. 8), and keep the on unpaved surfaces.

radius of curvature of bends in air ducts large and use The first two levels are somewhat normal conditions

a hard substance. for military equipment, whereas the third is classified

(2) Provide filters in the air intake systems of air- as severe.

breathing engines and crew or instrument compart- With minor changes, the test dust specified by MIL-

ments requiring outside air for proper operation. STD-8 10, Environmental Test Methods, would be ade-

(3) Provide dust shields for exposed surfaces sus- quate for levels one and two (Ref. 41), One possible

ceptible to abrasion, such as bearings. change would b,- to specify quantities of other minerals
in the test dust. 'P:!er minerals might include corun-

(4)qommen. fdum, which is more abrasive than quartz; jeweler's
equipment, rouge (Fe2O3), which has a polishing effect on metal

(5) Place delicate instruments and equipment in surfaces; and china clay, because of its possible break-
protected positions. down at high temperatures, with the release of large

(6) Ground and/or shield properly all electronic quantities of energy and the resultant formation of
equipment installed in localities having a high sand- highly abrasive particles,
storm risk in order to avoid build-up of electrostatic For testing against the severe dust condition, as ex-
charge. perienced by vehicles operating on dry dusty terrain,

(7) Use hermetic sealing where possible, especially the most representative, and perhaps the most

for electronic equipment such as relays and switches. economical method would be to test under actual envi-

(8) Provide a conditioned environment, such as ronmental conditions. For example, the dust-samplingexrcse carride ou wonitine tanks.ent such Ovradri

those designed for telephone relay stations, to protect exercises carried out with tanks, the Overland Train
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FIGURE 3-26. Functional Diagram of Dust Test Chamber.

Mark 11, helicopters, and VTOL aircraft (reported in atmosphere on the performance and physical charac-
this chapter) on concentration and particle size distri- teristics of communication, surveillance, and avionic
butions demonstrated very convincingly the severity of electronic equipment relative to requirements ex-
the dust environment generated by these vehicles. The pressed in applicable documents on Required Opera-
Vehicle Dust Course at Yuma Proving Ground was tional Capability (ROC). Data describing the test
disked prior to the testings. This serves to I eep the chamber follow:
surface conditions as standard as possible from test to (1) Chamber configuration, The inner exposure

test which is desirable even if it does resti" in a condi- chamber measures 4 by 4 by 4 ft. It has a dusttight door
tion more severe than will normally be encountered by with an observation window that forms the front wall
the vehicle. Support equipment could also be tested by and substantial gratings that form the essentially open

subjecting it to the rotor downwash of a helicopter ceiling and floor. The door contains a window for ob-
hovering over such a prepared dry surface. servation of test conditions. Within the inner chamber,

racks support test items of various configurations in the
exposure zone without affecting the dust flow. Fig. 3-26

3-8 TEST FACILITIES shows a functional schematic diagram of the inner and
outer test chambers.

SIMULATION CHAMBERAir circulation system. The low velocity fan cir-

The dust test facility of the U S Army Electronic culates the dust-laden air through the chamber at velo-

Proving Ground at Yuma, Ariz., fulfills the require- cities between 100 and 500 fpm, and the high velocity

ments of MIL-STD-810, when operated in accordance fan increases the airflow up to about 2,000 fpm.

with MTP 6.2-537, The facility is used to determine the (3) Relative humidity control. Low restive humidity
adverse effects of simulated dry-dust (fine sand) laden, levels are maintained by Introduction of about 4 ft3
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msn"' of compressed air that has been dried to a relative search Institute, San Antonio, Tex,, 1968
humidity of low than 5 percent by a desiccant-type de- (AD-665 439).
hydrator unit. 5. David Askin, Report on Working Group No,

(4) Dust density control system. Dust (silica flour 7 of IES/TC 50, on Dust and Sand Tests, in
140-mesh) is dispensed from a hopper to the chamber Annual Technical Meeting Proceedinp Insti-
through a valve regulated by a dust density control tute of Environmental Sciences, Mt. Prospect,
unit, which maintains a chamber dust concentration of l!1., 1965, p. 573.
0.3 ± 0.02 g 1-t. This unit is a smoke meter which 6. J. Pauly, The Dust Environment and Its Effect
senses the density of dust in a light beam falling on a on Dust Penetration, Wright Air Development
photoelectric cell and gives a continuous real-time Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
readout of density in g ft- 3 . Ohio, September 1956 (AD- 110 472).

(5) Temperature control system. The circulating air 7. Dust Concentration Measurement on the LIvS

is maintained at a selected temperature by the com- Army Overland Train Mark 11, Donaldson
bined action of cooling, heating, and control systems. Company, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., April
The regulating span is approximately I dee F. The set- 1964 (AD-604 027).
ting normally used are 73 and 145F. 8, Sheridan J. Rogers, Evaluation of the Dust

Cloud Generated by Helicopter Rotor Down.
wash, MSA Research Corp., Evans City, Pa.,

3-8.2 DESERT TESTING FACILITIES 1968 (AD-669 676).
9. M. George et al., Investigation of the Down-

The Yuma Proving Ground, Yum, Adz., consists of wash Environment Generated by VS7OL Air-
some 875 mi2 of American desert set aside for testing craft Operating in Ground Effect, Dyna-
military equipment such as trucks, tanks, and hellcopters sciences Corp., Blue Bell, Pa., 1968 (AD-674
to determine their capability to function In a desert envi- 6).
ronnmnt. Sines It is a natural desert, the combination of 10. AP-49, Air Quality Criteria for Particulate
high temperture, low humidity, and full solar radiation Matter, National Air Pollution Control Ad-
Is realizable a high percentage of the time. Also, an ministration, 1969.
abundance of sand and dust aized particles can bs 11. 0. B. Hoidale et al., A Study of Atmospheric
assured by plowing and disking the test surface btfore Dust, Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory,
and, If necessary, during the test. White Sands, N. Mex., March 1967 (AD-654

The severity of the dust environment attainable by 990).
this method is established by the results of the tests on 12. C. Orr, Jr., and J. M. Dalla Valle, Fine Particle
the U.S. Army Overland Train Mark II (Ref. 7) and the Measurement, The Macmillan Co., N.Y.,
H-21 helicopter test (Ref. 8). Both tests were conducted 1959.
at the Yuma Proving Ground. 13. Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Mutter,
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CHAPTER 4

*, VIBRATION

4-1 INTRODUCTION of the Environmental Series of Engineering Design
Handbooks.

Military materiel is exposed to vibration in both The remainder of this introduction is directed to-
logistical and operational phases of its life cycle. Vibra. ward introducing the subject of vibration. This is ac-
tion constitutes an important environmental factor that complished by describing the semantics and math-
often dellgdes performance of materiel and otherwise ematical tools employed in the field. Vibration is a large
affects military operations. It is important to note that and complex field of science and engineering to which
much materiel, because of its innate nature or because a large number of texts are devoted and in which cur-
its ultimate operational use has required vibration- rent research justifies several specialized journals.
resistant design, can survive any common vibratory Vibration is an oscillating motion of a mechanical
stress. A second large category of materiel is readily system about an equilibrium condition. The nature of
susceptible to vibration damage. This includes most the vibration as a function of time determines whether
electronic equipment, precision instrum~ents, and many it is classified as a periodic or random vibration. A
complex assemblies, periodic vibration repeats itself exactly, after a period

The most severe vibration encountered by most of time called the period, as expressed by the equation
materiel is that found in transportation systems. The
transport vehicle as well as the handling and service
systems is often characterized by severe vibratory y(t) = y(t + T) (4-1)
stresses. Thus, data on vibrations encountered in trans-
portation systems as well as techniques for packaging where
or cushioning to shield materiel from vibrations a = any quantity associated with
important to the consideration of this environmental the vibration, such as
factor. displaceent, acceleration, or

This chapter provides a general framework of infor. Well
mation on vibration for the design engineer who re-
quires such knowledge in his activities; it is not directed T - period of the vibration
to the specialist. Sufficient source information is pro- The frequency of the vibration fis t ivan by
vided to direct the handbook user to more comprehen.
sive data sources when these are required. Subjects
included in thil chapter are the background basic engi-
neering knowledge (included in this introduction), a f - 11T (4-2)
description of vibration sources, measurements, compi-
lations on vibration effects, vibration control methods,
simulation, testing, and specifications. Periodic phenomena--also called steady-state vibra-

Vibration combines with other environmental fac- tions-can be separated into harmonic and complex
tors to produce additive or synergistic effects on types. A simple harmonic vibration can be described by
materiel. The relationships of vibration to acoustics, a sine or cosine function. Such a function is shown in
shock, and acceleration are particularly strong. In ad- Fig. 4-1(A) as is a more complex periodic function for
dition, natural environmental factors such as tempera. comparison, Fig. 4-1(B).
ture, wind, and humidity affect both vibration and the Complex periodic phenomena can be represented in
effects of vibration on materiel. Information relevant to a series of harmonic functions using a Fourier series
these combined effects is found in this chapter as well expansion. The components of such a series are at fre-
as in other chapters of this handbook and in other parts quencies that are multiples of a fundamental frequency

4.1
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as expresed mathematically by phases +.. The frequencies of the sinuwoidal compo-
nents are all multiples off,, the fundamental frequency.

y(t) - C0 + C1 coS (2iflt + 01) Many periodic functions consist of only a few compo-
nents. A simple sine wave harmonic motion has a

+ Ca coB (41flt + 0,) Fourier series in which all values of C, are zero except
that n = I. For aperiodic or random vibration, the

+ C3 COB (6Vrfit *-0) + ..... amplitude-time history never repeats itnelf exactly. In
essence, any given sample record presents a unique set

Ca c (21nflt + ofrdata and is a sample of a large st of possible records
•l "-that might have occurred. The collection of all possible

(4-3) records that might have occurred is called an ensemble.
which describes the random process (Ref. 2). Becouse

where a random process is not an explicit function of time but
= fundamental frequency of the is probabilistic in nature, a prediction of exact ampli.

periodic function tudes at some future time is not possible. Consequently,
y(t) = any property of the vibration, a random process is described in terms of statistical

e.g, displacement averages rather than exoct analytic functions. The tech-
.. , C, - constants describing the niques for analviing and interpreting random vibration

amplitude of the Fourier data are different, therefore, from those employed with
components periodic vibration data. Fig. 4-2 is representative of a

-= phase angle of Fourier random disturbance. Statistically, the probability of
components finding the instantaneous magnitude of the vibration

within a certain range can be predicted.
This expansion states that a periodic function con- With the specification of the vibration input to a

sists of a DC component Cc and an infinite number of system, it is possible to perfonm a mathemAtical analy-
sinusoidal components having amplitudes C. and sis and obtain the system response. One of the simplest

models of a vibration system is a single-deree-of-free-
dom system consisting of a mass on a spring with a
damper or damping factor (see Fig. 4-3). If the system
behaves linearly, then the equation of motion for no
external force applied is

m(d'y/dta) + C(dy/dt) + ky - 0 (4-4)

wher
Stem' = mas of the isolated system, g

k = spring or isolator stiffness, g

(A) Simple harmonic C = damping, g s'
y = displacement, m

"When a force fit) is applied to the system, the equation
of motion becomes

\_ Solution of the equation gives the displacement y(t) of
the mas m produced by the excitation fit). The analy-

(B) Complex sis of various types of systems and their response to
various types of vibration inputs are discussed in detail

FIGURE 4-1. Pwdodlc Waefomv (Re0. I). in the literature (Refs. 3-10).
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"Thus, a variety of vibration parameters can be mesa.
ured. In one study (Ref. 12) the vibration parameters
and units of measurements in Table 4-1 were suggested
as being useful in the meuurement and analysis of data.
In actual practice, acceleration is the parameter most
often employed because its measurement is easier than
either displacement or velocity.

1-4

TIME t 4-2 SOURCES OF VIBRATION
FIGURE 4.2. Random Disturbanmce (Ref. 7).

Since the predominant source of vibration in the
Two parameters, amplitude and frequency, are re- environment is transportation systems, most of the

quired to describe simple hurmonic motion. In actual avalkible data derive from this source. The data include
tests, the amplitude can be that of the linear or angular on-road and off-road vehiculrr transportation, air
displacements, velocity, or acceleration measured with transport, rail transport, water transport, and the im-
respect to arbitrarily chosen rectilinear aes (Ref. i1). portant transportation system interfaces Aahracterized
Each of these parameters of motion is a function of as handling, A second important source of vibration is
time. If the vibratory motion is complex periodic mo- that related to weapons, both the firing of guns or
tion, then the amplitude and frequency of each sinusoi- launching of rockets and the explosion of the ammuni-
dal component must be described. Random vibration tion upon delivery. A third important source of vibra-
can be described in the same manner. However, since tion is that related to machinery, primarily rotating
random vibration actually has an infinite number of machinery, the most common type. The propulsion
sinusoidal components, slecial methods must be used machinery in the transportation system is a primary
in analyzing the data. A term often used in vibration contributor to vibration but, in addition, generators,
testing is the root mean square of the amplitude (rms). electric motors, and other types of machinery generate
The rms value is the square root of the average of the vibrations to which all materiel is exposed. In some
squared amplitudes. For sinusoids it is 0,707 of the industrial environments--such as printing plants, ma-
peak amplitude. For complex periodic motion, the rms chine 3hops, and textile mills--vibrations are extremely
value is the square root of the sum of the squares of the intense. Other vibration sources are important at times.
Sm4% values of the component sinusoids. The power as- e.g., seismic vibrations associated with earthquakes.
sociated with the vibration is directly proportional to It is important to note that the source of vibrations
the square of the rms values of the acceleration. A need not be in direct contact with a structure or with
proportionality factor (a function of the mass and nitu- materiel in order to affect it. Par. 4-2.1.3.1 discusses the
ral frequency of the system) is usually ignored so that coupling of vibrations between aircraft structures by
the square of the rms values is usually--although incor- acoustical transmission. 4 number of other examples
rectly--called power. follow, wherein acoustically coupled vibrations are im-

portant. The muzzle blasts of major caliber guns pro-duce acoustic pressure levels that can provide sufficientmDI SPLACD[ENT y ( t) loading on nearby structures to induce structural vibra-

tion. Explosions both underground and aboveground

A also induce structural vibrations. One of the most com-
mon relatively high-level acoustic disturbances encoun-tered in everyday life is the sonic boom caused by the

SPRING passage of an aircraft whose speed exceeds that of the

STIFFNESS k DAMPING C speed of sound, Hubbard surveys the aerospace vehicle
noise-induced vibration problem (Ref. 13). In this dis-
cussion an example is included that deals with the effect
of sonic boom on house wall vibrations. The sonic

INPUT MOTION booni as measured had an approximate duration of 0.5
to 1.0 s. The house wall response to the sonic boomFIGURE 4-3. Model of SIys em deiveof- fredom contains large amplitude, low frequency vibrations that

Isolated System (Ref. I).
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TABLE 4-1. VIBRATION PARAMETERS (Ref. 12)

Vibration parameter Common units of measurement

Displacement Meters (inches) peak-to-peak
(or double amplitude)

Velocity Meters (inches) per second,
peak, or average

Acceleratiop Gravitational units g, peak,
average, or root-mean-square

Jerk g per second, peak

Force Newtons, pounds, or tons

were identified with resonances of the vertical wall materiel are unaffected by this exposure. the detrimen.
studs of the house. Higher-frequency responses were tal effects of vibration are sufficient to cause modifica-
superimposed on the low frequency ones and were tion or alternate selection of materiel types. Packaging
caused by resonances of the panels between the vertical of materiel to survive the many environmental factors
wall studs of the house. Because the sonic boom tends characterizing the transportation system--of which vi.
to load the entire wall surface of the building in phase, bration is one of the more important-has become an
the studs are very efficiently excited. Extensive discus- important factor, as described in AMCP 706-121,
sions of vibration induced by acoustic waves are availa. Packaging and Pack Engineering(Ref. 14). Some modes
ble in the literature (e.g., Chap. 48 of Ref. 10). of transport are sufficiently stressful to warrant se'e-

In addition to acoustic waves inducing vibration in rate consideration as given in AMCP 706-130, D&sign
structures, vibration in equipment and structures can for Air Transport and Airdrop of •ateriel(Ref. 15). The
also induce acoustic wsves in the air. A wide variety of reduction of vibration is an important design engineer-
commercial and industrial machines, as a result of their ing task, as described in, for example, AMCP 706-356,
operation in some vibratory mode, produce aconstical Automotie Suspensions (Ref. 16).
noise leveh that are undesirabie. These equipments in- Although the stress of the transportation system on
clude printing presses, air.handling systems, book- materiel is one receiving much attention, materiel is

trimming machines, nailmaking machines, air-condi- still damaged in transit. The purpose of this paragraph
tioning systems, gearing systems, and textile is to describe vibration associated with vehicles,
macmhinery m primarily as concerned with transport, but, because of

Traffc movement is another source of vibration in the close association, is broadened to include opera.
man-made structures such as bridges, buildings, and tional vehicles. More data and information are availa-
other portable or movable equipment. In certain ap- ble than could be included here and can be obtained
plications that require significantly vibration-free envi- from the references cited.
ronments, the effects of local traffic are important.

In the subparagraphs that follow, descriptive data on
the vehicular components of the transportation system, 4-2.1.1 Road Vehicles
on machinery, and on seismic vibrations are presented. The vibration environment experienced in road

transport interacts with both personnel and materiel to

4-2.1 VEHICULAR VIBRATIONS produce a number of undesired effects. Personnel are
subject to an upper vibration limit to which they may

Transportation systems expose nearly all types of be subjected without degrading their ability to perform
materials to vibration. Although large classes of useful functions. Similarly, there is a limit to the type
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or inteosty of vibration to which materiel can be ex- The vibration environment of cargo is defined as the
posed without damage. Finally, the vehicles are sub- motion of the surface or structure supporting the cargo
jected to vibrations originating at the road-vehicle in- or its container. Vibration frequencies in trucks, for
terface plus those vibrations contributed by the engine mxamplp, depend on the natural frequency of the un-
or other internal operating machinery. An important sprung mas on the tires, the natural frequency of the
factor in vehicle vibration is the acoustic noise level suspension system, natural frequencies of the body
that results. Some transport vehicles have inherent structure, and the various internal vibration sources.
noise levels that may cause hearing loss to the occu- Vibration amplitudes depend on road conditions and
pants (see Chap. 7 of this handbook). In addition, noise speed of travel. Road shocks can result in extreme body
associated with the vibration environment is an annoy- displaoements and can cause unlashed cargo to bounce
ance and a distraction. on the floor of the carrier. The vibrations due to sourc

In a ,tudy of road vehicle noise, Priede has found other than the road inputs and occaonal wind guts
that vibration in a road vehicle results from three dif- are normally of low amplitude, provided that the vehi-
ferent sources: (1) the engine, transmission system, and cel has received proper maintenance. Poorly main-
accessories; (2) road excitation; and (3) air buffeting tained vehicles can exhibit large vibration amplitudes
(Ref. 17). Air buffeting is negligible except at very high that originate within the vehicle.
speeds; since even then it is not usually the predomi- Extensive measurements of the vibration environment
nant vibration source, it generally can be ignored. Moat on a flatbed tractor-tralier have been reported by Foley
vehicular vibration is caugi. hy engine and road. (Ref. 18). Measurements were made at various locations
excited vibratory sources. Thebe are coupled directly or on the cargo floor of a tractor-traller combination both
acoustically to the vehicle surfaces, causing than to unloaded and with a carlo of radioactive material ceaks
vibrate. These emit noise, which adds to the direct noise weighing 15 tons. Sixteen different toad conditions were
from sources such as the exhaust, air inlet, grilles, en- encountered, and representative dat* are presented for
gine, transmission, cooling fan, and tires. The noise each and for the various speed and roadtype combina.
level is a good qualitative measure of vehicular vibra- tons likely to be encountered In a croncountry trip.
tionL Vibrations can be reduced by vehicle modifica- FIg. 4-5 presents the data for the loaded trailer. A series
tions. Fig. 4-4 indicates the noise generated by a 10-ton of filteus, as described In Table 4-3, were employed In
diesel truck and the effect of certain modifications on the data acquisition system.
that noise. The origins of vehicular noise are listed in In Fig. 4-5 the data are plotted for the center
Table 4-2. frequencies of the filters and give the probabilities that

the peak acceleration will be leos than a given value for
that frequency band. Measurements made at various
locations on the cargo floor in the vertical d'rection only

1 .. are summarized in the figure. The environment over
most roads consists of low-level, complex vibrations

g 9upon which ar superimposed a great number of
repetitive shock pulses.

r '"-0 A similar study was performed on a modified
tractor-traile combination (Ref. 19). In these tests the
effects of rebuilding and reinforcing the trailer wereOk 10 .... .. determined. Fig. 4-6 presents the data measured In the
vertical direction for the various locations on the cargo

2 0 - - O,.UN6U.S.. floor for all road types and vehicle speeds. Weighting
S i, IONLUT NOINPt.A ILV ".

/ :;;;zz ...,. ~factors were employed to account for the probability of
so a "ainu u Wgu Pn occurrence of the various road speeds and road-type
41.oumu ,.L oINO combinations. Measurements for the lateral vibratonWAuSr AUS INLI.U

0 ,.direction and for the longitudinal direction were of
o lower amplitude. Rebuilding and reinforcing the trailer

VrMQUKNCY. Ha produced a significant reduction In the vibration levels at
the high frequencies. Fig. 4-7 shows data at 10, 40, and
60 mph (i~e., the speed effect), Fig. 4-8 gives data for

FIGURE 4-4. Nods Generaed by a l�ton Trtwk, loaded and unloaded trucks, and Fig. 4.9 gives the effect
Normal and WI10 Modlfioerlone (Ref. 17).

445
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TABLE 4-2. ORIGINS OF VEHICLE NOISE (Ref. 17)

Origin of noise Noise Inside the Noise outside the
vehicle vehicle

Eng'ne vibration Major source of low Not important
frequency noise

Engine airborne Major source of high Major source of
noise frequency noise high frequency noise

Engine exhaust Not important Major source of
low frequency noise

Engine inlet Not important Major source of
low frequency noise
following exhaust

Fan noise May be noticeable Can be significant
in low and middle
frequency ranges

Road-excited Major source of Not important
vibration low frequency

noise

Road-excited Not important Important
tire noise

of location on the truck bed on the vibration (1) Driving with two wheels on the shoulder of the
environment. The effect of direction of measurement Is road
shown in Fig. 4-10 by plotting the 90.perce.it (2) Driving completely on the shoulder
probability curves. From these data, the following (3) Driving off the road in desert brush
conclusions are drawn: (4) Driving on the median of a four-lane highway

(1) Higher speeds result In higher levels of (5) Driving on a dirt road.
acceleration Fig. 4-41 presents the data for normal on-road condi-

(2) An unloaded vehicle experiences higher levels of tions. Comparisons of the normal with abnormal con-
acceleration than a loaded one ditions indicated little difference between the two. In

(3) The aft location Is less severe than the forward the figure, weighting factors were applied to account
location In the vicinity of the fifth wheel. for the frequency of occurrence of the various condi-

tions investigated, Fig. 4412 presents the data for the
An additional Item of significance Is that the peak 2-1/2-ton flatbed truck under abnormal conditions. The
amplitude levels are approximately 10 times larger than curves represent the vertical direction composite. In
the rms values. this study, Foley concluded that the severest vibrations

In another study Foley Investigated the vibration occur in the vertical direction and result from potholes
environment on a 2-112-ton flatbed truck (Ref. 20). Not and bumps. The location of the cargo on the truck bed
only were the normal operating conditions of the vehicle had an effect on the severity of the vertical inputs. The
Invustigated but also certain tbnormal conditions were cargo located over the rear wheels received the rough-
Included. The abnormal conditions were est ride.
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FIGURE 4-6. Vertical Vibration Spectra of Tractor-trailer (Ref. 18).

TABLE 4-3. FILTER FOR CHARACTERIZATION Schock and Paulson have examined the effect of road
OF VIBRATIONS ON TRUCKS (Ref. 18) conditions on the vibration environment (Ref. 21). Fig.

4-13 presents some of these data. The upper curve in-

Bandwidth, Center frequency, cludes peak values representing the environment expe-
Hz Hz rience in traversing rough road%, ditches, potholes, rail-

road crossings, and bridges. The lower curve was
0 to 2.5 1.25 obtained using paved road data, These two curves show

the differences in vibration levels between vibrations
2.5 to 5 3.75 that occur while traversing various types of rough

roads and a maximum vibration environment occur-
ring during operation on paved roads.

10 to 15 12.5 Fig. 4-14 shows the effects of cargo load. Tests were
conducted with three standard commercial tractor-

15 to 23 19 gtrailer combinations. Tests were run at two load condi-
23 to 30 26.5 lions, empty and full over a first-class asphalt road.

Vertical accelerations were monitored at three loca-
3to 44 lions on the cargo floor-over the fifth wheel, the cen-

44 to 63 53.5 ter of the van floor, and over the rear axle, It can be
seen rrom these curves that the vibration levels are little

63 to 88 75.5 affected by load in the lower frequency ranges. In the

88 to 125 106.5 higher frequency ranges, however, the vibration levels
are reduced for loaded trucks.

125 to 175 150 The vibration environment on the cargo floor of an

175 to 283 206.5 air-ride trailer van has been determin, i (Ref. 22). Air-
ride vans employ air bags instead ol springs for the

283 to 313 . 275.5 suspension system. Fig. 4-15 summarizes the vertical
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FIGURE 4-6. Vertical Vibration Spectra of Rebuilt Tractor-triler (ReM. 19).
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FIGURE 4.7. Vibraton Spectra of Rebuilt Tractor-iler at Varou Spwed
(Ref. 19).-
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FIGURE 4-8. Vertical Vibrarlon rSectra for Loaded and Empty
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(Ref. 49).
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FIGURE 4-M1. Veeral Vilbraton Specre of a Tractr.tor- er Widh
AIM*rde Surpenlon (Ref. 22).

component of the vibration environment recorded dur- in the measurements made on the vehicle deck and the
ing cross-country shipment of fragile components. floor (positions Band C). These locations exhibited the

The vibration on a single rear axle panel truck with highest vibration levels at 29 mph. In most cases the
F leaf spring suspension is shown in Fig. 4-16 (Rtef, 23). longitudinal vibration was lowest. Another significant

Only the vertical vibrations are shown because the Ion- feature is that a strong spectral peak was observed at
gitudinal and lateral vibrations were relatively minor, the tread engagement frequency. This frequency is
The most severe vibrations occurred at the rear center. equal to the velocity divided by the tread length. This

The lowest levels of vibration were recorded at two spectral peak appeared in all the data in varying magni.
positions, a position far forward and in the center of the tude, usually being higher in value at the higher
truck. speeds.

To illustrate the vibration environment on a tracked
vehicle, the dynamic environment of an M113 Armored
Personnel Carrier has boe measured (Ref. 24). Data 4-2.1.2 Rail Transport
were obtained over a range of vehicle speeds and road Vibrations in railroad cars result from a variety of
conditions, and measurements were made at a number sources. Vertical vibrations are caused by unevenness
of points on the vehicle itself. Basically, vibration data or roughness of the rail, discontinuities at the rail
were accumulated for vehicle speeds between 5 and 35 joints, flat spots on the wheel, and wheel unbalance.

mph on both dirt and asphalt roads. Fig. 4-17 shows the Lateral vibrations are caused by the tapered wheel
accelerometer locations used in the test. Measurements treads and the wheel flanges as well as by the tracks.
were mAde on both hard (concrete) and dirt tracks at Longitudinal vibrations are caused by starts, stops, and
speeds of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, and 34 mph. Broad- slack run.outs and run-ins. Slack run-outs and run-ins
band acceleration levels for all of the measurement are caused by the slack in each coupler, which can build
locations .4 through a are presented in the graphs of up to large values on long trains. Data from a number
Fig. 4-18. As would be expected, the vibration levels ofsources have been compiled to describe the vibration
increased with vehicle speed. Some exceptions occurred environment in rail cars (Ref. 21).
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FIGURE 4.76. Vertkcal Vibration Spectra of Paidl Truck (A.1 23).

Fig. 4419 shows the transient and continuous vibra- the most severe, particularly in the lower frequency
tion environments for standard draft gear. These data ranges.
represen t the highest vibration levels that would be In a survey of Pnvironmentai conditions Involved In
encountered during over-the-road operations. In the the transportation of materials, Ostrem and Llbovic:
lower half of Fig. 4-19. the effect that soft-ride equip- (Ref. 25) presented data on the railroad environment
ment has on the over-the-road vibration environment is compiled by Gens (Ref. 26). Their frequency spectral
indicated. These data were obtained from the maxi- data for flatcars are In Figs. 4.22, 4-23, and 4-44. Fig.
mum acceleration recorded on the floor of a MINUTE- 4-22 presents the data for the vertical direction, Fig.
MAN transporter railroad car during Cross-country 4-28 for the transverse direction, and F~g. 4-24 for the
operation. The truck-suspension system for this missile longitudinal direction. Events Included In then data are
car consisted of a combination air and coil spring sys- train leaving switching yards, stopping, crossing Inter-
tem in the vertical direction and a pendulum system mecting truck, climbing a hiil, going downhill with brink-
with snubbers in the lateral direction. Damping is pro- ing, on level runs at 40 mph, crowsing switches, crowsing
vided in both directions of motion. In the longitudinal bridges, on rough track, on curves, and In tunnels. Rat-
direction, isolation is provided by a sliding center sca Ing factors were used to account for the probability of
and a hydraulic cushioning device, occurrence of these events when developing the data

Fig. 4-20 shows the effect of train speed on vibration presented In the figures. In Fig. 4-25, data are presented
levels for s.peeds of 20, 40, 73, and 80 mph. The data to compare the 90-percent probability curves for the
at 20 mph cannot be correlated with the other speed longitudinal, vertical, and transverse reactions. As can be
'data because in this case frequencies greater than 25 Hz seen from the figure, the vertical vibration environment
were not measured, whereas, at the other speeds, the Is consistently higher than the other two directions. In
frequency ranges of interest were 20 to 10,000 HE. Fig. this study it was conciuded that the raii environment
4-21 shows the effect of orientation or direction of mess- consists of low-level random vibration with a number of
urenient on the vibration environment. In these data, repetitive transients superimposed on the low frequency
the effect of transient vibration has been omitted. Thes ranges.
data indicate that the vertical vibration environment is
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FIGURE 4-17. Accelerometer Locetlone on M113
Tracked Personnel Carrer (Retf 24).

4-2.1.3 Air Transport vibration levels for the respective classifications. Data

Whie air transport, including missiles end rockets, for the C-123, C.130, and C-133 aircraft were used in

is of increasing importance, it actually transports a low developing the curve for propeller-driven aircraft. The

percentage of the required materiel to an area of opera- curve for the jet aircraft was developed using data from

tions. However, the materiel conveyed by air is often the KC-135 aircraft. The curve for the helicopter em-

the more critical and more complex items that are sen- ployed data on the H137 helicopter. It can be seen from

sitive to vibration, all of which must be capable of air the figure that the vibration levels are highest for the
transport. Of equal importance, fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter and lowest for the jet.helicopters, and other aircraft serve as operational plat- The vibrations encountered in aircraft result from

forms for a variety of materiel that is exposed to the runway roughness, propulsion or power plant dynam-

environmental factors associated with such vehicles. ics, unbalance in propellers or rotors, aerodynamic
forces, and acoustical pressure fluctuations. For the

4-2.1.3.1 Fixed-wing Aircraft propeller-driven aircraft, characteristic frequencies are
associated with the blade passage frequencies. Further,

Composite aircraft vibration envelopes for propeller- the surrounding air can also induce vibrations due to
driven aircraft, jet aircraft, and helicopters have been its turbulent nature. A survey of pre-1969 vibration
prepared (Ref. 21). These data are presented in Fig. measurements on various aircraft operating under a
4-26. These data were obtained by using the maximum variety of conditions is available (Ref. 27). These data
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are summarized in Fig. 4-27 (Ref, 25), Comparison Catherines has investigated the vibration environment
with Fig. 4-26 reveals that, although minor differences of a STOL aircraft (Ref. 29). Measurements were made
do exist in the data front these two surveys, the overall during evaluation of the operating characteristics of a
levels and general shapes of the curves are very similar. STOL aircraft In the New York area. The aircraft is a
More recent data on the vibration environment of a four-engine turboprop, deflected-slipatreanm aircraft
KC-135 transport-a version of the commercial Boeing capable of takeoffs and landings over 60-ft obstacles
707 jet-are available (Ref. 28). The severest environ- within a distance of approximately 1,000 ft. Fig.
ment was measured in the vertical direction and oc- 4-29(A) is a histogram of the maximum acceleraMons
curred during takeoff. Fig. 4-28 presents the frequency measured during three phases of the flight: takeoff,
spectral data in the vertical direction for this turbojet cruise, and landing. Both lateral and vertical aceelem-
aircraft and the peak values of the vibration environ- tions were measured. The data were compiled by averag.
ment encountered are given. More recent meaaure- ing the maximum accelerations that occurred during six
meats of the vibration environment on the cargo floor takeoff and landing exercises. For comparison purposes
of C-130 and C-133 turboprop aircraft are available in Fig. 4-29(B), similar acceleration measurements were
(Ref. 22). In the C-130 aircraft it was found that the made during a single flight between New York and New.
maximum vibration environment was obtained during port News, Va., on a Boeing 727. It can be seen that the

takeoff. The predominant frequency or the frequency magnitude of the vibratory responses are essentially the
of highest acceleration occurred at 68 Hz, which corre- same during takeoff and landing maneuvers for the
sponds to the propeller blade passage frequency. For STOL aircraft and for the 727 aircraft. During cruise

the C-133 turboprop aircraft, the takeoff condition also conditions, however, the acceleration levels of the STOL
represents the most severe vibration environment, and aircraft are significantly larger than those measured on

there is a corresponding peak in the vibration spectrum the 727.
at the propeller blade passage frequency, which in this Fig. 4-30 shows typical power spectral density plots
cas is 48 Hz. measured in the vertical direction on the STOL and the

1o
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FIGURE 4-27. Composite Vibrarion Spectra for Difftront Typa of Aircraft

(Rf, 25).
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FIGURE 4.28. Vart*c Vibmtion Spectr of TuRfjt Aircraft for Vrioua
Fll0t Phoue (Ref 25).

727 aIrcraft during cruise conditions. Power spectral during mission accomp~ishment, return to the base, and
denaky is the limiting moan-square value (e.g,, of accel- landing. Since the character of the environment varie
eration, velocity, displacement, stress, or other random appreciably throughout the flight, it is necessary to
variable) per unit bandwidth; i.e., the limit of the mean- specify the more severe maxima that occur across the
square value in a given rectangular bandwidth divided frequency spectrum and the time duration of these
by the bandwidth, as the bandwidth approaches zero. maxima during each mission.
The data were obtained over 12-min periods of level During takeoff and landing, the two important
flight for each aircraft. The major response of the sources of vibration ar engine noise and runway
STOL aircraft occurs at a frequency of about 0.10 Hz roughness. Table 4-4 shows a comparison of the inter-

and is characterized by slow boatlike motions. For the nal acoustic and vibration environmentsmeasured in

727 aircrat, the response does not peak out above a the vicinity of the external microphones mounted on

frequency of 0.05 Hz, indicating a quad-steady-state the surfasoe of the aircraft. These data indicate that the

motion. internal vibratton environment is produced primarily
In the aircraft data premnted to this point, the mess- by the jet engine noise impingement. During takeoff

urements have been made within the passenger or roll, some of the highest vibration levels measured be.
cargo areas of the aircrft; i.., they have been made low 100 Hz are recorded. "rhe dominant vibrational
Inside the aircraft. From a transport standpoint, how- levels are associated with the fuselage and wing/pylon
ever, a sigificant number of aircraft stores are carried natural frequencies. These vibrations, which are intro-
externally on aircraft during captive flight. These stores duced into the vehicle through the lending gear, vary
include armament, photographic equipment, fuel, and randomly in amplitude. In general, the amplitudes in.
a wide variety of other materiel. A detailed study of the crease with increasing aircraft forward speed. Fig. 4-31
sources of and responses to the vibration environment presents typical vibration spectra measured on a muni-
of aternally carried aircraft storm has been made (Rd, tion dispenser on a jet airplane and on a single store on
30). S•gnificant vibration occurs throughout the flight a propeller airplane during takeoff roll. Although the
Inctuding taxi, takeoff, flight to the mission, maneuvers weight of the two stores is approximately the same, the
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FIGURE 4.29. Maximum Accaleratons Mosured During Three Ptass of
Flight (Ref. 29).

six stores on the propeller-driven vehicle are carried on
0.0000 single pylons, three to a wing.

In general, the vibration levels are consistent, except

0.0070. near 100 Hz, which is associated with propeller blade
passage frequency. Further analysis of the data has

0.0060 shown the environment to be broadband random (ap-
proaching Gaussian distribution) in character except

Sfor sinusoidal traces at some propeller blade pmsge
0.0040 and engine harmonics.

Fig. 4-32 shows continuous recordings of overall vi-
o.0o3o. bration and acoustic environments measured on a mu-

0.2 nition dispenser during flight on a jet aircraft. The
o00L overall levels shown were measured continuously as the

1 7aircraft slowly increased its speed at altitudes of 3,000.
15,000, and 30.000 ft, respectively. The data are from

0 0.20 0.40 0. .•o '. o flush-mounted external microphones and from internal
FREQUENCY. Hs microphones and accelerometers located in the front

SIs of the forward store on a multiple ejection rack
FIGURE 4.34a Sample Power 4o Wl DOangl (IER) carrying rour stores located under the fwselage
for STOL and oeing 727 Alrcraft During Crulnd and on the inboard shoulder stores of a triple ejection

Verl9 Diwdwon (Ref. 29). rack (TER) attached to the inboard wing pylon as
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TABLE 44. COMPARISON OF OVEnALL ACOUSTIC AND VIBRATION
ENVIRONMENT WITHIN A MUNITION DSPENSER TO THE ACOUSTIC
ENVIRONMENT MEASURFD AT THE ADJACENT DISPENSER SURFACE

(Ref, 30)

External Internal Equipment Bulkhead
Location microphone, dB microphone, dB rms vibration, B rns vibration, g

Aft fuselage 145 136 0.6 9.0

Aft wing 138 128 0.4 4.5

Fwd wing 136 127 0.4 3.5

Fwd fuselage 138 126 0.3 3.3

shown in the figure. Levels increase uniformly with next shock pulse is initiated. The vibration environ-
aircraft velocity and decrease with increasing altitude. ment produced by the M61 Gun, however, is a series of

The firing of Suns on the aircraft structure generates shock pulses spaced 10 ins apart. The amplitude of this
large vibrations. Fig. 4.33 shows the vibration response vibration increases for th fhit few rounds, then
to 20-mm gunfire during a flight at 250 kt and at 3,000- becomes relatively constant throughout the remainder
ft altitude (Ref. 30). The gunfire-induced vibrations are of the steady-state firing because the time between
10 times higher than those measured just before gunfire. successive rounds is short and the shock pulse from one

The measured vibration was induced both by gun blast round does not have time to decay before the next pulse
impingement on the nose of the store and from the is initiated. Consequently, the vibration problems asso-
mechanicsý motion of the gun that is transmitted ciated with the M61 Gun are magnified with respect to
through the pylon, the lower rate Mk 12 weapon.

In addition to the vibration environment induced by In a similar study the statistical characteristics of the
gunfire on externally mounted stores, gunfire in- struc%.ural response were measured on the A-7 airplane

troduces vibration into the structure of the aircraft. The white firing the M61 rapld.fire Gun (Ref. 32). Amplitude
ground and flight vibration environment within the versus frequency plots from narrowband analysis and
A-7D Corsair II tactical fighter aircraft produced by amplitude versus occurrence plots are presented, which

the rapid fire M61 Gun has been measured (Ref. 31). provide a grsphic presentation of the gunfire signal char-

This six-barreled gun fires 20-mm rounds at selected acteristics and the environment induced by operation of

rates of either 6,000 or 4,000 shots per minute (spin) the gun on th'e aircraft structure. Fig. 4.36 is the ampli.

compared to 960 spin for the older Mk 12 Gun, such tude versus occurrence plot of the overall flight gunfire

as used on the earlier A.7A. Figs. 4-34 and 4-35 present signal within 25 in, of the gun muzzle. This plot has a

typical gunfire and no gunfire data plots measured 2 Gaussian shape Indicating a random amplitude distribu-

and 25 fit from the M61 muzzle. From these data it is tion. Analysis of the signals present in the amplitude

concluded that the vibration environment induced by spectrum charts indicates that the lower harmonics tend

the M61 Gun has the characteristics of those produced toward a constant amplitude listribution (Ref. 32).

by a periodic pulse-type input similar to that of a slower From this analysis, it is deduced that the gunfire funda-
rate Mk 12 Gun. The vibration environment produced mental and first two or three harmonic frequencies have

by the Mk 12 gunfire is a series of shock pulses spaced a constant amplitude dist-ibution while the remaining

60 ma apart. The amplitude of each shock pulse in- higher order harmonics have an increasingly random

creases to a maximum, then decays to its initial condi- amplitude characteristic. The Incrase In randomness at
tion before the next round is fired. This allows the the higher harmonics is due In part to the randomly
equipment located in the vicinity of the gun to absorb distributed firing rate deviations, which produce a nor-
the shock pulse and return to equilibrium before the mral fluctuation of 10 percent in the gunfire fundamental

4.23
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20mm• (3) Straight or level cruise results in Insignificant lev.

100 els when compared to hover, climb, and high speed
events.

F Infllght vibration data on a series of helicopters have
been obtained for upgrading of environmental design
criteria and verification of dynamic prediction tech-

10 nlques (Ref. 34). Three different helicopters were used
in this study. Helicopter A is a single-engine aircraft in
the 9,000-lb weight class. The aircraft missions m to

f transport personnel and equipment, medical evacuation,
' iand ambulance service. When equipped with armament,

it may be used to deliver point target and area firepower.
Helicopter B Is a lightweight, single-engine, four-place

N1o Gunfire, helicopter. The missions of this helicopter are observa-
dton, target acquisition, reconnaissance, and command
control. When equipped with an armament subsystem, it

0.1 is capable of defense against groundbased fire from auto.
matic weapons and small arms. Helicopter C is an armed

tactical vehicle with two seats and weighs approximately
5,000 lb empty with a gross weight of 9,500 lb. The

10 100 1,000 primary mission of helicopter C is fire support.

The vibration amplitudes were measured with a vi-

FREQUENCY, Hz bration transducer located in the nose and cargo areas
of each of the three heli:opters. The data represent the

FIGURE 4.33. Example of Gunfire RpOnaM maximum levels measured in the three orthogonal di-

Spette Messured on * Store During FIIVt rectiona for all of the flight conditions of the test. Fig.
(Ref. 30). 4-38 is a summary plot showing the maximum double

amplitude levels measured for all of the helicopters.

and harmonic frequencies. This Is reinforced by the tun- Low frequency accelerometers with a response from 0

ing-detuning effect of the aircraft structure resulting to 160 Hz were employed to obtain the maximum vibra-

from the changing flight loads during the time the gun- tion levels on the cabin floor of each of the three heli-

fire maneuver is performed. copters. Vertical and lateral direction data were ob-

it is concluded in this study that the gunfire response tained. Further details of the data analysis, aa well as

may best be described as a series of periodic signus detailed data presentation are in the reference (Ref. 34).

with varying amplitudes occurring at the gunfire rate 4-2.1.3.3 Missiles and Rockets
and its harmonics, superimposed on a broadband ran- Missiles and rockets have a distinctive environment
dom vibration background. assmociated with their operation. Table 4-5 lists the oper-

ational phases of a space vehicle mission and possible
4-2.1.3.2 Helicopters sources of vibration in each phase (Ref. 35). Of course,

The vibration characteristics of the HH43B helicopter in the prelaunch phase, the missile must be tested ac-

hare been measured (ltf. 38). This helicopter has a pair cording to vibration testing specifications and, usually,

of contrarotating roton with blades 47 ft iong and is static fling of the vehicle takes place. Also, the launch

powered by a turbojet engine. Events studied were vehicle must be transported to a launch site. During the
motor starts, rotor engagement, takeoff, hover, climb, transportation phase, it undergoes the vibration envi-
cruise at 90 kt, straight flight, and descent. A summary ronment associated with the particular mode of trans.
of the data is given in Fig. 4-87. Major conclusions from portation. During the initial launch readiness phases of
this study were- the mission while the launch vehicle is in place on the

(1) Hovering produces the severest vibration environ- firing pad, local ground wind can exert forces on the
ment, while rotor start and engagement produce the missile and induce vibrations. The vibration environ-
least. ment associated with the actual operation of the space

(2) The longitudinal vibration In the helicopter is larg. vehicle, however, is considerably more complex.ast.
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FIGURE 4.34. Vibration Amplitude DarN MwMured FIGURE 4-36. Vibration Amplitude Doea Measured
2 ft From Mg1 Gun Muzzle (ReF. 31). 25 ft From M61 Gun Muzzoe (Ref. 31).

~,, 16 The sinuoida vibration of solid propellant motors of
the POSEIDON missile has been Investigated (Ref. 36).
During early testing of the developmental motors for the

POSEIDON missile, severe vibration environments were
14 observed in the data from both first and second stage

motors. An 80.Hz oscillation wa measured on the first

stage motor which began 8 a after Ignition and Lasted for
o 10 about 12 a. Fig. 4-39 shows a frequency verus time plot

from a typical motor. An envelope of frequencies mesa-
ured during all ground test firinp of tactical configure.
tion motors is also shown. The frequency profile from
motor to motor is nearly Identical. The peak-measured
amplitudes were ±8 G on the forward dome, ±10 G on
the aft dome, and t22 0 on the nozzle, which is con.

-200 -100 '0 100 200 nected to the motor by . flexible Joint. The largest accel-

PEAK ACCELERATION, g erations occurred In the longitudinal directie.
In a description of the environmental factors in-

FIGURE 4%X. Amplitude w Occurnme Plot volved in missile operation, vibration data owi 10 differ-
of OwvIl FfItht Gunfire, Sigsl Within 25 In. ent missiles are presented (Rgef. 37). Fil. 4-40 summa-

of Gun Muzzae (Ref. WW). rizes the vibration characteristics of seven operational
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FIGURE 4-37. Compoilte VWbraTln Sp•ecra of NH438 Hel/coptw (Ref. 25).

missiles during the boost phase. Fig. 4-41 summarizes To obtain the vibration environment on dry-cargo
the vibration characteristics of four operational mis- vessels, seven accelerometers were installed at various
siles during substained flight after boost. locations aboard a 550-ft dry-cargo ship operating in

regular North Atlantic service (Ref. 40). Data were

4-2.1.4 Water Transport recorded intermittently over a 15-mo period. Wave-
induced acceleration reached a maximum of 0.88 G in

In ships the propellers, the propeller shafting, power the vertical direction at the bow. Slamming produced
plants, auxiliary machinery, and the hydrodynamic higher frequency vibrations in excess of 1.5 G. An anal-
forces as the ship passes through the water all contrib. ysis of the data involved in slam resulted in the conclu-
ute to the vibration environment. Phenomena at the sion that, operating on the same route over a 7-yr span,
ship-water interface include slamming, pounding, and the most probable maximum bow acceleration on the
wave-induced motion of the ship. Slamming is the im- vessel would be 2.97 G (peak-to-peak).
pacting of the ship with the water after the bow has left A survey of shock and vibration environments in
the water, pounding is the impacting of the waves on transportation includes data on ship vibrations (Ref.
the ship when all portions of the bottom are submerged, 21). Fig. 4-42 depicts the vibration or acceleration en-
and wave-induced motion is the motion of the ship in velopes for ships under normal maneuvers in calm seas,
response to the waves. Buchmann describes in detail for maximum vibration in rough seas, and slam and
the vibration sources in ships (Ref. 38). Mesurements emergency maneuvers. Data for these curves were ob-
on 10 ships ranging from 70 to 1,000 ft in length are tained on a 572-ft-long, single-propeller ship.
given. Another summary of vibration data for many Figs. 4-43 and 4-44 show the effect of sea state for
sizes and types of ships is available (Ref. 27). A detailed two different ship lengths; one 820 ft long, and the
discussion of ship motion due to wave action is given other 380 ft Ions. As indicated in the curves, the accel-
by St. Dennis (Ref. 39). eration levels increase with increasing frequency from

A characteristic vibration frequency associated with 4 to 10 Hz Pad are relatively constant at high frequen-
ships is the blade passage frequency, which results from cies. The accelerations for the small ship are almost
the nonuniform premure field acting on the hull as each twice as large as those for the larger ship. For both
propeller blade passes near the hull.
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TABLE 445. SOURCES OF VIBRATION IN VARIOUS MISSILE
OPERATIONAL PHASES (Ref. 35)

Operation Phase Source

Prelaunch Functional checkout Vibration testing
Static firing

Transportation:
Air Air turbulence

Propeller noise

Ground Rough highways

Water Rough water

Launch readiness Ground wind

Launch Liftoff Ignition
Engine noise
Tiedown release

Ascent Engine roughness
Aerodynamic noise/buffet
Pogo phenomena
Control system

instability

Staging Separation
Stage ignition

Space On station Control system
instability

Atmospheric Entry Aerodynamic noi se/buffet
Aerodynamic stability
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00.5 g 4-2.2 STATIONARY AND PORTABLE

EQUIPMENT

5- All rotating machinery is subject to vibration as a
A on 0.0075 . result of mas unbalance that imposes a once-per-revo-

01spioeamnt Amltude lution acceleration on the system. The mass unbalance
(Sineiw) of a system is related to mass distribution in the rotat-

S3ing piece. In reality, because of factors such as material
S2 heterogeneity, machining errors, keyways, slots, and

Ay windings, complete balance is never achieved. Much
. g • • time and effort is extended each year on the dynamic

halance of rotating machines using both stationary and
S,0 100 1,000 portable balancing equipment.

Pei haps the most common vibration environment
FREQUENCY, Hz induced by the rotation of unbalanced masses occurs in

FIGURE 441. Vibration Characteristcs of Four the automotive industry with the wheels of vehicles. It

Olwertional Missiles During Surtained Flight After is necessary to balance vehicle wheels in order to elimi-
Bowt IRO. 37). nate the vibration associated with the mass unbalance

during high-speed operation. Every rotating system

must be balanced if vibration is not to become objec-
ships, the acceleration increases by a factor of two in tionable at high-rotation rates. The rotating systems of
rough sea. The vibration frequencies above 1) Hz are
due to machinery vibrations and thus are less a function internal combustion engines-the crankshafy t and the
of sea state than the lower frequency motions. other moving components of the system including pal.

A rather recently developed water transport craft is lays, drive shafts, drums, and other components -on
the hovercraft. These air-cushion effect vehicles are motor vehicles must be balanced. For electrical ma.

being used increasingly in estuaries, rivers, swamp chinery the rotating members must also be balanced if

lands, and sea transportation. Lovesey has investigated severe vibration environments are to be avoided. All
hovercraft noise and vibration (Ref. 41). These vehicles rotating equipments produce significant vibration envi-
have been designed to travel at high speed over the ronments under certain conditions.
short-wavelength, high-amplitude waves that exist in Vibrations are also introduced in cutting operations
the marine environment. Wavelengths that are shorter with machine tools and in high-friction devices (brakes)

than half of the cushion length are, in effect, damped used to slow rotating equipment. The vibrations in-

out by the air-cushion suspension system and have little duced by cutting operations are not caused by simple

effect on the motion of the hovercraft. Wavelengths unbalance but rather are due to inhomogeneities in the

equal to or slightly greater than the cushion length work piece material, disturbances in the work piece or

produce maximum pitch forces and the hovercraft mo- tool drives, interrupted cutting, and the cutting process

tion depends upon the cushion stiffness and damping, itself. Chatter is a self-induced vibration that is induced

When wavelengths are many times the cushion length, and maintained by forces generated in the cutting or

the craft will tend to follow the water surface and pro- braking process. More information on the vibration of

duce high-amplitude, low frequency oscillations. In rotating machinery is available (Ref. 10).

hovercraft, motion is confined almost exclusively to thr.
vertical axis. Low frequency vibrations in the longitudi- 4-2.3 NATURAL SOURCES

nal and transverse axes are very small because of the
stiffness of the hovercraft structure. In a comparison of Although all of the matter comprising our environ.

e sea at 28 kt wth ment is made up of constantly moving particles, rela-
a 28-ft luh tve ling over smooth at45 it s tively few sources of significant vibration occur natu-
a small hovercrafc over smooth sea at 45 kt, it war rally. Water waves that occur naturally, e.g., wind
found that accelerations in the vertical direction for the induced, are discussed in par. 4-2.1.4 and will not be
hovercraft were less than one-third as much a% those for further covered in this paragraph. The remaining two

the launch. At wave frequencies of approximately l.3 major sources of vibration in the environment are those
Hz, the acceleration measured on the hovercraft was that can be attributed to earth crustal movement and
0.14 0, while that on the launch was 0.6 G. wind.
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Moderate ground winds can produce large periodic The intensity with which the surface of the ground
oscillatory motion in large tall structures. Smokestacks shakes depends upon the amount of strain energy that
are particularly vulnerable to this mode of excitation. is released by the slipping. A detailed discussion of the
In addition, long slander elastic space launch vehicles vibration of structures induced by seismic waves is
in the prelaunch configuration can be excited into vi- available (Ref. 10). The base of a structure is moved by
bration as a result of ground winds in what is known the ground both horizontally and vertically during an
as the Karman vortex phenomenon (Ref. 37). The earthquake. The two perpendicular horizontal compo-
stresses generated during these vibrations can result in nents are approximately of equal intensity. The vertical
structural failure in the launch vehicle. The conditions component is usually les intense with a higher fre-
required to produce this dangerous effect are not al- quency spectrum than the horizontal.
ways apparent because a unique combination of booster At El Centro, Calif., during the earthquake of May
geometry and ground windage is necessary. Other tall 18, 1940, the ground motion lasted for a total of 45 s,
structures, such as some of the skyscrapers in our larger but the most severe part of the earthquake occurred
cities, ae subject to vibration under the effects of wind, during an interval of only 10 to 15 & (Ref. 43) The
Indeed, it is not uncommon to experience displace- maximum acceleration of 0.33 0 measured at El Cen-
ments perceptible to the average person while standing tro was the strongest ground motion that has been
on the top of tall buildings. recorded with the possible exception of very recent

The most destructive naturally occurring vibrations earthquakes.
ane those caused by earthquakes. Seismic waves can Seismic-induced earth vibrations not only can cause
induce vibrations sufficient to destroy most man-made destruction of buildings but, even when intensities are
structures. Basically, an earthquake produces a motion desucien of buildings, signint are
of the ground by the passage of stress waves that origi- not sufcient to destroy buildings, significant damage
nate from the rupture of stressed rock. Earthquakes can occur as the result of vibration of equipment con-
may occur in all parts of the world; however, certain tained within the structure. For example, relays are
regions have higher frequencies of occurrence than oth- particularly susceptible to such vibration. In certain
era. The three majr earthquake zones are the critical applications involving perhaps nuclear power
Himalayan region of northern India, the Mediter- plants and nuclear weapons, measures to safeguard
ranean-Near East area, and the Circum-Pacific belt against defects in control systems as a result of seismic-
(Ref. 10). California, which lies in the Circum-Pacific induced vibrations in the structure must be carefully
belt, has experienced a number of severe and destruc- taken into account.
tive earthquakes. The central and eastern parts of the
United States have on occasion experienced strong
earthquakes but the frequency of occurrence is signifi- 4-3 MEASUREMENTS'
cantly less than that in California. Fig. 4-45 indicates
seismic activity in the United States. The relative mag- To measure the vibration environment either in the
nitudes of past earthquakes are indicated by the size of laboratory or in the field, an instrumentation system is
the dots (Ref. 42). On this figure, the United States is required.
divided into zones that show the probable severity of Basically, measurement is the accumulation of data.
earthquake damage. To measure the vibration environment, those parame-

Earthquakes may originate at depths as great as 400 ten that vary in the vibration environment must be
ml beneath the earth surface, but ground motions of monitored using sensors or transducers capable of
significance are always produced by shallow shocks providing an output related to the parameters that are,
originating less than 50 mi beneath the surface. The varying. Measurement is not enough, however. The
immediate cause of a shock is a shear-type failure on a data accumulated by the sensors are usually complex,
fault plane in the rock of the crust of the earth. Whenslowsheringdefrmaion f te cust ake I o that the raw data cannot be used for anything but
stresse build up on the fault; when a portion of the the most general conclusions. In addition, sensors and
fault is overbtresued, sipping begins. The sudden re- transducers are capable of producing these complex
lease ofvstress by the slipping of the fault diminishes the data at rates beyond the capacity of the human mind
strawn energy in the rock, thl sending out stress waves, to absorb. For this reason two other steps are required

in quantifying the vibration environment of any given
item or materiel; data recording and data analysis. All

I. OGneral references for this parraraph are Refs. 2-10. three of these topics will be discussed.
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4-3.1 SENSORS response in the sensor in order to obtain mesningftu
* results.

Vibration is measured with reference to a point fixed Most of the sensors used for Army materiel tess
in Spae. Two basically different types of instruments have electrical outputs and are called transducers be-
afe employed: (1) a fixed reference instrument in which cause they transform mechanical motion into an dec.
one terminal of the instrument is attached to a point trical output. Displacement and velocity transducers
whose motion is to be measured, and (2) mass-spring have a relatively soft suspension while the aocelerome-
inAtrumemot or seismic instruments In which the only tar has a stiff suspension. The displacement transducer
terminal is the bhas of a mass-spring system, which In measures the movement of the case with relation to a
attached at the point where the vibration is to be mat- soft-sprung internal mm or an external stationary ref.
ured (Rot 9). The tion of the point Is inferred from erence. In a displacement meter, the natural frequency
the motion of tht am relative to the bae. In most of the internal mas is low since it is mounted so that
applications the seismic-type instrument is employed for the ratio of the exciting frequency to the natural fie.
the measurement of vibration becaem it is impossible to quency is high. A differential transformer is often used
establish a fixed reference on the vehicles that are to be to measure relative motion. In a differential trans-
measured. Basically, three quantities can be measured in former, the relative motion between the transformer
vibration studies: (1) displacement. (2) velocity, and (3) core and the windings generates flux "s the core cuts
acceleration. Of course, thee three quantities are inter- through fields of the primary and secondary winding.
related mathematically, velocity being the derivative The electrical output so produced is proportional to the
with respedt to time of the displacement and aecelera, absolute displacement.

on being the second derivative. As a result, if any one A displacement meter is relatively large and heavy in
of these quantities is known, simple differentiation or
integration permits recovery of the other two. In early order to allow sufficient space for the -elative move-

studies of vibration, velocity was the parameter most merit to take place without interference from the cas

often monitored. Velocity meters. however, tend to be This limiih the useffilneas of these meters since the
rather large and difficult to use. Consequently, with the weight will change the natural frequency of any light-
advent of sensitive, small acceleration transducers weight equipment on which it is mounted.
(accelerometers), mast vibration studies have employed One type of displacement meter that uses a fixed
accelerometers as the measuring transducer. Not only are reference is a capacitance pickup. To measure displace-
accelerometers much smaller than velocity transducers, ment, a probe is brought near a vibrating object. The
but their useful frequency range is considerably greater. meter measures the change in capacitance, which varies

An important consideration in measuring the vibra- directly with the displacement. The Advantage of this
tion environment is that the transducer must generally type of meter is that it does not touch the specimen and,
be attached to the structural member whose vibration therefore, does not change the frequency of vibration.
responst is being measured. If the transducer is large, One disadvantage is the errors in amp :lude measure-
the measured vibration is that associated with an area ments that are caused by irregular con•,'. r of the speci-
rather than a point on the structure. Further, if the men.
transducer mass is large, it can affoct the vibration The velocity pickup is a small, electromagnetic gen-
rerponse being measured. erator that measures the instantaneous velocity of a

Frequency response is another important property of vibrating object. Either the coil or the magnet of the
vibration transducers. Early vibration studies and generator is mounted on a soft suspension and remains
measurements considered the common upper fre- stationary with respect to the case throughout the usa-
quency limit to be approximately 50 Hz. Today, how- ble frequency range of the meter. The velocity met
ever, many vibration analyse and measurements re- requires no external power for operation but is rather
quire frequency responses of 5,000 Hz or above. Two lare and heavy because of the large relative motion
reasons account for this interest in the higher frequency required.
range: (i) fast moving vehicles, especially aircraft and The accelerometer has a higb natural frequency since
space vehicles, have been developed, and (2) the vibra- the mass is suspended by means of a stiff spriung. The
tion encountered in these vehicles as well as in a num- case and the mass have essentially the sme motion. By
her of ground environments ar of a random nature using a sensing unit that has an output proportional to
rather than being periodic. Analyses of randomly cc- the force, the acceleration of a vibrating object can be
curring vibration phenomena require a wider frequency accurately determined. Tlin types of sensing elements
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are Commonly used in acuelerometers: wire strain Pone monts have been given a variety of names: vibrograpbs
and pledolctulc 0rytal. vibrometers, mochania reclording acceleromatars,

S1train gap wcceleomneer contain resIstance-wire setsmographs, electronic vibration moters and reord-
strain gage to which a mass Is Attached. When the ea, visual displacement indicators, musmuring micro-
acoslmromeler is subjete to a forceA the change in scopes, stroboscopes, famaing cameras, and mecaBica
acceleration causes a propotonalo change in resistance strain recorders. A number of these are described in the
which b~ detected by a Wheateton bridge. Shok anrd flbmwran Hansdbook~ as are a number of

Plesoeletr accelerometers are by far the most special purpose vibration transducers, and inductive-
popular trasdiuce used in vibration and shock testlg type pickups (Rd 9). The ISA fliadmrr CmWnier
Piezoelectric crystals generate an electrical output pro- diuns alo contains a very complete compilation of vail-
portIOnal to the acceleration of the internal mmt anid ous transducer types and an excellent sampling of
Are hig freqOuecy rsponse hOigImpedance devices ocommercIally available vibration transducers (Rd 44).
The piezoelectric crystal may be mounted so that it is A recently developed portable Instrument for viba-
beat or is compressed by the load mass. Piezoelectric tMon analysis and transducer calibraton employs the
materials, used in transducers include ammonum dihy- leaser (Rof. 45). This unit uses an acoustically driven
drogen phospate (ADP)N quarts wad ceramic inateni- liquid diffraction call to modulate the frequency of a
ala such as baum iltanae reference or ioewcal osc~tor leset beam. A second

Still anoter type orseror is the optical pickup. This unmodulated beam is reflectedl hom the vibrating sur.
is a noncontact device in which a liHot beam Is deflected face. When the two beams are combined on a photo.
or reflected by the vibrating object, Optica vibration detector, a beat frequency at 25 MHz Is produced.
measuring Instruments are presently in a period of Periodlc motion of the reflecting surface then modulates
rapid development and offer the possibility of being sidehands about the 25-MHs beat frequency. Ite ampfi.
very useiW vibration measuring instruments. One of tude, and frequency of the vibration ame determined by
their primary advantages is that they do not mechani. demodulation of the phase~noduiated 25.MH signal or
cally load the vibrating item and consequently, do not by direct measurement aing a spectrum analyzer. Mas.-
chang its natural freqaescy, as does any attachment- urementa of vibration amplitudes from 0.25 in. to Iesm
type transducer. The majo disadvantagies of optical tdan 0.04 In. and frequencies from 10 Hs to 700 klia
transducers are their high ocot and their reputation for hae" been made with this Instrument. Pg. 4.40 Is a
being laboratory instruments rather than fied inutna schematic diagram of the loser vibration analyser optical
meats. For convenience, vibration-measuring initr- system.
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4-3.2 DATA RECORDING reducing, analyzing, and interpreting data representing a
random vibration are different from those for a periodic

Once the vibration information has been obtained by vibration. A periodic vibration is completely described
the sensor, it is necessnry to record or display the infor- by a Fourier series, which gives the amplitude, fre-
mation in order for it to be useful. Many types of instru- quency, and phase of all hamionic component, of the
ments are available for recording vibration measure- vibration. In practice, however, only the amplitudes and
ments. The specific instrument chosen depends on the frequencies are necessary for engineering applications.
type of environment to be recorded and on whether a For this, a periodic vihration is described by a discrete
transient indication or a permanent record is desired, frequency spectrum. A typical discrete frequency spec.
One of the most popular output devices is the oscillo- trum Is illustrated in Fig. 4.47. Each harmonic compo.
scope. An oscilloscope presents the output of a Irans- nent appears in the frequency spectrum As a line with
ducer on a cathode-ray tube. An osc:'loscope can be zero band width and an instantaneous amplitude y. The
used with the appropriate transducer to indicate the peak amplitudes of thp components (Co, C1 , C2 , etc.)

Slevel of displacement, velocity, or acceleration. The are equivalent to the coefficients in the Fourier series for
instantaneous presentation from a nonperiodic tran- the periodic vibration. The fundamental vibration fre.
sient can be photographed for subsequent study, A quency has an amplitude C, at a frequency f4. The
storage oscilloscope with a long persistence screen can mean square amplitude of the vibration oa is equal to
be used to retain an image for study. Oscillographs the sum of the mean square values of the individual
differ from oscilloscopes in that they provide a perma- components minus the square of the mean.
nent rc'ord of the transducer output by writing on a
moving strip of paper. An oscillograph will make a
reproduction of wave shapes within its frequency
range. One type of oscillograph writes mechanically on C
the paper. Consequently, its freqvt.ncy response is re-
stricted to about 100 Hz. Another type of oscillograph
known as a galvanometer type employs the varying V1 - - c
voltage from the transducer to move a low inertia mir-
ror. The movement of the mirror deflects a light source
and performs a trace on sensitized paper. The result is 7 - ,

a quickly developed permanent record of vibration data + 1

with a frequency response up to approximately 3,000
Hz.

In addition to visual displays, photographic record- . - -(.7) . C,
in$s, and paper tape recording, magnetic tape record-
ing is widely used. When extensive analysis of the vi-
bration data is required, magnetic tape recording is
indispensable. The frequency response of magnetic tape
recording is sufficient to record the output of any vibra-
tion transducer.

4-3.3 DATA ANALYSIS'

Two types of analysis are employed for vibration data., I 1.

The first determines the various frequencies present and
their amplitudes; the second, the statistics of the data, .
Data analysis systems can vary from very simple systemn C, I
In which meters are used to determine only the general I
level of vibration present to extremely complicated I. r, '.

systems capable of a variety of frequency and statistical
analyses. An important first step Is to determine whether l.'tL'.:ty

the vibration is random or periodic. The procedures for
FIGURE 4.47. Typical Dlscww Frvquency Spectrum

2. A general reference for this psragrsph Is Re. 2. (Ref. 2).
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FYnodon (Ref. 2).

For raidom vibrations, a reasonably detailed de- If data from two or more vibration measurements are
scription is given by three functions. The first of these made simultaneously on the same system, further infor-
is the amplitude probability density function, which is mation can be obtained fiom several joint properties.
a statistical description of the amplitude characteristics These properties include the joint amplitude probabil-
of the vibration. A typical probability density plot is ity density function, the cross correlation function, the
given in Fig. 4-48. The second descriptor is the autocor- cross power spectral density function, and the coher-
relation function, which is a statistical representation of ence function. Fig. 4-51 is a typical joint probability
the fine correlation characteristics of the vibration. Fig. density plot. In this the probability density P(xy) is
4-49 gives a typical autocorrelation plot. The third de- plotted versus x and y. The volume under the joint
scription is the power spectral density function, which probability density plot bounded by the amplitudes
is a statistical description of the frequency composition x,, x,, y,, and y is equal to the probability that x(t) and
of the vibration. Fig. 4-50 gives a typical power spec- y(t) will simultaneously have amplitudes within those
trum. ranges at any given time. The total volume under the
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FIGURE 4.57. Typial Joint PpObability Lieulty
Plot (Ref. 2).

plot is equal to unity since the probability of the two tral density function has applications to the evaluationvibration responses simultaneously having any ampli- of structural transfer characteristics; however, becausetudes must be unity. A typical cross correlation plot is of its mathematical complexity, discussion of this func-illustrated in Fig. 4-52. The value of the cross correla. tion is not given in this handbook but may be found intion function for two vibration responses indicates the Ref. 2.relative dependence of the amplitude of one vibration In general, the cross correlation function is used forresponse at any instance of time on the amplitude of the investigation of structural transmission paths and time
other vibration response that had occurred r seconds delays while the cross power spectrum is used for eva-before. Cross correlation functions are useful tools for luating structural transfer characteristics. The coher.localizing vibration sources by determining time delays ence function is used as a measure of the linearity of ain structural transmission paths. The cross power spec- structure. For example, if two vibration responses in a
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FIGOURE 4-2. T~'pka Cram Corrdafiw Plot
(Ret 2).

structure ame comnpletely unoonrelated (uncoherent), frequencies. When a periodic signal is applied to the
then the coherence function will equal zero. If the two bank of filters, each filter passes those frequencies lying
vibration responses are correlated in a lDoea manner, within its peass band and excludes all others. The output
the coherence fuanction equabs unity. Nonllnearities will amplitudes fromn the filters; are then detected and me
produce a coherence function for the input-output ral. corded simultaneously as a function of time. As a me

* ionshipp thet is Im thian unity. suit, the spectrum of the applied sigal in separated into
Whena sample vlbrition response reord In the form as many intervals as there ame filters in the bank. This

of an analog voltage. epgn isgiven, a dicrt frqec multiple-filter-type analyzer is sometimes called a real
specrumforthesampe dta an e obaind uing time spectrum analyzer because Its operation is sub-spetru fo th sapledat ca beobtine usnga stan Ily instantaneous; this ba its primary advantage.

*wave analyzer or spectrum analyzer. Of the two bai The primary disadvantage of such a filter is Its high
types of spectrum anplyzer, one employs a collection of cat. If high frequency resolution iIs to be obtained.
contiguous, bandpeas ifiltm and the other emiploys al lage nubr of exesv filter and amplitud detec-
sinle narrow frequsncy, bsndpeas filter. In the first tons must be employed in the analyzer. Fig. 4-53 is a
type the filters may have either a constant bandwidth ftuntional block di~agram of such a multiple-filter-type
or bandwidths that aue proportional to their center spectrum analyzer.
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FIGURE 4-53. Funetionael Block Dtap4N' for MuIO-ld/l~flrtype
SPWrum Anelyzer MOe. 2).

The second type of spectrum analyzer has a single, signals for a simple harmonic vibration that can be
narrow frequency, bandpass filter. The vibration signal expressed as
is tuned in frequency by heterodyning it with a tunable
oscillator such that the output of the filter is the spec- y(t) a C sin (2vft) (4-8)
trum for the applied signal. The primary advantage of
this type of spectrum analyzer is its very high resolu- are as follows:

tion. Since only a single fixed filter is used, its charac- Instantaneous amplitude - C sin 210
teristic is optimized at low cost. The basic disadvantage Peak amplitude = C
of the single-filter-type analyzer is that the time re-
quired to perform an analysis is relatively long because Mean square amplitude -0.63 C
the entire frequency range of the signal must be Root mean square (rat) amplitude - 0.707 C
scanned with the one narrow bandpass filter. Fig. 4-54 A more detailed discusion of the various data Cnay-
is a functional block diagram of a single-filter-type sis techniques my be found in the vbrataon Manual
spectrum a nalyzers (Ref. 2) and other references (Reft. 1,3,4.5,7.8, and 9).Both types of spectrum analyzers have an output

amplitude detector circuit that computes one or more
of three different amplitude functions: the peak ampli- 4-3.4 MODELING
tude, the rectified average amplitude, or the mean
square amplitude. The relationships among these three If during the design of an equipment the vibration
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i S~aetrum Anal rier (Ref. 2).

characteristics have been determined, it may be poasi- Another technique employed in vibration analysis is
ble to calculate the response of a system to a given to build scale models of the system. Models are particu-
vibration environment by the use of a mathematical larly valuable for the analysis and design improvement
model. Usually the fundamental natural frequencies of complicated or irregularly shaped structures or of
and vibration modes ,'zu be easily calculated. The natu- machinery structures on distributed foundations. A
ral frequencies of•a linear system depend on the unique, model study gives good understanding of the behavior
arrangement of the umas and elasticity parameters of of the entire structure. A variety of materials are used
the system. The vibration mode is the configuration of to construct the models. In some cases, special materi-
the vibration when a system vibrates at its natural fre- als are required for accurate modeling. Plastic, how-
quencies. After the formulation of a mathematical ever, has a number of advantages:

*model, several methods of solution are available. Two (1) Defiections are large and consequently easily
of the basic methods of solution are the Stodola measured.
Method (Ref, 46) and the Holier Method (Ref. 47). (2) The drive forces required to excite the structure
These two basic techniques allow the use of newer are small.
mathematical methods and the digital computer to cal. (3) The model natural frequencies are relatively low
culate natural frequencies of systems. For example, sev- so that sma ll models can be used.
eral computer codes are available for natural frequency (4) Model cost is low.
calculation in the NASA Computer Software Manage- (5) Structural modifications can be made easily.
meat and Information Center (COSMIC) at the Uni- (6) High impedance foundations are usually avalia-
versity of Georgia. For general vibration analysis of ble.

ulare structures, the SAMIS system is a large capacity ¶ he accuracy of the results cbtainable with plastic
computer program rusetul for natural frequency calcu- models depends on:
lations in which the specific problem must be modeled (I) The incorporation of details in the model
to fit the format of the computer program (Ref. 48). A (2) The accuracy of fabrication of the model parts
second large computer progiram named NASTR.AN (3) The care with which the joints are made
(NIA SATRuctural A~alysts) is capable of performing (4) The accuracy with which the characteristic prop.
static and dynamic analysis of large complicated sys-. ortlam of the material of which th, model Is fabrlcated
tern (Ref. 49). Both of these programs can be obtained are known.
through NASA's COSMIC Center.
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PlsicW models can be used for four main types of movement to obtain a correct reading or to obtain a
test: flow of granular material In a desirable mode. In this

(1) Static deflections and strse discussion, only the detrimental effects are considered.
(2) Natural frequencies These are categorized into direct effects on materiel
(3) Vibration amiplitudes and strse and personnel.
(4) Mode shapes, (Ref. 50).

In suminary, knowledge and insight gained in plastic 4-4.1 MATERIEL DEGRADATION
model studies of a structure permit the designer to
optimize the design and achieve minimal operating de- Vibration may affect materie in many ways. Gemne-
floctiouis and stresses for given weight and cost. ally, these may be classified into one or more of the

following categories:
4-4 FFETS F VBRAION(1) Malfunction of sensitive electric, electronic, and

mechanical devices
* Vibration in the environment can degrade materiel (2) Mechanical and/or structural damage to struc-

and impair peronnel efficiency, thereby creating needs tures both stationary and mobile
for additional or more suitable materiel to protect (3) Excessive wear in rotating components

* against vibration, to better endure vibration, to reduce (4) Frothing or sloshing of fluids in container.
vibration, or to change the frequency of vibration. All Rather than attempt to detail the effects of vibration
of the effects of vibration are not detrimental; in a on materiel, seveal examples of the effects on particu-
vibration-free environment it is sometimes, necessary to lar stutue and components will be given. First, in

* introduce vibration in order to free an electric meter a general sense the response of a structure to shock and
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vibration is dependent not only upon the magnitude of Vibration can also cause bouncing of motor and gen-
the disturbance, but also upon the dynamic characteris- erator brushes; sticking of switches and valves; miss-
tics of the structure itelf. A continuous vibration of the lignment of optical equipment; and fracturing of pro-
same frequency as the natural frequency of a structure, pellant, pneumatic, and hydraulic lines.
even though the vibration amplitude is small, may The effects of vibration on sensitive electrical and
damage the structure. A different vibration frequency, electronic equipments and their associated mechanical
even though of much greater amplitude, may produce hardware have been summarized (Ref. 37). Data taken
no effect. It is important to note that vibration can from a series of tests indicated the kinds of damage
cause the progressive deterioration known as fatigue given in Table 4-6. An example of the vibration effects
that leads to failure of material or parts. on electronic components is found in printed circuit

Failure can occur either through fatigue, excessive boards, which are used for mounting components in a
single stress, or excessive deflection. Fatigue failures variety of electronic equipments. The boards are sub-
usually imply a large number of stress cycles; however, jected to the vibration experienced by the overall pack-
when a component is vibrating at hundreds of cycles age and are normally packaged in rows in a chassis. It
per second, the total time required for failure may be is possible for excess vibratory motion to cause impact
short. Excessive single stresses may cause brackets or between boards. In one test of printed circuit boards of
other supporting structures to yield or fracture. Exces- varying length-to-width ratios, the vibration response
sive deflection of parts may result in mutual collisions to an acceleration input of 2.8 0 with a sweep rate of
with high impact, causing failure. In the aerospace pro- 0.5 octave min-' was measured (Ref. 52). Resonant
gram, several launch vehicles have experienced 'pogo- frequencies were noted and a slow sweep through the
type' longitudinal vibration incidents (caused by cou- lowest resonant area was conducted to determine the
pling between propulsion or control systems and fundamental frequency. Fig. 4-55 demonstrates the ef-
longitudinal vibration modes of the mechanical struc- fect of the width-to-length ratio on the vibratory re-
ture), which caused excessive loads and resulted in sponse. In these tests the spacing between supports was
booster malfunction (Ref. 35). In another case, control varied. Fig. 4-56 demonstrates the effect of width-to-
system coupling with the launch vehicle structure in length ratio and support on the natural frequency.
the launch mode required engine shutdown to prevent High intensity acoustic waves can also cause vibra-
failure from vibration of the structure while the vehicle tion difficulties with sensitive electronic, mechanical,
was supported on the launch stand, thus requiring con- and hydraulic equipment. Permanent failure of the
trol system redesign (Ref. 35). Another example oc-
curred with respect to the POSEIDON missile. In this equipment due to mechanical damage ofon ocur more
case, the motor vibration environment on the second of the parts can occur, or malfunction can occur only
stage forward dome was very severe (Ref. 36). The during the portion of time when the equipment is cx-

firing units attached to the ýecond stage forward dome posed to the intense sound waves. With permanent
were unable to survive motor vibration test and a vibra- failures, the susceptible points in the equipment can
tion isolator was required to protect these packages. usually be determined by inspection. However, when

Another rather severe vibration environment is that malfunctions occur only during exposure to the acous-
of gunfire vibration in aircraft. Tests have demon- tic environment, location of the failure is much more
strated that equipments most susceptible to gunfire are difficult and simulation may be required in order to
those located within a 3-ft radius of the gun muzzle and observe the malfunctions. Large, poorly supported pa-
mounted on the structural surface exposed to the gun nels are extremely susceptible to acoustically induced
blast. Prime examples of such equipment are UHF an- vibration and damage.
tenna and their accesory hardware. Next in order of Although the vibration environment is within the
failure susceptibility is equipment mounted on drop- normal vibration specifications of particular units, un-
down doors and access panels, equipment mounted in der certain circumstances when other environmental
cavities adjacent to the aircraft surface, and, finally, factors are near their specified limits, damage can oc-
equipment located in the interior of the vehicle struc- cur. For exaninle, in the transportation environment
ture. Typical equipments in these latter categories are when materiel is shipped in containers that are sensitive
auxiliary hydraulic and power units (including mount- to humidity or moisture, the presence of humidity or
ing bracketry); switches; relays; infrared, photo- moisture can sigificantly change the ability of the con-
graphic, communication, and navigation equipment; tainer to withstand vibration in its environment. Tern-
and radar aystems (Ref. 51). perature at extreme limits can also cause significant
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TABLE 4-6. VIBRATION INDUCED DAMAGE TO ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT Metf 37)

Compoent category Canage Observations

Cabinet anid frame Among some 2o0 equiament cabinet and fraP. structures subjected
structures to shock and vibration, damage fiCluded 30 permanent deforms-

tloan, 17 fractures In arets% of iutr~ss concentration. two
fractures at no apparent stress concentrations. 23 fractures
In or near welds. and 26 miscellaneous undefined failures.

Chassis Nearly 300 chassis subjected to shock and vibration experienced
18 permanent doforeacions, eight frataueas in or near welds,
nine fractures at no apparent stress concentrations. 46
fractures at points of stress concentration, and 12 .4iscellana-
ous failures.

Cathode-ray tubes Cathode-ray (CR) tubes are susceptible to vibration aaei
they are improperly moun ted and supported. CR tbs ?'th
SCreana2 larger than 6 In. 4r# Particularly Susceptible. Of
31 Cathode-ray tubes subjected to shock sand vibration, the

a deflection plates, of one tube became deformed, another had a
filament failure. fiee suffemil envelope fractures, and one
had a glaue-~ocket seal break.

IN.ters and indicators Although the moving call type Of Meter Wormane the majority
of units in this catenory, other Indicators such as Bourdon
tubes and drive-type synchros were also tested. Of the latter
group, moat of the failures were either erratic performance or
zero shift difficulties. Nearly 200 units were subjected to
shock and vibration, Two suffered permanent defonriatinn If the
case. one had elonments Inralened. 19 1%ve frr~tlr ',4' .io.
hod the glass face fractutad. cwo oov.'ioaJ internal opt
circuits, two had loose or Jrjeiwv ..j-? 5 th .4a had deformed
pointers, and 10 others failed from miscellaneous causes.

Relays Relays present a particularly difficult problem for d na1mic
conditions because of the difficulty In balancing al I o the
mechanical moments, Shock generally causes failure In the form
Of the armature failing to hold during the shock. A total of
300 relays wore subjected to shock and vibration. Atrneturt
difficulties accounted for 29 defect%, four relays had contacts
fuse or barn tecause of arcing, nsa had the Coil loosened on
the pivots, two had the springs disengaged from the armature.
and four sustained miscellaneous defacts.

Wiring Wiring failure from shock end vibration Is a serious problem. A
defect not only results in malfunctioning of the equipment but
grotenats a difficult troubleshooting job In locating the wirereat,.In a number of equipments subjected to shock and vibra-
tion, the failures were as follows: 10 cold solder joints
"*oend, 14 lead-supported component-, had the leads fail.
insufficient clearance caused three Cases of arcing, and
Insufficient slack caussed nine lead failurns. In addition.
three plastic cable clamps fractured. 14 solder jo Ints or
connections failled, 16 solid coaductor wires broke, and 92
sustained miscellaneous failures.

Transformers In electronic equipments transformers are probably the heaviest
and densest components found on an electronic chassis. Because
of the weiht and size of transformaers, shock and vibration aer
more likely, to p roduce menchanical rather than electrical
failures. While not all mechanical failures Immnediately
prevent the transforrer from functioning properly, they even-
tually result in destructiono of the transformer and damage to
surrounding componenats. Of 80 transformers subjected to shock
and vibratio, 11 had the mounting stubs bakat the weld,
four had the bottom frame fall, and twosffered brote
internal leads due to motion of the coil in the case
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difficulties with certain materiel under normal vibra- the mother and other vibration influences to which the
tion environments or vibration environments within mother is subjected. Vibration is usually considered an
the limits of specifications. Elastomeric materials lose externally applied stress (Ref. 54). Yet, this is not al-
their resiliency as the temperature is lowered. When ways the case since many forms of vibration are self.
temperature becontmes sufficiently low, the elastorneric induced as the result of various forms of human loco.
materials become brittle and subject to failure by vibra- motion, such as walking, running, swimming, and
tion that would ordinarily be within the vibration limits jumping. However, most scientific investigations into
of the elastomemic material. An example is the failure the vibration environmont of man have been primarily
of rubber engine shock mounts on vehicles in the cold concerned with externally applied vibrations. Much or
climates. Other structural materials, when their teet- the early work was involved in defining and ascertain-
peratures are raised near the deformation point of the ing ride comfort conditions in various forms of trans.
material, are significantly more susceptible to failure port. Certainly, many of the earlier forms of transport&-
from vibration. don provided a more uncomfortable environment from

Under some circumstances, vibration from various the standpoint of vibration than the modern automo-
sources can contribute additively to the stresses placed bile, train, or airplane under normal operation. An
on materiel and cause failure. For example, acousti- example is the severe vibration environment on a
cally induced or seismically induced vibration can be loaded wagon drawn by a team over the rough and
superimposed on the normal vibration environment of unsurfaced roads of the 19th centuriy.
materiel and contribute, by their joint action, to failure The human organism in its sensina of vibration clas-
of the materiel. When considering the vibration envi- sifies vibration in a variety of ways, ranging from pleas-
ronment of materiel, the possibility of more than one ant to unpleasant, discomfort, and even injury. The use
source contributing to the vibration environment of the of vibratory energy for massaging muscles is a widely
materiel should be considered. Further, the effects of established custom as is the use of special vibrating
other environmental factors on vibration should also be machines installed in chairs, beds, or other such de-
carefully evaluated, vies, which are then applied to the human body (or

In a publication of the Naval Submarine Base, New upon which the human body is positioned) in order to
London, Conn., the problem of recommended noise undergo pleasant vibration stimulation.
and vibration levels for diesel-, electric-, and nuclear- Considerations of the vibration effects upon the hu-
powered submarines is discussed (Ref. 53). In this pub. man being are chiefly concerned with their influence
lication it is pointed out that for more than 10 yr, oper- upon his physical comfort, health, sensory and mental
ating forces and auxiliary machinery repair groups acuity, and proficiency in performing assigned tasks.
have desired numbers that would classify machinery Of interest are such periodic mechanical forces that
operational performance qualities relative to probabil- displace or damage body organs, rupture tissue, or pro.
ity of failure. In this publication a series of curves duce perceptible feelings of pain, annoyance, or fatigue.
known as "Chapman Curves" establish six zones of In general, these are high amplitude, low frequency
machinery condition based on the measured vibration vibrations, although vibrations in the audiofrequency
levels of the rotating machinery. These zones and their range can cause damage to hearing.
meaning are shown in Fig. 4-57. The ordinates on the The effect of vibrations on the human body depends
graph show peak-to-peak vibration amplitudes in mils upon the physical parameters of the impinging energy,
and the conversion to displacement decibel levels. The its direction of application relative to the axes of the
abscissa line indicates the frequency in Hz or revolu- body, and the mechanical impedance and absorption
tions per second. The opinion is voiced in this paper coefficients of body tissue, organs, and the body as a
that rotational unbalance in machinery is the mast im- whole. Furthermore, since the applied frequencies will
portant factor influencing degradation of bearings and react with the natural frequency of the body and of its
that monitoring vibration levels can serve as a tool for parts to produce resonances, the resonant frequencies
preventive maintenance, of the body and its parts assume special importance

(Ref. 16).
4-4.2 PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE With the advent of high speed modemn transport,

DEGRADATION vibration as an environmental hazard has taken on new
significance. Injury and other physiologic and pathologlc

Vibration is one of the most pervasive environmental effects an becoming important In the study of vibration
factors in human experience. Indeed, even the unborn environment.
fetus is subject to vibration as a result of locomotion of The range of human sensitivity to vibration is much
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broader than the range of human hearing, extending TABLE 4-7. HUMAN BODY RESONANCES
from well below I Hz up to at least 100 kHz (Ref. 55). lRef. 56)
Oscillations in the lowest frequencies (0.1 to 3 Hz) are
characteristic of large artificial structures, such as tall Body part Frequency,
buildings, large ships, and long suspension bridges. that Hz
transmit vibration to man. The range of 3 to 30 Hz
principally comprises those vibrati that are encoun- Axial compression
tered in commonplace events inv, ing vehicles and of the spine 11-14
machinery. Vibrations in many building components,
such as walls, floors, and house frames, that are caused Hand 17-25
by a variety of natural and mas-made sources also fall
in this range. For frequencies above 30 Hz, human Eyeball 10-70
sensitivity to vibration merges with and, generally
speaking, becomes subordinate to the response to audi- Muscles of the
ble noise. In this higher range, smaller building compo- face 10-30
nents. such as panels, wall fittings, windows, and
gluss. on shelves vibrate when stimulated. Whole body 5

The human being has a variety of sensory mech-
"anisms that respond to vibration. The two means of
sensing vibration are indirect sensory mechanisms
(which involve seeing and hearing the surrounding en- age as a result of unnatural displacement of body parts
vironment vibrate) and the organs of direct vibratory with respect to each other. Even if physical damage is
sensation. Two basic types of organs of direct sensation not caused, performance of the human organism can be
permit the sensing of vibration. First, the organs of affected. For example, induced motion of the hand and

balance, which connect the inner ear with the brain, act eye significantly degrades the performance of an in-

as integrating accelerometers. Their principal function dividual.

is to detect tilts and turns of the head, induced in the One of the striking facts about the scientific and

normal range of bodily activity and movement. These technical literature concerning the effects of vibration

organs can produce false information (as can many on human organisms is that the results obtained ilk

different studies vary widely and the conclusions are
other human sensors), which can lead to total disorien- different. No doubt a significant portion of this varia-
tation. Under proper stimulus they can also produce tion results from differences in method plus inadequate
physiologically disturbing effects, e.g., motion sickness. measurements or characterization of the vibratory en-

In addition to the organs of balance, large numbers vironment. Another factor is that many of the vibration
of small mechanoreceptors distributed throughout the studies have involved subjective evaluations whose re-
body sense vibratory forces and displacements. Those suits are expressed in qualitative terms, thus contribut-
found in the muscles, tendons, and joint capsules sense ing to the difficulty of comparing research results.
slow changes or sustained mechanical stimuli and pro- In evaluating the effects of helicopter vibration on
vide information about load and position of the limbs pilot performance, five indexes of pilot performance--
and trunk to the brain, which is required for the normal tracking, visual acuity, orientation and vertigo, speech,
regulation of static and active posture. Receptors in the and reaction time-are considered (Ref. 56). The ef-
skin and in connective tissue inside the body form a fects of vibration on these indexes are given in Table
vibrotactile array that responds most strongly to those 4-8.
vibrations ranging from approximately 30 Hz up into Vibration is a fundamental factor in the human envi-
the audiofrequency range. They provide the touch sen- ronment; therefore, it is important to assess the effect
sation and also detect high frequency, ground itructure of vibration on man. The International Standards Or-
borne vibration. ganization (ISO) has been working on the problem for

The human body itself is an elastic structure subject some time. A study of the effect of sinusoidal vibration
to resonant vibrations. Different parts of the body are on man has been compared with proposed recommen-
resonant at different frequencies. Table 4-7 lists some dations by the ISO (Ref. 57). In this study, dstA were
of the body resonances that fall within the range of 3 obtained on vibration annoyance levels on man in the
to 40 Hz. Induced motion of an organ or part of the standing position. The data indicate a minimum sen-
body as a result of resonance maycause physical dam- sitivity at 1.7 Hz, with a greater sensitivity at 0.7 Hz,
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TABLE 44. EFFECTS OF HELICOPTER VIBRATION ON PILOT

PERFORMANCE (Ref. 56)

Performance index Effect

Tracking ability Transverse vibration degrades tracking performance more than
vertical vibration.

Steady-state vibration over comparatively long periods degrades
tracking performance.

Immodiate post-vibration tracking ability has been found to be
worse than performance on preliminary tests.

Other factors such as stress, motivation, and fatigue are believed
to operate but have not yet been reliably measured.

On simple motor tasks, those that require the maintenance of
Intensity, for example, the strength of grip, are not generally
affected by vibrations. Precision of muscular coordination on
the other hand is degraded.

Visual acuity Visual acuity is degraded during vertical sinusoidal vibrations
at frequencies above 15 Hz, particularly in the bands 25 to
40 Hz and 60 to 90 Hz but degradation of v'sual acuity at
frequencies down to 8 Hz are reported.

Orientation and vertigo As a result of several studies and interviews with helicopter
pilots, It is concluded that vibration can produce difficulties
in both vision and balance. Visual problems associated with
rotor shadow flicker effects, reflected light from the rotors,
and the passage of white clouds are also involved in orientation
and vertigo difficulties experienced by helicopter pilots, but
the Interaction among these visual effects and vibration has
not been determined.

Speech Speech degradation due to vibration is the subject of conflicting
reports. However, the majority report some speech degradation,
particularly at forcing frequencies between 3 and 15 Hz when
acceleration amplitudes exceed 0.5 S.

Reaction time Several studies of reaction time as a function of the vibration
environment in helicopters have not yielded any significant
correlation between reaction time and the vibration environment.
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and maximum sensitivity occurring between 6 and 15 significant effects. No significant effects of noise alone
Hz. Fig. 4-58 compares the observed annoyance levels were found in the tests. In another experiment, it was
for vertical vibration in the standing position with the concluded that a 5-Hz vibration decreased mental per.
ISO recommendations. The comparison shows good formance more than either 7 or 11 Hz when all three
agreement within the common frequency range of I to frequencies are presented in conjunction with high
20 Hz. Basically, the ISO proposals are designed to intensity noise. This agrees with the general pattern of
cover safe exposure, fatigue-decreased performance sensitivity found for subjective judgments and tracking
(FDP). and comfort. performance. It is concluded that the combined effect of

Several studies have been made on the combined ef. high Intensity noise and vibration at 5 Hz produces a
fects of vibration and other environmental factors on the greater degradation in performance than either stres
tracking performance of human beings. Heat and noise alone.
are considered to be normal environmental factors that
are likely to occur in the vibration envirunment. In some Vibration effects on human beings have been sum-
studies, no effect has been determined while, in others, marized by Hanes (Ref. 59). After an extensive survey

additive-type effects appear to be oresent. One study of of the literature, the following conclusions were drawn:

the combined effects of vibration and noise emphasized (I) Sensitivity to vertical (root-to-head direction)
mental performance that Is not normally affected by sinusoidal, or approximately sinusoidal, vibration var-
vibration (Ref. 58). By avoiding the direct effects of ies with frequency, but the data for various studies
vibration, those effects that are primarily due to effects show so little agreement that no clearly defined narrow
on the centml nervous system were sought. Results indi- regiorn of maximum sensitivity can be defined.
cate that 110-dB noise combined with 5-Hz vibration at (2) The first conclusion also applies to sensitivity to

a peak of 0.25 G produces a significant reduction in horizontal (front-to-back or side-to-side direction)
mental performance, while the same level of vibration sinusoidal, or approximately sinusoidal, vibration.

combined with lower intensities of noise produced no (3) Among the various investigations, sensitivity to
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FIGURE 4-58. A CompLaon Set~e the ObsuIrId
Annoyance Levels and Me ISO Pr•opmk (Ref. 57).
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vertical vibration has not been shown consistently to be dissipate the energy of the system with time or distance.
either greater or smaller than sensitivity to horizontal Thus, damping is a very general term that can be ap-
vibration, plied to the use of any energy-absorbing mechanism or

(4) Interaction occurs among frequencies and device when used to attenuate the effects of vibration
among aes of vibration, but the available data are not on materiel. Structural damping is a more specific term
suff1ient to permit specification of such effects. that involves the modification of the elastic properties

(5) Sensitivity to random vibration within narrow of the mechanical structure of the material. Structural
frequency bends also appears to vary with the fre- damping is achieved by employing high enery-dis-
quency region. sipating material or mechanical structures to reduce

(6) Individual differences and sensitivities are vary the amplitude of vibration (usually necessary in the
large and highly sensitive to procedural differeces neighborhood of structural sources). Structural damp-

(7) Evidence sugests that, for actual vehicles, a ing techniques include the use of rigid or slip-Cctton
single index, such as mean square acceleration for only damping, viscoelastic damped structural composites,
one axis of motion, might well provide as good a practi- and slip-friction, viscous shear, or viscoelastic shear
cal measure of vibration sensitivity as is possible. damping structural joint assemblies. Viscoelatic

(8) The available data on human stnsitivity to vi- damping materials have proved to be the most success-
bration provide no satisfactory basis for choosing any
one of the recommended comfort limits in preference Additional techniques, other than structural damp,toitonlanynqu, tother.ctnddap
to any other. ing, that involve modification of the elastic properties

Additional information on the effects of vibration on of the mechanical structure of the materiel include
man can be found in Ref&. 10, 16, 60, and 61. making the structure more rigid, detunin&, and decou-

pling the structure (Ref. 62). When the structure is
rigidized, the result is a decrease in its deflection under

4-5 VIBRATION CONTROL load, an increase in its resonant frequency, and an in-
crease in its overall strength. This technique, therefore,

When the vibration environment to which materiel is usful only when the resonances of the structure have
is subjected becomes severe enough to cause malfunc- been raised sufficiently so that all structural resonances
tion or failure either in the short term or in the long are higher in frequency than that existing in the vibra-
term, then measures must be taken to permit the tion environment.
materiel to survive in such an environment. The pro- Detuning of a structure separates the resonant fre-
es of reducing the effects of the vibration environ- quencies of structural members and components from
ment on materiel is known as vibration control. Essen. other structural resonant frequencies by adjusting iner-
tially, vibration control consists of varying the tia and stiffnes properties to eliminate coincident
structural properties of mechanical systems--euch as resonant frequencies. Decoupling decreases the num-
inertial, stiffness, and damping propertia-in order to ber of coupled resonators that exist between the vibrh-
attenuate the amount of vibration transmitted to the tion environment and the component to be protected by
materiel or to reduce the effects of the vibration trans- designing the mechanical structure to possem a mini-
mitted to the materiel. mal number of resonances in the frequency range of the

A variety of techniques can attenuate vibration. Oh- vibration environment.
viously, a very effective method is to reduce theo vibra- For damping in the general sense, several methods
tion present in the environment, i.e., to reduce the vi- are used for dissipating energy in a vibrating mechani-
bration at its source. Although not practical in many cal system (Re. 16). Some common methods are solid
applications, this method of control is sometimes much friction or hysteresis dampin, environmental damp-
easier than modification of the materiel to achiev vi- ing, viscous damping, coulomb damping, inertial
bration resistance. If the vibration cannlot be eliminated damping, and electromechanical damping.
or reduced at the source sufficiently for the materiel to Solid friction (or hysteresis damping) occurs in all
survive the environment, then it becomes necessary to mechanical vibrating systems that have restoring forces
reduce the effects of that environment on the materiel. derived from elastic elements such as springs. It seems

Damping is a term that refers to the process of pro- to arise from slight relative displacements between ad-
ducing a continuing decrease in the amplitude of the Jacent crystals or minute elements of the spring
vibration. Such reduction of vibration amplitude is sea- material and is often referred to as internal friction.
eally accomplished by employing frictional lomes that Environmental damping Is the dissipation of energy
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from a system vibrating In air or a fluid. As the mass steady-state disturbances applied at the moving base.
vibrates, it displaces the surrounding air or fluid against In the diagram, the mass constitutes the isolated item
the opposition of the fluid friction. In the mgjouity of and the isolator is composed of stiffness and damping.
engineering applications, the force developed by environ- A vibration absorber (see Fig. 4.60) is a device that
mental damping is approximately proportional to the dissipates energy to modii'y the response of the mass
square of the viscosity of the fluid. that houses a vibration source.

In viscous damping, also called velocity damping, Generally speaking, vibration isolation is suitable for
the damping force resisting the motion is a linear func- controlling harmonic, periodic, and broadband random
tion of the velocity. It occurs where there is relative vibration excitation. On the other hand, vibration ab-
motion between two well-lubricated surfaces and where sorption is effective over a relatively narrow frequency
a viscous fluid is forced through a relatively long pas- band and gren,..rally must be used to control vibrations
sage of small cross-sectional area. at a single frequency. Vibration isolation and absorp-

Coulomb damping, also called dry friction damping, tion systems are also characterized as active or passive,
arises from the rubbing of dry surfaces with each other. An active vibration isolation or absorption system is
The damping force is assumed to be independent of the one in which external power is required for the system
velocity and acceleration of the oscillating mass and to perform its function.
thus a function only of the materials involved and of the
normal force acting on them. In friction damping the 4-5.1.1 Passive Systems
energy dissipated with each oscillation is directly pro-
portional to the amplitude, whereas the vibratory en- Classical passive isolation devices include a variety of
ergy is proportional to the square of the amplitude, springs and dashpots. Fig, 4-61 depicts various spring

Inertial damping produces a damping force directly configurations employed in vibration isolation systems,
proportional to the acceleration of the vibrating mass. Fig. 4-62 shows the construction of a typical liquid
Its amplitude decay characteristics are similar to those spring or more commonly called dashpot (Ref. 63). The
of viscous damping, i.e., they result in a logarithmic liquid spring has inherent local damping and a high
decrease, thus making inertial damping suitable for
large amplitude vibrations. Inertial damping ;s consid-

erably more responsive than viscous damping since it st
is not only proportional to the accelerating force, but Isola,_._ los
also acts in direct opposition to it. The viw ous damping
force lags the accelerating force since it is proportional yM,,W
to the velocity, not the acceleration.

Electromechanical and electromagnetic damping • ot), Responie
make use of interactions between electrical or electro-
magnetic phenomena and physical components of the
vibrating system. Damping forces that are associated FIGURE 4-69. Shock and Vibration Isolator

with magnetic hysteresis and eddy currents are exam. (Ref. 1).

pies of this type of damping.
In the paragraphs that follow, more detailed infor-

mation is given on vibration isolators and absorbers as Fvibration control devices. In addition, several examples Fixed
will be given of vibration control that employ damping Base

techniques, detuning, and decoupling. Finally, the vi- Absorber Mass

bration control of rotating machinery is discussed in
general terms. 4 F(t,

! Force

4-5.1 ISOLATION AND ABSORPTION
-j mmnlo x (t),

Before discussing the various types of vibration ab- Response
srbern and isolators, it is important to differentiate

between the two classes of devices. A vibration isolator FIGURE 4-60. Shock and Vibrotton Absorber
(see Fig. 4-59) Is a refilient support that attenuates (Ref. 1).
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(A) Helical coil spring
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FIGURE 4-62. Liquid Spring or Dashpot (Ref. 63).
(B) Stranded wire spring

(C) Ring spring
PO

(D) Belleville spring

FIGURE 4.61. Sprinp Usd for Vibradon Isoalmdan FIGURE 4-6j. Pneumatic Sering (Ref. 63).

(Ref. 63J.
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wave propagation velocity. Its basic operation is based In addition to their uses in detuning, decoupling, and
upon fluid compressibility, and its stroke can be de. structural damping, open cell foams are also attractive
signed to be Iong or short depending upon the overall materials for use in vibration isolation. Open cell foam
geometry and the fluid reservoir size. Fig. 4-63 shows exhibits two separate phenomena that produce the re-
the basic configuration of a pneumatic spring that is sisting force to the vibration. One component of the
similar in characteristics and mechanism to the liquid force is due to the distortion of the porous elastomeric
spring except that the medium is air rather than a structure, which behaves as a nonlinear visocelastic
liquid. The flexibility of a pneumatic spring can be media. The other force component is caused by the air
adjusted, of course, by variation of sir pressure. pressure generated as a result of distortion of the foam

Another simple, commonly employed vibration cell structure. Open cell polyurethane foam his large
isolator is the solid elastomer. A typical configuration energy dissipation capacity and produces effective at-
for a solid elastomer isolator is shown in Fig. 4-64. In tenuation of high frequencies. One of its moat attractive
this type of device, the elastomer is placed either in features is the ease with which it can be shaped. Since
compression or in shear and can provide high damping the use of such foams in shock and vibration isoMlation
of the vibration input.

Tip of Antenna Mast

Plostic-cowred Chains

Antenna Most

15irk •Condo. Shroud (Neoprene)

FIUE--.k,-In.

FIGURE 4-67. SwwalWn D&7 (Ref U
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systems is relatively new, some questions concerning tain a predetermined equilibrium position of an isolated
their long-term behavior are still unanswered. body. The basic parts are the sensing elements, which

In addition to the classical spring or dcahpot isola- measure the dynamic response of the flexible load and
tors, a number of unusual devices for shock and vibra- position of the actuator: the electrical control net.
tion isolation have been developed in recent years. For works, which compare the signals of the sensing ele-
example, the liquid slosh problems in large tanks result- ments with preset standards to provide an output to the
ing from vibration have been solved by using flexible actuator: and the actuator, which applies a force to the
ring baffles (see Fig. 4-65). Fig. 4.66 shows a viscous. isolated mass or structure to null its response and main-
pendulum damper that can be used to suppress struc- tain a fixed equilibrium position.
tural vibrations. Lead slugs moving in a pendulous mo- Fig. 4.73 depicts an active (servo-control) base-
tion in a viscous liquid are used. If the damping is used motion isolation system that is controlled by gyro-
as a tuned absorber, the natural pendulum frequency of scopes and level sensors mounted on a massive conven-
the lead slugs is designed to match the structural-exci- tional pneumatic isolator, For frequencies below 0.012
tation frequency. Hz, the system is controlled by the servo level; from

A similar principle for tall flexible structures is the 0.012 to 25 Hz the gyroscopes in the active system

use of suspended plastic-covered chains (see Fig. 4-67) maintain control; and above 25 Hz the leveling system

to damp wind-induced structural vibrations, rig. 4-68 is locked out and the test device and massive frame act

indicates the design of an elasto-plasto-viscous point as an inertial system mounted on springs. This results

vibration damper similar to that used on the Mariner in a s.e.Hz damped vibration system that provides a

IV spacecraft (Ref. 64). A variable-stiffness polymeric stable seismically inactive test platform for instrument

damper is shown in Fig. 4-69. In this design a heating calibration and performance testing (Ref. 65).

element is embedded within the polymeric damping A thorough discussion on the overall subject of the

material. By varying the temperature of the polymeric design of vibration isolation systems is given in a book

material, the stiffness or energy absorption of the prepared by the Society of Automotive Engineers (Ref.

damper can be varied. Fig. 4.70 demonstrates the con- 66).

cept of the wire-mesh isolator.
Table 4-9 compares some of the various types of 4-5.2 DAMPING

elastic elements on the basis or performance, cost, and
maintainability. As already discussed, structural damping is used to

reduce vibration :n the neighborhood of structural
4-5 resonances, A number of special structural assemblies

1 A v/mhave been designed to provide damping. Of these the
Fundamentally, active vibration isolatioA and ab- most effective structural damping techniques have in-

sorption systems consist of sensors, signal phocessors, volved the use of viscoelastic damping techniques. Fig.
and actuators. They are basically servomechaniisms in 4-74 shows the configuration of viscoelastic shear-
which sensors detect the vibration environment and damped solid plates and viscoelastic shear-damped
provide feedback signals that are proportional to the honeycomb plates. Such structural composites with vis.
vibration. These signals are modified by signal-process- coelastic shear-damped cores provide a large vibration
ing circuits and are used to control actuators that apply attenuation capability. Structural composites with vis-
forces or induce motions in accordance with the sensed coelastic inserts can be used as frames and supports.
vibration environment, These systems have a basic The constrained viscoelastic material acts as a barrier
disadvantage in their relative complexity. Fig. 4-71 de- against transmission of vibration. Since structural loss
monstrates an automatically controlled air-spring sus- factors and stiffness values for these composites have
pension system that can be used as a vibration absorber. been well documented, design data on damped struc-

Basically, it consists of an air spring with variable stiff- tural shapes are available for use in electronic chassis

ness (air pressure) and a closed-loop control of the and cabinet design (Ref. 67).

air-spring height, The various components of the sys-
tem are labeled on the diagram. 4-5.3 DETUNING AND DECOUPLING

Fig, 4-72 is a block diagram of an active vibration
isolator system. This active vibration isolator can iso- Decoupling and detuning can be used in a variety of

late transient and steady-state disturbances and main- situations. One example in which these techniques are
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effective is in the vibration protection of printed-circuit dynamic-mass balancing. Rotor balance is mandatory,
board components in electronic packages exposed to of course, for high-speed rotating machines. Rotor un-
broadband vibration. By insuring that the components, balance is only one of the sources of vibration in high-
circuit board, and chassis resonate at different frequen, speed rotating machinery, but all rotating machines are
ties, it is possible to reduce component vibration by this susceptible to vibration caused by unbalance. Static
detuning technique. Additional vibration attenuation unbalance occurs when the rotor center of gravity is
can be obtained by decoupling with the use of encapsu- eccentric to the rotor centerline of rotation. The magni-
lation compounds to reduce the number of coupled tude of rotor unbalance is consequently a weight (rotor
resonators. When encapsulation is employed, the com- weight) multiplied by the distance (eccentricity). Dy-
ponents and the circuit board experience vibration as a namic unbalance occurs when the total inertia (associ.
mechanical system with distributed inertial and stiff- ated with the center of gravity) with reference to the
ness properties instead of the components vibrating at rotational center line is nonzero. The balance problem
their various resonant frequencies, based on their in- becomes more difficult when rotors are flexible since
dividual inertial and stiffness properties. Fig. 4-75 the characteristics change with rotation speed. Unbal.
shows some modes of printed-circuit-board vibration. ance can be caused by geometrical errors, non-
Predicting printed-circuit-board response and design- homogeneity of materials, or distortion due to speed,
ing printed-circuit boards for limited shock and vibra- load, or temperature, in addition to simple mass unbal-
tion response are discussed by Derby and Ruzicka (Ref. ance. An extensive discussion of the balancing of rotat-
67) who have used structural composites with visco- ing machinery is found in Chap. 39 of Ref. 10.
elastic material layers to induce system damping. En- The third vibration control measure is the mea-
capsulated assemblies are generally more reliable than vibration absorber, which can have either rotational or
unencapsulated printed-circuit boards since the struc- linear motion, The vibration absorber functions by in-
tural integrity is improved and the likelihood of cow.po- troducing to a system an opposing excitation that can-
nent resonances that can cause lead breakage is re- cels the vibration response of the original rotating sys-
duced. An encapsulated assembly usually ha.s a greater temn. Such a mass-vibration absorber can be designed to
mass and can be susceptible t3 loosening and removal, eliminate unwanted internal motion although it does
however, particularly as a result of shock excitation. not eliminate internal machine stress. Fig. 4-76 is a

block diagram of a vibration absorber on an electric
motor or drum recorder. The natural frequency of the

4-B.4 VIBRATION CONTROL IN ROTATING absorber must coincide with the motor speed for maxi-
MACHINERY mum effectiveness. The main disadvantage of this sys-

Rotating machinery is considered separately b- tern is that it is effective at only one frequency, and two
cause, depending upon conditions, it can be a vibration resonant peaks are obtaiaed. Fig. 4-77 shows the sys-

source that either applies vibration to other materiel o! tern repone without the vibration absorber and with
the vibration absorber. Synchronized gyroscopic vibra.applies suffi cient vibration to its own con pnnents to to ,b o b r a eb e etl p d r r m li l p e

cause its malfunction. For example, consider the case tion a bsorbepi have been de'eloped for multiple speed
when a motor or a recorder generates vibration that absorption.
does not interfere with the operation of the unit itself
but transmits the vibration to other materiel in the
surrounding environment. Three approaches are possi- i
ble in such a situtmion: (O) isolation, (2) elimination of
excitation, or (3) absorption of excitation. The use of
vibration isolators for vibration control is similar to the
other applications of vibration isolators; however, in
this case the excitation originates within the machine
and the forces transmitted to the base of the machine
must be attenuated.

Certainly, the most straightforward method of con-
trolling a vibration is to remove its source. In high-
speed rotating machinme nma unbalance, gear imac-
curacie, nd belt fluctuatiom can be minimized FIGURE 4-76. Modol of Pkn~od.-cicult Bard
'hronugh careful design, machining specifications, and VIbAntfon (Ref. f).
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complex. For example, in the transportation environ-
RoorBearing Stiffness ment, numerous sources of vibrational disturbancts

M"" otor From may exist in the transporting vehicle or vessel, theMotor Fr.ae causes can be randomly distrihuted, and the mechani-
Support Damping cal connection to these vibration sources can be com-

plex. Since the vibrational environment is so complex,
a test to accurately reproduce such environments can
be an expensive, time-consuming, and sophisticated en-

Support Stitfne- Vibration Absorber deavor. Only when equipment cost is very high or relia-
bility is extremely important (such as in the aerospace
program) are such tests carried out. Although sophis-

FIGURE 4-76. VWbrtlon-aboraber Arplicstion to ticated testing and simulation techniques are used rou-
Electric Motor (Ref. 1). tinely in many applications, most materiel is of such a

nature that expensive testing is not feasible. Conse-
quently, instead of trying to accurately simulate the

4-6 SIMULATION AND TESTING

446.1 GENERAL

Vibration can be simulated by the use of rotating
eccentric weights or a crank-type mechanism that 2I/
translates rotary, mechanical, or hydraulic motion into
approximate sinusoidal vibration. However, such me-
chanical or hydraulic units are useful only up to about
800 Hz. The most widely used method of producing
sinusoidal vibration employs an electrodynamic • I

shaker, which operates on the same general principle as
the radio speaker. This type of equipment has a useful
frequency range of from approximately 5 to 2,000 Hz., - , , I,

The armature (or moving element) of the shaker is 2

excited by an AC signal while in a DC magnetic field. • NORM!ALIZED FREQUENCY

The AC signal can be produced by a variable-speed I (A) Without vibration absorber
motor-generator set or through the use of an electronic
signal generator and amplifier. The latter technique 4__
provides the flexibility of being able to build up any R - Hequlr Absorber
waveshape at various frequencies. - -.... Parallel- Damped Absorber

Since most actual vibration environments are aperi-
odic or quasirandom, the validity of sinusoidal vibra- •
tion testing has been questioned. Some form of shaped-spectrum, random vibration testing is a more accurate , 2/ •
simulation of the environment. Investigations have "

shown no apparent correlation between sine wave and
random vibration testing.

Fig. 4-78(A) is a block diagram of a typical sinusoi-

dal vibrator. A block diagram of the complex equip-
ment required to generate random vibrations, to com- 1 2 3
pensate for the various responses of test fixtures, and to NORMALIZED FREQUENCY
assure proper inputs to test specimens is shown in Fig.
4-78(B). (3) With vibration absrbers

As already pointed out in the discussion of the vibre-
tional environment, under most circumstances in real FIGURE 4-77. Efct of Absordir on Vibration of
life situations, the vibration environment is extremely Electri Motor (Ref. 1).
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(A) Slnusoidal vibrator
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(B) Random vibrator

FIGURE 4-7& Bock Di/'srn of Vibration Tat Sytmoe (Ref. 3A).

environment, a number of less sophisticated tests have specific peak platform acceleration that defines a spe-
been devised. cific frequency,

4-6.2.2 Cycling Test446.2 TESTS
While the bounce test Is not an attempt to simulate

Ih the testing of packaes, three types of vibration the environment, the cyding test represents the simplest

tests are currently used for evaluating packages: the attempt to simulate aLtual transportation vibrational

bour~ce test, the cycling test, and the resonance test environments. Daulcally, it requires a vibrational source

(Ref. 69). that allows adjustment of amplitude - well am frequency
(a noted previously, the bounce test is of fixed ampli.

4-6.2.1 Bounce Test tude). In the eyeling test the item to be tested is attach.
ed to the table of the vibrational source, and the test is

The bounce test is intended as a loose cargo vibration conducted by sweeping a band of frequencies according
test but is frequently employed as a general purpose to a specified amplitude venus frequency schedule. For
vibration test. In this test the package is placed, unat- simulation of transportation vibration enviinnments, the
tached, on a sturdy wooden platform that is driven schedule used is based directly on measured or expected
mechanically at constant frequency and amplitude for vibrational spectra.
a specified period of time. The testing machines com- Three types of frequency iweep are commonly em-
monly used have a fixed peak-to-peak amplitude of I in. ployed, The most widely used is the logarithmic sweep
Some have circular motion in a vertical plane while in which the total time per sweep is usually specified.
others have simple vertical linear motion. The bounce The second method of"sweeping the frequency range is
test is specified in two ways; some specifications require a pcewise-linear sweep. This type of sweep is em-
that the vibrational frequency be adjusted so that a thin ployed whenever the available testing apparatus does
feeler can be passed between package and platform not allow a continuously variable or programmable
without difficulty while other specifications require a sweep rate but rather provides several or r -ny con-
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stant sweep rates. The piecewise-linear sweeps are ar- tion of field data using computers is becoming an
ranged to best approximate the logarithmic sweep. The important testing method, The field data, recorded on
third and simplest technique of providing a frequency magnetic tape and controlled by computer, are used as
sweep consists of testing at a discrete number of fre. the input to the vibration devices that excite the item
quency-amplitude pairs. A total time of dwell at each to be tested. The multipoint input control test tech-
pair is chosen so that the net effect best approximates nioue utilizes two or more shakers to supply the vibra-
the logarithmic sweep, within the constraints imposed tory input to the system. Each shaker is individually
by the center frequencies available on the particular controlled, usually to a different input specification.
machine. This technique can be used to simulate field tests on

equipments that employ multipoint mounts in the field.
4-6.2.3 Resonance Test Multiaxis input control is a test technique in which all

three axes of a test item are vibrated simultaneously.
Resonance tests consist of a single frequency sweep This techniqui. is still in the early stages of develop-

across a specified frequency spectrum in order to iden. ment.
tify those frequencies at which the test item exhibits renv.A rather unusual vlbratlon environment Ii that which
resonance. Following identification of the resonances occurs during earthquakes. Vibration test criteria for
of the test item, the unit is vibrated at some or all of the evaluating the earthquake resistance and reliability of
resonant frequencies. Specifications generally require a electrical swltchgear are being developed (Ref. 0tO).
dwell of certain duration at each resonance, the ampli- Fur the r d re oest melod (gen i0).
tude being taken from a specific amplitude versus fre- Further discussion of test methods is given in par.
quency schedule. Resonance is usually detected by 4-8, The simulation capabilities of a number of rather
means of an accelerometer fitted to the package and is complex vibration testing and simulation facilities are
indicated by a peaking of the ratio of package accelera- discussed in par. 4-7.
tion to table acceleration as the frequency is slowly 4-7 TEST FACILITIES
swept.

A large number of Government facilities, private
4-6.3 SIMULATION OF FIELD RESPONSE companies, and independent testing laboratories have a

capability for performing vibration testing of various
At least one aspect of vibration testing is concerned kinds. These facilities range from the relatively simple

with evaluating the structural and/or functional integ- and uncomplicated shakers maintained by small com-
rity of a system. The success of such a test depends panies to extremely complex and expensive facilities
upon the accuracy of the simulation of the field envi- maintained by large companies and the Government.
ronment that the materiel will experience during its In order to illustrate the variety of types of vibration
service life. A number of vibration test techniques are facilities available, the discussion that follows contains
employed in various kinds of vibration testing. Some of some typical examples of a number of different types of
these techniques are motion control, motion-limiting, facilities.
force-limiting the input to the test item, force-motion One of the largest facilities for vib:ation testing, par-
product control, reproduction of field responses, mul- ticulrl'; in the area of wheeled vehicles, is that oper.
tipoint input control, and multiaxis input control (Ref. ated !jy the U.S. Army at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
69). Mi. Facilities at this center permit performance of

Briefly, motion-controlled vibration tests in which complete ground vehicle field tests, Specially con-
the input is maintained constant can be classified as structed roads containing such hazards as embedded
infinite-apparent-weight testing since the test item is rock, staggered bumps, corrugations, and vertical walls
not allowed to affect its environment as it does in the are provided for evaluation of a complete ground vehi-
field. Motion-limiting is a technique that prevents the cle under a shock and vibration service environment.
vibratory response at various levels on the test item Other facilities at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in-
from exceeding specified levels. If the motion exceeds clude a frame-twister road that imparts severe torsional
a specified limit, the input power is reduced. Force- stresses to the vehicle structure and a specially con-
limiting prevents the input force to the test item from structed 6-in. washboard road. This road consists of
exceeding specified levels. Reproduction of field re- 6-in. waves 72 in. apart. The frequency of the vibration
sponse represents one of the greatest advancements to- imparted to a vehicle may be varied by altering the
ward realistic vibration testing. Laboratory reproduc- speed of the vehicle as it travels over the washboard
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road. Foi example, a vehicle traveling at 5 mph will be The U S Army Armame.nt Command (ARMCOM)
subjected to a vibration frequency of 1.22 Hz. In addi- at Rock Island, Ill., has a variety of facilities that per-
tion to the rough roads, the fawlity has cross-country mit the testing of vehicular armament systems under
courses that embody hills, mud, and severe terrain, simulated field conditions. One such facility contains
Fording and swimming tests arc conducted in special simulation equipment that can simulate the motc i of
troughs. various kinds of weapon mounts and also permits field

Extreme environmental tests are conducted at firing of weapons on vehicles such as tanks, helicopters,
Yuma, Ariz. (desert environment) ano Ft. Churchill, and other armored vehicles. The variable-flexibility
Manitoba, Canada (arctic environment). The desert gun mount simulator consists of two rectangular load
course at Yuma has hills, sand dunes, and sloped sand springs with hydraulic pressure pads to provide adjust-
and dust vehicle courses. The arctic course provides able spring rates in a single degree of freedom (in the
deep snow and frozen lakes for the operating areas. direction of gun recoil). Attached to the firing platform
Temperatures on the order of -35'F are frequent in are two variable orifices that provide a variable damp-

the winter (Ref. 37). ing ratio. With this equipment, it is possible to simulate
The Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., present and future weapon mounting interfaces. The

has developed a rough-road simulator that employs spring rate can be varied from 90 to 100,000 lb in. -' and
rotating drums with detachable road profiles, or the damping ratio can be changed from 0.05 to 0.30.
bumps, that are interfaced with a wheeled vehicle to This simulator is capable of supporting weapons up to
provide a random shock and vibration environment and mcludiag 40-mm calibers, weighing up to 350 lb
(Ref. 71). The upper surfaces of the drums are at floor and having a muzzle energy and impulse up to 120,000
level with associated equipment mounted below floor ft-lb and 70 lb-s, respectively. Under these maximum
level. The steel drums are driven by V-belt drives pow- conditions and with nominal damping (dirmping ratio
ered by two hydraulic motors to give a speedometer equal to 0.10) the simulator is subjected to about 25,000
reading of approximately 38 mph for a 2-1/2-tn 6 x lb force and peak accelerations of 100,000 in. s-2. The
6 military truck. The speed controls of each set of simulator is located in a facility 194 ft long which also
drums are independently adjustable. The fore and aft contains a 1,000-in. range, target drop, sand butt, high
drums are not driven in phase. Heavy vehicles can be bay area with overhead crane, and extra-high, double
driven by the simulator at speeds up to 40 mph. Greater doors for equipment access. The simulator is located on
spe.ods are possible for powered vehicles if the engines a reaction mass at one end of the range. Hydraulic
are used to boost the driving power of the hydraulic power supplies for the simulator, vibration excitation
m otors. In testing %ehicles o n this sim ulator, three e ru pple s and the accessories iar at ed e art t he

separate phenomena occur: equipmen, and other accessories are located near the

(I) At low speeds (5 to 15 mph), forced vibration of reaction mass.

the vehicle body on its springs takes place. This corre- The ARMCOM simulator permits motions only in

sponds to a low frequency vibration with displacement one dihection (the line of fire); however, a more com-
amplitudes dependent on the spacing and heights of the plex multiple-degre-of-freedom gutp mount has also
road irregularities and on the speed of the vehicle. The been installed. This gun mount consists of a flexible
input acceleration levels are substantially below I G. suspension system having spring and damping charac-

(2) At higher speeds (15 to 40 inji.h), over the same teristics for six-degrees-of-freedom simulation-thus
irregularities as for the first phenomenon, a severe permitting translatory motion along and rotation about
wheel bounce oicurs, producing a random vibration, the three principal axes induced by the firing of the

(3) A single road discontinuity of large magnitude armament subsystem and resisted by the spring rate
is traversed at sufficient speed to cause the body of the and damping ratio that are characteristic of the vehicle
vehicle to strike the rubber pads (snubbers) on the ax- in a particular condition. As originally conceived, the
les. During the tim,: the axle pad and the body are in simulator actually supporti sections of full-size heli-
contact, the suspension system is changed by the effec- copters and lightweight tank cupolas. With the help of
tive removal of the main springs from the system, thus this simulator, the weapon may be traversed, elevated,
giving the body of the vehicle a large acceleration or or depressed. The flexible suspension system, cantilev-
deceleration. This impact can produce a medium level ered from a concrete column, consists of six hydraulic
shock pulse of 10 G maximum for a duration of several actuators attached at both ends by universal joints. By
millise•onds. proper excitation, simulation of the roll, pitch, and yaw
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effects of the helicopter, as well as the torque of its A new spacecraft test facility, the launch phase
roto.-, is possible (Ref. 72). simulator, has been developed by NASA (Ref. 74). The

A variety of multiple-degree-of-freedom motion combined launch and environmental conditions of
simulator systems for various environments are de- steady or sustained acceleration, acoustic noise, pres.
scribed in a report (Ref. 73). One system was a five- sure profile, and mechanical vibration can be simu-
degrees-of-freedom railcar simulator that will excite lated. Physically, the facility is a large centrifuge (60-ft
entire vehirles and structures such as equipment shel- radius to the payload center of gravity) weighing ap-
ten and transportation containers. The first test pro- proximately 500,000 lb. It has a cylindrical test cham-
gram using this system entailed simulation of the rail- ber (12 ft in diameter and 22 ft long) mounted on the
car shipping environment on automobiles to develop end of the centrifuge arm. The chamber houses the
solutions to railcar shipping damage problems. The acoustic, vacuum, and vibration systems and can ac-
railcar simulator consists of: commodare a payload or spacecraft configuration that

(1) A platform constructed from a section of tripak weighs up to 5,000 lb and can be defined in an envelope
railcar using minimum stiffening and restraint so that 10 ft in diameter and 15 ft long. The centrifuge is located
the test platform will exhibit high frequency local re- in an enclosure or rotunda 157 ft in diameter and 27 ft
sponses similar to those of the actual railcar platform. high. For the purposes of this discussion, only the vi-

(2) Six hydraulic actuators with associated ser- bration capabilities of this test facility are described.
vovalves, displacement feedback transducers, hydrau- The vibrational capabilities are mechanical vibration
lic power supply, and control electronics. Four actua- having three degrees of freedom (longitudinal or thrust,
tom are positioned in the vertical axis and two are lateral, and pitch) from 0.5 to 200 Hz with both
horizontally oriented to impart motion through the sinusoidal and random capability. Multiaxis motion
center of gravity of the platform in the lateral and with this system may be either independent or simul-
longitudinal directions. taneous. The system is capable of being operated on the

(3) Fixtures, air springs, spherical bearings, and a centrifuge arm or in an offboard condition mounted on
parallel cable assembly. a seismic reaction mass. The sinusoidal and random

(4) Automobile tiedown devices to establish the vibration schedules for the system are listed in Table
proper relationship of the chain tiedown from the vehi- 4-10.
cle underbody to the tiedown track on the railcar deck. At Its engineering and research center In Denver,

The vertical ind longitudinal actuator displacement Colo., the U S Bureau of Reclamation has installed a

capacities are 4.0 in., and the lateral actuator displace- vibration test system to study the effects of simulated

ment capacities 8.0 in. Force requirements were 13,600 earthquakes and other dynamic forces on test structures

lb for the lateral and longitudinal actuators and 27,400 (Ref. 75). This test facility has been used primarily for
determining the structural response of reinforced

lb for the vertical actuators. Frequency response was cnrte spI men s the tru tural ishouse infar53-
concrete specimens. The test facility Is housed in a 53-

0.5 to 25 Hz. The structural beams used to react the by 42-ft building with a high ceiling of 28 ft 8.5 In. A
actuator loads' were preloaded with existing reaction major feature of the bu"dlng is a 250-ton seismic mass.
masses and designed to be resonance free in the 0.5 to The reinforced concrete mass is 28 ft by 17 ft by 5 ft
25 Hz range. The system is capable of providing motion 8.75 In. with a 5- by 5- by 12-ft buttress at one end.
in three orthogonal directions as well as pitch and roll Two hydraulic rams (or exciters) are used to produce
rotational directions (Ref. 73). static or dynamic forces. Characteristics of the rams are

Another simulation system is the three-axis vibration given In Table 4.11. Control equipment permits general
test system. This is used to simulate helicopter flight sine wave dynamic testing using two oscillator systems.
environments and originated with a requirement by the Both may be operated either Individually or simultane-
U S Army Aviation Test Board to create a vibration ously to drive two exciters In a closed-loop configuration
environment that is representative of the vibration en- to maintain a preset acceleration, velocity, or displace.
vironment encountered by the AN/ARC-115 radio set ment level. The oscillator produces a sInusoldal slignI
when installed in an OH-58 helicopter. Other simula- from 5 to 5,000 Hz or 5,005 to 10,000 Ha. Logarithmic
torn being designed include a 50-ton tracked and sweep rates at 182 different speeds range from 0.3 to
wheeled vehicle-road simulator, a wheel-rail dynamics 335 deg minm1 on a circular 220-deg scale. Closed-loop
test facility, and a high force vibration test facility (Ref. control of acceleration from an acceletometer signal can
73). be performed only above 10 Hz. Other oscillators caps-
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TABLE 4-10. VIBRATIONAL TESTING CAPABILITIES OF LAUNCH PHASE
SIMULATOR (Ref. 70)

Vibration SCHEDULE

Motion Force

Longitudinal or thrust + 4 g, 1-in. double amplitude
motion

Sinusoidal Lateral + 2 g, 1-In. double amplitude
motion -2

Pitch + 10 rad s angular acceleration,
0.015 rad double amplitude motion

Longitudinal or tl;rust RMS 2.8 g(Peak 8.4),
1-in. double amplitude motion

Random Lateral RMS 1.4 g(Peak 4.2 g), 1-in. double
amplitude motion

Pitch RMS 7 rad s"2 angular acceleration,
0.015 rad double amplitude motion
(Ref. 74)

ble of producing sinusoidal, triangular, or square wave- ment and after exposure to the transportation vibration
forms in five ranges from 0.005 to 50,000 Hlz are avail- environment. As noted in par. 4-6, simulation of the
able with either logarithmic or linear sweep r~tes. field environment, or even the transportation environ.
Random noise generhtorj are also available to drive the ment, of materiel is a distinctly complicated, difficult,
system. Findily, a curve follower Is available to generate and expensive task. These two types of environmental
arbitrary waveshape signals. The system Is capable of conditions are distinct because, in the transportation
performing most civil engineering tests in which the environment, materiel is not actually operating and can
dynamic responses of structural elemtnts or models are be protected, while, in the operational environment, the
to be studied. Future projects envisioned for this facility equipment is in use.
include hydrodynamic effects on submerged structures, A number of specifications detail the conditions under
structure-found ition Interaction, and the effects of which materiel shall be transported. Basically, these
nonstructural elements in frame structures, specifications Involve the manner in which the materiel

It has not been possible to include all of the vibration shall be packaged for different kinds of transportation
facilities both governmental and Private that are availa- and storage environments. Theap are supported by engl-
ble within the United States. The examples were given neering information such as is contained In AMCP
for the purposes of ilustration to demonstrate the spec- 706-130, Desien for Air Transport and Airdrop of Mate-
trum of facility types among the more complex and riel (Ref. 15). This handbook presents general technical
extensive facilities. In no sense are these illustrations and operational air transport and airdrop requirements
intended to be exhaustive of the vibration facilities and provides detailed airdrop design criteria. Because
available, materiel developed for air transport or airdrop must

meet the limitations imposed by th, characteristics of
the aircraft, the handbook Includes a chapter on the

4-8 GUIDELINES AND statistical-logistical data of Amy and Air Force aircraft
SPECIFICATIONS that transport or airdrop Army equipment. Selected

commercial aircraft that may be utilized to transport
Vibration specifications are necessary in order to in- equipment are Ito Included.

crease the capability of materiel for performing its in- Another engineering handbook involving the trans-
tended function in the operational vibration environ- port environment ib AMCP 706-121, Packaging and
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Pack Engineering (Ref. 14). This handbook discusses (8) AR 55-203, Movement of Nuclear Wempom Nu-
the fundamental principles, policies, and limitations of clear Components, and Related Classoed Nonnuclear
military packaging and pack engineering and is in- Material
tended to serve as an introduction to military packeg- (9) AR 55-228, Transportation by Water ofExplo-
ing and pack engineering, including protection from sives and Hazardous Cargo
vibration. A major portion of the text is devoted to a
broad treatment of the subject, emphasizing the ra-
tionale of military. packaging and directing the user to (11) AR 220-10, Preparation for Overseas Movement
other authoritative publications for information on of Units
how to perform a specific engineering task.

Another related document is TM 38-230-1, Preserva- (12) AR 70-44, DOD, Engineering for Tansporta
tion and Packaging Vol. i, Preservation, Ptckagitig bility Program
and Packing of Military Supplies and Equipment (Ref. (13) Safety Series No. 6, International Atomic En-

76). This manual presents the fundamental principles ergy Agency, Vienna, 1967, Regulations for the Safe

and approved methods employed in the protection of Trantport of Radioactive Materials

military supplies and equipment against deteri3ration (14) DOT Regulation, 49 CFR, Pats 170-190
and damage during shipment and storage. It cinph-- (16) FAA Regulation, Transportation of Danproas
sizes the importance of preservation and packaging of Articles and Magnetized Materials by Commercial Air,
military supplies and equipment, and contains detailed 14 CFR, Part 103
information concerning the requirementn to accom- (16) Coast Guard Regulation, Rules and Rqeulations
plish such operations. for Military Explosive and Hassrdous Murdtions, 46

Packing, which deals with exterior containers and CPR, Parts 146-149 (CG 108 and CG 187)
the placing of supplies therein-together with block- (17) U S Poet Office Department, Postal Laws and
ing, bracing, cushioning, strapping, weatherproofing, Regulations, Title 39 CPR, Parts 14 and 13, U S Postal
marking, or other equivalent action to prepare material Guide, Parts 124 and 125
for -hipment-is covered in TM 38-230-2 (Ref. 77); (18) IATA International Air Transport Association,
preparation of freight for air shipment is covered in Montreal, Quebec, 1A TA Regulations Relating to the
more detail in TM 38-236 (Ref. 78), which should be
consultediwhen known air2 transportatwion requirmens Carriage of Restricted Articles by Air, 20th Edition,
consulted when known air transportation requirements 1969
exist. Also, a variety of other packaging specifications
or criteria are published in the following publications: (19) Motor Carriers Explosives and Dangerous Arti-

(I) TM 38-250, Packaging and Handling of Dan- cles Tariff, Dangerous Articles TariffNa 14, December
sMaterials for Transportation by Military 1969, published by and available from American

Secrouat Trucking Association, Inc., 1616 P Street, N.W.,
Aircrqft WsigoDC

(2) AEC Regulation, Title 10 CFR, Part 71, Pack- Washington, D.C.
aging of ,adioactive Material for Transport No. 6-D, governing the transportation of mtricted arti-

(3) DOD Regulation 4500.32R, Military Standard cles by air. Published by and available from Airline Pub-
Transportation and Movement Procedures
(MILSTAMP) TABLE 4.11. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

OF HYDRAULIC RAMS (Ref. 751

Rom nmlr 1

vector force. lb s0,0lo 30,000

Stell fore ., lb 1.00 37.05

(6) AR 55-55. Transportation of Radioactive and stroke, Ifi. 1 10

Fissile Materials Other Than Weapons Mium vlocity, ,p, Is 30

(7) AR 55-56, Transportation of Chemical Ammu- 0,kw trq nicy. 14 400 100

nition Chemical Agents, and Other Dangerous
Chemicals
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lisher, Inc., Agent, Washington, D.C. These transport- equipment transported by common carrier, land, and
ability regulations and specifications have been ex. air. Separate tests are required for packages tied down
cerpted from Ret. 79. during transport and for loose cargo. The test for tied-

Most vibration test specifications include some com- down cargo includes a combined cycling and resonance
bination of bounce, cycling, or resonance testing as test, and the loose cargo test is comprised of a bounce
described in par. 4-6.2. The three most widely used test and a resonance search. Separate amplitude versis
vibration test standards today are MIL-STD.8 10, Enyl- frequency schedules are prescribed for air transport
ronmental Test Methods Method 514 (Ref. 51); Federal and for three ci-.sses of land transport. Table 4-12 sum-
Test Method, Standard 101B (Method 5020 and Method marizes these tests.
5019) (Ref. 80); and MIL-STD-331 (Test 104.1) (Ref. The vibration tests of Federal Test Method, Stand-
81). MIL-STD-810 (Method 514) prescribes tests for ard 101B, are also widely used. Method 5020 includes
many categories of equipment in aircraft and missiles low and high frequency range cycling tects and a reso.
and in addition has a stparate category for packaged nance test. Method 5019 is a bounce test. Vibration tests

TABLE 4-12. PACKAGE VIBRATION TEST FROM MIL-STD-810

(Ref. 66)

CARGO TIED DOWN

1. Amplitude vs frequency schedules are as shown in this speci-
fication for four classes of transport: air; tracked vehi-
cles; trucks, tractor-trailers, and railroad; and two wheeled
trailers. Package weight is taken into account in the air
transport schedule.

2. Test frequency range is 2-500 Hz, except for air transport
of packages whose weight exceeds 100 lb. In the exceptional
cases, the upper limit frequency is decreased with increasing
weight.

3. Test time is 15 min per axis per 1,000 ml of land transport
and 1 hr per axis per 1,000 mi of air transport. If both
modes are included, the land transport test time shall apply
only to the frequency range from 2 Hz to the intersection
with the air transport schedule, and the air transport time
applies to the frequency range from that intqrsection to the
upper limit frequency.

4. Resonance search is conducted by a single sweep of the fre-
quency range for each axis at amplitudes reduced from the
schedul es.

5. Resonant dwell is taken at the four most severe resonances
along each axis if that many are clearly defined. Dwell time
is 2.5 min per 1,000 mi of land transport or 10 min per 1,000
mi of air transport.

6. Cycling test is used for the remainder of the test time. A
logarithmic sweep at the rate of 15 min per sweep is pre-
ferred, although a piecewise-linear sweep is acceptable.
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from Federal Test Method, Standard 1011, are summa- in MIL-STD-810 (Ref, 51) and in USATECOM MTP
rized, in Table 4-13. 4-2-804 (Ref. 82). These specificatic•s were developed

MIL-STD-33 i, Test 104.1, is a vibration test com- through extensive road testing and reduction of data at
monly used for the transport of explosive materials. It Aberdeen Proving• Ground. Tests were conducted on
includes two procedures, which are described in Table three types of military vehicles: tractor-trailers, tracked
4-14. Procedure I includes a cycling test and a resonance vehicles, and two-wheeled trailers. In addition, both
test, and Procedure 2 includes only a cycling test over specifications relate Ahe •:.at duration to the actual dis-
a restricted frequency range. tance and/or td':, v f transport. The vibration environ-

Most bounce tests are performed c.n special testing mert is simulsted to a much 1,swer degree in the reso-
machines having a I in. peak-to-peak displacement. nance test, which should be viewed as a damage
Other paiameters to be specified during bounce tests simulation test. In this test it is assumed that vibra-
are the frequency (or peak vibrational acceleration) and tional damage results almost entirely from vibrational
test duration. A summary of a number of the major inputs at those frequencies for which the package ex-
bounce test specifications is given in Table 4-15. hibits resonance. Another explicit ,ssumption in the

Cycling tests require specification of the amplitude resonance test is that damage incurred by simultaneous
versus frequency schedules, the test duration, and the excitation at a number of frequencies is equivalent to
details of the sweep; i.e., type of sweep and sweep rate. the cumulative damage resulting from separate excita-
The amplitude versus frequency schedules are given in tion at each of those frequencies as experienced in the
the pertinent specifications. Table 4-16 is a summary of test. Emphasis in the major test specifications is much
the specified test durations per axis for the major heavier on the resonance test than on the cycling test;
specifications, and Table 4-17 is a summary of the speci- for example, MIL-STD-810 (Method 514.1) requires
fied sweeps. two-thirds of the testing time for tied-down packages to

The resonance test consists of a resonance search be devoted to the resonant dwells.
followed by dwells at the resonant frequency discov- The bounce test provides the least degree of environ-
ered. Specifications do not vary greatly from one to the mental simulation. Even so, it hus received very wide
other on the resonant search, which is conducted as a acceptance, partly because it is useful in estimating the
sweep at levels somewhat lower than used in the cycling endurance of a package subject to transport vibrations.
tests. The specifications do not specify the positions of Good correlation between results in bounce and per-
the accelerometers or the number of accelerometers to formance in vehicular tests has been demonstrated. A
be emp'oyed. As a result, accelerometer locations must package that is tested by the bounce test is, in effect,
be chosen appropriate to the package being tested, it subjected to a great many low velocity impacts with the
being presumed that the accelerometer should be wooden testing platform. The shocks resulting from
located in positions appropriate to detect any reso- these impacts generate very broad spectrum vibrations
nances that may occur during the search. When a speci- in the package, so that it might be supposed that all
fication requires a cycling test in addition to resonance package resonances should receive some excitation
tests, the dwell levels at the resonant test are usually from these recurring impacts. Whatever the vibration
taken the same as in the arnplitude-frequency scheaule
of the cycling test. If the resonance search fails to reveal test employed, for those packages constructed from

any resonances, then the resonant dwells are often re- humidity-degradable materials, it is recommended that

placed by additional cycling time. Table 4-18 is a sum- a preconditioning exposure to a high humidity atmos-

mary of several resonance test specifications. The fre. phere be given prior to testing. Such preconditioning is

quency ranges to be employed in the resonant sear.-h, generaily required for all types of loading tests.
the dwell time to be us'ed at each resonant frequency, In order to demonstrate the quantity of military
3nd an indication of the dwell level are given, specifications pertinent to vibration testing and to

None of these vibration tests duplicate or presume to make some additional comparisons among these

duplicate actual transport vibrational environments. It specifications, the results of a recently conducted sur-

is recognized that duplication of the actual environ- vey of vibration test procedures in use by the Air Force
nwnt would be too costly and time-consuming. Ran- is reviewed (Ref. 83). In this survey, specifications and
dom vibration testing at accelerated levels also has not standards containing vibration test procedures in use
been employed for pa,.kage testing due to the higher by the Air Force are compiled. A representative sample
cost. The most serious approaches toward environmen- of hardware specifications was examined to establish
tal simulation have been taken in the area of the cycling the direction and extent of use of vibration tests offered
tests, particularly those of the land transport schedules in the various test specifications and standards. A total
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TABLE 4-13. VIBRATION TESTS FROM FEDERAL TEST METHOD STANDARD 101B (Ref. s8)

METHOD 5020

1. The low-frequency cycling extends over the range from 2-5 Hz.
Test lcvel. is 1-in. double amplitude and the test time is 15
min per axis. The sweep Is to be a logarithmic sweep at 2
min per octave. However, a discrete frequency alternate is
acceptable; 5 min each at 2, 3, and 5 Hz.

2. The high frequency cycling test schedule from 5-500 Hz Is as
illuscrated in the specifitation, except that the upper limit
frequency is taken as In the aircraft portion of the MIL-STO-
810 test. Test time is 15 min per axis. Again a logarithmic
sweep is preferred, and although the sweep rate is not speci-
fied, it is required that at least four 5-max freq. - 5 Hz sweeps
be executed. Two alternates are allowed in the sweep:

Time, s Freq., Hz Double

amplitude, in.

70 5-7.56 0.673

Piecewise- 70 7.56-11.44 0.295

linear W 11.44-17.3 0.129

sweep 70 17.3-26.6 0.055

105 26.6-50 0.036

70 6.15 0.673

Discrete 70 9.3 0.295

freq. 70 14.07 0.129

sweep 70 21.6 0.055

70 32.7 0.036

70 49.5 0.036

3. The resonance test specifies a 15-mtn dwell at each resonant
frequency.

LOOSE CARGO

1. Counce test is taken at 1-in. double amplitude (i.e., peak-to
peak displacement) at 284 rpm (4.73 Hz). Test time is 30 min
on each face, for a total test time of 3 hr.

2. Resonant search Is conducted over thu. range from 10-55 141 with
a minimum double amplitude of 0.003 In., b increments of 1-Hz
steps and maintaining at least 10 s at eac frequency. This
test is run solely to establish that the resonant amplication
factors do not exceld 2.0.
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TABLE 4.14. VIBRATION TEST FROM MIL4TD-331 (Ref. 68)

PROCEDURE I

1. Cycling test is divided into two ranges, 10-60 Hz and 60-500 Hz.
Ten sweeps per axis (10-60-10 Hz) are taken over the lower range
and 14 sweeps per axis over the high range (60-500-60). A
logarithmic sweep is specified such that each sweep requires 20
min. The amplitude schedules are given in the specification.

2. Resonance test consists of a 20-mmn dwell at each resonant
frequency, the amplitude taken as In the cycling test. If no
resonances are found, two extra 15-mmn sweeps are required in
each of the cycling ranges.

3. A discrete frequency alternate is allowed. For the cycling
test, this alternate requires 60-mmn dwells at each of the
following frequencies:

a. Lonqitudinal axis: 10, 17, 28, 46, 76, 128, 212, 350 Hz

b. Transverse axis 1: 12, 20, 33, 54, 91, 152, 250, 417 Hz

c. Transverse axis 1I: 14, 24, 38, 65, 107, 178, 297, 500 Hz

If no resonances are detected, the resonant dwells are replaced
by 15-mmn dwells (each axis) at 10, 46, 152, and 500 Hz.

PROCEDURE I I

1. Cycling test over range 10-60 Hz requires 16 logarithmic sweeps
(10-60-10 Hz) of 15-mmn duration, following the schedule given
in the specification.

2. The discrete frequency alternate requires 10 min each at the

following frequencies:

10, 11, 12, 14, 15. 16, 17, lb, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32,

35, 38, 41, 44, 47, 51, 55, 60 Hz.

METHOD 5019

1. Bounce test is taken at 1-In. double amplitude at a frequency
such that a 1/16-in. feeler may be slid freely between speci-
men and platforMor, alternatively at a 1-G peak acceleration.
Test time is 2 hir if testting In only one position or 3 hr if
testad in more than one position.
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TABLE 4-15. BOUNCE TEST SPECIFICATIONS (RMe. 68)

Specification Frequency Test
adjustment duration

Federal Test Method 1/16 in. feeler or 1 g Single position
Stondard 1018 ? hr
(Method 5019) Multiple position

3 hr

MIL-STD-810 4.73 Hz (1.148) 30 min each face

(Method 514.1)

MIL-T-4734 4.73 Hz (1.14 g) 15 min each face

ASTM D 999-68 1.0-1.1 g Unspecified

National Safe Trans- 1/16 in. feeler 1 hr
it Committee
Test Procedures

MIL-W-21927 4.5 Hz (1.03 g) 30 min each axis,
(outdated) or 1 hr, single

axis

TABLE 4.16. CYCLING TEST DURATIONS (Ref. 6B)

Specification Test duration per axis

MIL-STD-810
Land 15 min/1,000 mt
Air 1 hr/1,000 ml

Federal Test Method 105 min

Standard 101 B

MIL-STD-331 8 hr

USATECOM MTP 4-2-804
Land Trucks-tractor trailers-two-wheeled

trailers, 15 min/l,000 ml
Tracked vehicles, 20 min/1,000 mi

Air Actual flight time or 3 hr (lesser)

MIL-E-4970 48 min
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TABLE 4-17. CYCLING TEST SWEEP REOUIREMENTS (Ref. 68)

MIL-STD-810 Log sweep, 15 min for complete cycle
(5-500-5 Hz)

Federal Test Method Log sweep, 2 min/octave In 2-5 Hz range,
Standard 101B minimum of 4 cycles in 5-500 Hz range

Alternate I, piecewise-linear sweep in
the 5-500 Hz range

Alternate I1, discrete frequency sweep in
the 5-500 Hz range

MIL-STD-331 Procedure I, log sweep, 20 min for com-
plete cycle (10-500-10 Hz)

Alternate 1, discrete frequency sweep

Procedure II, log sweep, 15 min for com-
plete cycle (10-60-10 Hz)

Alternate III, discrete frequency sweep

MIL-E-4970 Constant sweep rate, 1 Hz/s

MIL-STO-167 (Type I) Discrete frequency sweep in 1 Hz Intervals,
5-min dwell at each.

TABLE 4.18. RESONANCE TEST SPECIFICATIONS (Ref. 68)

Specification Frequency DwellSpetfcltonrange time

MIL-STO-810 (Method 514.1) 5-500 Hz Land: 2,5 rrn/1,000
mt

Air: 10 min/1,0OC
mi

Federal Test Mrthod Standard 2-500 Ht 15 min
1018 (Method 5020)

MIL-STD-331 (Test 104) 10-500 Hz 15 min
Procedure I

USATECOC MTP 4-2-804 4.5-500 Hz Two-wheeled trailers
trucks, trector-trill-
ers: 2.S min/1.000

mi

Tracked vehicles:
3.3 mln/1,000 ml

Air: 17% of flight
time or 30 min

MIL-i-4970 2-600 Hz 30 imn

MIL-P-7936 2-60 Hz 1 hr

MIL-STD-167 5-33 Hz 2 hr tout

MIL-W-21927 and WR.ll 2-60 Hz 30 min
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TABLE 4.19. TEST SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS (RA. 83)

Date of Last
Number Title origin revision

MIL-E-5272 Environmental resting of 12/7/45 1/20/60
(formerly 41065) Aeronautical and Associited

Equipment

HIL-E-5009 Turbojet and Turbofan Air- 6/14/46 11/13/67
craft Engines

MIL-T-945 Test Equipment for Elec- 7/2/47 4/11/68
tronic Equipment

MIL-E-5400 Airborne Electronic Equip- 12/1/49 5/24/68
ment

MIL-T-5422 Environmental Testing for 12/1/49 11/15/61
Airborne Electronic.Equip-
ment

MIL-STD-202 Test Methods for Electronic 1/29/53 4/14/69
and Electrical Component
Parts

MIL-STD-167 Mechanical Vibrations of 1/29/53 4/14/69
Shipboard Equipment

MIL-C-172 Vibration for Aircraft 12/15/53 12/8/58
Electronic Equipment
Cases

MIL-T-7743 Store Suspension Equip- 12/5/56 3/22/G2
ment Testing

MIL-T-4807 Ground Electronic Equip- 10/7/58 10/7/58
ment Vibration and Shock
Tests

MIL-STD-750 Test Methods for Semi- 1/19/62 8/26/68
Conductor Devicus

MIL-STD-810 Environmental Test 6/14/62 6/15/67
Methods

MIL-STD-1311 Test Methods for Elec- 4/19/68 7/10/69
tron Tubes

MIL-STD-883 Test Methods for Micro- 5/1/68 5/1/68
electronics
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69.2% of 5,917 detailed hardware or equipment srecifications

70 pertaining to Air Force materiel were selected at ran-

dom. Of these 1,381 or approximately 23 percent con-
60 *NOTE: PERCENTAGES SHOWN t;ned vibration test specifications. Fig. 4-79 indicates

PERTAIN TO THE 1381 the types of equipment most often subjected to vibra.

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS tion tests. It can be seen that electrical and electronic
VITHAT CONTAINED equipment comprises the bulk of major equipment that

is subjected to vibration tests. In this survey a number
40 of test specifications and standards are compared to

determine the number and type of vibration tests pre-
sented in the specifications. Table 4-19 lists the test

S30 specifications along with their title, date of origin, and

revisions as of 1971. Table 4-20 indicates the types of test
20 17.0% procedures contained in the various specifications and

standards, As can be seen resonance testing is a very
common test procedure. The resonant dwell may be

10 56.6Z followed by cycling tests to check for equipment mal-
0 2.2% function or for internal resonances that are difficult to

A -- detect. In early test procedures, only cycling tests are
ELECTR. •IqSTR. ACFT. ENG. MTSC. required, Table 4-21 shows a range of test paramcters

ACCESS. for typical cycling-type tests and for a variety of equip-

ment locations.
One additional type of test with sinusoidal excitation

is the endurance test, which is also listed in Table 4-20.
FIGURE 4-79. Types of Equipment Most Often This is a fatigue test and is generally of longer duration

Subjected to Vibration Tewt (Ref. 83). than the resonant or cycling test. Table 4-22 indicates

TABLE 4.20. TYPES OF TEST PROCEDURES IN TEST SPECIFICATIONS
AND STANDARDS (Ref. 83)

Endurance Rand-om- Temp. Weight Allow Total
Spec. No. Resonance Cycling Steady Cycling Vib. Vib. Vib. Vib. Tests

MIL-E-5272 4 4 1 1 0 1 1 12MIL-E-5009 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
MIL-T-945 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3
MIL-E-5400 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4
MIL-T-5422 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
MIL-STD-202 1 5 0 0 1 0 0 7
MIL-STD-167 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
MIL-C-172 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4
MIL-T-7743 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
MIL-T-4807 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
MIL-STD-750 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
MIL-STD-810 14 6 0 0 2 1 64 37
MIL-STD-1311 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 6MIL-STD-883 0 1 1 0 0 0_ 0

TOTAL 7' T5
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TABLE 4.21. CYCLING TEST PARAMETERS (Ref. 83)

Double Total
For equipment ampl., Accel., Freq., vib.

mounted on in. 9 Hz time, hr

Recip. and gas turb. eng. 0.036-0.10 1-20 5-500 9

Turbojet engine 0.036-0.10 1-20 5-2,000 9

Aircraft structure on
mounts 0.010 2 5-500 9

Helicop. structure on
mounts 0.036-0.10 2-5 5-500 9

Helicop. structure, no
mounts 0.10 2 5-500 9

Air-launched mi ssi les,
captive phase 0.036-0.10 1-10 5-500 6

Air-launched missiles 0.036-0.10 1-10 5-2,000 1.5

Grnd-launched missiles 0.06-0.20 1-50 5-2,000 1.5

Grnd. supt. vehicles 0.06-0.10 1-50 5-2,000 9

TABLE 4-22. ENDURANCE TEST PARAMETERS (Ref. 83)

Double IFrequency
Equipment amplitude, Acceleration, range, Total test

type in. g Hz time, hr

Microelectronic 0.06 20 20-60 96

Suspended store 0.03 10 50 300

En~ ne mounted 0.01-0.05 20 15-250 36
(on turbojet
or turbofan)
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TABLE 4-23. RANDOM VIBRATION TEST PARAMETERS (Ref. 83)

Power spectral Overall Total
Equipment type density rMs g time

All equipment attached 0.02 5.2 3 min to 8 hr

to structure of air 0.04 7.3 in one or three

vehicles and missiles 0.06 9.0 directions as

powered by high 0.10 11.6 speciffed in

thrust jets and 0.20 16.4 detail specifi-

rocket engines 0.30 20.0 cation

0.40 23.1

0.60 28.4

1.00 36.6

1.50 44.8

TABLE 4-24. TEST SPECIFICATIONS MOST OFTEN REFERENCED
(Ref. 83)

No. Specification Percentage

MIL-STD-202 Test Methods for Electronic and
Electrical Component Parts 12.4

MIL-E-5400 Airborne Electronic Equipment 1.7

MIL-T-5422 Aircraft Electronic Equipment
Environmental Testing 1.7

MIL-STD-810 Environmental Test Methods 10.7

MIL-E-5272 Environmental Testing of Aeronau-
tical and Associated Equipment 51.3

480
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parameters associated with some type of endurance REFERENCES
test. Only two of the specifications, MIL-STD-810 and
MIL-STD-202, recommend random vibration testing. 1. R. L. Eshleman, Shock and Vibration Tech.
Table 4-23 indicates typic-l parameters for random nology with Applications to Electrical Systems.
vibration tests. A Surwy, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

Of the 14 general requirements documents reviewed ministration, NASA SP.5100, Washington,
in this summary, five were found to contain the D.C., 1972.
majority (74 percent) of the vibration tests described. 2. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Vibra.
These documents are listed in Table 4-24. Of all the tion Manua4 by the MSFC Vibration Commit-
specifications, MIL.STD-810 is the most detailed, has
been recently revised, and contains the most vibration Ala., undated.

tests presented. Further, MIL-STD-810 is the only test 3. R, E. D. Bishop and D. C. Johnson, The Me-
specificatic. surveyed that describes a gunfire test and c.onies of Vibratiopn Cambridge Univ. Press,

only one of two (the other is MIL-STD-202) that pre- London, V960.

sents random vibration ,est procedures. MIL-E-5272, 4. R. A. Anderson, Fundamentals Pf Vibra.
which was referenced far more frequently than MIL. sien, The Macmillan Co,, N.Y., 1967.
STD-810, precents vibration tests formulated for the air 5. F. S. Th etal., Mechanical VibrationY Allyn

vehicles and equipment of 15 to 20 yr ago. The apparent and Bacon, Boston, 1963.

reason for such infrequent reference to an updated im- 6. C. T. Morrow, Shock and Vibration Engineer.
proved specification seems to lie in the regulations con- ing, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., N.Y., 1963.
cerning automatic review of specifications at 5-yr inter- 7. R. H. Wallace, Understanding and Measuring
vals. The rt..uirements of MIL-E-5272 appear to be Vibrations, Wykeham Publications, London,
based on 1950 to 1955 technology. On the other hand 1970.
MIL-STD-810 is a much more recent document, having 8. A. P. French, Vibrations and Waves, W. W.
been available since 1962. It does seem clear that MIL. Norton & Co., Inc., N.Y., 1971.
STD-810 in its latest revision represents the most com- 9. C. M. Hams and C. E. Crede, Edo,, Shock and
plete and up-to-date vibration test specification cur- Vibration Handbook, Vol. 1, McGraw-Hill
rently in use by the military. Book Co., Inc., N.Y., 1961.

Virtually all of the specifications discussed previously 10. C. M. Harris and C. E. Crede, Eds,, Shock and
are concerned with equipment that will be subjected to Vibration Handbook, Vol. 3, McGraw-Hill
an external vibration environment. Yet, many types of Book Co., Inc., N.Y., 1961.
materiel are themselves vibration sources. This Is partlcu. 1. Materiel Test Pmcedure 2-1-003, Aberdeen
laMy true with terieet to rotating machinery. Some basic Proving Ground, Md., 22 December 1965
guidelines have been published in the literature on the (AD-717 987).
vibration levels in rotating machinery that are generally 12. A Study of Transportation of Hazardousaeospted, For example, Richart et al. discusses general Materials, Highway Research Board and
machinery vibration teverity (Ref. 84). The vibration Committee on Hazardous Materials, National

severity is given In term of horizontal peak velocity (in. Academy of Science--National Research
0i) and compar.d with machine operation. For exam. Council, Washington, D.C., July 1969.
pie, horizontal peak velocity of 0.006 In. s"t Is con- 13. H. H. Hubbard, "Aero Space Vehicle Noise-

sidered to be extremely smooth, 0.010 to 0.020 In. s0 is Induced Structural Vibrations", Sound and
considered smooth, 0.040 to 0.080 In. s0 Is considered Vibration, December 1971, pp. 14-17.
good, 0.160 to 0.815 In. s0 is considered slightly rough, 14, AMCP 706-121, Engineering Design Hand-
0.315 to 0.630 In. s0 Is considered rough, and anything book, Packaging and Pack Engineering.
greater than 0.630 In. s-1 is considered very rough. 15. AMCP 706-130, Engineering Design Hand-
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book, Design for Air Transport and Airdrop of 27. F. E. Ostrem arnd M. L. Rumenman, Shock
Materiel. and Vibration Transportation Environmental

16. AMCP 706-356, Engineering Design Hand- Criteria Report MR 1262-1, General Ameri.
book, Automotive Series, Automotive can Research Division, General American
Suspensions. Transportation Corp., Niles, Ill., September

17, T. Priede, "Origins of Automotive Vehicle 1965,
Noise", Journal of Sound and Vibration, 15, 28. R. A. Harley, "Impromptu Vibration Data
No. 1, 61-73 (1971). Acquisition with EL 1-31 Recorder", 13th An-

18. J. T. Foley, The Environment Experienced by nual Technical Meeting Proceedings, Vol. I,
Cargo on a Flatbed Tractor Trailer Combina- April 10-12, 1967, Institute of Environmental
don, Research Report SC-RR-66-677. Sandia Sciences. Mt. Prospect, Ill., pp. 83.93.
Corporation, Albuquerque, N. Mex., Decem- 29. J. J. Catherines, "Measured Vibration Ride
ber 1966. Environments or a STOL Aircraft and a High-

19. Data Package of 182 Documents from AEC/- Speed Train", Shock and Vibration Bulletin,
DOD Environmental Data Bank. Sandia No. 40, Part 6 (December 1969), pp. 91-6.Laboratories. Albuquerque, N. Mex., Febru- o 0 at6(eebr16) p 16
ary ai97 A. 30. J. F. Dreher et al., "Vibracoustic Environment

20. J. T. Foley, Normal and Abnormal Environ- and Test Criteria for Aircraft Stores Duruig
ments Ex•perienced by Cargo on a Flatbed Captive Flight". Shock and Vibration Di-

Truck. Development Report SC-DR-67-3003, gesp. Bulletin 39, Supplement 39 (April 1969),
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque. N. Mex., 31, J. A. Hutchinson and R. N. Hancock, "A
February 1968. Method to Simulate Gunfire Induced Vibra-

21. R. W, Schock and W, E. Paulson, "A Survey tion Environment", Shock and Vibration
of Shock and Vibration Environments in the Bulletin, No. 40, Part 6 (December 1969), pp.
Four Mator Modes of Transportation", The 27-34.
Shock and Vibration Bulletin, No. 35, Part 5, 32. J. A. Hutchinson and B. G. Musson, "Effects
pp. 1-19. of Flight Conditions Upon Gunfire Induced

22. J. W. Schlue and W. D. Phelps, "A New Look Vibration Environment", Shock and Vibration
at Transportation Vibration Statistics", The Bulletin, No. 41, Part 4 (December 1970), pp.

Shock and Vibradion Bulletin, No. 37, Part 7 133-9.

(January 1968). 33. M. G. Gens, "A Preliminary Observation of

23. C. B. Blaudrot, Observed Vibration Environ- the Dynamic Environment of Helicopters",

ment of/a Panel Van for Representative Urban 1968 Proceedings, Institute of Environmental

Road Conditions, TM-33-427, Jet Propulsion Sciences, Mt. Prospect, Ill., pp. 423-32.
Laboratory, California Institute of Tech- 34. P. G. Bolds and J. T. Ach, "Inflight Vibration
nology, Pasadena, Calif., October 1969 (N70 and Noise Study of Three Helicopters", Shock

13084). and Vibration Bulletin, No, 41, Part 4 (Decem-

24. G. M. Pomonik and N. G. Tinling, "Dynamic ber 1970), pp. 221-32.

Environment of M-1 13 Armored Personnel 35. J. S. Archer, NASA Space Vehicle Design Cri-

Carrier", The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, teria (Structures): Structural Vibration Predic-

No. 35, Part 5, pp. 115-28. tion, National Aeronautics and Space Admin.

25. F. E. Ostrem and B. Libovicz, A Survey of Istratlon, Washington, D.C., 1970 (N71-19281).
oey 36. L. R. Pendleton, "Sinusoidal Vibration ofEnvironmental Conditions Incident to the Poseidon Solid Propellant Motors", Shock and

Transportation of Materfals, Final Report, Vibration Bulletin, No. 42, Part 3 (January
General American Research Division, General 1972), pp. 89-98.
American Transportation Corp., Niles, Ill., 37. Design Handbook (Series 1.0), Environmental
GARD Project No. 1512-1, Contract No, Engineering, March 1971.
DOT-05-00038 (Phase 1), October 1971, 38, E. Buchmann. Environmental Vibration on

26. M. B. Gans, "The Rail Transport Environ- Naval Ships, Technical Note AVL-244-962,
ment", The Journal of Environmental Sciences, Naval Ship Research and Development Cen-
July/August 1970, pp. 14-20. tcr, Washington, D.C., April 1969.
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39. M. St. Dennis, "Floating Hulls Subject to 53. R. Y. Chapman, Chapman Curves Technical
Wave Action", in J. J. Myers et al., Eds., Memorandum No. 7.70, Naval Submarine
Handbook of Ocean Engineering, McGraw. Base New London, Groton, Conn., July 1970.
Hill Book Co., Inc., N.Y., 1969, pp. 12-56 to 54. G. Allen, "Human Reaction to Vibration",
12-104. Journal of Environmental Sciences, XIV, No.

40. F. C. Bailey et al., Acquisition and Analysis of i, 10-15 (September/October 1971).
Acceleration Data, Report SSC 159, Ship 5i. J. C. Guignard, "Human Sensitivity to Vibra-
Structure Committee, Washington, D.C. tion", Journal of Sound and Vibration, 15, No.

41. E. J. Lovesey, "Hovercraft Noise and Vibra- 1, 11-16 (1971).
tion", Journal of Sound and Vibration, 20, No. 56. T. B. Malone et al., Effects of Noise and Vibra.
2, 241.5 (1972). tion on CommerLial Helicopter Pilots. Results

42. U S Coast and Geodetic Survey: U.S. Earth- of Phase I Research, Finl Report, Human
quakes 1928, et seq., Government Printing Of- Factors Div., Matrix Corp., Alexandria, Va.,
rice, Washingtn, D.C. April 1970 (N71.20113).

43. R. H. Prause and D. A. Ahlbeck, "Seismic 57. C. Ashley, "Equal Annoyance Contours for
Evaluation of Electrical Equipment for Nu- the Effect of Sinusoidal Vibration on Man".
clear Power Stations", Shock and Vibration Shock and Vibration Bulletin, No. 41, Part 2
Bulletin, No. 42. Part 2 (January 1972), pp. (December 1970), pp. 13.20.
11-13. 58. C. S. Harris and H. C. Sommer, Combined

44. G. F. Harvey, Ed., ISA Transducer Compen- Effects of Noise and Vibration on Mental Per-
dium, Second Edition, Part 2, Instrument So- formance, Aerospace Medical Rcsearch
ciety of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1970. Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

45. G. A. Massey and R. R. Carter, "Portable Ohio, August 1971 (AD-731 146).
I.aser Instrument for Vibratint Analysis and 59, R. M. Hanes, Human Sensitivity to Whole-
Transducer Calibration", ShocA and Vibration body Vibration in Urban Transportation Sys.
Bulletin, No. 37, Part 2 (January 1968), pp. tems: A Literature Review, APL/JHU TPR
1-6. 004. Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hop-

46. A. Stodola, Dampf und Gasturbinen, Julius kins Univ., Silver Spring, Md., May 1970 (PB
Springer, Berlin. 1924. 192 257).

47. H. Holzer, Die Berechnung der 60. Compendium of Human R,,sponses to the

Drehschwingungen, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Aerospace Environment, NASA CR-1205, Na-

1921 (Republished by J. W. Edwards, Ann tional Aeronautics and Space Administration,
.Mich.. 1948). Washington, D.C., November 1968.

Arbor, Mifhe, Matrix 61. P. L. Altman and D. S. Dittmer, Eds., Envi-
48.B. Wada, Stiffness Matrix Structural Analysis, ronmental Biology, Federation of American

Rept, 32.774, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Call. Societies for Experimental Biology, Bethesda,
fomla 1 ntItue o. Technolog, Pasadena, Calif., Md., 1966.
1986. 62. J. E. Ruzicka, "Fundamental Concepts of Vi-

49. R. H. MacNeal, NASTRAN Theoretical bration Control", Sound and Vibration, July
Manual, NASA.SP-221, National Aeronau- 1971, pp. 16-23.
tics and Space Administration, Washingtorn, 63. R. L. Eshleman, "Shock Isulation of Hardened
D.C., Sciocimer 1970. Facilities, Part 1: Specifications and Con-

50. D. Y. Wright and R. C. Bannister, "Plastic cepts", Shock and Vibration Digest, 3, No. 5,
Models for Structural Analysis, Part 1: Testing 2-12 (May 1971).
Types", Shock and Vibration Digest, 2, No. 64, J. C. Peck, Analysis and Design of Elasto-Plas-
11, 2-10 (November 1970). to-Viscous Point Vibration Damper; NASA

51. MIL-STD-810, Environmental Test Meth- CR-68787, National Aeronautics and Space
ods, Method T519, Gunfire Vibration, Air- Administration. Washington, D.C., 1965.
craft, 15 June 1967. 65. H. Weinstock, Design of a Precision Tilt and

52. N. M. Isada and J, C. Shear, "Vibratory Re- Vibration Isolation System, NASA TR-R-281,
sponse of Printed Circuit Boards", Sliock and National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
Vibration Bulletin, No. 40, Part 3 (December tion, Washington, D.C., 1968.
1969), pp. ItI-Il. 66. Society of Automotive Engineers, Design of
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Vibration Iolation Systems, SAE Committee Combined Environmental Test Facility",
0-5, Aerospace Shock and Vibration, The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, No. 37, Part 3
Macmillan Co., N.Y., 1962. (January 19%8), pp. 175-83.

67. T. F. Derby and J. E. Ruzicka, Los Factor and 75. R. M. McCafferty, "USBR Vibration Test Sys-
Aesonant Froquency of Viscoelastic Shear- tern", Shiock and Vibration Bulletin, No. 41,
Damped Structural Compaodrtes NASA-CR- Part 3 (December 1970), pp. 109-17.
1269, National Aeronautics and Space Ad- 76. TM 38-230-1 PrAsormtiom. Packalipng and
ministration, Washingt.n, D.C., February Packing of Military Supplies and q4uO-
1969. meit, Vol. I, Preseration and Packqlan

68. A. N. Henzi, A Survy of Teat Methods Cur- 1968.
tently Used for Simulating the TManortatdon 77. TM 38-230-2 Prvsertotion. Packaging and
5nvironment Final Report, General Ameri- Packing of Military Supplies and Equip-
can Research Division, General American mint, Vol. 2, Packlng 1967.
Transportation Corporation, Niles, I11., 78. TM 38-236, Preparation of Freight for Air
GARD Project No. 112-1, Contract No. Shipment, 22 Do~xmber 1969.
DOT-OS-0038 (Phase I1), April 1971. 79. Draft, Joint Aegulation: Resarch A Develop-

69. J. V. Ott&, "Methods Used to Realistically ment, Transporfabllity Criteria All Modes
Simulate Vibration Environments", Shock and Worldwide Dimensional and Environmental
Vibration SullerIn No. 41, Pat 6 (December Limltations U.S. Army Transportation Engi-
1970), pp. 29-34. neering Agency, Military Traffic Management

70. E. 0. Fischer, "Sine Beat Vibration Testing and Terminal Service, Newport News, Vs.,
Related to Earthquake Response Spectra", October 1971.
Shock and Vibration Bulletin, No, 42, Part 2 80. FED-STD-101B/GEN, Preservation. Packag-
(January 1972), pp. 1-8. ing, and Packing Materials Test Prxoedurt

71. H. M. Forkois and E. W. Clements, "Develop- 15 January 1969, with Change Notice 2, 8 Oc-
ment ofa Rough Road Simulator and Specif- tober 1971.
cntion for Testing of Equipment Transported 81. MIL-STD-331, Environmental and Perform-
in Wheeled Vehicles", Shock and Vibration ance Test for Fru and Fuse Component; 10
Bulletin, No. 42, Part 1 (January 1972), pp. January 1966, with Change Order 5, 1 June
169-90. 1971 (Test 104.1).

72. A. Hammer, "Simulation Terhniques in De- 82. MTP 4-2-804, Laboratory Vibration Test,
velopment Testing", Shock and Vibration U S Army Test and Evaluation Command
Bulletin, 'No. 42, Part 3 (January 1972), pp. (USATECOM), 1969.

S11-15. 33. W. B. Yarcho, "Survey of Vibration Teat Pro-
73. T. K. DeClue et al., "Multi-Degree of Free- cedures in Use by the Air Force", Shock and

dom Motion Simulator Systrns for Transpor- Vibration Bulletin, No. 42, Part I (January
tation Environments', Shock and Vibration 1972), pp. 11.17.
Bulletin, No. 41, Part 3 (December 1970), pp. 84. F. E. Richart, Jr., et al., Vibrations of Sois and
119-32. Foundations, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

74. E. J. Kirchman mnd C. J. Arcilesi, "Advanced Cliffs, N.J., 1970.
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CHAPTER 5

SHOCK

5-1 INrRODUCTION AND DEFINITION 5-2 UNITS OF MEASURE'

Shock excitation is generally described by a time
Materiel designed for military applications must be history of the rapid variation in the force applied to the

capable of surviving, without damage, the shock envi. system, or by displacement, velocity, or acceleration
ronment induced by transportation, handling, storage, shock motions imposed upon a particular point in the
and maintenance systems as well as that experienced in system. A measurement of any one of these parameters,
the operational environment of the equipment. Because as a function of time, is sufficient for quantifying the
of its ultimate application, some materiel is designed shock environment. Acceleration is by far the most
sufficiently strong to operate in extreme shock environ- frequently measured parameter, and force is seldom, if
ments and thus requires no special considerations for ever, used as a shock measurement. In special situs-
the nonsmvice environments. However, other items, tions, such as occur during handling operations, the1hock levels are represented in terms of drop heights.
such as delicate instruments and electronic equipment By lee are rersn tdn drop hes goty
designed to operate in a relatively shock-free environ- yheusae o owntdrohigt values ocityshocks can be computed. Units applicable to accelera.ment, require some form of packaging or cushioning to tion, velocity, and displacement Are as follows:
prevent damage due to shock during the nonopera. (I) Ace!:eraiom The unit of linear acceleration is
tional phases of their life cycles, denoted by G and is equal in magnitude to the accelera.

In order to minimize materiel damage resulting from tion produced by the force of the gravity of the earth.
these nonservice environments eff-ctively and effi. Since the force of gravity varies with the latitude and
ciently, it is necessary to have a quantitative description elevation of the observer, the value of G has been stand-
of each environment. Such a description of the shock ardized by international agreement as follows:
environments associated with the transportation, han- 1 G (standard) = 980.665 cm 0"- 386,087 in. s72
dling, storage, and maintenance systems is the primary - 32.1789 ft s0
objective of this chapter. The operational environment The values used for most calculations are simplified to:
for a particular item is usually fully described in the I G = 981 cm s-' = 386 in. s2 = 32.2 ft s-`
design specifications and thcefore will not be treated The unit of measure for angular acceleration is radi.
here. asns per socond squared (rad sa-). The conversion to

Shock is often considered a special case of vibration other often used units of angular acceleration is a
,herbin the excitation is a relatively short-term dis- follows:

turbance that has not reached or has ceased to be I rad s` = 57.30 Jes s2 = 0.1592 rev s
steady-state. The excitation is nonperiodic, usually in (2) VeJocity. Linear velocity is expressed in a variety
the form of a pulse, step, or transient vibration. The of units. The units used for any one occasion are usually
word "shock" implies a degree of suddenness and se- determined by the magnitude of the velocities involved.
verity. For analytical purposes, the important charac. For example, velocities relating to transportation are

* teristic of shock is that the motion of the object upon usually given in miles per hotr. kilometers per hour, or
which the shock acts contains both the excitat;on fre- knots. Impact velocities of dropped packages may be
quency and the natural frequency of the object. Shock, given in feet, inches centimeters. or meters per second.
then, may be defined as "a transient force or motion Table 5-I gives some of the common units and their
whose variation in time is sufficiently rapid to induce respective conversion factors.
transient vibration at the natural frequencies of the
object upon which it is imposed" (Ref. I). a. General references for this perspaph r-e Reft. 2 and 3.
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TABLE 5-1. CONVERSIUN FACTORS FOR COMMON UNITS OF SPEED
ft sec1 km hr" m .1- mi h"1 cr$1 kt

I foot per sec-
ond 1 1.097 0.3048 0.6818 30.48 0.5925

I kilometer per
hour - 0.9113 1 0.2778 0.6214 27.78 0.5400

1 meter per
second * 3.281 3.6 1 2.237 100 1.944

1 mile per hour = 1.467 1.609 0.4470 1 44.70. 0.8689
1 centimeter per

second - 3.281 x 102 3.6 x 10"2 0.01 2.237 x 102 1 1.944 x 10' 2

I knot j 1.688 1.852 0.5144 1.151 51.44 1

Row unit equals table entry times column unit

Angular velocity is expressed in radians per second (3) Shock pulse. A substantial disturbance charac.
(rad/s) and in revolution, per minute (rpm). The fol- terized by the rise and decay of force, displacement,
lowing expression indi:.Ates K.eir relationship: velocity, or acceleration excitation from a reference

l ips = 00 rad min-' magnitude in a short period of time.
(3) Displacement. The meter is the standard unit of (4) Transient vibration. A temporarily sustained vi-

displacement. Table 5-2 gives the conversion factors for bration of a mechanical system. It may consist of forced
units commonly found in the literature, or free vibration, or both.

(5) S. -,:k pulse duration. The time required for the

5-3 DEFINITIONS AND ASSOCIATED excitation quantity represented by the shock pulse to

TERMINOLOGY rise from and decay to specified fractions of the maxi-
mum magnitude of the shock pulse.

The definitions that follow are given to introduce the (6) Shock pulse rise time. The interval of time re-

terminology of mechanical shock and vibration. The quired for the leading edge of the pulse to rise from

definitions are based on recommendations of the USA some specified small fraction to some specified larger

Standards Institute (now American National Stand- fraction of the maximum magnitude of the shock pulse.

ards Institute) (Ref. 4). (7) Impulse. The time integral of force over the

(I) Mechanical shock. Occurs when the position of interval during which the force is applied, where the
a system is changed in a relatively. short time in a force function is time dependent and equal to zero

nonpeaiodic manner. immediately before and af'cr the force is applied.

(2) Appliedshock Any excitation that, if applied to (8) Impact. A sirgle collision of one body upon

a mechanical syitem, would produce mechanical another either in motion or at rest.
shock. The excitation may be either a force applied to (9) Sustained acceleration. A con:.tant level of ac-
the system or a displacement, velocity, or acceleration celeration. usually measured as a multiple of accelera-
shock pulse imposed upon a particular point in the tion due to gravity, that is maintained for an extended
system. length of time.

TABLE 5-2. CONVERSION FACTORS FOR DISPLACEMENT UNITS

Sm km in. ft mi

I centimeter * 1 102 10"5 0.3937 3.281 x 10i2 6,214 x 10'6
1 meter * 100 1 10.3 39.37 3.261 6,214 x 10.4
1 kilometer 105 1.000 1 3.937 x 104 3,281 0.6214
1 Inch N 2.540 2.540 x 10.2 2.S40 x 10'5 1 .333 x 10a" 1.578 x 10-5
1 foot. 30.48 0.3048 3.048 x 10.4 12 1 1.894 x 10"4
1 statute mile * 1.609 x 10 1,60 9 1.609 6.336 x 104 5,280 1

2ow unit equals table entry times column unit.
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(10) Displacement. A vector quantity that specifies which the spectral density has a constant value for all

the change of the position of a body or particle and is frequencies from zero to infinity.

usually measured from the mean position or position of (26) Stationary vibration. That type of vibration for
rest. In gen-.al, it can be represented by a translation which properties--such as the mean magnitude, the
or rotat,,n vector, or both. root mean square (rms) magnitude, the spectral d,. -

(II) Velocity. A vctor that specifies the time rate of sity, and the probability distribution of the random

change of d;stplcenment wih respect to a frame of refer- vibration magnitude-are kndependent of time. The
ence. condition of stationarity for random vibratio,, is analo-(12) Acceleration A vector that specifies the time gous to the steady-state condition for periodic vibra-(1)AclrdmAvco htseiistetm tion.
rate of change of velocity with respect to a frame of
reference. (27) Periodic vibration. Ar. oscillation having a wave-

form that is repeated at certain eq-ial increments of the
(13) Jerk A vector that specifies the time rate of independent time variable.

change of acceleration with respect to a flame of refer-
ence. (28) Period T The smallest increment of time t for

(14) Oscillation. The variation with time of the mag- which the waveform of a periodic vibration is repeated.

nitude of a quantity with respe.t to a specified refer- (29) Cycle. The complete sequence of magnitudes of

enee, when the magnitude is alternately greater and a periodic vibration that occurs during a complete

smaller than the reference. period.

(15) Mechanical vibration. An oscillation wherein (30) Frequency f The reciprocal of the period of vi-

the oscillatory quantity is a mechanical parameter such bration; i.e., lI/ Hertz (Hz) is the accepted unit
as force, stress, displacement, velocity, or acceleration, of cyclic frequency.

(16) Dynamic excitation. An external vibratory force (31) Angular frequency (circular frequency) w in

(or other type of input such as acceleration, velocity, or radians per unit time. The cyclic frequency f.multiplied

displacement) applied to a system that cautses the sys- by 2w; i.e.. a 2'f
tern to respond. (32) Phase of a periodic vibration. The fractional part

(17) Pibratlon response. The motion (or other type of of a period through which the periodic vibration has

output such as acceleration or velocity) resulting from advanced, measured from an arbitrary reference. The

dynamic excitation under specified conditions, phase angle q = wti, where tL is the time lag or lead
that exists between the periodic vibration and the refer-

(18) Free vibratibn. Vibration that occurs in the ab- ence.
sence of forced vibration.

(19) Forced vibration. Vibration that occurs if the
system is caused to experience a dynamic response as
a result of the imposed dynamic excitation. 5-4 SHOCK ENVIRONMENTS

(20) Amplitude. The zero-to-peak value correspond-
ing to the maximum magnitude of the harmonic vibra- One of the major problems in transporting materiel
tion time history. between any two locations is the shock environment to

(21) Instantaneous magnitude. The value (positive or which it is expoed. For military operations that may
negative) of the time history representing the vibration be worldwide, thesw. probiems in transporting materiel
or shock phenomenon at a given instant of time. are magnified greatly because any particular item of

(22) Continuous spectrum. A spectrum whose com- cargo may be subjected to a number of different pack-

ponents are continuously distributed over a frequency aging techniques and to mixed modes of transportation.

region. Also, the increasing variety of both military cargoes
and transport vehicles with their differing size, mass,

(23) Combined spectruan A spectrum representing a and internal cushioning has compounded the effort re-
superposition of a discrete and a continuous spectrum. quired to define adequately the shock environment that

(24) Power density spectrum. A graphical presenta- a piece of materiel is likely to encounter during the
tion of values of power density displayed as a function nonservice phases of its life cycle.
of frequency. It represents the distribution of vibration The four major modes of teansporting materiel are
energy with frequency. by air, rail, water, and highway. Other relevant shock

(25) White noise. A type of random vibration for environments are handling, itorame, and maintenance.
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5-4.1 TRANSPORTATION countered by truck cargo include road surface rough-
ness, wind loads, starts, stops, and impacts from colli-

Shocks associated with the transportation environ- sion (e.g., whet, the truck strikes the loading dock).
ment are discussed in the subparagraphs that follow: Examples of road surface roughness include cattle and

(1) Air. Shock forces on corgo.haw ,g aircraft typi- railroad crossings, abrupt changes in the type of road
almy result r'om runway surface roughness, landing (e.g., paved to gravel or dirt), and bridges. The truck

impact, braking (including propeller reveusal), wind gusts environment is characterized by relatively small shock
inc, buffet loads, and Jet-•mist or catapult takeoff (Ref. forces in comparison to the train environment and by
5). The ai• rft shock eny4 ronment may be characterized forces of about the same magnitude As those ex-
by shock pule or otres of magnitudes up to 12 G with pernenced by ai- cargo. The maximum shccks measured
duitlons of leo than about 0.1 s (Ref. 6). The most in either vertical, longitudinal, or lateral directions are
severe and mast frequently occurring shocks are in the nearly always less than 10 0 and are usually much
vertical ,Laection. It is recommended In TB 65.100 that smaller, falling in the range of from I to 2 0 (Ref. 9).
the shock acceleration normally encountered during In developing a shock index classification for highway
landing should be baed on a velocity (not stated but vehicles, Kennedy (Ref. 10)conclades that for aspecific
assumed to be vertical velocity) at touchdown for the vehicle the percent of loading relative to the rated load
aIrcraft of 10 ft a-'. factor has the largest effect on the magnitude of shock

(2) Rail The primary source of shock excitation in forces experienced for a fixed set of conditions. The
rail vehicles is impact resultinp from switching, hump. maximum allowable load (percent rated load factor of
ing, braking, and slack runouts in the coupling system 100) results in the smallest shock forces.
(Ref. 7). The shock environment associated with hump-
Ink and coupling operations is predominantly one of 5-4.2 HANDLING
large longitudinal and vertical shock forces resulting
from impact of two cars at speeds ranging tip to about The handling shock environment includes those
12 mph (Ref. 5). Maximum shork acceleratians result- shocks resulting from the loading and unloading of
ins from humping operations have been as high as 30 transport vehicles and from depot handling operations.
to 50 0, depending on ca:go type (Ref. 6). Braking And Results from a ntimber of test shipments indicate that
slack runotats result in high-amplitude transient vibra. the severest environment, regardless of mode of trans-
tions having *requency components predominantly in portation employed, occurs during the handling opera-
the range of i to 200 Hz (Aef. 3). tions (Ref. II). Handling shocks are usually generated

IDuring noria! running conditions (i.e., relatively by flat drops on a hard surface---such as dropping a
constant speed), longitvdinal shocks in trains are the package on a concrete surfi~ce from the tailgate of a
result of road contour, engineer ineffectivenkas, and truck during unloading operations; by the fall of a
type of draft gear (a device used to isolate shock in the package from a conveyor to a handcart during loading,
longitudinal direction in railroad cars) on the particu- unloading, or depot handling; or by rotational corner-
lar car. The magnitude of the shock is a function of drops of a large package being maneuvered during
train speed and leneth as well as the loca'ion of the car loading or uiloading (Ref. 5), Handling shocks usually
in the train. Under normal operating conditions, these are described by the impact velocity or the drop height
shock awcelerations are less than 2 0 (Ref. 7). and angular orientatioc. at impact. The shocks are gen-

Verticg forces imposed on cars when switched or erally less severe than a 36-in. drop on concrete, which
humped depend on the type of draft gear and the type corresponds to a velocity change of approximately 165
of snubb*ng employed. For normal running conditiuns, in. s-'.
vertical force depends on speed, track condition, spring
travel, and snubbing 5-4.3 STORAGE

(3) Water. The shock environment experienced by
cargo aboard ship is generally much less severe than The storage shock environment includes those
that for the other three modes of tranaport. Shock exci- shocks experienced by materiel while in warehouses or
tations occur primarily during emergency maneuvers, storage areas for any extended period. Shocks typically
saurming in rough seas, and docking operations. The occur from being moved by forklift and from being
acceleration shocks are very seldom greater than 2 G struck by other packages during stacking operations.
and are, of course, a function of the size of the ship. Although few data are available for evaluating the se-

(4) Higkway. Typical sources of shock forces en- verity of the shock environment associated with

54
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materiel storage, one isolated sample involving the 5-5.1 INHERENT
overseas shipment of electronic shelters resulted in the
maximum shock excitations being recorded when the
shelters were skidded on a warehouse floor (Ref. 12). Impact of objects having various elastic-plastic
The values of the accelerations were 3.18 G vertically deformation properties resilts in shock waveforms that
and 2.55 G longitudinally, v.-ry in shape from an impulse (i.e., rectangular pulse

of short duration) to a step function. Typical shock
waveforms commonly encountered in cargo transpor-
tation and handling systems are illustrated in Fig. 5-1

54.4 SERVICE (Ref. 15). The most frequently used means of describing
or specifying a shock pulse is by use of the acceleration

The service shock environment includes those mo- time history, However, in some instances, a velocity or
tions experienced while the item is in the repair shop. a displacement time history may be desirable and is
Service shocks consist primarily of impacts by tools or therefore included in Fig. 5-i. Common shock wave-
dropped articlks, and by rotational drops about the forms are characterized as follows:
comer of a piece of equipment during servicing on the (I) Impulse or rectangular. The rectangular pulse
work bench (Ref. 5). Although the shock levels are not shape results from the impact of a rigid body with a
in general as severe as those encountered in the han. deformable pad of uniform cross section. The accelera-
dling environment, it must be remembered that during tion time history is expressed mathematically by2

service and .epir operations the equipment is usually
not packaged or protected against the shock forces. a(t) = A for (0 < t < TO) (5-1)
Thus, equipment is more susceptible to low-level shock
forces during service and repair activities than it is in
any of the other nonoperational environments. and

5-5 SHOCK CHARACTERISTICS a(t) = 0 for (t < 0, t > TO) (5-2)

Basically, two methods are used to describe a shock where the amplitude of the acceleration a(t) abruptly
environment. One method is to describe the inherent changes from zero to A at the initiation (t = 0) and

properties of the shock phenomenon. This may be ac. from A to zero at the termination (t = T,) of the shack
complished in the time domain by obtaining a time pulse.
history of a shock parameter--such as acceleration, In the situation where T, --•0, the mathematical
velocity, or displacement--over the period that the expressions for the acceleration, velocity, and displace-
shock is active or in the frequency domain by a Fourier ment time histories as shown in Fig. 5-1(A), respec-
spectrum (Ref. 13). The Fourier spectrum defines a tively
shc.:k pulse in terms of the amplitude and phase of its
frequency componeaus and is typically given graph. a(t) = Vb(t) (5-3)
ically as a plot of acceleration in units of G versus
frequency.

The second method ofdescribing shock is by measur- where 8(o = 0 when t X 0, 6(o) = ac when t = 0.
ing the response ot a system to the shock excitation, and f,% 80()dt = 1, and Vis an acceleration impulse
This method may also be used in the time domain or function.
in the frequency domain; i.e., the system response can
be expressed in terms of a time plot of acceleration, v(t) = V for (t > 0) (5-4)
velocity, or displacement of the system over the dura-
tion of the pulse or in th. form of a shock spectrum.
The shock spectrum, sometimes referred to as the re-
sponse spectrum, is a plot of acceleration in units of G
versus frequency as measured at a point on the system. 2. Aceslem.lon, velocity, and dshplacement are repro-
It differs from the Fourier spectrum in that the natural sented by a, v, and x, respectively. Constant values are
frequencies of the system are involved (Ref. 14). represented by A, V, and X, respeetively.

5.4
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TYPE OF ACCELERATION VELOCITY DISPLACEMENT
SHOCK TIME-HISTORY TIME-HISTORY TIME HISTORY
MOTION

a(t) v(t) xMt)
IMPULSEt

(RECTANGULAR)limit 1T.... 0J ~ £1

(B) STEP i
0 00

0t 0 t 0 To t

(C) HALF-1-!SINE 4iL~4-
(D) DECAYINGSINL•OID 1A A

o~~~~ ro;oTo

-VT'-* M' -Tt

a
WE)TRIANGLE

(F) COMPLEX

0

FIGURE 5.-. ^,x Examplea of Shock Motions (Ref. 5).
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and Also,

x(t) a Vt for (t > 0) (5_5) x(t) = (AoTo/Ir)[rt/To - sin (rt/To)]

(2) Step. The acceleration step and accelerating in- for (0 < t < TO) (5-12)
pulse waveforms represent the classical limiting cases and
of shock motions (Ref. 15). To mathematically describe
the step pulse, the unit step function 1)(0 is first Cefined x(t) = (2AoTo/7r)(t - T0/2) for t > To
as a function that has a value of zero for all t < 0 and (5-13)
a value of unity for all t > 0. The mathematical expres-
sions describing the acceleration step as shown in Fig. (4) Decaying sinusoid Vibrations that do not persist
S-I(B) are: long enough to be treated as a stationary process are

called transients, and a transient vibration whose dura-
a(t) = A[l(t)] (5-6) tion is shorter than the decay time associated with the

natural resonances of the system to which it is applied
is classified as a shock. Transient vibrations encoun-

v(t) - At[(t)] (5-7) tered in the transportation environment are frequently

of the form that can be represented mathematically as
a decaying sinusoid. A graphical illustration is given in

and Fig. 5.I(D). For the initial condition as illustrated (i.e.,
acceleration is zero for r = 0), the appropriate math.

x(t) = Ata[1(t)]/2 (5-8) ematical expression is of the form:

n(t) = A exp (- kt) sin wt for t > 0
(3) Half-sine. When a rigid carriage, on vhich a test (5-14)

specimen is rigidly mounted, impacts a linear spring,
the specimen encounters an acceleration half-sine Generally, the decaying sinusoid is the waveform
shock pulse, provided that the spring is stressed within used to represent the response motion of a system to
its elastic limit. This situation is approximated by trans- shock excitation. The waveform, then, is a function of
port vehicles such as truck and train cars in which the the damping and natural frequencies of the system as
shock forces act through the spring system of the vehi- well as the shock pulse characteristics. The velocity and
cle. displacement timre histories are further governed by the

initial conditions of the system. For these reasons, only
An acceleration half-sine pulse of duration T9 andmagnitude ,40 as shown in Fig. 5-1(C) can be repre- a general equation representing the acceleration time

magnituded a stshownl in Fig. epression behistory is given with no treatment of the velocity andsented mathematically by the expression displacement curves. A detailed treatment of the decay.

a(t) = A0 sin (yt/To) for (0 < t< TO) ing sinusoid as the response of a damped single-degree-
of-freedom system is given by Pennington (Ref. 13).

( ) (5) Triangular pulses. Triangular shock waveforms

and zero at all other times. By successive integrations, are frequently encou itered in the transportation sys-

the corresponding velocity and displacement functions tem. The exact forms vary from a leading-edge saw-
tooth through the isosceles triangle to the terminal-ale: edge sawtooth, These three forms are illustrated in 'ig.

(t) .c5-1(E). The terminal.edge sawtooth pulse will be dis-v t)= ,., j Ir I,/.. - cos (it/To)] cussed here because it is one of the easiest waveforms

for (0 < t < TO) (5-10) to produ..u, consequently, it is utilized in many shock
tests. A waveform shaped as an isosceles triangle has
approximately the same chracteristics as a half-sine

and pulse, and the leading-edge sawtooth waveform is less
frequently encountei and is difficult to generate;
therefore, these two pulse shapes will not be treated at

v(t) m 2AoTo/v for (t >, TO) (5-11) this time.

5-7
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The terminal-edge sawtooth pulse with correspond- with the requirement that a(g) is finite, or
inD velocity and displacement functions can be repre-
sentea by the following expressions: f:Ia(t)Idt< 00 (5-22)

a(t). ant for (0 < t < TO) (5-15)

and zero at all other times where m is the slope of the
rising sawtýoth, If A is the muimum acceleration, then where

t = time

A = mT. (5-16) to = angular frequency
J =fi

a(4 = acceleration

v(t) = tot/2 At/(2TO) F(w) = Fourier integral, i.e.,
acceleration expressed as a

for (0 < t < TO) (5-17) function of frequency
A Fourier spectrum shows the frequencies or frequency

t P ranges that are important in terms of the instruments-
v(t =A AT 2 fort:' To (tion necessary for measuring the shock as well as es.

timating system response to that particular type of exci-

tation.

x(t) = Mto /6 = At/(6To) Examples of a rectangular, terminal-edge sawtooth,
and half-sine shock pulses and their Fourier transforms

for (0< t< TO) (5-19) are given in Fig. 5-2.
As seen from the graphs, the magnitude of tbe trans-

form is zero at certain frequencies for the rectangular

and and half-sine pulses. In contrast, the transform of the
terminal-edge sawtooth has a continuous and finite

x(t) = (ATod6)(3t - 2T 0) for t > To value for all frequencies with a gradual and somewhat

(5-20) linear decay rate. These differer.cem in Fourier spectra
are important for estimating the response of a given
system to a shock pulse type. For example, it is obvious

(6) Complex shock motion. Transient vibrations of that the response of a system with natural frequencies
a system may be in the form of a complex motion of I/T 0, 2/To, etc., would be more drastic when sub-
similar to the diagram in Fig. 5-1(F). Because of its jected to a terminal-edge sawtooth pulse than it would
highly complex nature, a shock wotion of this type be for either of the other two pulse types. The signifi-
cannot be defined by an analytical function; therefore, cance of these difference, will be discussed in greater
the corresponding velociy and displacement time hi3- detail in par. 5-5.2.
tories must be obtained by numerical or graphical tech-
uiques, or by analog integration of the acceleration 5-5.2 RESPONSE

function, 5-5.2.1 Time Domain

5-5.1.2 Frequency Domain Response chaadterUtles of a given system to a shock
pulse are described In the same manner as are the Inher-

The Fourier spectrum of a nonperiodic transient ent characterstles of a shock puke In the preceding pars-
wave is a continuous function and is obtained by inte- graph; i.e., time history plots of acceleration, velocity, or

gration. The Fourier Intqpal F(ao) of a shock wave is displacement. In the case of response characteristics, the

as follows: meaurements are made at some point on the dystem;
whereas, In describing Inherent characteilMde, the mem-
urementa represent the Input to the system. For examn.

F(W) a(t) exp t- j~1a)dt (5-21)' ple, the response of a system to shock Is Influenced by
the magnitude, duration, and shape of the Input shock

II,

-, ~ t
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pulse as well as by the structural properties of the sys-
teWm Itself. •

5-5.2.2 Frequency Domain A T PULSE

In representing the response of a system to a shock 1.0 A
pulse by means of a shock spectrum, the system is T0 PUS
hypothesized as an array of single-degree-of-freedom 0.5 PULSE SPECTRUM

elements (Fig. 5-3) whose natural frequencies are con. 0 f
Sinuously distributed over a wide range (Ref. 17). The 0 IT 2/T 3 /T
single-degree-of-freedom system is restricted to dis- 0 0
placement in only one coordinate and is completely
defined by its natural frequency co, and damping factor

aus follows: (A) Rectangular shock puls

W. - /l andt- cl/( ;) (5-23)
I

where
w. - natural frequency, Hz
M ffi miN, 8 A To PUS_

k = spring constant, dyn cm-,r' 0 .U-A - A
Z damping factor, dimensionless 1.0A

C = system damping, dyn s cm-' 0.5 O L S
The effect of• aparticular shock pulse, then, is to excite PULSE SPECTRUM
the system to vibrate over the frequency range in- 0
dicated by the Fourier spectrum of the pulse with the 0 1/T 2/'T0 3/T°
magnitude of the vibrations controlled by the natural
frequencies and damping of the system. A shock spec-
trum incorporates all the preceding parameters. The (B) Terminal-edge sawtooth shuck pulse
shock spectrum am discussed here is a two-dimensional
graph showing for each frequency the maximum accel.
eration that occurred in the system subjected to the
shock. In other words, if several single-degree-of-free- F (w)
dom elements-.each with h differtt natural frequen- A T
cy-were mounted at a point on the system and sub. 1.0 _z., A
jected to the same shock input, a graph of the T
maximum response of each element as a function of 0.5 PULSE SPECTRUM
resonant frdquency is the response or shock ,pectrum
for that shock input. 0

In most cases it has become customary to include, 0 1IT0  2/T 0  3/T 0
along with the maximum or primary spectrum (maxi-
mum response during shock input), the residual spec. (C) Half-alne shock pulse
trum (response after shock input). The shuck spectra of
several shock pulse t3Ves are given in Fig. 5-4 (Ref, 18).

Important characteristics of the mairimum response
shock spectrum as gained from studying the examples FIGURE 6-2. Examples of Mock Puse. Time
given in Fig. 5-4 are: HistortM and Their Fourier T.'nsforma

(0) A shock spectrum is always zero at zero Hz, (ReA. 16).

5-9
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ABSOLUTE MASS
DISPLACEMENT SM
OF MASS PDA'.....~. RELATIVE

""' I DSHPOT DISPLACEMENT
SPRING D OF MASS

INPUT SHOCK MOTION - t
a~)oVM t),(t)

FIGURE 5-3. A Single-degree-of-freedom System (Ref, 17).

(2) It rises to an initial maximum amplitude that is 5-6 TYPICAL SHOCK LEVELS
not exceeded at higher frequencies.

(3) Within certain limits, it remains relatively flat 5-6.1 TRANSPORTATION

as the frequency increases. The measurement of the shock environment of trans.

(4) The pulse shape has comparatively little effect portation and handling systems is still a rather crude
on the maximum response spectrum. This is also seen science. Differences in methodology, instrumentation,
in Fig, 5-5 where the effect of pulse shape on spectra and data interpretarion can result in considerably dif.

is shown. ferent sets of data taken from nearly identical environ-
mental conditions. Also, the shock motions encoun-

The undamped residual spectrum R (wc) is related to tered in transportation-.whether by air, rail, water, or
highway--depend greatly upon the characteristics ofsthe Fourier spectrum F(i) by the following reltion- the cargo and loading geometry (Ref. 19). The lack of

Sship: consistency in measuring and reporting in the same

shock parameters and/or units mhkes it difficult to
compare the testing results.

Wn a R((wn) = F(w.) (5-24) In order to adequately define the shock environment
and to be of maximum use to future users, the data
should (I) be graphical in format, (2) be statistical in
nature, (3) represent those parameters that can be con-

where w,, is the natural frequency of an undamped trolled in the laboratory as well as measured in the
single-ciegree-of-frcedom system. It is a plot of the max- field, and (4) lend themselves to alternative means of
imum response of a single-degree-of-fr-edom element combination or analysis (Ref. 20).
after the shoO.. pulse has been completed. The residual In any new measurement program, the first effort is

spe:trum provides important information pertaininS to generally directed toward evaluating the worst case
conditions. Much of the dasta presented herein is repre-

dynamic loading and fatigue loading due to flexural codtnsMuhftedaapsnederiiser-dmotio a g sentative of such conditions. In general, the lack of
motion. adequate data limits the drawing of meaningful conclu.

An important characteristic of the residual response sions.
spectrum is that for both the square pulse and the
half-sine pulse the spectrum goes to zero at certain 5-6.1.1 Aircraft
frequencies, indicating that there is no "ringing" at A great deal of data exists on the vibration levels of
these frequencies upon termination of the pulse, How- rdifferent aircraft, but only a very limited amount on
ever. the residual response spectrum of a terminal-edge shock levels. The curve in Fig. 5-6 envelopes the maxi-
sawtooth pulse is the same as the primary response mum shock levels recorded in field studies conducted
spectrum and, therefore, imposes an equally severe by the Transportation Corps. These data are from teats
loading at all frequencies. in which short recording periods were used and high

5-10
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(A) Half-sine LL.....t
0OT 0 2w 4i6w

a

(B) Square , w T
0 T 0 27T 4r 6r

0

a;

MAXIMUM KKD RESIDUALa R ESPNS

(C) Triangular
0 TO 0 2Tr 4Tr 67 o

(D) Spike 01A 0" t pv TTo
ok0 2r 4r 6Tr
0.9T

Og0

a

(E) Spike t t -- rTo
0 0.5T 0 2n 4n 6w

Time history Frequency spectra

--- MAXI.MU RESPONSE
-- RESIDUAL RESPONSE

FIGURE 54. Shock Spectra of Several Typical Shock Pulm (Time t ik givOn
In tme of the natural period To. Acceleration a is in arbiWtry unlt. Fre-

quency Is given in terms of wTo, dimenslonlrn.) (Ref. 18).
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S@by the samples per channel for that channel. The data

in these two tables are predominantly for vibration;
however, it is aumed that the highest readings are
.0 representative of the shock levels encountered.

I • 1.0 5-4.1.2 Rail

"The major portion of the data presented here is re-
' ,ported by Schock and Paulson (kef. 8) in a paper sum-

0 2w 4,marizing the results of a project wherein all the availa-
TIJM YV SCT, *TO ble information and test data pertaining to the

Time history Vrrequicy " m transportation shock environment are evaluated. Over
300 reports were reviewed and 55 agencies that are

FIGURE 6-6. Effect of Pula Shoe on Shock active in the transportation field were contacted by
Spectra (Ref. 79). Schock and Paulson in preparation of the paper. The

data are preentsd in the form of acceleration versus
frequency graphs. The magnitudes represent values

input loadings were simulated consistent with test that had been reported in the literatnre prior to 1966.
safety. These data cover both helicopters and fixed. In some of the original reports, the data were in the
wing aircraft. Shock levels encountered under emer. form uf peak acceleratiou versus duration. For these

gency conditions would probably exceed those repre- data, unless the pulse shpes were given, a half-sine

sented here. wave was used to compute a frequency spectrum.
Fig. 5-7 represents the high-amplitude transient vi-

brations that occur during starts, stops, slack runouts,urn S-IV stale during air transport aboard a modified and run-ins. This graph was constructed by enveloping
Boeing 377 Stratocruiser indicate about a I-percent all reliable data (pre-1966) for all types of railroad cars,

probability of the S-IV stage experiencing an acclea rail conditions, directions, and speeds. Therefore, it

tion as great as 4 0 (Ref. 21). represents the maximum values encountered in over-

Measurements made in the aft passenger compart-. the-rond operations.

ment of a. NC-135 jet aircraft show acceleration peaks The laraest shock excitations occur during coupling

of approximately 1 0 during braking after touchdown and/or humping operations. Figs. 5-8 through 5-20
(Table 5-3) and values as high as 4 0 during takeoff contain shock spectra data in the form of peak accelera-
(Table 5-4). The data are given as the percentage of tion versus frequency graphs for different coupling-
accelerations at the corresponding magnitude. In order /humping speeds, damping factors, and types of draft
to find the number of times that a given level was gear used. The damping factor is defined as
recorded, the percentage given in the table is multiplied = C/C,

where

C = actual damping of system, dyn s cnO
15 CO M- smallest value of C that prevents system

oscillation (crtically damped)

- -0 Values of actual system damping used here are:
C = 0, C - 0.005 C,, and C - 0.05 C,. Equivalent
damping factors are: 0 = 3, C - 0.005, and C = 0.05,S• respectively.

As can be seen from the graphs, the maximum shock
oo olevels occur at frequencies above approrimately 100 Hz.

o 0.020 0oo 0.060 0.0oo 0.100 0.120 For a fixed set of conditions, vertical shocks are the
um,. most severe, followed by longitudinal (fore/aft), then

lateral. The percent of critical damping (% C/C)
FIVURE 5-6. Coag Shock Envfronmenw for Air shows a significant inverse relationship to the shock

Tnrawrt (Ref. 6). levels. A comparison of Figs. 5-8 and 5-20 indicates

5.12
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TABLE 5-3. DISTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL ACCELERATION-FL It
BRAKING AFTER TOUCHDOWN, NC-13 AIRCRAFT (Ref. 22)

(Distribution in peroent)

cceleretton, *Frequency band of channel , 14z

40- 40- 10- 160- 240- 30 50 0- 700- 10 0 1 1400- 1, 1.0- .00.
40 40 60 0 120 240 350' 50 50 700 1 -000 1.400 1,900 2.500

1.40 M" I
. . ................ *..........o...o.........o.............. 036

0.52 0..60.6

. ....0.1 1.3904 2160 .27 . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................................... . 0 .52 0 .4 0.72 0.21
.................... 0............. 0................. .................. 0.06 0.?7 M.82

037
------------------------------------------------------------- 0.2.1 0.18 1.39 0.62 1.97

0.19
........... ............................ 0.90 0.77 0.91 1.34 2.47 21.71

0.14
0.10 ............... 1.85 3.13 2.13 2.59 1.93 1.95 3..6 6.80 73,68

0.0 100.00 96.15 100.00 96.47 97.87 96.32 9.37 96.48 69,M3 87.42 1.97 100.00

Sal.les Per channel510 1- MM I~ I ON, 1 1,29a6 I,"M i 1,.93? 0 US " i

TABLE 54. DISTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL ACCELERATION PEAKS
TAKEOFF, NC-136 AIRCRAFT (Ref. 22)

(Dliuibution in pomem)

Acceleration,-Frequency band of channel, Ha

20- 40. So- 120- 160- 24u- 350- Sa0- 700- 1 ,00- 1,400- 1 .900-
4 4016 120 160 240 350 500 700 1,00J 1,400 1,90M 2.S00

5.20
S........................................ 0,19 0.14 0.05 0.05 0.173.70

2.70
S......... ..................... ------------------ 0.14 0.021.90
....................................... 1.43 0.90 0.23

1.40
S.......-.....-.................. 1.11 0.09 9.60 1.11 0.83 6.40 0.05 1.311.00
S................................ 11.93 1.97 25.14 9.40 4.47 18.61 0.56 2.710.72
S............... -------- 0.20 21.36 12.96 23.77 20.57 6.91 24.25 2.77 6.190.52

-..................----. 2.82 22.05 26.10 17.57 24.33 17.04 21.53 7.92 9.780.37
-........................ 13.71 19.97 22.25 11.17 19.04 12.00 12.30 16.g6 13.06

01 ............... 6.91 17.14 10.54 14.46 4.77 l.O0 12.77 C.76 19.69 16.50

01- ....... 17.11 24.40 5.55 9.11 2.12 5.11 7.41 3.73 17.42 29.4
0 ............. 1s. a16 26.61 4.56 5.26 2.31 4.19 1.46 3.11 19.13 11.54

0.1
O. 100.00 39.60 15.93 2.91 4.60 1.43 4.19 3.30 1.61 ISM. 0.23

I_ _ _ _ SeqIes per chann• l
155 304 496 721 1,055 1 -4 2,075 2,.,73 4.21 1 6.03t 7 0
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FIGURE 5-7. Maximum Railraod Transient Acceler- / .
ation Envelopes, Over-ie-road, Standard Draft Gear 10O

(Ref. 8).

that the shock level is less for a railroad car equipped 9 i.O 0 O
with a cushioned draft Sear at a coupling speed of 12 I2 c
mph than it is at 3.4 mph for a car using a standard 0... 0.sZ C/C
draft gear. --- 5% C/C

Fig. 5.21 envelopes the maximum shock levels en- c

countered under three different conditions during a 0.1 LIMA, a a ' .

railroad shipment extending over 500 mi. The top 1.0 10 100 1,000
curve, representing the most severe condition of hump- MQUENCY, Nz
ing operations with an impact velocity of 11 mph. shows
a range in intensity from 10 to approximately 450 G.
Gens estimates (Ref. 23) that the probability of these FIGURE 5-8. Railrod Coupling Shock Spectrum,

shock levels being encountered in a typical railroad 3.4 mph, Fore/Aft, Standard Draft Gear (Ref. 8).
shipment is about 0.01.

The middle curve represents values measured during
switching and coupling operations at speeds of 2 to 5
mph. These values are, on the average, a factor of 100
lower than those for II-mph humping operations at a
given frequency. Gens estimates that there is a proba.
bility of 0.95 of these shock levels being encountered by
rail cargo.

Data for the bottom curve were recorded while the # 00
train, traveling at about 45 mph, crossed tracks perpen-
dicular to its own, or switched from one set of tracks "
to another. .

One general observation made by Gens from this test 10,,,,,
is that transverse shocks are the most severe at the
lower frequencies, but that the vertical shocks become 0-

most severe at the high frequencies. . X*
Fig. 5-22 shows the distribution of coupling speeds 1.0 -c 02 c/c

based on 3,369 measured impacts. Data are presented ...... 0.52 C/C
in terms of percent of total impacts versus coupling C

speed. The data show that 50 percent of the couplings -- - 52 C/Ce
are made at impact speeds greater than 5 mph. Pulse 0.1 * *A a ,*** I a I i , AIM

shape, duration, and magnitude as determined by 1.0 10 100 I4M0

Transportation Corps studies are given in Fig. 5-23. FR UENCY, Hz
These are envelopes of the maximum values recorded
while using standard commercial railcars impacted at FIGURE 5-9. Railroad Coupling Shock Spectrum,
10 mph. 3.4 mph, Vertical, Standard Draft Gear (Ref. 8).
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1Q00 t00oo_______

100b 100

0. 1 L1ý

1.0 10 100 000 1.0 10 100 1000
FREQUENCY, Hs FREQUENCY. Hz

FIGURE 5-10. Railroad Coupling Shock Spectrum, FIGURE 5-11. Railroad Coupling Shock Spectrin,
3.4 mph, Lateal, Standard Draft Gear (Rof, 8), 6 mph, Foru/A ft, Standard Draft Gear MOe. 8.).

000100

60 100

10 10

1.0 - 0% C/C C 1.0 -02 c/cc

S 0.52 C/C 0.5 Ccf

0.1 0.1iip * 1 %1 '*,105 /
1.0 0 100 1,000 1. OO10 O

FREQUENCY, Hz FREQUENCY, Ha

FIGURE 5-M~ Railroad Coupling Shock Spectrum, FIGURE 5-13. Railroad Coupling Shock Spectrum.
6 mph, Vertical, Standard Draft Gvear (Ref. 8). a mph, Vertcal, Standard Draft Gear (Ref. 8).
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i',000 1,000

100 100

•o • io

1.0 I 02 C/C 1.0 -0 2 C/C,
S0.52 C/cc ....0.52 C/Ce

----52 C/Ce " -- 52 /
0.I1I Ii IiiIII 1111H] I*1011111 jIIII p~

FRE.QUENICY, Hs FRIEQUENCY, an

FIGURE 5-44. Rairoad Coupllng Shook Spectrum, FIGURE 5.15. Reilrord Cowpling Shock SpectUm,
10 mph, Vertkal, Soandard Draft Gear (Ref. 8). 10 mph, Fore/Aft, Standard Draft Gear (Ief. 8).

1,000 1,000

ibo * OoI i~o 10
10 10

10-02 C/C 1.0 0% C/Ci 1.0 'C/

----52 cCC -- 5C/C
0.1 1 1III 11IILIIdI I 11 ,1 1 11101 II 1 Ilu IIII I HIMIII

1.0 10 100 1,000 1.0 10 100 IM00O

flIlQUditY, HzFREQENCY HsFREQUENCY, Hs

FIGURE 5-469 ROlmoad Coupling Viock Spectrum, FIGURE 6-17. Ralroead Coupling Shock Spectrun,

10.0 mph, Lamed, Sundad Draft Gw (Ref. 8). 3.7 mph, Fore/Aft, Cusiloned Draft Gea (Ref. 8).
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100O. 1,000

100 100

02 I/ .0 o I0% IC/C~

1.0

.... 0.5X C 0.52 C/C C
C ---- SzC/C

52C/C 0  ip
0.g1111111111 111 0.1 11J

1.0 10 100 •00

FUEQU!I•CY, l, ,
FIGURE 5-2a, RMalinad Co4plIri Shook Spoectrm,

FIGURE 5-1M. Re/hued COipling Shook * , 12 mph, FoIe/Aft, Cushioned Draft GW (Ref. 8).

6.8 mph, Fore/Aft, Cauhiond Draft G0w (Ref. 8).

"54.1.3 Water

The shock environment maociated with sea transport
is not as severe as those of rail, highway, and air trans-

1,000 port. This is perhaps the reasmon for the scarcity of data
in this area. One set of data defines the shock environ-
ments experienced by a Saturn 4-IV stage while aboard
(1) a seagoing barge, and (2) a seagoing freighter (Ref.

100 21).

B~n Themagoing barge is towed from piace to place at the
end of a 1,000-ft cable. 'Ae data given In FIA. 5.24,

10 5-26, and &-26 were ecorded during heavy me (8- to
S10.ft chops). The shock excitations resulted from the

"spanking" acdon of the barge. The distribution of
transient durations is given In FIg. 5-24. Also, prob-

.0 0- Oc/cc ability distributlons of the shock levwes ar given in Fig.0...... 0.5 C/C 5-26 for measurements made on the transporter that
.-- 52 c/c supported the mninJe stap while on the barge and in

..... 5 C/c 71g. 5-25 for msassurments made on the bap deck.

0.1 -1III ILLi II1 The freighte: was of the Victory type, approximately
1.0 10 100 1,000 500 ft long with a 10,000-ton displacement and a 28-ft

uZQuMCc, ,Us draw. Normal cruise speed is about 17 kt. Fig. 5-27

lives the maximum ascelertio levels measured
aboard the freighter. Thme maximum accelerations

FPGURE &-19. RaIlroad COllng Shook SpectrM, we-e recorded during rough weather and had periods
9.8 mph, Fo/ift wQhiaoned Draft Gew (Rf. 8). ranging from 4 to 10 ,. These accelerationa then, are
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11 mph

NORMAL SWITCHING
and COUPLING
2-5 mph

to-10.

CROSSING RAILROAD
TRACKS and SWITCHES

(Ref. 23).
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14._

1 2 3 4 ? 6 9 10 II

SPEED, mph

FIGURE 5.22. Field Survy of Impact Sp•eec
(Cumulative Impacts) (Ref. 7).

50 PULSE MAX. CARGO
CURVE TIME, AMP. DIRECTION TYPE

40 A 0.011 0 LONG. VERT LIGHT ODENSE
to A a 0. 064 30 LONG. FVEIrr HEAVY

• 30

10 - , - ..-
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 x 10

TIWE, a

FIGURE 5-23. Ceap Environmenes for Rail Tra•ort (Ref. 6).
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COHPOSITE ACCELERATION, G0-P
LOCATION

0.10 0.20 0.30
* SHIP REFERENCE - LONGITUDINAL

S-IV LH? TANK SKIN **SHIP REFERENCE - LATERAL

- RADIAL *

S-IV THRUST STRUCTURE
-AXIAL **

S-IV THRUST STRUCTURE I
- VERTICAL

SHIP DECK-
LONGITUDINAL

SHIP DECK - LATERAL

SHIP DECK " VERTICAL .. ...____ __

FIGURE 5.27. Max/mw,, AceterdIon Lewia, $-IV
Stap on Fruloirw (Ref. 21).

10

SLAM and EMERGENCY MANEUVERS
tO

0

O I/ I I I 1lll I I I I1llll I I illllll1 I _! a aIll ll I I I lIII1

0.1 I 10 100 1,000 !0,000
FREQUENCY, Hz

FIGURE 5.28. Ship Trwnvent Acneleraton Enmlope

(Ref 81.
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SPULSE MWA-X.
TIME, AMP. DIRECTION_ _ _ _ _

to 0.044 1.5 VERT.ALAT.

0 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0,050 0.060

TIME,,

FIGURE 5.29. Cargo Environments for SeW
Tranport (Ref. 6). I

TABLE 5-5. U-SHAPED FLAT4BED TRAILER DATA

Truck Predominant + Peak
Station Location ef Direction speed, Road condition fund. freq., shock,accelerometer* mhHmph Hz 9

1 Center of Vertical 7 Ditches & potholes 2-6 1*
flat bed

2 On wood near Vertical 7
tire

1 12 No signal
2 12 2
1 18 No signal
2 18 2.5
1 25 2.1
2 25 _ _ _ 1.7

*The accelerometers remained in the sanrl'aca~ton for all tests."**These data were obtained on a stretch of hard-pncked-sand road, approximately 120 yd
long, with a random distribution of ditches and potholes.
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not shock excitations, however, since they are the maxi- 6-wheel conventional cab with a U-shapcd flat-bed
mum values measured, it may be assumed that there trailer (M390). The testing component was mounted on
wer, no shock levels e'ceeding thes; values, the trailer. The other was an M36 (10-wheel) truck. In

Fig. 5-28 was. constructed by enveloping all available both tests the cargo specimen was rigidly tied down by
test data (up to 1966) pertaining to slamming and emer. means of steel cables or chains.
gency operations. Some of the data may not have been The shock levels recorded on the flat-bed trailer as
recorded in cargo areas but should represent an upper given in Table 5-5 are maximum values measured at the
limit for the cargo environrment. peak of one cycle. The measured waveforms are quasi-

A time history envelope of the mhximum ship shock sinusoidal with the amplitude decaying to a negligible
environment as measured by the Transportation Corps level in 5 to 10 cycles. Table 5-6 contains the data for
is given in Fig. 5-29. the M36 Truck. The levels reported are averages of two

cycles of vibration. Shock excitations measured on the
5-6.1.4 Highway M36 decayed to zero amplitude in two to four cycles.

Lahood (Ref. 7) made shock and vibration mewavre. Results from a series .af tests, in which a 2-1/2-ton

ments using two different types of Army trucks during flat-bed truck was loaded with cargo consisting of a

a series of rough-road tests. One of the trucks was a dibtributed-mass dummy mounted on an isolated pallet

TABLE b4. ARMY M34 TRUCK DATA

"Location " .'uck Predomninant
Statione*er Direction speed, Road condition fund. freq., g,Staion accelerumeter* I~ ~ Sed

mph Hz

I Specimen floor, Vertical 25 Hard-packed sand- 1.5-3.5 0.3
2-3 ft left of CG I and-gravel road

2 Specimen floor,I 0.5
2-3 ft right of CG

Specimen floor, CG 0.5
4 Truck bed, back end E.6

1 13 9-in. potholes 2.0-4.0 1.0
S1.00
3 0.5
4 , 1.2

1 14 Cobblestone hill 4.0-5.0 0.65
2 II0.4
3 0.4
4 1 1 0.7

1 36 8-In. x 8-In. x 4-ft 2.0-7,0 1.0
wooden block under
each wheel

2 II1.0
3 1.0
4 9 1.4

1 35 Railroad track 2,0-4,0 1.4
3 1.1
4 0.8

1 40 Railroad track 2.0-4.0 1.1

3 1.0
4 0.7

*The accelerometers remained in the same station location for all tests.
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with piezoelectric transducers located ahead of and be- that report. The original publications are referenced by
hind the truck/load interface on main members of the Ostrem and are not repeated here. His findings are
truck bed, are reported by Foley (Ref. 24). The cargo summarized as follows:
was tied down .,ith chains so that the shock response (I) Peak acceleradkorns Thirty.-hree shipping con-
of the truck bed would be the shock input to the cargo. tainers of various shapes and weights, instrumented
Several environments were sampled. Four events suffl- with Impact-O-GraphlaccelLrometers, were shipped by
ciently transient to warrant analysis in terms of shock air, truck, and ship within a radius of 200 mi of V.ash-
spectra were (I) backing into loading docks, (2) crossing ington, D.C. The results, given in Table 5-7 as peak
railroad tracks at low and high speeds, (3) cromming a accelerations, show that the smaller containers (60 to
cattle guard at high and low speeds, and (4) hitting 90 Ib) experienced the largest peak accelerations. Fig.
potholes at high speed. Figs. 5.30 through 5-33 give the 5-36 shows the maximum shocks recoided during a test
aocleration time history of each event and the asmoci, shipment involving many handling operations and dif-
ated shock spectrum. The shock spectra are the re- ferent modes of transport. Both longitudinal and verti-
sponse spectra of single-degree-of-freedom systems cal shocks were monitored by using two impact record.
with critical damping ratios of 0.0, 0.03, and 0.10, re- ers. The test specimen was a wooden box having a total
spectively. Foley interprets the damping ratios as fol- weight of 73 lb. Results from this test show clearly that
lows: the 0.0 damping spectrum represents the upper shock excitations recorded during handling operations
limit of response severity, the 0.03 spectrum is an esti- are much more severe than those encountered during
mate of the response severity produced on nonisolated transport by air or road.
cargo systems, and the 0.10 spectrum is an estimate of (2) Drop height: Drop height distributions have
the response severity produced on isolated or cush- been developed for various package weights and con-
ioned cargo systems. figurations, handling operations, and distribution sys-

In all instances the vertical shocks were the most tems.
severe, with the one orzeption being that of becking Results from a series of tests Involving the shipment of
into the loading dock, in which case shocks along the 434b plywood boxes via Railway Express and air freight
longitudinal axis were the most severe. One of the con- are given in Fig. 5-37. The tests were conducted by the
clusions drawn from the teft results is that the location Wright Air Development Center, Wright-Patterson AFB,
of the cargo on the truck bed has a significant effect on Ohio, and Involved 13 boxes, each Instrumented with an
the severity of vertical inputs, with cargo located di- Impact-O.Graph accelerometer. From a total of 862

"rectly above or near the rear wheels experiencing the recorded drops, 5 percent were from heights greater than
most severe excitations. Location has no effect on Ion. 21 In. and 50 percent were above 8 In. A somewhat
motu a se ee l. similar test was conducted by the Packaging and Allied
gitudinai shock levels. Trades Research Association, Surrey, England, whereby

Fig. 5.34 gives the maxmum shock spectra as mum- instrumented fiberboard boxes weighing 22 lb were ship-
ured at three different positions on a van daring a ro%.- ped by railroad in mixes-goods consignments. The
country shipment. The most invere shocks were re- results from 1,479 recorded drops showed that 5 percent
corded at the aft position with the maximum value being were greater than 20 In. and 50 percent were above 6 In.
about 4 G. Fig. 5-38 demonstrates the effect of horizontal load.

An envelope of maximum shock excitations recorded ing distance on drop height. These data were obtained
during field studies conducted by the Transportation from observational studies. Curve I represents the han.
Corps is given in Fig. 5-35. No explanations of the test fling procedure for transferring packages from a con-
conditions or equipment were given. veyor to a handcart. Data were taken only during the

loading of the first layer on the extreme end of the cart,
5-6.2 HANDLING Curve 2 represents the less severe handling procedure

for transferring packages from a railroad car to a hand-

A comprehensive literature survey and search of the cart. As before, the packages loaded on the bottom

cargo-handling shock environment was conducted by layer received the highest drops, and were the only ones

Ostrem, who published a summary in 1968 (Ref. II).
Over 150 reports and articles were reviewed, and over
50 organiutions were contacted during the conduct of 3. Impact.O-Graph is a trademark of the Impact-O-Graph C",r-
the project. Much of the data presented herein is from poration.
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FIGURE 5.34. MAxkim Shock Spr for Vwifw
MhOOk Encewunud During a C ,ou-cntr Shlpmwt,

Van, Air Ride Sumiat (Ref, 26).
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0 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.100 0.120

TIMI, a
FIGURE 53& Crgo Shook Environments for

Hlefpway Tirwnort (Ref. 6).

recorded. All observations for Curve I and Curve 2 (3) Number of drop& Shock damage to cargo items
were made at two transfer points in a large railroad can be cumulative; therefore, a knowledge of the num-
depot where express freight weighing less than 80 lb is ber of drops at different heights that an item is likely
handled, to encounter may be as important as the knowledge of

Drop height as a function of package weight for the maximum drop heights. Fip. 5-41 and 5-42 show the
handling operation of loading a handcart from a con. number of drops above different heights for boxes
veyor is indicated in Fig. 5-39. The maimum drop shipped via Railway Express and by rail, respectively,
height recorded was 24 in. for a 2-lb package The data as mixed goods. Data for Fig. 5-41 were taken from the
show that, in general, drop height decreaes with an
increase in package weight. same tests as described for FIg. 5.37. Fig. 5-42 was

The effect of package height on drop height is shown constructed from data obtained by the shipment of
in Fig. 5-40. These results apply to the same handling instrumented, 22.1b, fiberboard boxes by rail as mixed

operation as described in the previous paragraph. The goods. These results show that 10 percent of the 43-lb
data show that drop height as with an increase boxes experienced at least 30 drops of 3 in. or higher

in package height. and approximately 3 drops of 24 in. or higher. In con-

5430
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TABLE 5-7. CARGO-HANDLING FIELD TEST RESULTS:
PEAK ACCELERA'rION, s (Ref. 11)

Container shape Container weight, lb

Length: width: height, Small, 4edium small, Medium, Large,
fent t 6 0 skid-mounted, skid-mounted, skid-mounted,ft 10-90 150-250 250-500 500-1,500

Average 3-144 (41) 4-131 (31) 3-24 (14) 3-43 (21)(3:2:)

Long 4-50 (30) 3-38 (20) 4-35 (19) 3-14 (18)(3::1

Tall 3-76 (29) 3-41 (22) 3-50 (17) 3-17 (9)
(1:1:2) -- I I

Data presented are ranges, followed by means (in parentheses).

C -NEW */Olku x-CLBI

S• MUDOEIPRT WCNINT

A -" ICLTVUIAND H. ERT

"" A D .i MAsF"

0Y1

Ilia

FIGURE 5-46. Msxlrnm Shocks Recorded Dutin1
Airline Trat Shipment (Fief. 26).
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FIGURE 5.38. Drop Height Dltertbution, RafIroed Depot Loading Operation,
Severest Handling Operation (Ref. 1 1).
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(Mixed Goods) (224b Corrupmed Fiberboad 9xw, 77.5 x 12 x 11.5 in.)

(Ref. 11).
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40 PACEUD 4.3 STORAGE
SAND

30 PALLET Handling operations characteristic of the storage envi.
j (HIDSPAN) ronaent ane probably the source cf the most severe

20 shocks encountered In this environment. Although there
E PALLET woen no data pertaining to the storage environment per

10 . (STRINGER) me, It seems evident that the severity of the shocks result-
CONCRETE Ing from the normal handling activities of storap would

0i ' be on the same order of magnitude as those reported for
0 24 30 36 the handling environment. Many operations-such u

DROP HEIGHT, in. loading a handcart or forklift truck from a stack of pack.
ages, rJilroad car, or truck.--a common to both environ.

FIGURE 543. Impact Pu/s Durations for ments.
Contolner Corner Drqps on Typical Stacking Until more definitiv-i data are available Aor the stor-

Surfaces (Ref. 27). age environment, it is recommended that the handlingenvironment data be rused as a guide for des/ip require-

nuents.
trut, 10 percent of the 22-lb boxes rereived fewer than
15 drops higher than 3 in. and fewer than 2 drops above 54.4 SERVICE
24 in.

(4) Shock pulse duration. In designing against Data are not available for defining the service envi-
shock damage to certain types of equipment, both the ronment. The shocks are those received as a result of
magnitude and duration of the shock excitation an drops or bumps during servici..4 on the work bench.
important. Fig. 5-43 shows the pulse duration for con- Also, in cases where the piece of equipment has to be
tainer comer drops from several drop heights and for transported across bas or over short distances for re-
different impact surfaces. Fig. 5-44 shows the results of pair, the shock levels encountered would be related to
flat drops on different impact surfaces. The results in the particular mode of transport employed. Under
both cases show that the pulse duration is practically these conditions the equipment would in all probability
indepenzient of drop height, It is, however, very sensi, be insufficiently packaged or protected from shock
tive to the type cf impacting surface. Comer drops are forces.
"characterized by much longer pulse durations than am Shocks encountered on the work bench would proba.
flat drops. The longest pulse duration, approximately bly be no more severe than a 2- to 3-in. corner drop.
31 mt, was recorded for a corner drop on packed send. When the equipment is transported over short dis-
The test container used in this study weighed 45 lb and tance$ from its operational station to the repair facility,
measured 16-1/4 X 12-3/16 X 9-3/8 in. the unpackaged equipment that is placed unrestrained

in the back of a Mmall truck may be representative of
the worst case conditions.

'20. 5-7 MEASUREMENTS• * PALLET

(MIDSPAN) 5-7.1 GENERAL

0 PACKED The need for accurate and reliable shock data has
SAMN increased greatly in recent veats. This increase is a

"-- e •iOIOtCETE direct consequence of the increased mobility of the field
0 , , t ..1 army and the increased use by the Army of fragile and

0 24 30 36 sensitive materiel.
DROP HEIGHT, in. The measurement of shock forces involves meaur-

ing the position, velocity, or acceleration of a point on
FIGURE 5-44. Impact Pubs Dwurtom fOr the test item as , function of time. Devices used for
Conwiner Flat Drop on Typickl S10king making such measurements rnse fronm a purely me-

Surfaces (Ref. 27). chanical system that indicates the resulting motion by 4
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means of a mechanical pointer, to transducers that pro- perienced by the mass causes a proportional change in
vide a usable electrical output in response to a specific strain within the crystal. This change in strain causes
stimulus. The type of transducer most commonly used an electrical potential to be developed across the crystal
in shock measurements is electromechanical, i.e., one in proportion to the inertial force or acceleration ex-
that converts the energy of mechanical motion into perienced by the mass. The compression spring is pre-
electrical energy (Ref. 28). loaded in such a way that the crystal wafer i* always

Although shock excitations and response can be de- maintained in compression. The resulting mechanical
scribed in terms of velocity, displacement, or force, the sysLem exhibits a high resonant frequency and virtually
vast majority of measurements are made of acceleration no damping. A typical crystal accelerometer is shown
as a function of time. The shocks that are encountered in Fig. 5-45.
vary from less than 1 0 to several thousand 0 with Crystal accelerometers are available with or without
durations of from a few to over 100 ms (Ref. 29). This an electrically isolated case. Some models are con-
wide dynamic range makes it difficult to have a single structed with the seismic mass compressed between
measuring system capable of recording all the shock two crystal elements. Accelerometers of improved de-
encountered by an item of cargo during intermodal
transport, for example. The transducer most often used sign, with the crystal bonded to a button- or mush.becase f is wde dnamc rngeand ighnatral room-shaped mass, avoid the influence of case distor-
because of its wide dynamic range and high natural tion.
frequency in the piezoelectric accelerometer, If frequen- Due to the high esonant frequency (on the order of
cies above about 400 Hz are of interest, the piezoelec. 30 kHz) of crystal accelerometers, they are well suited
tric accelerometer nearly always is used (Ref. 2). for the measurement of both vibration and shock. They

can be used to measure shock on the order of 10,000 0

5-7.2 ACCELEROMETERS (peak) and sinusoidal vibration up to 1,000 0 (peak).
Instrumentation for shock measurement usually in-

An accelerometer is a transducer whose output cludes low pass filters to avoid falsification of data by
quantity varies in proportion to the acceleration that it "ringing" at resonant frequencies. Some progress has
experiences. A seismic system consisting of a mass sus- been made in the damping of piezoelectric accelerome-
pended from a base by a spring and usually constrained ters. This decreases the ringing and extends the linear
to move in only one direction is employed in accelerom- frequency response. The range of linear frequency re-
eters as the sensing element (Ref. 2). In the opersa ing sponse (±5 percent) is on the order of 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
frequency range of the transducer, which is below its The operational temperature range of crystal accele-
resonant frequency, the mass undergoes nearly the rome.ers is approximately -6r to 50WC. However,
same acceleration as the body of the transducer The models that will operate down to - 220"C and measure
mass exerts a force on the support that is directly pro-
portional to the magnitude of the component of accel-
eration, and the output is a known function of the force.
The types of accelerometers most generally used for
shock measurements are described in the paragraphs PIEZOELECTRIC ELECTRICAL
that follow. OUINT oTPU-r

5-7.2.1 Piezoelectric Accelerometerai

Piezoelectric (crystal) accelerometers utilize the abil-
ity of certain crystalline materials to generate electrical
charge motion when subjected to mechanical stress. MASS
These piezoelectric materials contain crystal domains
comprising electric dipoles oriented either by natural or
artificial polarization. The slight relative motion of
these domaina, resulting when a load is applied, causes
a charge flow to be generated, The material, under a
varying load, functions electrically as a charge-generat- HOUsxIc
ing capacitor. One type of crystal accelerometer con-
sists ofa seismic mass compressed between a spring and FIGURE 5-45. Plezomelcc (Crvml) Accelmoeter
a wafer of piezoelectric material. The inertial force ex- (Ref. 30).
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th motion of surfaces at temperatures to +2,200C Unlike crystal accelerometers, the strain bridge type
using liquid cooling are available. Instruments de- can be used to measure low acceleration levels at fre-
signed for extreme temperature environments are gen- quencies down to zero. The relatively low naturrl fre-
erally supplied with calibration curves obtained at vari- quency of strain bridge accelerometers (on the order of
ous temperatures. 50n Hz) limits the frequency range of linear response

(±5 percent) to approximately 0 to 300 Hz.
5-7.2.2 Strain Bridge Accelerometers These instruments are generally used for measuring

The electrical resistance of a wire increases when it accelerations to approximately 2,000 G (peak). Strain
is stretched, said decreases when it is compressed axi- bridge accelerometers can be used for low-level shock
ally or when an initial tension is relieved. The operation measurement when high frequency information is not
of strain bridge accelerometers is based upon this prin- desired. The higher frequencies will be mechanically
ciple. One type of bridge accelercmeter consists of a attenuated by the instrument. Strain bridge accelerom-
mass suspended by a strain wire spring and a damper. eters, calibrated over a temperature range of approxi-

The inertial force experienced by the mass when it is
accelerated induces a change in the strain on the sup-
porting wires, aid thus a change in their electrical

resistances. Damping of the strain bridge accelerometer 5-7.2.3 Potentiometer Accelerometers
varies somewhat with temperature. The a.'celerometer
case is generally filled with a viscous fluid that consti- The potentiometer accelerometer consists of a mass-

tutes the damping medium. If part of the damping fluid spring-damper system and a potentiometer circuit (Ref.

is lost, the decrease in damping can be detected by 31). The potentiometer wiper is connected to the seis-

measuring the frequency response. This response will mi.; mass. A constant voltage is maintained across the

be peaked at the resonant frequency when damping is resistance element of the potentiometer. When the in-

low. Since the electrical circuit is passive, it must be strument experiences an acceleration, the mass is dis-
powered externally. The power supply can be either a placed, causing a proportional change in the output
direct current or an alternating current source. To ob- voltage of the potentiometer circuit. The mass-spring

tain adequate sensitivity, the strain wires are arranged system for some models is the form of a cantilever
electrically in the form of a Wheatstone bridge. The beam. Viscous fluid is generally used for the damping
bridge is balanced externally. The electrical unbalance medium. A potentiometer accelerometer is illustrated
of the bridge circuit is then proportional to the acceler- in Fig. 5-47.
ation experienced by the instrument. An illustration of To obtain adequate sensitivity, the mass-spring system
a strain bridge accelerometer is shown in Fig. 5-46. generally has a natural frequency of approximately 15

Hz, and the system is usually damped from 70 to 140
percent critical. The low natural frequency limits the

STRAIN HOUSING, -7 frequency range of linear response to approximately 0 to
E 10 Hz. These instruments are generally used for meas-

uring very low accelerations at low frequencies. A
typical Instrument might be calibrated for a range + 0.5

SIMC G with a sensitivity of 5 V per G.MHAS S POT ENT"IOMETERl

WIPERa

OUOUTPUT
aHOUSING

TR•NALS •-4

TERMIINALS
EXC ITAT ION

SOURCE

INPUTE

FIGURE 5-46. S/AIn Bridge Acc~eromretr FIGURE 5-47. Potentlcmeter Acculeromer-
(Ref. 30). (Ref. 30).
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5-7.2.4 Force Balance AccekWometers
(c) s AwT'OOTH

The force balance acceleromet-r is basically an elec. FIGURE 549. Ampllfkadon Facton Reulting
tromechanical feedback system actuated by a seismic From Three Fundamental Pul. sham (Ref 32).
mass. The essential components of the instrument are
illustrated in Fig. 5-48, When the instrument is excited
along its sensitive axis, the seismic mass tends to move.
This causes a change in the output current of a small The force balance accelerometer is generally used for
servoamplifler. The output current is passed through a measuring low-level accelerations at low frequencies.
moving coil, inducing a torque on the mass support The instrument has a low natural frequency and is
arm which is equal to, and opposite from, the torque damped considerably. The frequency range of linear
due to the inertia force experienced by the mass. There- response is on the order of 0 to 100 Hz. Force balance
fore, the current output of the amplifier is proportional accelerometers can be operated over a temperature
to the acceleration experienced by the seismic mass. range of approximately -40' to 200*F. A typical in-
The acceleration is measured as a voltage drop across strument might be calibrated for a range of ± 100 with
a resistor in series with the output of the amplifier. a sensitivity of 0.8 V per 0.
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5- EFFECTS ON MATERIALS tural matril DurinS a sufficintly violent shock ai-
citation, structural components an be overstressed and

Equipmmmt subjected to shock loads responds In a permanently deformed. In the shipmet of military
complex way. The shock load can ovetreas and de- equipment, perhaps the most costly damage along these
form the basic equipment structum (structural re- lines is the weakening or destruction of packages or
spofse) and/or damage ftae components attached to taine. This renders the contents susceptible to
the structure (inertial response) (Ref 32). Both re- damage when expoed to future hock vibrations or
sponses exist together, with their relative intmeities

being a function of the snape, duration, and intensity any number of other undesirable environments. In in-

of the shock pulse; the 8eometricai configuration; total termodal transport, for example, the high shock force
mass; internal mass distribution; stiffness distribution; encountered in the railroad nvironment could have
and damping of the item or equipment (Ref. 26). such an effect on the container and packing matel as

In the case of a completely resilient, sIngle-degree-of- to reduce their shock isolating capbilitie io a point
freedom system with negligible damping, the structural where even the much lower shock levels common to
response varies from a small fraction of the shock pulse ship transport would result in equipment damuage
magnitude to twice the magnitude depending on the Effects of shock resulting from inertial respomse vary
shape of the pulse. Gain oramplification factors for the from reduced reliability to malfunction or complete
structural response A, and inertial response Aa r l5iven failure of equipment. Forms of damage include break.
for the rectangular, half-sine, and sawtooth pube age of brittle or fragile components, displacement of
shapes in Figl. 5-49. maisive componer and a change in the geometrical

A common, characteristic response to all three pulse
shape Is, for a structure or object whose natural period
is long compared to the pulse duration (the ratio of
pulse duration To to the natural period T is less than
1/4), that the amplification factor for the structural -9 PROTECTING AGAINST SHOCK
response is lea than I and becomes smaller as the above
ratio decreases. This implies that a structure with a low
resonant frequency may withstand a large short-dura- In the shipment of military cargo, it is impossible to
tion pulse because the structural amplification factor is eliminate the sources of shock excitations. The altewa-
low. However, as the ratio o/ Tbecomes smaller than tives, then, are (I) isolation of the equipment from the
about V/4, the inertial amplification factor becomes shock forces through proper packaging and stowing
equal to or greater than the structural amplification techniques, or (2) design of the equipment in such a
factor. For this situation, then, the load on the 5ic- lashion as to render it unsusceptible to the shock mvi-
ture is less significant than the load on the components
within the structure. rommt. Economic factors gourally favor the use of

As can be een from Fig. 5-49, no oscillation occurs isolation techniques rather than overdesigning the

after the, termination of the pulse when T./T is an equipment.
integer (even or odd) in the caw of a rectangular pulse The resistance of an item to shock constitutes its
and an odd integer for a half4ine pulse. The sawtooth ability to withstand impact without damage. The
pulse results in an amplification factor that is approxi- fragility rating of an item is a quantitative decription of
mately I after the pulse termination for all values of this ability. Fraglity rating is expressed as an accelera-
T/ TPrmter than ahout V4. This relate to the damage tion in G unite. Specifically, it is a mesure of the
resultin from transportation shock in that the package maximum shock levels that an item can withstand yet
or container may act a the structural element while the still function properly. Therefore, if the estimated ship-
contents of the package would experience shocks as ping and handling shock environment is greater thau.
governed by the inertial amplification factor. the fragility rating of the item, some form of shock

In keeping with the preceding discussion, the effects mitigation system must be employed. Fundamentals of
on materiai can be treated in terms of structural or package design, barrier, cushioning, and container ma-
inertial defc. Shock can contribute to or cuse fatigue terials are discussed in AMCP 706-121 (Ref. 26) and in
failure of metals, reinforced plastics, and other struc. TM 384230.1 (Ref. 33).
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Cushioning is the generic name applied to several sect an item against shock may at the same time mini-
methods of packaging to prevent shock damage as well mize movement, rrevent ahras;on, protect barriers, and
as for other purposes. It is summarized in the pars- cover sharp projections, Many cushioning materials
graphs that follow, also act as good insulation to protect items against

drastic temperature changes. Cushioning may be re-
5-9.1 FUNCTIONS OF CUSHIONING quired to absorb liquids and, consequently, must have

liquid-absorbing qualities to prevent liquid flow in case
Cushioning is the protection from physical and me- of breakage of the containers,

chanical damage afforded an item by means of com-
pressible and resilient materials, known as cushioning When cushioning materials are used within wster-
materials, designed to absorh the energy of shocks and proof or water-vaporproof barriers, they must be as dry
vibration caused by external forces, In order to utilize as practicable, noncorrosive, and, if the item is coated
properly the many cushioning materials, it is necessary with a preservative, the preserved item must first beproperly~~wrape ihe man usioin protoraf itarrneissrr
to understand the functions of cushioning. Among wrapped in a greaseproof barrier.
these functions, the more important are-

(Q) Minimize movement and vibration. Cushioning, 5.9.2 CUSHIONING SELECTION FACTORS
when properly applied, controls the movement of the
item within the barrier or container and dampens vi. Several factors must be considered in selecting the
bration. appropriate cushioning material for a given applica-

(2) Pýtect fragile or delicate componen& When tion. The nature and physical limitations of the item,

fragile or delicate components form a part of an other- the favorable and unfavorable characteristics of the
wise ruglged item, they may be disassembled and pck- cushioning material, the destination of the packages,

aged separately. If disassembly is not permitted and and the means of transportation must all be taken into
they must be left in place, cushioning is applied to give consideration before an item can be properly cush.
them protection, iontd.

(3) Prevent rupture of barriers and containers Many (I) Nature of the item. In planning to cushion an
items have sharp corners or projections that could item, the nature and physical limitations of the item
puncture the barriers or containers in which they are must first be considered. The shock resistance, size,
packaged, resulting in the entry of moisture or water. weight, shape, surface finish, and the degree of disas-
Cushioning is applied to these projections or corners to sembly permitted will influence the way an item is to
insure that waterproof or water-vaporproof barriers are be cushioned (Fig. 5-50).
not rendered useless by such damage.

(4) Distribute forces. Cushioning materials reduce the (a) Shock resistance or fragility. Fragility cannot
effects of shock to an Item by distributing the damaging be determined by eye alone. The tendency is to over-
formes over a large area thus lowering the energy coneen- cushion seemingly fragile items and to undercushion
tsUton at any one point on the surface of the Item. seemingly sturdy items. Fragility-the greatest amount

finished of energy an item can withstand without destruction-(5) Present abrasion. Items with highly fiise can be measured with scientific instruments. The term
surfaces that may be marred by blocking or strapping, can be en aichptcienti thc insrm ts. T f te

or by contact with other items in the container must be 'O-ftor' li" been accepted as the indicator of the
protected against abrasion by cushioning. Usually, shock resistance of an item. This resistance is deter-
lesser amounts and thicknesses of cushioning materials mined by measuring the acceleration of an item during
are employed to accomplish this cushioning function, a specific fall and dividing this by the acceleration due

to gravity. This is expressed as: G-factor = Accelera-
(6) Absorb shocks Perhaps the most frequent and tion/Gravity. The G-factor values of many military

important use of cushioning is to absorb the energy items are being determined. In the absence of known
resulting when a container is subjected to impact. This G-factor values, the determination of the right cushion-
shock energy is absorbed as the cushioning material is ing must be based on the history of previous shipments
compressed by the item. and, whenever practicable, on actual drop testing of the

(7) Multipurpose cushioning, The foregoing func- completed package.
tions of cushioning sisould not be considered separately (b) Size. A large item may require a thinner layer
because cushioning is often used for more than ot-e of cushioning than a smaller item of the same weight
purpose in the same package, Material selected to pro- because less load per square inch is applied to the cush-
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ioning. This should be kept in mind when an item is able since it creates fret-moving space in the container
irregular in shape-more cushioning may be required (Fig. 5-SI).
at the small end than at the large end. (b) Resilience is the ability of a material to absorb

(c) Weight, Weight in motion results in force, and a series of shocks and return to its original shape and
force can cause damage. Thus, the weight of an item thickness after each shock. Few materials are corn-
controls the thickness, quantity, and firmness of the pletely resilient and this quality is often greatly altered
cushioning material to be used. Generally, the heavier by changes in temperature. Rubber, for instance, is
the item, the firmer the cushioning must be. high!y resilient in temperate zones, but loses its resili-

(d) Shape. A regular-shaped item will ordinarily ence under extreme cold conditions (Fig. 5-SI).
fit snugly into a container with a minimum of cushion- (c) Rate of recnvery, or the time it takes for a
ing, while an irregular-shaped one may require a com- cushioning material to return to its original shape after
plicated arrangement of pads and cells or foamed-in- compression, is also important .0ince some materials
place cushioning to bring it to a more regular shape, have a too rapid rate of recovery and "spring back" so
Light, small items that are irregular in shape can be quickly that damage to the item may result (Fig. 5.51).
made regular and at the same time positioned and held (d) Dusting, which results from the breakdown
in the container merely by wrapping with cushioning and disintegration of certain materials used for cush-
material. Large, irregular items may make it impracti- ioning, allows small particles to become detached and
cal to use cushioning materials to make them regular. work into crevices and critical working surfaces of the
Blocking and bracing in conjunction with cushioning cushioned item.
will have to be employed to protect such items. (e) The corrosive effect of some cushioning materi-

(e) Static stress. Tables of cushioning performance als is undesirable when packaging items with critical
factors usually present data based on static stress (the surfaces. When this cannot be avoided, the item must
weight per unit area). This is determined by dividing be shielded from such materials by a neutral wrap or

the weight in pounds by the area in square inches. liner. Cushioning materials with a high acidic or basic

(f) Surface finish. An otherwise sturdy item may content must not be enclosed within waterproof or wa-
ter-vaporproof barriers.

have highly finished surfaces that could be damaged by (f) Fungus resistance of some materials is low,
the rubbing action or harsh abrasive cushioning which allows for the growth of mold, mildew, and other
material, or the surfaces may be corroded and pitted by fungi. Many materials can be treated to inhibit such
chemical action due to the premence of moisture and growth. However, such treated materials are often very
acidic or basic elements in the cushioning material, corrosive to metal surfaces and must be isolated from

(g) Disassembly. The disassembly of a highly ir- them.
regular item may allow a reduction in its volume and (g) The abrasive characteristics of some materials
permit simpler cushioning to give the necessary protec. are factors that must be considered when protecting
tion. Before disassembly, however, competent advice precision surfaces such as the lenses of optical instru.
should be obtaired as to the feasibility of rema.embly ments. Some soft-textured cushioning materials gener-
and calibration, ir necessary, in the field, ally can be placed in contact with easily marred sur-

(2) Characteristics of cushioning matepials (Table faces. Coarse-textured materials should not be used on
5-8). The many chemical and physical properties of such surfaces.
cushioning materials may display both desirable and (h) Low temperature performance of certain cush.
undesirable characteristics. These characteristics vary ioning materials makes them suitable for use in high
in importance for different applications. A characteris- altitude transport and in shipments to cold regions be-
tic that might be highly desirable in one application, cause they remuin relatively soft and resilient.
may be detrimental in another; e.g., high moisture ab- (I) Other characterfstUs that should not be nellected
sorbency is required for packaging liquids, but is not In choosing cushioning matedals ar fiv resistance or
desirable when packaging corrodible metal items. flammability (Fig. 38), and possible skin Irritation to

(a) Compression set is the difference between the peisonnel who come In contact with it.
original thickness of a cushioning material and the (3) Destination of the itenm The destination of the
thickness of the same material after having been item is a factor in cushioning, Many cushioning materi.
released from compression. Compression set is undesir- als change their characteristics under extreme climatic
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Sconditions. Some materials become so rigid or brittle at sorbent, and Type II, water-resistant. It is available in
extremely low temperaturu that they are useless as two classes-Class A, low tensile strength (filler
cushioning materials. In tropical climates, some mate- material), and Class B, high tensile strength (wrapping
rials soften and lose their cushioning qualities. In Jun- material). The material is required to be noncorrosive.
gles or rainy locations, some materials will pick up However, even when it is water-resistant, water may be
excessive moisture, resulting in the loss of resilience absorbed and retained within its pores. Cellulosic cush.
and leading to growth of fungus and accelerated corro- ioning material is readily moldable and fairly resilient.
sion. Its compression set is high, its damping ability excel-

(4) Means oftransportation. The means of transpor- lent, but dusting is great enough to require an excluding
tation must not be overlooked. Hazards Prd handling wrap around items susceptible to dust damage. Its per-
situations vary greatly between air, motor, rail, and formance in cold temperature is good. This material is
ship. For example, considerable difference may exist intended for use in packaging lightweight, fragile items;
between the amount of handling that an item being as a protection against abrasion; and Type 1, specifi-
transshipped from truck, to rail, to ship would get and cally, for absorbing liquids from containers broken in
one that is being shipped by air freight. Likewise, an transit.
item to be delivered by air drop would require different (3)nFi um

Sproecton romone haLwoud b delverd b trck. (3) Fibrous glass cushioning material. This material
protection from one tha, would be delivered by truck. consists of glass fibers matted, bonded, or otherwise

treated to meet specification requirements. The surface

"5-9.3 REPRESENTATIVE CUSHIONING of Type II material is coated with an elastomeric

MATERIALS material to prevent dusting. This material can be sup-
plied in various classes of density ranging from a very
soft material with a load range from 0.2 to 0.5 lb

Representative cushioning materials for shock pro- in,- 2 to a very firm material with a load range from 50
tection are described as follows: to 100 lb in. -2. The resilience of the material is high, its

(I) Boundflber cushioning materiali These materi- compression set low, its drmping fair, and its dusting
as may consist of any suitable natural hair, vegetable slight, especially in the Type 11 material. It is highly
fiber, or synthetic fiber bound with an elastic material. flame-resistant and water-resistant. The material is
Horse hair, sisal, and cactus fibers sprayed with latex neutral and will produce no corrosive effects. Moisture
are common examples. The materials are furnished in content and moisture absorbency qualities are low. The
four types according to firmness from soft (capable of material is fungus-resistant and performs well at low
supporting loads up to 0.01 lb in. 2) to firm (capable of temperatures. Fibrous glass cushioning is intended for
supporting loads up to 1.3 lb in.-2). They may be sup- use in protecting packaged or installed equipment
plied as noncompressed fiat sheets for general cushion- against shock and vibration. A temporary skin irrita.
ing applications, or in molded forms shaped to fit the tion may occur as a result of handling the uncoated
cotatours of the item. The materials have a high degree type (Typa A. Minute fibers sticking to the skin are
of resilience, low compression set, and fair damping readily ren•c ,d by ordinary washing. Suitable precau-
quality, and they do not disintegrate easily. They are tions and adequate ventilation should be used when
neutral and have a low water-soluble acidity so that there is any possibility of particles getting into the eyes
their corrosive effects are slight. Moisture content and or of accumulation of glass dust in the air.
moisture absorption are both low; however, the materi- (4) Cellular, plausticaze4 polyvinyl chloride cushion-
als may need to be treated to improve fungus resistancL. ing material This material consists of plasticized, lead
Their performance is reduced at low temperature. They stabilized, nonhygroscopic polyvinyl chloride, supple-
are intended to protect items against vibrational and mented with dyes, pigments, and fillers as necessary to
impact shocks where resilient and water-resistant cush- meet the specification requirements. The surface of
ions are required. Type I is coated with a permanently bonded flexible

(2) Cellulosic cushioning material. This material material for abrasion resistance. It is furnished in four

may be made of any kind of cellulnsic matter that will densities, ranging from low (8 to 12 lb ft- 3) to high
result in a product that meets specification require- density (20 to 30 lb ft-3 ). The material may be coated

ments. The cellulosic matter used may be cotton, or uncoated, as specified, and supplied in a standard
bonded fibers, natural fibers, or creped wadding, The commercial grade or a special low temperature grade.
material is furnished in two types--Type I, water ab- It is furnished in either flat sheets or in molded forms,
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as required. The compression set is low, resilience high, rugated is more frequently used because it has greater
damping good, and dusting low. The material is neutral cushioning value. The most common forms of fiber.
and does not produce corrosive effects. Its moisture board applications are die-cuts, open end cells, trays,
aborbency is nil and moisture content low. It is fun- pleated pads, and flat pads. Generally, cells and trays
gut-resistnt and fire-resistant. The low temperature should be held in shape with tape. Those surfaces of the
performance is poor for the commercial grade and good cell or tray that are perpendicular to the contracting•

for the low temperature grade. surface of the item are called bracing supports and are
(5) Paper honýWomb cushioning material This the load-bearing members. To utilize all of the strength

material consists of kraft fibers constructed into sheets of these brac;ng supports, they should bear directly on

of paper board that resemble honeycomb. This material the item. Pleated pads have greater resistance to break-
is primarily used as an energy-dissipating medium for down than open end cells because the load is spread
the landing shock to which air-dropped objects am over a large area rather than on bracing supports.
subjected. It may also be used for special packaging Therefore, th.y should be used to cushion heavier loads
requirements. (up to 2 lb in.-'), Flat pads are used to block shallow

(6) Wood excelsior in fabricated pads and bulk ,orm. projections, to level ot" projecting screw he•ds, and to
ExcWlsbr is made of shredded, stralght-gralned soft separate items within a container. They can be %lotted
wood, free from mold, decay, and pltchy accumulation*, to form partitions, or may be die-cut or punched to fi.

It Is furnished us bulk excelsior or as pads. The pads may articles of irregular shape as shown in Fig. 5.52.

be either waterproof or nonwaterproof. The bulk excel- (9) .Solldfiberbowrd This fiberboard is made from
slor is obtainable In six grades, from superfine wood cane, wood, or other vegetable fiber by a felting or
wool to coarse or ribbon excelsior. The pads are obtain- molding process that incorporates a sizing agent to
able In 12 weights, from light to extra heavy. The mate- form uniform solid sheets, blocks, or special fabricated
dal has a high eompresslon set, medium resilience, and shapes. The board is made in two types--single ply and
excellent damping qualities. Its moksture content and laminated multiple ply. The single ply is furnished in
absorbency are high and the iorrosive effects are con- 1/2- and 3/4-in. thicknesses. The material is available
siderable because of the wood acids present. It has poor in a density of between 14 and 19 lb ft-1. It has average
fungus resistance, Is highly flammable, and has poor low resilience, low compression set, low damping quality,
temperature performance. Its dusting characteristics are and performs fair in ioold weather. Its dusting qualities
high and, If the moisture content gets too low, the mate- are low. The material is required to be neutral and low
rial disIntegrate. Into fine particles. It Is abrasive and in water-soluble acid content. The moisture content
should not be used against finished surfaces that may be and moisture retention qualities are low, and it has a
narred by scratching. Excelsior Is best used for packag- low corrosive effect. It is also treated to improve mois.
Ing In the waterproof pad form or as a cushioning layer ture resistance.
between the wails of an Inner and an outer container, (10) Waxed, shreddedpaper This is a commercial-
with a waterproof liner to keep out excess moisture. The quality paper compoted of cellulosic fibers coated with
finer grad.s of excelsior are for cushioning the lighter, a petroleum-based wax. The waxed paper is supplied in
more hfagil items, and the coarser grades are best adapt- two types-long shreds and short shreds-and is com-
ad for cushioning rugged Items. pressed in bales and furnished by the pound. The

(7) Hatirfelk Hair felt consists of cleaned, washed, material has a high compression set, low resilience,

and sterilized cattle hair. It is finished in five types excellent damping, low density, very high dusting, and

based on the fabrication process. It is available in rolls high corrosive effect. Hence, it cannot be used against
of 3-, 6-, or 9-ft width. It is also available in a variety critical metal surfaces without isolation by a neutral

of thicknesses and densities. It has an average degree of wrap. Its moisture content is low, moisture absorption

resilience, low compression set, poor damping, and high, fungus resistance poor, but its low temperature
some amount of dusting. It will withstand repeated performance is good. This material is used to position
compression and abrasion without disintegrating. The items in containers and to offae limited shock protec-

felt must be free from acids. It will retain moisture and tion. Because of the wax present, the material should

is subject to fungus attacks unless treated. It is used not be utilized in containers that arm exposed to unlim-
mainly as cushioning and padiling of cradles for large ited outdoor storage in tropical climates.
articles. It should be glued in place and kept dry. (11) Cushioning, wmpplngpaperboard This is a pa-

(8) Solid and corrugatedflberboard Both solid and perboard composed of a corrugated sheet or a solid
corrugated fiberboard are used in cushioning, but cor- molded pulp sheet firmly cemented to a backing flat
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sheet of unbleached sulfate fiber paper. The paperboard corrosive effect. high moisture content and absorbency,
is furnished in two types-light and he-vy-duty, and in and poor-to-average low temperature performance.
two styles: Style I-backing sheet, .iandatory; and (14) Resi.'ient, expanded, polystyrene cushioning
Style 2--backing sheet, optional. It is furnished in material. This is a resilient cushioning material of ex-
sheets or rolls, as desired, This matterial has high com- panded polymers or copolymers of styrene for use in
pression, low resilience, excellent damping, and sonie cushioning and packaging applications. It is available
dusting. The moisture corn:,nt and moisture absorption in two types: Type I--sheet form, classed as soft,
are high. The material is not neutral and, hence, has a medium, firm, and extra firm; Type I1-roll form, with
high corrosive effect. Its performance in cold weather the same classes as Type I, The material is nonabrasive,
is poor, and it is neither fungus- nor flame-resistant, and fungus- and mold-resistant. It is used as a cushion-
Critical metal items must first be wrapped in a chemi- ing material within packages to protect items from
cally neutral or greaseproof barrier. damage due to shock, vibration, abrasion, and concen-

(12) Rigid or elastic polyurethane foam. This trated forces during handling and shipment. It is espe-
material consists of both rigid and elastic types of cially suited to packaging problems where a high de-
foamed products obtained othrigi t ye proper blending gree of energy absorption is required in a minimum

space and with a minimum weight of cushioning; to
of complex synthetic chemical compounds. By proper packaging problems in which the cushioning material
combinations, reaction mixtures can be poured or should also provide temperature insulation; and to
pumped into various shaped cavities. Carbon dioxide is packaging problems in which the cushioning material
given off by the reactions, causing the rapidly stiffening pkai problems in w therush meril
resin to expand, completely filling the space. The must perform at extremely low temperatures. Resilient
material then sets rapidly to a lightweight, solid, porous polystyrene cushioning material may be furnished in
structure that has excellent cushioning properties. The special converted forms, sizes, and shapes, such as with

material is furnished in a form suitable for foaming-in- paper backing, paperboard backing, cloth backing,

place application or it may be preformed and supplied pressure-sensitive adhesive surface, die-c'ut holes, or in

in rolls, flats, sheets, or molded shapes. Strong rigid the form of corner pads of special shapes.

foams, tough elastic foams, soft flexible foams, and Caution: Expandable polystyrene cushioning materi-

spongy wate-absorbent foams can be obtained by the als couitain gaseous hydrocarbons, which are explosive.

choice of ingredients. Forims with densities as low as 2 Seven days exposure to the atmosphere after expanding

to 3 lb ft 3 may be obtained. These foams can be ad- is required to dissipate the hydrocarbons so that thf

justed to give a high or low compression set, excellent products are no longer dangerous.
or poor damping, and high ar low resilience. In other
words, the material can be tailored to meet the require-
ments of any type of cushioning required. Dusting is no 5-9.4 METHODS OF CUSHIONING
problem, moisture content is exceedingly low, absorp-
tion capacity can be varied, ai.d the corrosive effect is Cushioning is generally accomplished by one of the
negligible. The material is flame- and fungus-resistant. following methods:
It stiffens in cold climates. (1) Floated item. The item is flnated in cushioning

(13) Chemically blown, cellular rubber. This rubber material and placed within a unit container (Fig. 5-53).
is made by subjecting the compound to a gas, such as This is perhaps the method most c.ommonly used for

nitrogen, under high pressure. Under these conditions, cushioning small, lightweight, fragile items against

a certain amount of gas dissolves in the compound. shock, vibration, and abrasion. In this case the drypess

When the pressure is lowered, the mass e.n-jnds and and noncorrosiveness of cushioning materials are most

the product becomes a myriad of individual noncon- important since both the item and the cushioning
material will be enclosed in the unit container. The

nected gastight cells. This material may be obtained in accepted practice today is to make the cushioning the
soft, medium, and firm classes; oil-resistant or non-oil- first wrap. Grease proof barriers are required if the item
resistant grades; and fire-retardant or combustible is preserved. Cushioning materials must be secured
kinds. It is furnished in sheets or specially molded about the item. Loose cushioning may result in either
shapes, as required. The material has a high resilience, the displacement of the material when the package is
low compression set, fair damping. little dusting, slight subjected to shock, its disintegration under repeated
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FIGURE 5-54. Methode of Cushioning.-Floated Fwxcqu
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vibration, or the production of dust or loose particles, 5-10 SHOCK TESTS
which 'vill be entrapped within the package. Since a
container may be dropped on any one of its faces, edges, 5-10.1 SPECIFICATIONS
or corners, the cushioning material miit be designed to
withstand the full impact of the ent e weight of the Shock testing is performed to evaluate the ability of
item in any direction, an item or piece of equipment to survive undamaged

(2) Floated packcage. The item is packaged in an the transportation and handling environments: The

interior container, which in turn is floated in cushion- problems involved in defining the shock environment

ing material (Fig. 5-54). This method is generally used and simulating this environment in the laboratory are

in connection with semifragile items of medium size very complex. Due to this complexity, two different

and weight. The item is initially packaged (which may approaches to shock test definition have evolved. One

include cushioning or blocking) in an interior con- approach has been to define the test environment in

tainer, then floated in cushioning and placed into An terms of the type of shock machine to be used and the

exterior container. In this method, the noncorrosive- procedure to be followed in executing the test. ' he

ness and moisture content of the cushioning materials second, most frequently used approach, is to define the

are not critical since the materials will not come in test environment in terms of a shock pulse (e.g., accel-

contact with the item. The use of absorbent cushioning eration time history) or the associated shock spectrum
materials, when used in this method, should be gov- to which the specimen must be subjected.
erned as follows: Shock tests as specified in MIL-STD-202 (Ref. 34)

(a) When both the interior and exterior containers are examples of the first approach; i.e., the type of
are water-resistant, the cushioning material may sim- shock machine and the test procedures are specified.
ply be placed between the two containers. This is a drop test and as such has a nearly constant
, (b) When either container is nonwater-resistant, pulse duration regardless of drop height. The test lev-

the cushioning material must be placed in the form of els, then, are given as drop heights or peak acceleratior
pads wrapped in a water-resistant barrier material. at impact. This type of test does not duplicate the mag-

(c) Another alternative for the second cas ((I%) nitude-time duration relationship of the different shock
preceding) is to provide the interior container with a waveforms encountered in the handling and transpor-
sealed water-resistant wrap and the exterior container tation environments.
with a sealed liner. The cushioning material is then The shock test as specified in Method 516 of MIL-
placed between the two barriers. STD-810 (Ref. 35) is designed to determine that the

(3) Shock mountx The item is cushioned by means structural iptegrity and the performance of equipment
tto are satisfactory with respect to the shock levels that

of shock mounts (Fig. 5.5s5). This method is used o may be encountered in handling and transportation
cushion frigsle items and sensitive instruments or activities. In this test the pulse shape, peak value, and
mechanisms that can be damaged by shock and vibra- duration are specified. Fig. 5-56 shows the terminal-
tion. The weight and size of the item may vary from edge sawtooth and half-sine pulses with tolerance limits
light and small to heavy and large. The shock mounts as specified in the test procedure. All points of the
may consist of metal springs with damping or rubber measured acceleration waveform must fall within the
blocks. This method of cushioning may be accom. area enclosed by the tolerance limit lines. The only
plished in four main ways: restriction on the type of shock machine used for this

(a) The item may be suspended directly by means test is that it be capable o0' producing the input shock
of shock mounts. pulse as specified.

(b) The item may be blocked in a cradle with the A shock spectrumt (i.e., acceleration level in G %units
cradle suspended by means of shock mounts. vs frequeaicy) is another means of specifying shock test

(c) The item may be boxed in an intermediate requirements (Ref. IS). The advantages of this method
container with the intermediate container suspended over pulse shape specification are (1) the shock spec.
by means of shock mounts. trum correlates with a theory of damage, (2) it is easier
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to define tolerance limits, end (3) actual service condi-
tions can be reproduced (Ref. 13). On the other hand,
Schell (Ref. 36) favors the pulse shape definition be-
cause he believes that spectra specification can lead to
large enors. He states that small changes in the spec-
trum can yield very large changes in the acceleration
time signature. Shock spectra specification gives the
test engineer the option of using any pulse shape that
will produce the required spectrum.

5-10.2 METHODS

Railroad humping operations represent the source of
the most severe shocks encountered in the transport
phase. Therefore, mast transportation shock teots have
been developed for the purpose of simulating this envi- OUDE cCARzIAG
ronment. The most frequently dsed methods are the
incline impact teat, the pendulum impact test, the rail.
car impact test, and the shock machine tests.

The incline impact test is conducted using a wheed am sox
dolly running on a steel track inclined at some fixed
angle to the floor with a sturdy barrier perpendicular
to the track and located at the lower end of the track.
The test specimen is placed on the dolly, which is raised' ""•-----
a certain distance up the track, then released to impact

against the barrier (Ref, 25).
The pendulum impact test may also be used to simu-

late rail humping shocks. In this test the package or test
item is either placed on a platform that can swing FIGURE 5-57. Impule-trype Shock Test Machine
through an arc, or slung to a single support with cables. (Ref. 30).
In both cases the platform and/or package is raised a
specified distance through the arc, then released to pulses varying from 30 to 100 0 in magnitude and 8 to
impact the package against a solid barrier. 10 ms in duration can be achieved. In some impulse

The railcar impact test is conducted by first placing machines of this type, spring or elastic cords are used
the teat items onto a railcar. By means of a humping to aid in accelerating the drop table. One such machine
ramp or a switch locomotive, the test car is then ac- allows the equivalent of a 100-ft drop in just II ft.
celerated to a specified speed and impacted into a sta- Impact machines consisting of heavy pivoted ham-
tionary car. mers capable of swinging through wide arcs and im-

Mechanical shock machines used for equipment test. pacting against an anvil can produce complex shocks of
in are of two basic types. One type is referred to as an magnitudes up to 2,000 0 (Ref. 25).
impulse machine in which the test item is mounted to
a moving object, called the hammer, which impacts REFERENCES
against a stationary object called the anvil, The second
type, an impact machine, has the test item mounted on I. AMCP 706-115, Engineering Design Hand-
the anvil. In this case, the anvil is struck by the moving book, Environmental Serina Part One, Basic
hammer. Environmental Concepts

One type of impulse machine is pictured in Fig. 5-57 2. H. N. Norton, Hawdbook of Tranaicers for
(Ref. A0). This machine employs a drop table (hammer) Electronic Measuring System; Prentice-Hall,
whoue fall is arrested in a sandbox. By attaching a Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969.
variable number of hard wooden blocks to ths. under- 3. D. Halliday and R. Resnick, Physics jfr Stu-
side of the table and adjusting the drop height, shuck dentsof Scieace and Engineerin& Part II, Sec-
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CHAPTER 6

ACCELERATION

* 6-1 INTRODUCTION 6-2 UNITS, DEFINITIONS, AND LAWS

Army materiel subjected to relatively long periods of 6-2.1 UNITS

acceleration suffers the same types of damage which Linear acceleration Is commonly expmmed In units of
result from exposure to shock and vibration environ- feet per second per second (ft r-) or meten per second
ments bat with much less frequency and severity. Ac- per second (m -2). However, the most frequently ued
celeration is defined as the time rate of change of unit of measure is the acceleration due to gravity, or G.
velocity with respect to a reference system (Ref. I). Ts. standard value of 0 Is 32.1740 ft sg- (9.8066M m
Whereas acceleration is the parameter most often used 0-2). Conversion facton for units of lnear acceleratdon
to describe the vibration and shock environment, the ar given In Table 6-1 (Ref. 8).
term as used in this chapter refers to accelerations that Angular acceleration is expressed as radians per sec-
are of longer duration than shock pulses and that differ ond per second (rid s-1) or as revolutions per minute
from vibration in that they are either nonperiodic or, per second (rpm s -) (Ref. 4).
if periodic, of very low frequency. It includes but is not
restricted to sustained acceleration, defined as a con-
stant level of acceleration that is maintained for an
extended length of time (Ref. 2), In terms of the The following definitions are necessary in the treat-
materiel itself, any acceleration whose period is long T in, d acceleration (Refss 2t5).
compared to the resonant period of the mattriel upion (i) acDisplacemn ivtq t
which it acts satisfies the definition of acccleration as (1) s ifi.es.the . Disca lacement is a vector quantity

given in this chapter. that specifies the change of tde pfition of a body or

Acceleration causes a mechanical force to act on an particle and is usually measured from the mean posi-

item so that its ability to survive acceleration is a meas- tion or position of rest. In general, it can be represented

ure of its structural strength and integrity. Failures are by a translation or rotation vector, or both.

similar, therefore, to those observed under static loads, (2) Velocity. Velocity is a vector that specifies the
time rate of change of displacement with respect to ,,

or for operating mechanical devices, to those observed frame of rfence.

under high dynamic loads or excessive friction. frame of reference.

Army equipment designed to perform reliably under (3) Acceleration. Acceleration is a vector that speci-
static conditions may, if not properly protected during fies the time rate of change of velocity with respect to
shipping and handling, experience acceleration levels a frame of reference.
sufficient to reduce equipment reliability or, in some (4) Jerk. Jerk is a vector that specifies the time rate
cases, to make it inoperable upon reaching its destina- of change of the acceleration with respect to a frame of
tion. Fragile or sensitive equipment transported by air- reference.
craft, missile, or rocket must be protected against dam- (5) Sustained acceleratiom Sustained acceleration is
age from acceleration as well as shock and vibration. a constant level of acceleration that is maintained for

Equipment designed to operate in shock and vibra- an extended length of time.
tion environments will in most cases survive the opera- (6) Rectilinear motion The motion of an object is
tional acceleration environment with no ill effects. rectilinear when it is confined to a straight-line path.
However, certain devices such as panel meters, elec- (7) Curvilinear motion. The motion of an object is
tromechanical time-delay relays, and accelerometers curvilinear when it travels in a curved path.
may be affected more seriously by acceleration than by (8) Circular (rotary) motion. Circular motion is a
shock or vibration.
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special case of plane curvilinear motion in which the changing in magnitude and/or direction. Motion in
object moves in a path of constant radius. which the velocity is changir, is called accelerated

(9) Tangential acceleration In curvilinear motion, motion, and the time rate at w, . h the velocity changes
the tangential acceleration is that component of the is by definition acceleration.
total acceleration taken in the direction of the velocity (1) Accele'ration in rectllinear motion. The motion
tangent to the path of travel, of an object is rectilinear when it is confined to a

(10) Normal acceleration In curvilinear motion, the straight-line path. Acceteration then results from a

normal acceleration is that component of the total ac- change in the magnitude of the velocity and not in the

celeration, taken in a direction perpendicular to the diection. Under these conditions the acceleration is

velocity, directed toward the center of curvature of the parallel to the direction of motion with a magnitude

path of travel. given by

Displacement, velocity, and acceleration are related a = dv/dt (6-2a)
as follows (Ref. I):

(I) Linear (rectilinear): where dv/dt is the time derivative of velocity.

v - dx/dt (6-1) (2) Acreleration in cuvilinear motion. The velocity
v -of an object moving along a curved path changes in

direction from point to point and my also change in

a = d x'dta = dv/dt (6-2) magnitude. It follows, then, that acceleration is always
present when an object is undergoing curvilinear mo-
tion even though the speed remains constant.

(2) Angular (rotational): If the velocity of an object undergoing curvilinear
motion changes in direction only, the resulting acceler-
ation is perpendicular to the direction of motion and

w = dO/ldt (6-3) directed toward the center of curvature. Acceleration
in any direction other than perpendicular to or parallel
to the direction of motion is the result of velocity

Sd 5 9/dt' = dw/dt (-'i) €changing in both magnitude and direction (Ref 6).
For convenience the total acceleration is usually re-

solved into two components. One component, a,, taken
S where in the direction of motion, is tangent to the path of

x = linear displacement travel and is referred to u the tangential acceleration
v = angular displacement The second component, a,, tken perpendicular to the

m angulnar velocity direction of motion and directed toward the center of
a - linelar acceleratin curvature, is called the normal or centripetal accelera-
a = linear acceleration tion.
ae = angular acceleration Treating a short segment of the curvilinear path as
t = time an arc of a circle with radius ras diagrammed in Fig.

N4ewton's second law relating forme, num.s and ccei. 6-1, the values of a. and a, are given by the followingoration is expressed as follows: equations:

f u ma (6-5) at, - v'lr (6-6)

where where
f = force (resultant of all forces a, = normal acceleration

acting on mass m) Y - linear velocity
m = man r - radius

and

6-2.3 LAWS

Objects seldom move with constant velocity. In al- a, = dv/dt (6-7)

most all cases, the velocity of an object is continually where a, - tangential acceleration.

8.
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terms of angular units. Angular acceleration is the time
rate of change of angular velocity as given by the rela.
tionship

a a d(A/dt (64a)

where

a = angular acceleration
S¢ -- at dil/dt - time rate of change in angular

an t velocity

When radians are used as the unit of angular meas.
ure, the relationship between angular acceleration and
the tangential component of the linear acceleration is
"given by the equation

a, = ra (8-10)
Path of

The normal component of the linear acceleration is
given by

FIGURE 6-1. TAmtWan ,d Nonnal CompPnW a. = ro = vI/r (8-11)
of Acclatdon.

since w - v/r.
The total acceleration is the vector sum of the nor-

real and tangential components as illustrated in Fig.
6-2. The magnitude and direction of the acceleration
are given by the following equations-.

l6-8 ~ Path ofa - V•i+~ -. _Travel

and

tan . a t (8-9) a -_,

The two extremes of acceleration in curvilinear mo-
tion can be stated thusly: (a) when the total accelera-
tion is equal to the tangential acceleration (i.e., the
normal acceleration is zero), the object is moving in a
straight line, and (b) when the total acceleration is
equal to the normal acceleration, the object is in rotary
or circular motion.

(3) Acceleration in circular motion. The motion of FIGURE 6.2. Toral Accelertion a the Vector
an object moving in a circle is usually described hi Sum &' t Nwmal and Tangential ComponetL.

6.4
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(4) Accelerationforcre According to Newton's sec-
ond law of motion, an object subjected to the actioki of 320 -

an unbalanced force will experience an acceleration a
proportional to the force f and inversely proportional
to the mass m of the object (Ref. 6). This relationship 280 --

can be expressed by rearranging Eq. 6-5,
a =f/m

Both aand.fare vector quantities. Since the unbalanced 240 - -

force, in this equation, is the resultant of all the un-
balanced forces acting on the individual particles of
mass composing the object, it must act through the * 200
centcr of gravity of the object (Ref. 5), Rearranging this
equation to a form more pertinent to the objectives of
this chapter, we can state that an object of mass m 160
constrained to undergo an acceleration a will experi-
ence a force factinS through its center of mass, given M
by Eq. 6-5, M 120

f = ma
Substituting in Eqs. 6-6 and 6.7 we see that for an 80--
object having curvilinear motion there must be a nor-
mal effective force given by:

40-

f= mv/r (6-12) -

8 12 16 20 24 28

TIME FROM ENTRY, a

and a tangential effective force

FIGURE 6-3. Venue Entry Deceleradon (Ref. 7).

S- (dvdt)(6-3
High performance military aircraft experience larger

accelerations; e.g., a fighter plnne may experience ac-

celerations in excess of 6 G, and space vehicles and

6-3 TYPICAL ENVIRONMENTAL missiles similarly experience high sustained accelera-

LEVELS tion or deceleration. Utnmanned rockets can experience
greater loads. The deceleration time-history computed

When a vehicle accelerates from 0 to 60 mph in 30 for a probe entering the atmosphere of Venus (as per
s, the acceleration is approximately 2,9 ft s 1; to do so NASA Specification SP 3016) is given in Fig. 6-3 (Ref.
in 10 s, the acceleration is 8.8 ft s- 2, In terms of G, these 7). The maximum deceleration is approximately 310 0
accelerations are 0.09 and 0.27 G, respectively. This and is sustained for about I s; the deceleration is greater
gives some indication of the nature of the acceleration than 160 G for about 4 s.
environment since a high performance automobile can Approximate maximum longitudinal accelerations
reach 60 mph in 10 s. Commercial aircraft do not ex- for the Able series of rockets as derived from engine
ceed these G levels in normal operation. To reach a thrust and vehicle mass characteristics are given in
takeoff speed of 120 mph in 30 s, the acceleration is Table 6-., . The data show that the maximum accelera-
approximately 0,18 G; in normal flight, the maximum tions occur at the end of burning of the third stage
acceleration is from 0,04 to 0.06 G; and in maneuvers boosters. The nmaximum acceleration experiencu2' by
such as a turn with a 30-deg bank angle, the maximum the payload is 30 G for Able-I. Maximum lateral accel-
acceleration is 0.25 G. Thus, normal accelerations on erations of 2 to 3 0 with accelerations due to vehicle
land vehicles and commercial aircraft will fall below spin of up to 13 0 were expected for the Able series of
0,3 G. multistage space vehicles (Ref. 8).

6.5
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TABLE 6-2.. ACCELERATION CHARACTERISTICS nifieantly alter the motion of the structure or compo.
OF THE ABLE SERIES OF ROCKETS (Ref. 8) nent to which It is attached, (b) It must not produce

First Second Third significant errors due to nonacceleration mechanical
st,,, a t,44 st,,e PAY10d effects, and (c) It must be convenient to mount on the.

---- test structure or a component (Rato 11)a
11 G G 3GMost accelerometer transducers measure the force(Pio.nr II) II G 7 ) 3' , needed to prevent a seismic mass (prool mass) from

(Eplorpr VI) 1 7 1 3 4 being accelerated relative to the case within which it is
Thor Abl,-4 2 mounted. The force and acceleration are proportional

Atls A, and, of necessity, in the same direction. Although this
(Lunar) _ _ 7 --_principle is common to most accelerometers, a differ-

ence exists in their performance in, terms of accuracy.
sensitivity, frequency response, stability, and consist.

The inability of man to withstand high G values ency in adverse conditions; e.g., humidity, heat, and
limits the permissible accelerations in manned space- magnetic fields.
craft. Values as high as 10 G for 10 s have beers sustained An excellent reference that lists and describes the
by man in a supine position. For short periods of time, large variety of acceleration transducers available has
as much as 14 G can be tolerated by conditioned in- been published by the Instrument Society of America
dividuals with specialized supporting clothing (Ref. 9). (Ref. 12). The more important of these are discussed in

This value is sufficiently high to permit travel into the following subparagraphs-
space. (I)i-Potenduometric accelerometem In this type of

The important loadings to consider when shipping transducer, displacement of the force-summing device
equipment by air transport are the dynamic loadings causts a wiper arm to sweep across a resistance wind-
that occur during turbulent atmospheric cunditions, ing. The resistance change produced may be linear,
These are differentiated from shock loadings in that sine. cosine, logarithmic, exponential, etc., depending
they consist of fairly high magnitude accelerations im- on the manner in which the resistance wire is wound.
posed f'or a prolonged period of tims. These accelera- Fig. 6-4 illustrates this principle.
tions can be as high as 2 'o 3 G during normal operation Potentiometric-type accelerometers offer high out-
of large transport aircraft (Ref. 10). During evasive put voltage and, consequently, no signal amplification
actions and emergency landings, higher accelerations or impedance matching is necessary. These devices re-
can be expected. quire a large displacement and have a relatively low

frequency response of 10 to 20 Hz. The unit has high
mechanical friction, with tLe resolution usually repre-

6-4 MEASUREMENT sented by a finite number (Ref. 4).

The measurement of acceleration, either to deter.
mine the environmental levels of the different modes of
transportation or to monitor the acceleration levels ap-
plied to a piece of equipment or componenit dtiring FORCE-SUMIING M BEM---7
evaluation or acceptance testing, demands a measuring
system that is not only rugged, but also meets many
other rriteria. For example, an ideal measuring system
should be able to operate over a wide dynamic range.
It must not be significantly affected by spurious inputs. -- / .-.
Its :haracteristics must be stable with time and use, and R O
it must be able to withstand the extreme temperature
variations inherent in military applications, such as the
testing of missiles and aircraft. L_ RESISTANCE WINDING

POWER SUPPLY
6-4.1 TRANSDUCERS (DC OR AC)

Requirements of a transducer, In addition to the crl.
tesda Vpryiously described, are that (a) It must not sig. FIGURE 64. Potentiometric Accelerometw.

L.6
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COIL WINDING bending plane of the beam. The gages are connec!ed as
HASS four legs of a Wheatstone bridge, generating an electri-

cal output proportional to acceleration, In actual in-
struments the housing containing the beam and proof
mass is often ffl!ed with a damping fluid. Piezoelectric
elements such as barium titanate bonded to the beam
ar'o as effective as the conventional wire strain gages
(Ref. 13).

This type of strain gage accelerometer may be ex-
cited by either AC or DC voltage. Rt offers continuous

- - E resolution, and can be used to measure either static or
dynamic phenomena.

AIR GAPS (5) Piezoelectric acceerometeu, The piezoelectric
effect is utilized in a variety of transducer designs. The
self-generating accelerometer illustrated in Fig. 6-8

FIGURE£ 65. Inductive Accelerometer, uses a piezoelectric crystal in compression to self-gen-

erate an output voltage proportional to acceleration. In
(2) Inductive accelerometer. A schematic repreun- the spring-mass system consisting of a proof weight

tatlon of a typical inductance-brldge type of Inductive pressed agaiast the top of the crystal, a highly com-
accelerometer Is shown In Fig. 6-5. Inductive acceler- pressed soft spring reduces creep instability. Linearity
omiters employ a pair of coils connected as a half-brldge is good over a wide range of accelerations (Ref. 13).
(the other half can be a matched pair of resistors) and a Quartz is the only natural material used extensively
magnetically coupled mass. When acceleration acts on in acceleration transducers. Ceramic crystals are used
the mass, the armature dfdlects so that the Inductance of much more frequently than natural crystals (Ref. I).
one coil increases and that of the other coil dtcreaass, The first ceramic material used in commercial trans-
making the two Inductance changes additive in era.*' .g a ducers was barium titanate. Ceramic materials such as
bridge Imbalance. lead metaniobate can operate at temperatures up to

Inductive accelerometers are used to measure static 570'C. Generally, piezoelectric acceleronmeters are used
or dynamic accelerations with high output and susen- when the desired frequency range extends above about
tially continuous resolution (Ref. 4). They have a low 400 Hz.
frequency response and are susceptible to error in mag-
netic fields. Inductive accelerometers are used in ap- 6-. CAI ATO ME OD
plfcations where the upper frequency is 80 Hz or less.-

(3) Vibrating string accelerometer. A vibrating Constant linear acceleration can be developed by two
itring accelerometer as illustrated in Fig. 6-6 is sensi- methods. The first uses the constant gravitational field
tive to accelerations along the string axis. Tension dif- of the earth; the second uses a horizontal rotary accel-
ferences result, and the natural frequencies (f, and crator (Ref. 14). These static methods are commonly
A) of the two supporting strings vary accordingly (Ref, used for calibrating linear-acceleration transducers.
13). A transducer using this principle has been used for Gravitational calibrations use the gravitational field
space booster acceleration telemetry where an overall of the earth to apply acceleration levels from 0 to ± 1
measurement-system accuracy within ±0.25 percent 0 to the accelerometer by turning the sensitive axis of
of full scale was required (Ref. i). the accelerometer through ±90 deg. Fig. 6-9 illustrates

Elaborate instrumentation is required to obtain in- the mounting of an accelerometer on a rotatable plat-

sensitivity to cross-axis acceleration and, because the form for calibration using gravity. The component of

accelerometer is difficult to design and manufacture, it acceleration applied along the sensitive axis of the ac-

is costly. However, the transducer itself measures the celerometer is

applied acceleration with an error of less than ±0.1
peatent of full scale.

(4) Cantilever beam accelerometer. A cantilever a = G sin 0 (6-14)
beam accelerometer as illustrated in Fig. 6-7 has four
strain gages bonded to the cantilever beam and is sensi-
tive to acceleration perpendicular to the beam in the where 9 is the angle of inclination of the platform.

6-7
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f2 SENSITIVE
1! AXIS

FIGURE 6-6. Vibrating String Accelerometer.

CANTILEVER BEAM

HO G PROOF SENSITIVE
OS MAXIS

STRAIN GAGES
(TWO ON EACH
SIDE OF BEAM)

FIGURE 6-7. Cantilever Beam Accelerometer.

SjRING SENSITIVE

AXIS

PROOF
MASS

PIEZOELECTRIC
OUTPUT CRYSTAL

SHOUSING

FIGURE 6-8. Plezoelectric Accelerometr.
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HORIZONTAL

G

G cos 0

FIGURE 6-9. Gravitalonal Calibration of Accelerometer.

ACC.

FIGURE 6.10. Accelerometer Mounted on
Centrifuge for Calibration.
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The second method of applying constant linear ac- The direction in which acceleration occurs relative to
celeretion is by a horizontal rotary accelerator or cen- an item is of importance in many cases. An acceleration
trifuge. The accelerometer is mouated on the centrifuge that reduces G to a value less than I can be as important
(see Fig. 6-10) and subjected to a centripetal (normal) as one that increases it. Deleterious effects of reducing
acceleration given by the equation gravity below I G are continuous and increase in sever-

ity as zero gravity is approached. The effects of zero

gravity on equipment include (Ref. 9):
an=w'- (6-15) (1) Springs assume new equilibrium positions when

their normal preload is due to a supported mass. Shock
and vibration isolators change characteristics. Mechan.

where ical devices depending on a pendulum or a spring-

a. = the centripetal acceleration weight mechanism malfunction.

w = the angular velocity (2) Gas bubbles will not tend to rise In liquids, nor.

r = the radial distance between the maily due to dinsity differences. Hydraulic systems may

center of the proof mass of the become vapor-locked and pumps may malfunction due

accelerometer and the center of to the absence of hydraulic head. Gas bubbles generated

the centrifuge In batteries will remain in contact with the plates, thus
contaminating active surfaces and degPading electro-
chemical action.

6-5 EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION (3) Liquid-level devices will malfunction. Manome-
ters, for example, will be totally inoperative due to the

Most items of materiel are designed to operate within absence of weight in the indicating fluid.
a narrow band of acceleration forces centered on the (4) The convectivw movement of air due to thermal
normal gravitational force of 1 0. Many items are de- density gradients vill cease. This lack of convective
signed to utilize this acceleration force-mechanical heat transfer presents serious p-oblems in the heating
linkages, liquid transfer systems, friction drive systems, and cooling of equipment (Ref. 16).
and liquid manometers. When the acceleration differs (5) Complex mechanisms with direction-sensitive
appreciably from I G, these items fail to function prop- components may malfunction due to the abeence of
erly. Considerable stresses may be set up in the struc- component weight. Thus, equipment that will not func-
ture of a guided missile system by the acceleration tion properly in an inverted attitude at I 0 may mal.
forces resulting from the environmental conditions en- function in a zero.ravity environment.
countered. These stresses usually determine the Materiel requirements are also affected by the blo-
strength requirements and thus, ultimately, the type logical effects of acceleration forces. Normally, the ef-
and amount of material used in the construction of the fects of acceleration on man are described in terms of a
system. However, these requirements imposed by ac- coordinate system such that the z-axis Is down the spine,
celeration are normally taken into account in design. the x-sxls Is front to back, and the yaxis is right to left.

The effects of large acceleration on equipment in- Thus, a posithie z-axis accelration, + G,, displaces the

elude stiuctural and mechanical failures, abnormal o- towad the , feet, + G displaces the heart agtl nst
eration of electron tubes, characteristic changes in th spnad+ Y ipae h er otelf.Ideformoiatin FIg. 6-11, the average acceleration tolerance for human
bration isolators, and malfunctions oue to deformation subjects is plotted for x- and y-scceleratlons. It Is inter-
of parts (Ref. 9). Typical effects of acceleration on esting that the Impulse required to achieve earth owbIt-
different types of equipment and components are listed measured in G.econds or G multiplied by seconds (10 0
in Table 6-3. for 30 Is 800 04)-Is 820 04 while that requIkd to

Sustained acceleration exists in a dynamic environ- achieve an esnape veloclty of 26,000 mph is 1,140 04.
ment when a constant level of acceleration is main- The actual magnitude and duration of 0 varies with
tained for an extended length of time. Spacecraft and mission peofile (Ref. 16).

satellites experience qluai-sustained acceleration while The effects of acceleration on human subjects are

in orbit about the earth, moon, or other cel. tial bodies. cardiopulmonary in nature; they are related to heart
and lung function and to the displacement of blood in

Sustained acceleration forces can range from zero to t bdl and to the dsaceeto blootin
several G and are for many purposes indistinguishable the body and are evidenced by Fgayout, blackout, or
from an increase or decrease in gravitational fields, unconsciousness. As can be seen in Fig. 6-1l, the body
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TABLE 6.3. EFFECT OF ACCELERATION ON MILITARY EQUIPMENT
(Ref. 15)

Item Effect

Mechanical: moving parts, Pins may bend or shear; pins
structures, fasteners and reeds deflect; shock

mounts may break away from
mounting base; mating
surfaces and finishes may
be scoured.

Electronic and electrical Filament windings may break;
items may break away if
mounted only by their
leads; normally closed
pressure contacts may
open; normally open
pressure contacts may
close; closely spaced
parts may short.

Electromagnetic Rotating or sliding devices may
be displaced; hinged- part
may temporarily engage or
disengage; windings and
cores may be displaced.

Thermally active Heater wires may break;bimetallic strips can bend;

calibration may change.

Finishes Cracks and blisters may occur.

Materials Under load, materials may
bend, shear, or splinter;
glue lines can separate;
welds can break.

is very sensitive to the direction of the acceleration, 6-6 METHODS OF PREVENTING
being able to endure five times the acceleration forward ACCELERATION DAMAGE
compared to downward (Ref. 16).

At the low 0 forces to which Army personnel are The primary means of protecting materiel against
nonmally exposed. most of these physiological effects damage from the acceleration environment is through

are minor, although in aircraft operations accelerations proper packaging. In order to effectively package an

up to 5 0 may be encountered item for shipment or on-boa-d use, the fragility rating

6-11
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(Ref. 16J.

S~of the item must be known as well as the environmental As rackets, satellites, and space vehicles become
levels that are likely to be encountered. The fragility larger, more powerful, and more numerous, the itmpor-
rating of a piece of equipment should be available from tance of designing equipment to operate in a zero-G
the designer or manufacturer. Military packaging tech- environment will increase. The designer of such equip-
niques and packing requirements are prescribed in ment must be aware of and compensate for the fact that
AMCP 706-121 (Ref. 10). weight forces do not exist; hence, liquids with a free

]Equipment that is a part of or is being transported surface, or ullage, have no hydrostatic head and, conia-
by space vehicles, where packing per se is not practical, quently, buoyancy and natural connections do not ex-
must be designed sturdy enough to survive the environ- ist. This poses a multitude of problems of design in the
men•t. One example is that vibration isolators under a many systems of a space vehicle that utilize fluids.
high acceleration field can be driven to the limit of their Son of these are pumping fluids from point to point,
travel, thus rendering them ineffective against the vi- restarts of p, opulsion devices with partially filled tanks,
bration environment. In this mituatitin vibration isola- lubrication systems that require a constant flow of a
tors with nonlinear characteristics should be, employed cooling fluid. in short, all the effects given in par. 6-5
to protect against vibration and/or acceleration, must be compensated for or designed out of the system.

In general, any design techniques used to preclude
damage from the shock environment will also aid in
preventing damage due to the acceleration environ- 6-7 ACCELERATION TESTS
meat. Such techniques include the use of shack
mounts, the selection and use of the correct types of Acceleration tests are necessary to insure that equip-
materials in terms of weight, strength and flexibility, ment (packaged or unpackaged) will survive the ltan-
and proper structural mounting of component parts. dling, transportation, and service acceleration environ-
For a more detailed discussion see Chap. S of this ments that it is likely to encounter during its life cycle.
handbook. Acceleration tests are carried out on centrifuges or

6-12
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track and rocket sled. Because it is not possible, in all DIRECTION
cases, to reproduce the exact natural environment with OF
either a rocket sled or centrifuge alone, it may be neces- FLIGHT
sary to employ a combination of tests for a full investi-
gation of the physical processes leading to the degrada- I
tion or failure of the equipment being tested. The test
parameters that may affect the type and degree of fail-
ure are (I) acceleration level, (2) time duration of the
test, (3) jerk, i.e., rate of change of acceleration, and (4)
direction of acceleration.

Perhaps t0 . simplest means of simulating a zero-G
environment is by placing the specimen in free fall (Ref.
17). However, simply dropping the specimen through
the atmosphere is inadequate since the buildup of air
drag rapidly results in the disappearance of the force.
To surmount this problem, the specimen container is
placed in a second container or blast shield. Most such
facilities are limited to approximaate~y 10 s, which re- COMP"OENT "111
stricts the specimen volume to a few cubic centimeters.

To increase the duration of the zero-G periods, air-
craft flying a parabolic flight path have been utilized.
The aircraft goes into a shallow dive to build up air-
speed, then makes a 2.5.0 pullup to start the zero-G
portion of the flight which continues over the top of the FIGURE 6-12. Component Mounted on a Vehicle

parabola and downward until the airspeed builds up to In Motion (Ref. 20).

certain limits at which time a 2.5-0 pullout is executed
and the aircraft resumes normal flight. Periods of
weightlessness in excess of 40 s have beer achieved in
this manner (Ref. 18).

For packaged equipment, insofar as the package ex- TEST SPECIMEN
terior is c6ncerned, acceleration loads could be repre--'-Q COMPONENT
sented by static loading. However, for complex pack-
ages and containers and for packages with isolation
systems, a static load test cannot simulate the relation-
ship between package and contents (Ref: 19). If this
relationship is believed to be critical to the performance
of the package, an acceleration test must be performed R
to evaluate the transportability of the package. Of
course, the test must be conducted on the complete
package (i.e., with the actual or simulated conterats in
place) to achieve valid results.

In simulating a linear acceleration by means uf a
rotary accelerator or centrifuge, the test item must be
mounted so that the resulting force will be in the proper
direction. A component, package, or system mounted
or stored in a vehicle whose direction of motion is as
shown in Fig. 6.12, must be mounted on the centrifuge
as shown in Fig. 6-13 in order to achieve a valid test
(Ref. 20).

Two disadvantages hinder the simulation of a linear
azceleration with a centrifuge. One is that any devia- FIGURE 6-13. Proper Mounting of Teat Specnern
tion in angular velocity results in a tangential accelera- on Contrilfup (Componenrt I A" In fig 6-12)
'on, which in effect changes the magnitude and direc- (Ref. 20).
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tion of the resultant aceleration force on the tat item. linear acceleration test devices, such as the rocket-pow-
The second and perhaps the most serious disadvantage ered sled at Holloman Air Force Base (Ref 9). These
is that an acceleration gradient develops across the test devices permit linear acceleration and deceleration
specimen as a result of the increasing radius arm from with relatively large payloads and have the advantage
front to rear of the test item. of a zero acceleration gradient across the test package.

In testing equipment such as gyroscopes, inherently This advantage is outweighed for most applications by
sensitive to angular rotation, a counter-rotated centri- the short acceleration periods available, the large space
fuge is particularly useful. It consists of a small satellite requirements, and the cost of the test apparatus. For
platform, mounted on the main arm of the celhtrifsige example, the test vehicle must include space for all

end arranged so that the angular velocity of the small sled-borne measuring equipment and provision must be

i orbits made for instrument protection against shock, heat,
turntable is zero relative to the arth while it s windblast, and other extreme environmental condi-
about the vertical ais of the centrifuge. This machine tions. Vibration isolation of the instrumentation is
can be used to subject test Items to an acceleration field often necessary as well.
that varies sinusoidally in amplitude at relatively low In some instance i it may be desirable to perform
frequencies and is used for dynamically calibrating test acc.leration and vibration testing simultaneously. This
instruments, can be accomplished in either of two ways: a vibrator

An alternate method of developing sustained acceler- can be mounted on a centriftuge, or a specially designed
ation for relatively short periods is to use one of the centrifuge may be placed on a vibration table.

TABLE 64. 0 LEVELS FOR STRUCTURAL TEST (Ref. 21)

Direction
Vehicle ',ategory

Fore Aft Up Down Lateral

Aircraft and helicopters 9.0 3.0 4.5 13.5 6.0

Manned aerospace vehicles 9.0 to 3.0 to 4.5 to 13.5 to 6.0 to
18.0 6.0 9.0 27.0 12.0

Air launched missiles 13.5 to 4.5 to 7.0 to 20.0 to 4.5 to

45.0 15.0 23.0 23.0 30.0

Liquid 9.0 to 3.0 to 6.0 to

Ground boosters 18.0 6.0 12.0
launched
missiles Solid 9.0 to 3.0 to 6.0 to

boosters 45.0 15.0 30.0
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TABLE 64. 0 LEVELS FOR OPERATIONAL TEST (Ref. 21)

Di recti on

Vehicle cateqory

Fore Aft Up Down Lateral

Aircraft and helicopters 6.0 2.0 3.0 9.0 4.0

Manned aerospace vehicles 6.0 to 2.0 to 3.0 to 9.0 to 4.0 to
12.0 4.0 6.0 18.0 8.0

Air launched missiles 9.0 to 3.0 to 4.5 to 13.5 to 6.0 to
30.0 10.0 15.0 45.0 20.0

Liquid 6.0 to 2.0 to -- 4.0 to

Ground boosters 12.0 4.0 8.0

launched

missiles Solid 6.0 to 2.0 to 4.0 to

boosters 30.0 10.0 20.0

6-8 SPECIFICATIONS specimen be subjected to the vwlue of acceleration spec-
ified in the individual specification for 10 rin in each

MIL-STD-810 Method 513.1 (Ref. 21) requires that sense of three mutually perpendicular directions.
the item be tested either on a centrifuge or on a track
and rocket sled facility. If the peak forward accelera-
tion A of the particular vehicle is known, and the ape- 6-9 TEST FACILITIES
cific orientation of the item relative to the vehicle is
known, the item is tested for I min in each of six direc- Numerous acceleration test facilities are located

tions. If A is unknown, a value of 2.0 G is to be assumed throughout the United States. The trend in recent years

for A and, if the orientation is unknown, all six direc- has been toward combined environmental testing. The

tions are to be tested at the most severe level (i.e., 6.75 following five acceleration facilities were listed as

A for airplanes and 5.25 A for helicopters). The re- representing the ultimate combined environmentril ca-

quired acceleration levels for nonoperating structural pability in the country by Begg and Sando (Ref 23) in

testing are given in Table 6-4. Those for operational 1966.
testing are given in Table 6-5. (1) Edwards Air Force Base, Cai(

MIL-STD-202, Method 212 (Ref. 22), requires that Combined Environmental Test
electronic and electrical components be tested on a Facility
centrifuge. The item is subjected to one of three posi- Arm radius = 22-ft radius
ble test conditions as specified for that item. One test Max. accelera-

condition specified 5-min acceleration in each sense of tion = 55 0
three mutually perpendicular directions for a total of
30 min at either 17, 50, or 100 G. Another test condition Max. payload = 30,000 lb

specifies a 1-min acceleration at nominally 10,000 or Vibration = 5,000 ft-lb, 20 to 3,000 Hz sine

20,000 G. The third test condition specifies that the and random, at 32 0 radial
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Environmental Control - Two 4,000 word, 24 bit digitalchamber = Temp. range of - 300 to computers with memory
+ 500"F, 300,000 ft altitude 3 exchange unit.
X 3 X 4 ft test specimen Data acquisi-

Main drive = Hydraulic (400 HP) tion = 630 sliprings and pulse coded
G-lb rating = 1,000,000 G-lb modulation for environmental

Humidity = 50 to 95% RH and physiological monitoring.
(2) Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. (4) Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Launch Phase Simulator 25-fl Radius, 300.G Centr(fuge
Arm radius = 60.0-ft radius (178.0-ft pit Facility

diameter) Arm radius = 25-ft radius
Max. accelera- Max, accelera-

tion = 30.0 G tion = 300 G
Payload = 5,000 lb 10.0 ft D X 15.0 ft L Main drive = Hydraulic, 1300 HP

Agena-Centaur and Titan Class Vibration capa-
satellite packages upgrading bility = Two 7,500 electrodynamiccapability for newer systemsp exciters physically coupled and

Main drive = Two 1250 HP DC direct drive driven push-pull. A hydrostatic
motors. Capability of adding bearing slip table supports
two additional 1250 HP exciters' coupling and reacts
motors. acceleration load. The gross

Acoustic = 150 dB, 100 to 12,000 Hz Air weight of the vibration system
modulator type sound is 15,000 lb and the system is
generator designed to take 100 lb package

Vibration = Hydraulic in 3 deg of freedom tw 50 G sine in 100-G constant
(3) Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex. acceleration field.

"The Flight Acceleration Test specimen
Facility' (A Man-Rated size = 18 X 18 X 18 in.
System) Other environ-

Arm radius = 50.0-ft radius ments = None
Mu. onset = 10 G-s G-lb rating of

Max. accelera- centrifuge = 1,600,000 G-lb
tion = 30.0 G (5) Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

Payload = Three Apollo astronauts with Dynamic Escape Simulator (A
full flight equipment (3,000 ib) Man-Rated System)

Ist axis gimbal Arm radius = 19.5-ft radius
= 30 rpm, Static load on 1st axis Max. accelera-

is in excess of 27,000 lb tion - 20 0 (55 rpm)
2nd axis gim- Onset capabil-

bal 30 rpm ity = 10 G-s (20 G max.)
Gondola size = 12.0-1f diameter

Environments: Main drive = 330 HP DC
Temp. - 40r to 200T tst axis gimbal

Altitude = 125,000 ft - 30 rpm max
Htm•ridity - 5 to 95% R11 2nd axis gim-
Vibration = None at present. Study has bal = 150 rpm max

been made to add I or 2 axis Dsm of
vibration, motion within

Main drive = 6,700 HP DC direct drive cab = 6 deg of freedom, hydraulic
continuous duty drive
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CHAPTER 7

ACOUSTICS'

7-1 INTRODUCTION motors, or the detonation of conventional sud nuclear
explosives. Taken together, sound, noise, and blast all

Acoustics is the science of sound. In the broadest refer to airborne acoustical phenomena whose energy
sense, acoustics deals with the production, control, may be described both in terms of their physical char-
transmission, reception, and effects of sound. Each of aceristics (amplitude, frequency content, and dura-
these aspects of acoustics is an important subject area, tion) and their effects on human physiology and behav.
but full treatment of any one of them is beyond the ior. Some common terms and units used in physical and
scope of this chapter. The content of this chapter is psychological acoustics are shown in Table 7-I.
restricted to airborne sound, its measurement, and its Definitions of physical characteristics follow:
effects on man and materiel, i.e., acoustics as an in- (1) Amplitude. The amplitude of sound at any given
duced environmental factor. point is expressed as sound-pressure level (SPL). Its

By far the most significant aspect of sound to man physical unit is the decibel (dB), given as:
is its relationship to communication by speech and
hearing. Speech and its accurate perception are abo-
lutely essential to the normal existenct of man; that 9PL -'20 log (P/Pc), dB (7-1)
speech perception is adversely affected by excessive
noise or by hearing loss is obvious. Consequently, every
reasonable effort must be made to insure that the prob- where
ability of inadvertent hearing loss is minimized. Much p - sound pressure being measured,
of this chapter is concerned with this aspect of acous- .&N m-i
tics-the effects of unwanted (and often intcnse) sound p0 - a reference pressure, usually 20
on hearing and the possible ways to limit exposure to micronewtons per square
unwanted sound. meter, jLN m- 2

Above certain sound intensity limits, exposure to The reference pressure of 20 p.N m-1 is approximately
sound has physical and physiological effects in addition equal to the lowest pressure that a young person with
to its effects on hearing. Sufficiently intense airborne normal hearing can barely detect at a frequency of 1,000
sound can destroy materiel and kill exposed personnel; Hz. Other measures of sound pressure are encountered
this is not surprising since sound consists of rapid vana- in the literature, such as dynes per square centimeter
tions in air pressure. These nonaural effects of sound (dyn cm-1), microbas (ohbar), and pounds per square
are discussed in par. 7-6. inch (psi). Table 7-2 shows the relationship between

four such meosures.

7-1.1 DEFINITIONS AND UNITS Common examples of representative SPL include:
(2) Speed The speed of sound is dependent only

Airborne sound refers to a rapid variation in ambient upon the absolute temperature of the air, assuming that
atmospheric pressure. By definition, noise is unwanted air behaves as an ideal gas. The equation for the speed
sound. Steady-state sound is a periodic or random of sound C in metric units is
variation in atmospheric pressure having a duration in
excess of I s. An impule sound is a nonperiodic varia-
tion in atmospheric pressure having a duration of less C e 20. 054 , m see"1  (7-2)
than I s, and a peak to root.mean-square (rmi) pressure
ratio greater than I0 dB. Blast i a poorly defined term
most frequently used to describe very large amplitude, where
ioug-duration pressure waves accompanying the dis- T = absolute temperature in kelvins
charge of large-caliber weapons, the ignition of iocket (273.2 plus the temperature in

1. TI'es chapter is based on a report on noise and blut by D. C. degree5 Celsius). Thus the
lodse and 0. R. Oarinther of the Human nineering Labors- speed of sound at 21.1 C is

Aberden Proving Ground, Md. (Ret. 1). about 344 m a-'
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TABLE 7-1. TERMS AND UNITS USED IN ACOUSTICS

Physical Psychological

Term Unit Term Unit

Frequency Hertz (Hz) Pitch Mel

Amplitude Decibel (dB) te 20 UN m"2 Loudness Phon

Newtons/meter2 (N m2 ) Sone

Dynes/centimeter
2 (dyn cm 2)

Microbar (.bar)

Pounds/inch2 (psi)

Duration Seconds; minutes Duration Seconds; minutes

In Enrlish units (4) Frequency. The unit of frequency is hertz (Hz);
i.e., cycles per second, Nominally, the h'iman range of

C = 49. 03V'R, ft see'* (7-3) aurally detectable sounds is 20 to 20,000 Hz. Pressure
oscillations at frequencies above this range are called

ultrasonic waves or ultrasound. These frequencies can-
not be heard by man, but at high SPL they produce

R = temperature in degrees Rankine some biological effects and are discussed in a later para-

(459.7 plus the temperature in graph. The effects of infrasonic frequencies ( < 20Hz)

degrees Fahrenheit). At 70F Pre also covered briefly. The terms "supersonic" and

the speed of sound at sea level "subsonic", which are related to the speed of sound,

is about 1,12b fts-t1. should not be confused with those terms when used to
describe frequency range.

(3) Wawlength. The wavelength h of a sound is tl d i n
distance the wave travels during one period or cycle, It When describing sound, measuring only the overall
is related to the speed of sound and to frequency by the SPL is not sufficient. The sound must also be analyzed

equation to determine how the sound energy is distributed over
the frequency range. A sound is usually analyzed by
passing it through a constant-percentage bandwidth
filter, such as an octave-hand analyzer, in which each

x a C/f (7-4) pasaband has upper and lower limiting frequencies hav-
ing a ratio of 2:1, An octave-band analysis is usu-Lly
sufficient to determine the effect of steady'state noise
upon human beings and the sutrounding community.
A 1/3-octave (or narrower) analysis is required when

where localizing the component in a system that is the major
C = speed of sound, m s' or ft 9-1 contributor to a noise problem, or if the noise contains
f - frequency, Hz a pronounced narrow-band frequency component.

For example, during one period a I00-Hz wave would The "preferred" series of octave bands for acoustical

move 3.44 m or 11.3 ft at 70"F (21. 1C). From Eq. 7-4, measurements is identified as multiples and submulti-
as frequency increasm, wavelength becomes shorter. ples of 1,000 Hz, which describe the center frequency
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TABLE 7-2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNITS (5) Deflnitions pecullar to impulse noise and blast.

OF SOUND PRESSURE
(a) Peak pressure level. The highest pressure level

SNachieved, expressed in dB (re 20 •N m ") or in psi.
__ _dB N M"_ 2 __r _ psi (b) Rise time. The time taken for the single pres.

0 D.00002 0.0002 2.94 x 10'9 sure fluctuation that forms the initial or principal posi-
09 1tive peak to increase from ambient pressure to the peak

14 0.0001 0.001 14.70 x 10" pressure level.

34 0.001 0.01 1.47 x 10'9 (c) Pressure wave duration (A-duration). The time
required for the initial or principal pressure wave to rise

54 0.01 0.1 1.47 x 106 to its positive peak and return momentarily to ambient.

74 0.1 1 14.70 x 10-6 (d) Pressure envelope duration (B-duration). The

94 1 10 147.0 x 10"6  total time that the envelope of pressure fluctuations
(positive and negative) is within 20 dB of the peak

114 10 100 1.47 x 10.3 pressure level Included in this time is the duration of

134 100 1,000 14.70 x 10'3 that part of any reflection pattern that is within 20 dB

154 1,000 10,000 147.0 x 10.3 of the peak level.
(6) Psychological term& The measures of loudness

174 10,000 100.000 1.47 are the phon and the sone. Sones are obtained by a

*Alo anote that 1p sbam row are equal, conversion of eight octave bands into sones from an
tAlso note that I s bar w I dyn cm appropriate table. The phon is merely a transformation

of the sone into a logarithmic scale. Sound% that are

perceived as eqaally loud to the human ear will have
the same sone or phon value. The me/ is used as a

of each band. Another series of octave bands that has subjective measure of the pitch differences in frequency
been widely used in the past is the "commercial" octave between sounds.
bands. These are normally described by their band-
limiting frequencies. Table 7.3 compares the commer-
cial and preferred octave bands in terms of their center 7-1.2 PROPAGATION OF SOUND
and limiting frequencies.

Another type of frequency analysis that Is gaining int. In an ideal, homogeneous, loss-free atmosphere, SPL

portance Is the "weighting network", Included In all decreases, through spherical divergence, inversely with

sound-level meters that meet the requirements of the distance in the far field. That is, a 6-dB decrease in SPL

A14SI Standard for Sound Level Meters (Ref. 2). The occurs for each doubling of distance from the source.

walightlaig networks consist of three alternate frequency. In addition, when sound travels through still, homo-

response chamcterlatlcs, designated A-, B-, and C- geneous air, a significant amount of en-:rgy is extracted

weightbng, as illustrated in FIg. 7-1.2 These charactars- through "molecular absorption", a phenomenon
ties are Implemented by electronic filters that for a con- related to the relaxation behavior of gas molecules.
stant amplitude sound level give the Indicated relative This "excess attenuation" depends not only on fre-

sound level measurements as are presented In the figure. quency, but also on temperature and humidity, and is
Whenever one of these networks Is used, the reading in addition to lo.sses resulting from spherical diver-

obtained must be Identified properly. For Instance, If an gence. Fig. 7-2 shows engineering estimates of excess

A-weighted sound level of 90 Is obtained, It would be attenuation as a function of distance and frequency for

reported as 90 dBA. The A-weightIng network Is particu- air temperatures ranging from 0' to 100"F and over a
ladly valuable If a quick estiniate of the Interference of t dative humidity range from 10 to 90 percent. Data are

noise upon -peech oenmaunlcation Is required (Ref. 5). gipen for the preferred octave bands ranging from 500

Also, a trend has recently developed toward using the to 8,000 Hz. While some absorption occurs in the lower

A-weIghing network for evaluating the hearing hazard band., it can usually be neglected. A more nearly com-
of steady-tate noise when I: is not posslble or practical plete discussion of atmospheric absorption is given in

to pesform a complete octave.band analysis (Refs. 6,7). a report by the Society of Automotive Engineers (Ref.
9). In certain cases, "classical absorption" shoulu also

2. Then frequency response curves are derived from the sen- be considered. This encompasses those losses due to
sitivitt characteristics of the normal ear as functions of frequency
nd loudness level; we Ref. I for details.
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TABLE 7-3. CENTER AND LIMITING FREQUENCIES FOR OCTAVE-SAND
ANALYZERS

Comnercial frequencies Preferred frequencies
ANSI Z24.10 (Ref. 3) ANSI Sl.6 (Ref. 4)

Octave-band limits, Center frequency, Octave-band limits, Center frequincy,
Hz Hz Hz Hz

37.5 - 75 53. 44 - B7 63
75 - 150 106 87 - 175 125

150 - 300 212 175 - 350 250
300 - 600 425 350 - 700 500
600 - 1.200 850 700 - 1.400 1,000

1,200 - 2,400 1,700. 1',400 - 2,800 2,000
2,400 - 4,800 3,400 2,800 - 5,600 4,CUO

4,800 - 9,600 6,800 5,600 - 11,200 8,000

*Higher or lower preferred frequencies are obtained by successive multiplication ordivision by a factor of 2.

+5A

-15 ELECTRICAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
-20 FOR THE ANSI WEIGHTING

-25 CHARACTER18TICSI-,°I
-35 A

-40-45

-50

20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10,000

FREQUENCY, Hz

FIGURE 7-. Frequencyietoonm Ch'ractwtldcs for Standard Sound-leve
Meate (Ref 2).
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inertial and frictional forces involved in molecular mo- variations in temperature, humidity, and wind with
tion. Classical absorption is proportional to the fre- altitude. The SPL for various refraction conditions and
quency squared, is independent of humidity, and, typi- their focal points may be calculated by a modified ray-
cally, has many fewer effects than those of molecular acoustic method if the directivity characteristics of the
absorption (Ref. 10). source are known. Experience has shown that the ef-

In additi'n to the preceding, the refraction of sound fects of refraction and focusing do not often occur (ex-
waves produced by meteorological conditions between cept in regions where thermal inversions occur fre-
the surface of the earth and ultitudes of 3 to 4 km is quently), and the SPL approaches that predicted for a
sometimes signiflcant. This phenomenon may cause homogeneous medium. For example, although the con-
sound waves produced at or near the surface of the ditions causing focusing do sometimes occur in the
earth to be focused in areas removed some distance Cape Kennedy, Fla., area, they are not prevalent (Ref.
from the sound source. This refraction is due to II).
changes in speed of sound with altitude resulting from

44

* 10 350 to 700 Hz,

o ,,f PELATIVE HUMIDITY, %

'44§ 10 700 to 1400 Hz

10 - 700 o 14 0 HzRELATIVE HUMIDITY, %

'-0

20 1400 to 2800 Hz

10 /--RELATIVE HUMIDITY, Z

o 10 20

500

0 70

0 20 40 60 80 100

TEMPERATURE, *F

FIGURE 7-2. Atmow'heric Absorption Coefficenes for Octetw Bands oi Noise

for Different Tempwerturen (Ref. 9).
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20
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FIGURE 7-2 (continued). Atmoepheric Aboption Coi fficlenb for OctlW

Bands of No/a for Diffferet Temperature (Ref. 9).
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7-1.3 THE ARMY'S ACOUSTIC field nor the electrical signal due to any inherent non-
ENVIRONMENT linearities in the microphone. The ideal microphone,

including any required preamplifier, must therefore
Sound-pressure levels of interest in the Army's satisfy the followitig requirements:

acoustic environment cover roughly 20 decimal orders (0) Cause negligible diffraction of the sound field,
of magnitude, i.e., a 200-dB range. Extremely low envi- i.e., its dimensions must be small compared to the

ronmental SPL's, in the range 0 to 20 dB, are of interest shortest wavelength of interest
in nighttime clandestine operations in remote areas, (2) Have a high acoustic impedance (more nearly
while the firing of a large artillery piece will produce accurate, acoustic driving-point impedance) compared
peak pressures in the crew area near 190 dB SPL. The to the medium to which it is coupled (usually air) and
hearing threshold of some young adults at certain fre- so absorb no acoustic energy
quen..ies (around 2,000 Hz) is - 10 dB SPL; such acute (3) Have a flat frequency response
hearing is a substantial asset for night sentry duty in a (4) Introduce zero phase shift (or a phase shift that
war zone. varies linearly with frequency) between the sound-pres-

Any common Army small arm (all arms up to and sure signal and the electrical output
including cal .60 and shotguns) produces impulse noise (5) Have a pressure response independent of the
levels in excess of 140 dB SPL (see Ref. 12). That subh pressure level
levels of impulse noise constitute a potential hazard to (6) Have a 0-dB noise figure
hearing is well established. Most if not all of the mech- (7) independent of the environment; i.e.. stable
anized equipment in the Army produces steady-state with respect to time, temperature, humidity, and static
noise environments that can interiere with direct per.
son-to-person communication, i.e., sounds in the air pressure.
speech frequency range that are over 60 dB SPL at the While these requirements cannot be met by any micro-
listener's ears. Many mechanized items produce suffi- phone, th.,y do form a basis against which microphone
cient steady-state noise to be potentially hazardous to performance can be evaluated. Specifications have been
hearing. Tahle 7-4 summarizes some sound levels and established for laboratory standard microphones and
their sources in the Army setting. The significance of are described in an ANSI (American National Stand-
the various sound levels is also indicated. ards Institute) Standard (Ref. 13).

7-2 MEASUREMENT OF SOUND' 7-2.1.1 Types of Microphones
The variety of functions requirf.J of microphones has

The basic measuring system for evaluating the physi- necessitated the development of various types. For ex-
cal characteristics of sound consists of the following ample, for intelligible voice communication by tele-
elements: phone, a microphone of only limited frequency range

(1) Transducer (microphone) is required; however, it must be rugged and sensitive
(2) Electronic amplifier and calibrated attenuator and require no preamplifier. The carbon granule micro-
(8) Octv4-band or other acoustic spectrum analyzer phone more than fulfills these requirements. The
(4) Readout and/or recorder. broadcast industry, on the other hand, needs micro-

Taken together, Items (1), (2), and (4) make a sound- phones that not only have a broad frequency range for
level meter, the system most widely used for basic good fidelity but also are highly directional to reduce
sound measurements. Item (3) must be added whenever interference from unwanted sounds. The ribbon micro-
the sound contribution from a particular frequency phone handles this job well, Although microphones
band must be determined, such as these play important roles in their soecific areas

and do, indeed, convert sound pressure to voltage, their

7-2.1 MICROPHONE CHARACTERISTICS relatively loose operating characteristics make them
unsuitable for accurate sound measurements. The three

Acoustical measurements start with the transducer most widely used microphones for sound measure-
(microphone), which converts audio sound pressure ments are the ceramic. high frequency condenser, and
into an electrical signal. Ideally, the microphone dis- condenser microphones.
torts neither the sound field by its very presence in the (I) Ceramic microphone. The ceramic microphone

gets its name from its ceramic cartridge, which exhibits3. Much of this paragraph ii bated on the Hewlett-Packard pioeetcpretesThsheatiderdusa

4coutles Handbook (Rer. B). piezoelectric properties. Thus the cartridge produces a
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TABLE 74. SOUNDS ENCOUNTERED IN ARMY ENVIRONMENT

SPL, do Typical source Impulse or Significancn/ectior; required
U e 2x10 "4 ybar steady-state

0 ........... Steady-state Threshold of hearing at 1,000 Hz
30 Rustling of leaves Steady-%tate Good sleeping environnent

by light breeze
so Office noise Steady-state Little Interference with mental tasks

65 - 70 Speech at 3 ft Steady-state Normal voice-level communiration
75 Auto Interior at Steady-state Voice must be raised for conversation

60 mph
80 Typewriter at 6 ft Impulse Concentration difficult/close office door to reduce

annoyance.
85 Interior of jeep at Steady-state High vocal effort for reliable speech reception

45 mph, rough road
90 Steady-state Maximum allowed at 2,000-4,000 Hz for Amy Materiel

Command equipment without hearing protection
go Heavy truck Interior Steady-state One hour exposure will cause temporary 25 do hearing loss

at 60 mph a 4,000 Hz.
110 Jet aircraft, full Steady-state Hearing protection Is essentil for other than brief

power at 500 ft (takeoff-landing) exposures,
14U Steady-state Threshold of pain
150 Atlas launch at Steady-state Hearing protection alone (plugs, muffs, or both) Is not

150 ft adequate to prevent temporary hearing loss, even for
brief exposures.

140-170 Sall arems fire Impulse Hearing protection required for repeated exposure
175-190 Artillery Impulse Hearing protection essential; body protection desirable

voltage as a result of strain caused by sound pressure. characteristics than the ceramic microphone. Its great-
Unlike the high frequency condenser and condenser est advantage is that its low frequency limit can be
microphones, the ceramic microphone requires no po- extended to zero Hz. However, comipared to the con-
larization voltage, an advantage in circuits designed for denser microphone, the typical high frequency con-
portable operation. However, the ceramic microphone denser microphone is 10 dB less sensitive, and its fre-
has some disadvantages as well. Its upper frequency quency response (±6 dB for frontal field) is not as
range is somewhat limited, about 10 to 12 kHz; its fre- good, The high frequency condenser microphone re-
quency response, ±8 dB for frontal field and ±4 dB quires only a low polarization voltage.
for random and parallel fields, is not as good as that of (3) Condenser microphone. The condenser micro-
the condenser microphone, although most of the varia- phone's flat frequency response (± I dB from 20 Hz to
tion occurs above about 8 kHz, and it is about 14 dB less 20 kHz for a 0.5-in. diameter version) and high sen-
sensitive than a condenser microphone of the same sitivity (= 1.5 mV/jbar for 0.5 in., S mV/)hbar for I in.)
dimensions, are advantages that more than outweigh its one disad-

(2) Highfrequency condenser microphone. The high vantage: the requirement for a high polarization volt-
frequency condenser microphone gets its name from age (= 200 V).
the fact that (I) it utilizes a condenser (capacitor) as the The condenser microphone also gets its name from
transducer, and (2) the condenser forms part of the the fact that it utilizes a condenser to convert sound
frequency-determining network of a high frequency pressure to voltage. The general physical construction
(about 10 MHz) oscillator. Since the diaphragm of the of a condenser microphone consists of a membrane
microphone is one plate of the condenser, the sound (diaphragm) forming one plate of the condenser or
pressure varies the spacing of the condenser plates and, capacitor, and a polarization electrode forming the
thus, the capacitance. As a result, the oscillator fre- other plate of the capacitor. The membrane is attached
quency is modulated by the sound, end the audio is to the housing, at ground potential, while the 200-V
recovered by detecting the FM signal. The high fre- polarization voltage is applied to the polarization elec-
quency condenser microphone has somewhat better trode. A quartz insulator supports the polarization
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electrode as well as insulates it from the housing. With fare with the sound field; to do so would degrade the
the polarization voltage applied, the spacing between accuracy of the measurements. For this reason, most
the membrane and polarization electrode is about 0.6 preamplifiers are designed to fit into a cylindrical hous-
mm. Air holes in the polarization electrode relieve thr ing having the same diameter as the cartridge.
air that otherwise would be trapped behind the mem-
brane. These holes lower the resonant frequency of the 7-2.1.2 Calibration of Microphones
microphone cartridge, increase its sensitivity, and im-
prove its frequency response. A small capillary, hole In order to make sound measurements, the sensitivity

through the housing allows some airflow so that the of the microphone over the frequency range of Interest
must be known. That is, the sound pressure to voltage

static pressure within the capsule always equals the conversion factor must be determined. At present the
ambient atmospheric pressure. However, the hole is most widely used metho4 for absolute calibration of
small enough so that it permits only long-term pressure microphones Is the mo-called reciprocity method. This
equalization. Thjs, the acoustic loading is the same on method Is describd In detail In ANSI Standard S1.10
both side, of the membrane even at frequencies well (Ref. 14). Generally, the reciprocity method is used to
below 20 Hz. calibrate only the cartridge, but, since the cartridge Is

(Thus far the term "microphone" has been used the primary factor in determining the characteristics of
rather loosely, sometimes meanin- the entire micro- the microphone assembly, for all practical purposes the
phone assembly, including the associated preamplifier entire assembly is also calibrated. Calibration in the
electronics, and sometimes Just the microphone car- !boratory and in the field to a secondary standard is

tridge. Henceforth, the term "microphone" will mean often satisfactory, in which case a pistonphone may be

the entire assembly; "microphone cartridge" and used. A pistonphone Is a smaIl, battery-powered prý.

"preamplifier" will be used where n,&essary to distin- cision sound source that attaches to the microphone to
be calibrated. Although the pistonphone t'plcally cull-

guish these from the assembly. Thim. definition of terms be onlybat Alehoun-rtue level an din
brates only at a single sound-pressure level and a single

has no bearing on the precediig discussion because frequency, this cilibration is very accurate (better than
microphone characteristics are determined primarily ± 0.5 dB), rapid, and convenient.
by the caartridge.)

The condenser microphone cartridge generates a
voltage because the voltage across a capacitor having a 7-2.2 MICROPHONE SELECTION
given charge is proportional to the distance between the
plates. The charge is supplied by the polarization vol.- Microphones are available in a variety of senitivi-
age. If the polarization voltage source has an imped- ties. When very low sound levels are to be measured,
ance high enough tV prevent significant current flow the minimum SPL to which a microphone can respond
even at the lowest frequency, then the charge on the should be the determining factor in selection. The self-
conder.ser can be considered constant. Since one plate noise of the microphone (and the entire measuring sys-
of the condenser is the microphone membrane, and the tem for that matter) must be at least 10 dB below the
displacement of the membrane from its rest position is sound that is to be measured in each frequency band of
proportional to sound pressure, the generated voltage interest. On the other hand, for measuring high-level
is also proportional to sound pressure. noises such as those produced by gas turbines or rocket

Because the transducer is a condenser or capacitor engines, the choice of microphone to be used will be
its impedance is frequency dependent. In a typical limited by the maximum SPL to which the microphone

pacia can respond without excessive distortion or failure.0.5-in, condenser microphone, the value of capacitance After these two considerations have narrowed the me-

is 27 pF. At 20 Hz. the source impedance of this micro- Aer theseitwo phoneithat have narrowed the
phon isapprximtely300megoms.Thusthecon lection, the microphone that should be selected is thephoneone having the smoothest frequency response over the

denser must be connected to as high a load resistance o gtuency range of ntt

as possible. On the other hand, the capacitance shunt- frequency range of intert.

ing the load resistance must be as small as possible to The frequency response of microphones typically
avoid atten sating the output from the cartridge. These varies with the direction of arrival of the sound wave. At
factors require that the microphone cartridge be con- low frequencies (below 1 kHz), where the mise of the
nected directly to an impedance converter or pream- microphone Is small In relation "o the wavelength of
plifier.* Furthermore, the preamplifier must not inter. sound, most microphones are omnidlrectional. However,
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at higher frequencies the direction in which the micro- the transducer and the direction of travel of the pres-
phone is pointed, often specified u Its incidence angle, 4  sure pulse or shock wave.
must be carefully considered. The manufacturer's specif- With the transducer positioned at grazing incidence,
iections should be consulted to obtain the Incidence rise-time chAracteristics will be affected by the transit
angle that provides the smoothest frequency response, time of the wave across the sensing element. Therefore,

If a moving sound source is to be mnasured, a micro- the transducer selected must have a sensitive di,-.ml.t.-
phone that has its best response at 0-deg (normal) inci. of about 4 mm or less.
dence should not be used since the measured spectrum
will change with sound-source location. In this case, a 7-2.3 MICROPHONE LOCATION AND
microphone with good response at 90-deg (grazing) MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
incidence should be selected and positioned so that the
moving sound source is always at 90-deg incidence to Using the proper microphone for a given measure-
the microphone. ment does not insure that good data will be obtained.

The principal limitations in the measurement of im. The placement of the microphone, the existence of in-
pulse noise lie in the ability of the transducer and its terference, and a number of other factors ffect meah-
associated equipment to respond to the pressure pulse urement accuracy. These are discussed in the following
accurately (Refs. 15,16). The minimum qualities of the subparagraphs:
transducers and associated equipment for such me&a. (I) Placement and orientation of the microphone.
urements are: This paragraph is concerned with measuring sound in

(1) A good phase response terms of man's reaction to it. The sound a listener

(2) A uniform amplitudes response characteristic would have heard, had he been present, must therefore
over a wide frequency range. A bandwidth of from 100 be measured. This condition requires that the micro.
Hz to 70 kHz is adequate for measuring most short- phone be placed at the normal location of a listener's

duration impulses such as from small arms, but longer- head, i.e., at a height of 80 cm (31.5 in.) above the seat

duration impulses such as from large-caliber weapons for sitting locations and 165 cm (65 in.) above the floor

and sonic booms require an extension of the low fre- for btanding locations and at an appropriate distance

quency response and may permit relaxation of the up- from the source.

per limit (Ref. 17) The orientation of the microphone is Immaterial in a
(3) Less than 1.5 dB ringing and overshoot at the diffuse acoustic field.' However, since even omnidirec-

pressure being measured (ringing should be completely tional microphones exhibit some directional qualities,
dmpres bftein 0 measud (orientation is Important In a field that Is wholly or part.
damped after 100/,as) ly directional. In this case, the microphone should be

(4) Rise-time capability of 10 /ss or less at the pres. oriented so that the directional part of the field is front-
sure being measured ally Incident, because, for most microphones, frequency

(5) Sufficient robustness to withstand damage from response Is flattest for such incidence. The transition
the pressure pulse being measured from a directional sound field to a diffuse field In a

(6) Sufficient sensitivity to allow a signal-to-noise room can be estimated from the formula
(S/N) ratio of 25 dB or greater

(7) Minimum drift caused by temperature instabil- r. = 0. 144U " (7-5)
ity. where

The angle of microphone incidence is even more im.
portant for measuring impulse noise than for measur- ro = distance from the source at which the
ing steady-state noise. At 0-dog (normal) incidence the sound field changes from directional to
measured peak pressure level of various microphones diffuse
may differ by as much as 10 dB (Ref. 15). Since the peak a = acoustic absorption coefficient of the
readinp obtained from various microphones should walls
theoretically be, and are in fact found to be, in good A = surface area of the walls, floor, and
agreement at 90-aeg incidence, the transducer should ceiling
be oriented for impulse measurements at an angle of 90 5. A d((fuse acoustic field is one in which sound comes from all
deg (grazing incidence) between the longitudinal axis of directions equally (with random phase relationships), As a genersl

rule, indoor acoustic measurements should assume a diffuse field

4. The incidence angle for a microphone is that anile subtended (Occause of reflections). In outdoor measurements, a fre.field-in
between its longitudinal axls and a line drawn between the sound which sound propagates by spherical divergence and is directional-
source and the microphone. -is more often encountered.
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For a factory -oom 30 X 40 x 5 m (98 X 130 X of a microphone usually accounts for this interference,
16 ft) in size, r, is about 2,5 m or 8 ft. In some special and the output of the microphone very closely approxi-
measurement situations, the microphone may be mates that of an ideal microphone.
located very close to the sound source. If the sound A mic'ophone can be supported in a number of
includes very high frequencies, standing waves may ways. Because of its small size and light weight, it can
exist between the microphone and source. greatly in- easily be mounted on a tripod or held in the hand;
fluencing the measurement results. For such situations,
the microphone should be oriented at son.e small angle, dicating equipment. The first of these, a tripod, gener-
say 5 deg, with respect to the direction of the sound to allytincleqin addit o thes, a tri ndr-
avoid the creation of standing waves. This angle has ally includes, in addition to the legs, a vertical cylindri-
virtually no effect on microphone frequency response. cal rod to which the microphone is

Many measurement procedures are standardized, this rod is I in. in diameter and the microphone is
and many other standards are being considered. In suspended 6 in. (150 mm) from it, between it and the
these the location and orientation of the microphone sound source, the maximum free-field measurement
are specified, and these instructions should be followed error under such circumstances exceeds 2 dB above 4
to obtain meaningful results. Examples include meas- kHz. diminishing with frequency below 4 kHz as the
urement of aircraft and motor vehicle noise, determina- dimensions of the rod become less significant with re-
tion of characteristics of loudspeakers, measurement of spect mto the wavelength of the sound signal. In reality,
noise emitted by machines, and determination of noise the microphone is "suspended' st one end of the Hod,
rating numbers with respect to annoyance and to con- a position that diminishes its effect somewhat. How-
servation of hearing and speech communication. Thes ever, the legs of the tripod add additional reflectedare described in more detail anid references are given in signals that add vectorially tc that of the vertical sup-
par. 7-7. port. The net effect is a maximum expected error ofabout 2 dB for frequencies of 4 kHz and above. In the

(2) Interference. Interference can be defined as case of the hand-held microphone, the observer is a
those factors that are not normally associated with a reflecting object that affects the sound field. The degree
sound field and that affect the accuracy of its measure- to which a measurement is affected cannot be stated
ment. For the most part, interference is caused by ob- with any precision because of the unpredictability of
jects introduced into a sound field in order to measure the obt-rver's size and dress. Nvertheless, a measure-
it. Such objects include the microphone, its supporting ment error greater than 3 dB is a virtual certainty, with
structure, associated measuring instruments, and even 4 or 5 dB quite likely.
the observer himself. Furniture, machines, and walls When the microphone is an integral part of the in.
affect the sound field, but are not considered interfer- dicating instrument, the effect of the instrument must
ence factors because they are permanent structures in be considered. In some cases, the instrument is square;
the field. Outdoor measurements can be complicated in others, tapered. If the instrument case is a sphere 6
further by wind, temperature, and humidity, so these in. in diameter and the microphone is suspended 6 in.
factors must be accounted for when they differ from the from the sphere between it and the sound source, the
norm for the area. - maximum error would be about ±2 dB at frequencies

In general, a diffuse field is affected much less by of I kHz and above. The instrument with a tapered case
interfering objects than is a free field. However, it is behind the microphone reduces this figure somewhat.
often difficult to judge whether a field is free or diffuse, The square case does not. To improve the situation,
even with the aid of Eq. 7-5. As a general rule for such microphones associated with square-case instruments
cases, indoor measurements should be treated as dif- are often mounted on an arm that is pivoted where it
fuse-field measurements, outdoor measurements as connects to the instrument. The microphone can then
free-field measurements. These interference factors can be suspended above the instrument rather than between
be quantified, based on the knowledge that the numbers its flat front surface and the source. Although the dis-
apply primarily to free-field measurements. turbance of the field is less at this point, the angle of

As the transducer, the microphone is the only part incidence is 90 deg, so the directional characteristics of
of the measuring system that must actually be located the microphone must then be taken into account. Of
in the sound field, and, since its dimensions are often course, any additional supporting structure must also
significant compared to the wavelength of the snund be considered.
signal being measured, it does indeed affect the nature Based on these considerations, accuracy is improved
of the field. However, as noted previously, the design if the observer and the measuring equipment are some
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distance from the microphone, particularly when larger free-field measurements are with frontal incidence.
instruments are used. Since even omnidirectional microphones exhibit some

(3) Measurement accuracy. A number of factors in, directional qualities at higher frequencies, these must
addition to interference affect measurement accuracy. be accounted for in mcasurements. At those frequen-
When these are considered together, the overall meas- cies requiring corrections, the best accuracy that can be

urement accuracy can be predicted. These additional expected is about ±2 dB. Again, this applies to single
factors include: frequency or narrowband measurements. For broad.factor include: heerr a b p oth 1

(a) Equipment setup. The first, and perhaps most band measurements, the error can be up to the full
Simportant, step toward accurate sound measurements value of the correction indicated by the manufacturer's
is the proper setup of the equipment. Both the measur- curve for diffuse-field versus free-field response, per-
ing instruments and the observer can have considerable haps a 5 dB error.

effect on free.field measurements, and, while the effect (e) Absence of the observer. The effect of an ob.

is much less for diffuse-field measurements, good prac- server on a sound field is sufficient to recommend that
tice dictates the use of care here as well. If the indicat. he remove himself from the vicinity of the microphone
ing instruments are well out of the way, only the micro- while measurements are being made. Yet the objective
phone support need be considered. In the case of a is to measure the sound an observer would hear if he
tripod, measurement accuracy is affected by less than were present. This seems paradoxical, but measure-

2 dB for free-field measurements, negligibly for diffuse- ments should be repeatable; i.e., similar equipment

field measurements. should give similar results under similar conditions,
The problem with the observer is that no two observers(b) MIcrophone correction factor. Acoustic measur- will be acoustically alike; no standard observer exists.

Ing equipment Is calibrated on the basis of the nominalIneit menty I cagIbratsied on ticrophoeba f the. nominal Therefore, measurements are made with the observer
sensitivity of a given size of microphone, e.g., 5 mV/Mbar absent, and the results are equated to what an average
for 1-In, condenser microphones. However, due to manu- osre ol er hsi oeatmtclywt
facturing toleranms of the cartridge Itself, plus the atten- observer would hear. This is done automatically with
uating effect of the input capacitance of the associated weighting curves and correction factors designed into

preamplifier (small compared to the manufacturing the indicating equipment.

tolerances), the sensitivity of the microphone assembly (f) Overall accuracy, Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 summarize the

is seldom the same as the nominal sensitivity. Deviation various factors discussed previously and show the accura-
from nominal sensitivity ranges from +1 to - 4.5 dB. cy that can be expected from condenser microphones
Fortunately, this deviation Is independent of frequency. for frontal free-field and diff gse-field measurements. TheFTe deviation typically is noted In a calibration report figures do not include Instrumentation error. They do
that Is furnished with precision microphonesn indicating show that a ;erles of narrow-band measurements pro-

thatis urnshe w~t prcison icrphons, ndiatig rvdes much greater accuracy than a single broad-band
the correction that must be made to the measurement.
After this correction Is made (some manufacturers add a measurement. In addition, narrow-band measurements
microphone correction factor switch to their various better enable equating the measured sound to the subjec.
acoustic Instruments), the residual error is typically less tive sensation of hearing. Of course, broad-band mess.

than 0.2 dB, This figure Is useful for determining overall urements may Ise made for reasons of simplicity, con-
accuracy, venience, or econbmy. In any event, the observer, to

(c) Frequency response. Frequency-response evaluate his measurements properly, shoold be aware of
curves, as well as the microphone correction factor, are the nature and degree of any errors.
supplied with each microphone assembly. Use of these
curves implies a knowledge of the frequency distribu. 7-2.4 SOUND-LEVEL METERS
tion of the sound being measured either because of its
limited frequency range or because of the use of filters. When the sound signal is in electrical form, it must
For broad-band measurement, the full variation of mi- be processed ir a meaningful way. The sound-level me-
crophone response must be considered. For a typical ter was among the first instruments developed to pro-
0.5-in. condenser microphone, this variation is only ± I vide correlation between an objective measurement and
dB from 20Hz to 20 kHz; for a I-in, microphone, ± 1.5 the subjective sensation of hearing. Frequency re-
dB from 20 Hz to 16 kHz. sponse, detection, and measurement for sound-level

(d) Type of field and orientation. The discussion meters are discussed in the following subparagraphs:
of frequency response deals only with frontal free-field (I) Frequency response. The sound-level meter is
measurements. However, many measurements, partic- basically an audio rms voltmeter. In measuring lhe
ularly thiose indoors, are in diffuse field., and not all electrical signal from the microphone, then, it provides
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FIGURE 7.3. Accuracy Curves of Condenser Microphone Output for Free.
field a.5-in. and N-in. Carvldgn Mounted on a Tripod (solid lines sow

nanrowband accuracy: daseftd line, broadband accuracy).

a measure of a physical quantity, i.e., sound pressure. the curves relate to the entire system; i.e., microphone,
This fact is important in evaluating the sound-level attenuator, amplifier, weighting networks, and indica-
meter. The sound-level meter differs from a voltmeter tor (meter). All three are also imprecise regarding the
in that the frequency response of a voltmeter is made effects of extraneous factors such as teiperature, hu-
as flat as possible, while that of the sound-level meter midity, and electromagnetic interference. In general,
is deliberately altered by weighting networks to ac- the standards requite the manufacturer to state the
count, to a first-order approximation, for the frequency range for such factors over which instrument accuracy
response of the ear. Actually, three frequency-response is not adversely affected.
curves have been standardized because the response of At this point the standards diverge. The cur.es and
the ear depends upon pressure level as well as fre- tolerances in JEC 123 specify performance in absolute
qnency. These axe the so-called A, B, and C curves, and terms, i.e., with respect to a true sound-pressure level.
approximate the inverse of the 40., 70-, and 100-phon The curves in IEC 179 and 81.4 are simple frequency-
equal loudness curves of Fig. 7-1. response curves providing only rclative data. In addi-

The three most widely used standards describing tion, the A and B curves in SI,4 are relative to the C
sound-level mesters are IEC Publication 123, Recom- curve, so the tolerances specified for the A and B curves
mendetfon for Sound Levul Meters (Rof. 18); IEC Publi. must be added to those of the C curve. Table 7-5 lists
caton 179, Preclsion Sound Weil Meter (Ref.. 19) and values and tolerances for F-11 three standards. (The tol.
ANSI Standard 81.4, Spec/f cafon for Oenaml.?uqjae erances for the A and B curves under SI.4 are the total
Sound Level Meters (Ref. 20).G A consideration of thes tolerances.)
standards, Induding the similarities and differences, is The problem is to dcrive a set of figures from these
relevant. data for absolute accuracy. Both IEC 179 and SI.4 allow

AndCcurvesaall three statpeiy vrthaty the teanes fr B a ± I dB tolerance for absolute calibration at a refer-and C curves, and all three state that the tolerances for e c r q e c .A lt r esa d r sp o i etl r n eence frequency. All three standards provide tolerances

6. A new ANSI standard (SI) became available In lae 1971. for making measurements at sound-pressure levels dif-
It is similar to IEC 179 in many respeols but is more comprehen. ferent from the calibration level. Included ire range
'iye. errors in jhe attenuator and meter (indicator), as well
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FIGURE 7.4. Accuracy Curves of Condenser Microphone Output for
Diffuse-field 0.5-in. and 1-In. Cartridges Mounted on a Tripod (solid
lines show narrowband accuracy, dashed lines, broadband accuracy).

a libration and resolution errors. Table 7.6 summa- remove the indicating unit from the sound field. In
r these factors. The total addition tolerance shown such cases, the microphone usually can be detached
ik. able 7-6 must be added to the tolerances of Table from the indicating unit, so a variety o: microphone.
7-5 to obtain overall performance, Although these meter combinations cap be used.
curves show the worst possible case, the worst case (2) Detection mode and detector dynamics Accu-
must be allowed for in evaluating accuracy if a particu- rate acoustic measurements involve more than proper
lar sound-level meter is specified only to meet a given frequency response. The detection mode and the dy-
standard. In summary, IEC 123 is a loose standard, IEC namic characteristics of the sound-level meter are
179 somewhat tighter, and SI4 in between. equally important. Thv detection mode is dictated by

All three standards recognize that sound-level meas- the manner in which sound is heard and measured.
urements with the specified instruments are at best Subjective reaction to sound is in proportion to its in-first-order approximations of human hearing. Never- tensity (analogous to electrical power), while sound

theless, these standards have established limitations pressure or sound-pressure levei (analogous to voltage)
within which measurements made at different times, in is measured. To easily equate one with the other, rms
different places, with different equipment, can be comn- values must be measured to avoid errors when the
pared. As instrumentation improves, the standards will sound signal deviates from a pure, continuous-wave
undoubtedly reduce th- tolerances; so accuracy in a sinusoid.
sound-level meter is important. By definition, the rms value of the signal from the

The standards specify performance for the whole microphone is
system: microphone and preamplifier, attenuator,
weighting networks, amplifier, and indicator (meter).
However, in practice the microphone is not always an VMrma r V2d)1/ (7-6)
integral part of the sound-level meter but is connected T
to the rest of the system with a cable. This is desirable,
particularly in free-field measurements, in order to
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TABLE 7.6. RESPONSES AND ASSOCIATED TOLERANUES

Cu.c, Curve A, CurvC .CIC 123. IC 170. 1.

ato a do dl d o C o vr e A . Curve 5 . C r. " C .

dl dl o

20 .3I.s 24.2 .62 45, .2 *3 • •+3,...
23 .44.? .204 .44 4., . ±3 44, .4.5 .2, .3.5 +2, .2.5
31.6 .394 •7.1 .1 5 .12 ' 2 5, .4 +2.6. .3 .0.5. .2

40 .•4 *14.2 -2.0 I4. 3 +1 &, 2&3 +2. .2.5 + 1, .[
so .20.2 11.5 •1.3 *4 *3 32 *2 *1
•63 X2 U .3 13 *4 2 *3 23 11

so .2. .7.4 .0. I1t 12 *3 12 11
100 W -1 U0.3 t as I2I I6 * t2 I I
1In .16.1 .4.2 .0.2 . 3 2 1 22.5 *2 *1
I10 .13.4 2 .O .0.1 *2 t I 12. 1. i's t ±
000.0 2 .0 0 t3 2 1 Its 11.6 11

2W0 .-to 10.3 0 23 21 I2.5 21.s I I

3as . 4.6 am 0 *23 1 *2 2 I,5 11
400 .4.$ .0. 0 23 11 *2 21.9 *1
o00 .&2 0.3 0 13 11 *2 11,. *1

300 .1. 0 .01 0 23 11 *2 *1,. 11
20o *&. 0 0 *15 *I I1,5 *0,I *I

1000 0 0 0 12 11 *2 12 11.5

1020 0. 0 0 *15 I1 2 *2 *1s
0aw0 0.0 0 *-1 23 11 *is t2ag 12
3000 1.2 -0.1 .32 t3 *1 *3 13 12.5

3900 1.3 •0.2 .0.3 +4, -34, .3.5 44 . as *&1, 53
3150 1.2 -94 .5a +5. .3.5 *1 05.4 # , .4 4.,5,2 .0
4000 1.0 .0.7 -5a +4 t, .4 *1 +5.3. .4.,0 + 6.L - 4,. +s, .4

50 0.6 •1.2 •1.3 # G.4.5 *11. +1L . +s .5 +53, .4.3
Ono .-01 *1.9 .10 +6 .5 *I.5,.- +66. -&1 +3., .65 +4 .6

am0 - 1.1 •2.1 *2.0 *t #1..5 . *15 its *0

i0000 .2.- -4.3 .4.4 #+6. 42. .4 ....

12500 .4,3 -&1 .to +3 .I e 43.. .+. . .

TABLE 76. SUMMARY OF STANDARDS REQUIREMENTS

JEC 123 IEC 179 51.4

Frequency range, Hz 31.5 to 8,000 20 to 12,500 20 ou 10,000

Frequenc response One network required One network required Three networks required
(A, B, or C) (A. 8, or C) (A, S, and C)

Frequency response calibration Absolute (free field) Relative (free field) Relative (diffuse field)

Tolerance for absolute calibration - - - + 1 do +. 1 do

Preferred calibrating frequency - - - 1 kHz 400 Hz

Additiondl tolerance for range + 1 dO + 0.5 dB + I dB (+4 0.5 dB between
change adjacent ranges)

Additional tolerance for meter + 1 dB + 0.4 dB + 0.5 dO
accuracy and resolution

Total additional tolerance for + 2 dO + 1.9 do + 2.5 dR
absolute accuracy
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where TABLE 7-7. APPARENT DETECTOR TIME
Y = instantaneous value of the CONSTANT VS ME-...R READING

microphone output voltage
T = interval of time over which the Time constant c, Deviatlon AL,

integration is carried out ns dB
The rms detector must, therefore, include a squaring

circuit, an integrator, and a root extraction network. 53 - 0.1
Since many sound signals are nonsinusoidal, the detec- 100 - 0.63
tor must be able to handle a relatively high crest factor
(ratio of peak to rms voltage). Many circuits have been 127 - I
developed to approximate the square-law function, but
ptrhaps the most widely used circuit is the quasi.rms 200 - 2
detector. In this detector an integrating capacitor 390 - 4
biases a rectifier so that no current flows until the
absolute value of the input signal exceeds the voltage on
the capacitor. Above this point, a linear relat: nship In response to a single 0.b-s burst of a 1-kHz tone, the
exists between the input signal and the detector cur- sound4evel meter should indicate a nominal 4 dB below
rent. By appropriate selection of component values, the steady-state value. IEC 179 puts a ± 1 dB tolerance
deviation from the ideal is held within acceptable limits on the reading; IEC 123 and 81.4, ± 2 dB. The "slow"
(usually ± I dB) up to a crest factor of three. The mode reduces meter jitter In measurements of rapidly
quasi.tins detector more than satisfies the requirements varying sound fields by providing a longer averaging
of IEC and USA standards for sound-level meters. In time. For "slow", the nominal detector time constant Is
practice, the detector i6 a Pesistance-capacitance about 1 s.
(RC) averaging detector wherein the RCtime constant (3) Measurements with the sound level meter. In the
is chosen to provide meter response appropriate to that final analysis, the sound-level meter measures the fre-
stipulated in the standards for "fast" and "slow" detec- quency- and time-weighted rms value of sound pres-
tion characteristics. The standards stipulate overall sure. The frequency weighting is selected Ls dB(A),
sound-level meter performance (designated "fast" in dB(B), or dB(C). As noted previously, thes response
the IEC standards) in response to a single 200-ms burst curves make the sound-level meter respond to single
of a l-kHz sinusoidal signal. IEC 179 requires the meter tones at various frequencies in approximately the same
to read I dB ± I dB below the steady-state value, while way as the human ear. As broadband devicms, however,
IEC 123 and S.4 require a meter reading between 0 and sound-level meters cannot indicate the spectral compo-
4 dB below the steady-state value. sition of a particular sound; i.e., no correlation exists

The reduction in meter rea,.ing (from the steady- between our subjective response due to this factor and
state value) for various apparent RCtime constarnts can meter indication. This is the main reason that substan-
be calculated from the formula tial differences--10 dB and more-can exist betwcen

subjectively measured loudness level in phons and
& = 10 log [1 - eXp (- tic)] (77) sound-pressure level in dB. Furthennore, other factors

that contribute include the inability of the sound-level

meter to account for masking effects (discussed in par.

•,here 7-5) and the impossibility of selecting the right weight-

AL = meter reading in dB below the ing function for all spectral components at once.

steady-statu value Since no reasonable degree of correlation between
I - duration of the tone burst, 200 the loudness levels of widely differing sounds and

ms in this case sound-evel meter readings can be achieved, usually no
c = apparent time constant of the attempt is made to select the most appropriate weight-

detector :ng curve-A, B, or C-for the levels encountered. Thre
(The formula is valid provided that the crest factor quantity that is measured is almost always the A-

capability of the detector is not exceeded, and instru- weighted sound level, even at ivvels where the high
ment response is determined by the detector.) Table 7-7 attenuation of low frequency components would not be
shows some values of apparent time constants and cor- justified from a physiological point of view.
responding meter readings.
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By itself, then, the sound-level meter can be used (2) Spectrum analyzers. Many applications occur in
"only to compare sounds from similar sources. For ex- which the purely physical data provided by a spectrum
ample, one automobile can be compared with another, analyzer are more useful than weighted data. These
"standard" automobile, perhaps a% a quality check. applications include measurement of acoustical proper-
However, the automobile cannot be compared with a ties of materials; studies of sound propagation in gases,
typewriter because of the different character of the two liquids, and solids; and determination of frequency re.
sounds, sponse of transducers. Even in subjective acoustics, dif-

ferent methods of sound evaluation and the procedure
for determining noise rating numbers start with physi-

7.2.5 FREQUENCY ANALYSIS cal data.
Frequency analysis may be accomplished with either A variety of real-time audio spectrum analyzers is

manual systems or spectrum analyzers: available for use when detailed acoustical character/s-

(1) Manual systems. The simpleut frequency-anal- tics such as these are needed. Depending upon what is

yarn systems are manually operated, octave-band sys. required, 24 or more third-octave channels are pro-

tems. In general, these systems employ a sound-level vided, and digital computer interfacing may be em-

meter, operating in its linear mode, as the indicating ployed (Ref. 21).

device. The filters themselves are usually supplied as a
* set with selectable single filters with center frequencies 7-3 EFFECTS OF NOISE AND BLAST

from 63 Hz to 8 kHz. An octave-band analysis enables
determination of the part of the spectrum that contrib- ON HEARING
utes most heavily tu the overall loudness. In noise This paragraph treats the factors influencing the ac-
abatement studies, octave-band analysis can help pI'l. This- and reats ohe farto los infor steady-
point the true offender as well as evaluate correcti e quisition ani recovery of hearing loss for steady-state
action. and impulse noise, and for a blast (a special case of

The technique of sound analysis using manual sys- impulse noise). Specific criteria for minimizing hearing
tems depends somewhat upon the nature of the sound. losses from noise exposure are discussed in par. 7-7.
Continuous and repetitive sounds can be evaluated on
the spot; sufficient time elapses to select each octave 7-3.1 THRESHOLD SHIFTS IN HEARING
band in turn and note the meter reading. To evaluate
discontinuous and transient sounds, however, other The sensitivity of human hearing at a particular test
methods are required. The tape recorder is widely used frequency is referred to as the threshold of audibility.
to preserve a sound in its original form; the sound can Thresholds stated with reference to standard crite-
then be reproduced Ps often as necessary to complete ria-s-tch as Ref. 22 or audiometric zero (Ref. 23)-are
the analysis. For convenience, the section of tape con. called hearing leiels with respect to the appropriate
taining she particular sound to be evaluated is often cut reference level. When a loss of sensitivity is temporary,
out of the roll and made into a continuous loop. The i.e., when hearing returns to the normal baseline after
tape can be played over and over without stopping to a suitable recovery interval, it is referred to as a tempo-
rewind it each time. ltowever, in making the loop, care tory threshold shf•t(TlS). A loss of sensitivity that does
must be taken not to make it so short that the repro- not return to baseline is called a permanent threshold
duced sound takes on the nature of a repetitive signal, shkt(PTS). TrS is usually measured at 2 min or longer
because the spectrum is then altered. The loop should after exposure, and is referred to as MITS2 ,.1 or, sim-
be loni enough to allow time to note the meter reading ply, TI'S 2.
and change filters before the sound is repeatedl. Signal Some relation is assumed to exist between TTS2 ex-
level recorders provide a convenient means of obtaining perienced on a near-daily basis and the likelihood of
a pcmanent record of measurement results. eventual accumulation of PMS. CHABA Working

To simplify certain measurements, octave filter sets Group 46 (Ref. 24) assumed that 10 yr of near-daily
have provisions for setting the gain through each filter exposure would riult in PTSlo y, = TTS2 m.,. TIn

separately. The variable-gain mode permits precalibra- measures are widely used in asewing noise effects on
tion of an indicating unit in terms of the measurement hearinig because (I) TTS is a valid measure of the tem-
criteria. The variable-pin mode can also be used to porary effeuts of noise exposure, and (2) rTS can affect
flatten the frequency response of a measurement sys. man's ability to perform tasks requiring maximum,
tern, for example, to compensate for frequency non- hearing sensitivity. In fact, witere life-or-death deci-
'4nearities in the sound source sions rest on the acuteness of man's hearing, Ps in
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reception of speech signals over a communication link I
or in the perceiving of aurnd warning signals, preven- 50
tion of excessive TTS is the most important considera- EXPOSURE TIME
tion. Absence of TTS may ue responsible for saving 40 IN MINUTES
human life. TFS is used in this paragraph as the pri- 35
mary indicant of noise effects on hearing threshold
sensitivity. -30 15.

7-3.2 SUSCEPTIBILITY TO TTS 5

The concept of "susceptibility" here refers jointly to 10
two facts: (I) for a given noise exposure, different ears

demonstrate varying amounts of 1TS, and (2) for a
given sample of ears, different noise conditions may 0
produce varying distributions of TI'S. Because of the 80 85 90 95
unpredictable and uncontrollable variability in ear re- OCTAVE BAND SPL, dB
sponses to noise--between days and among noise con-
ditions-the possibility of developing criteria for pro- FIGURE 7-5. Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS)
tecting specific ears from excessive TTS is at best slim a a Function of Sound Prensur Level (SPL) for
(Refs. 25,26,27). As a result, criteria for determining Exposure to an Octave Band of 2 to 4 kHzJ
hazardous and nonhazardous noise exposures are, in (Ref. 31).
reality, a form of actuarial or statistical table in which
the responses of certain proportions of noise-exposed been adopted for use in the CHABA steady-state noise
populations are predicted. The acquisition of and damage-risk criterion.
recovery from TTS are discussed separately: Investigations of ITS from broadband noise show

(1) Aci"'sidon of M73 The many factors influenc- that when pure tones below 2 kHz are present, the

ing the acqaisition of TTS from steady sound and noise combined tone and noise condition produces more TTS
exposure have been reviewed by various authorities than noise alone, even if the overall SPL for the two
(Refs. 28,29,30). Some of the salient aspects are sum- conditions are equated (Ref.*34). Investigations of TTS
marized here, including one important concern, the
interaction of variables. The present discussion will be c , ,
limited primarily to TI'S measured 2 min or longer 0 1300 130 ISO-TR&kUMATIC
after exposure and is given in terms of the individual - LIN'ES FOR FOUR
factors as follows: S 120 2 SETS OF DATA

(a) Stimulus amplitude. TTIS2 increases linearly *- 110
with average SPL over th.: range of 75 to 120 dB and 1 3.
possibly higher. The difference between TirS produced X
by 85- and 90-dB noise is about the same as the differ- 90
ence between that produced by 90- and 95-dB SPL. 80 ,--
This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 7.5.

(b) Exposure frequency. For equal SPL in octave 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k
bands of noise, low frequencies present less hazard to
the ear than higher frequencies up to 4 kHz. This is due FREQUSNCY, Ha
to the frequency-response characteristics of the human
ear. Fig. 7-6 ijlustrates the general relation between FIGURE 7-6. Relation Between Exposure Fre-
exposure frequency and TTS for octave bands of noise. quency and Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS)

Pure tones produce more 'ITS than corresponding for Octaw Bendr of Noise (Ute ito-traumatc
octave bands of noise of the same amplitude. The overall lines are based on TTS and we for four lWde-
level of an octave band must be about 5 dB higher than a pendent met of data. Within any one at of
pure tone at the octave center frequency to produce an data, the seine exposure time or M criterion
equal amount of TTS (Ref. 33). This 5dB correction hus was ud) (Ref. 32).
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3 5 -RELATIVE10
50 -NOISE LEVEL 95AMLTD

IN SPL +30 AMLTD
40 .2

90 2
~30 - 20

2085 15 -90

20 - 10
100 80

0 
1 25

0 5 15 35 55 100

EXPOSURE TIIME, min TEST FREQUENCY, kHz

FIGURE 7-8. Distribution of Temporary mreu'i-
FIGURE 7-7. Temporary Threi~hoid Shift (TTS) old Shift (mT) Resulting From 5-min Exposure
at 4 kHa From Exposure to 2 to 4 kHz Octave- to Broadband Noise (Ref, 30).

band Noise (Ref. 31) (e) Preexposure hearing level, This discussion has been

based almost entirely on ears with "normal" sensitivity.
from infrasonic tones conclude that the most hazard- Impaired ears may demonstrate different results. Ears
ous conditions are at or above 141 dB SPL in the range with conductive* hearing losses, for example, would be
of 10 to 12 Hlz (Refs. 35,36). expected to show less TTS because Ism energy Is trans-

Evidence indicates that exposure to ultrasonic tones mitted to the cochlea. Ears with pure senomoneumle
upto 120 dB SPL is unlikely to produce TI'S (Ref. 37). losses should also show less TTS than normal ears, but

No ciear evidence exists upon which to assess the effect lois I u oterhvn e, eann ei~iiyt
of higher SPL. ls.(f) Sex and age. No systematic differenc~es in TI'S

(c) Duration of exposure. TI'S2 from steady noise as a function of sex and age h-tve been reported (Refs.
grows linearly with the logarithm of exposure time, as 41,42). Nor have any systematic trends in TTS growth
illustrated in Fig. 7-7. Most experiments have involved been reported solely as a function of age.
relatively short exposures (:5 8 hr), but the rule is possi- ()Mnua sbnua xoue ngnrl
bly valid for exposure times of up to 720 hr (Ref, 38). mo oara sbnaural exposure. arn general. y bot d
The effects of intermittent noise exposure have been mor Tthnbnaural exposures are acoman ed by m about5d
reviewed, and the conclusion is that, in general, inter- oeT' hnbnua xouet h aecni
mittent exposures produce less iTS than continuous tion (Ref. 25).
exposures (Refs. 28,39,40). (2) Recovery of T77S When TTlS2 does not exceed

(d) Test frequency. TTS involves areas, not points, on about 40 dB, and is induced by relatively short expo-
the basilar mnembrane7 (Ref. 28). Thus, virtually any sures to continuous blocks of steady-state noise, Mi'
type of tone or noise exposure affects auditory thresh. recovers linearly in log time and occurs within a maxi-
olds over a range of test frequencies. For SPL above 60 mum of 16 to 48 hr (Refs. 28,43). Under these condi-
dB, maximum TTS occurs at a frequency on the order of tions recovery rate is independent of test frequency.
0.5 to 1 octave above the stimulating frequency for pure The slope of the recovery rate is also independent of
tones and bands of noise. The relative TTS occurring at
various frequencies with a broadband (white) noise ex-
posure Is shown in Fig. 7-8. 8. Hearing losses are of two types, conductive and

sensorineural. In conductive loss, the co~iductlon of
sound to the cochlea Is attenuated due to some outer or

7. The basila,- membpane is the part of the inner car that is set middle ear problem. In a sensorinoural loss, either the
in'motion by sound at the eardrum. Its movement -zimuiates the sensor, i.e., the cochlea, or the auditory nerve is defec-
hair cells, which irk turn activate auditory nerve fibers. tive,
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test frequncy. The slope of the recovery function, how- Since subsequent recovery is usually quite predicts-
ever, may vary mA a function of the mount of TrS2. ble once the value of TrS2 is known, generlized recov-
Representative recovery functions are shown in Fig. cry functions can be developed for 1M5 < 40 dd. Such
7-9. functions permit TS measured at various times after

exposure to be converted backward or forward to
TrS2 for purposes of direct comparison. A graph for

re-= 12 win at 106- d73 converting TS to TTS2 is shown in Fig. 7-10 (Rd. 44).
20 am 27 sin at 08 d When TTS is induced by exposures to steady noise

6ms 117 sin at g0 dB longer than 8 hr, or by intermittent noise, these gener-
15 - alized recovery functions are probably invalid. Ward

(Re. 39) states that intermittent noise causes a signifi-
p10 cant increase in recovery time, for equal TrS; Yugaaov

et sW. (Ref. 38) and Mills et a&. (Ref. 46) report similar
5• findings for exposures of 12 to 720 hr.

As MIS, exceeds about 40 dB, a change in the recov-
0 ery function may be noted. Recovery from high values

Sof TTS is linear in time, rather than linear in log time.
2 5 10 20 50 100 200 as illustrated in Fig. 7-11.

RECOVERY TIME, min

FIGURE 7-9. Recowry From Teronw y Thre4 old
Shift (TTS) (Ref. 45).

15

-10

10 2 4 6 8100 2 4 6 81,000

TIME, I

FIGURE 7.1G ConwrVon o'f TTS to TT$2 &WdP TT5s - Mt Pmarar

(Re/. .44.
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j50 ~40

fa 30
20 - 20
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0 P I**

3 10 30 100 300 1k Ak 1k 2k 3k

RZCOYY TD(Z. min RECOVER Tfl, min

(A) Average course of recovary at
3 and 4 kHz following exposure
to 105 45 SPL 1.2 to 2A4 kIs (B) Data replotted in term~s of
noise whose dur~ation was time Instead of log time.
sufficient to produce 50 d~l TTS.

FIGURE 7-1f. Recovwy~ Frzvn Temporary Thrediold Shift (rrS)
(5 s~ub/eco) (ReV, 51).

7-3.3 IMPULSE NOISE AND THRESHOLD
SHIfT ......

The notation "105 N" on abscissa
An impulse is defined as an aperiodic pressure phe. indicates peak pressure level found

nomnenon of less than I-& duration, having a fast rise so in crew area of 1946 Ayiy howitzer.

time protection of personnel exposed totieand a peak-to-rms ratio greater than 10 dB. Such high noise levels.a value definition fails to define a "gray" area of pres-
suare phenomena that may be considered as either long
impulses or short steady sounds. Impulses are, how-
ever, characteristic or many working environments, 60
and cbmmon examples include the sound of gunfire,

*impact and power-operated tools, drop forges, and pile
drivers.

The impulse-noise-effects literature has beeni re-
viewed extensively (Refs. 16,28.47,48). As is the casn 40

with steady noise, the interaction of variables is an
extremely important consideration. Some of the more
important findings are summarized:10H

(1) Acqu ~iddn of TTS frm Impuste noise.
(a) Peak pressure level. The higher the peak pres- 2017011 9sure level, the greater is tht.. risk of M~S other parame-1010 0

ters being equal. This relation is illustrated in Fig. 7.12 Max nnr UM dl n 20 ol i-
by data from the classic studios of Murray and Reid
(Red. 49) and in Fig. 7-13 by data from Ward et al. (Ref.
50). The peak pressure level where 'FF5 is first pro- FIGURE 7-12. Tempor~v Threiihofd Shift (TTS) as
duced depends ir. parn on other prarneters, such as aFwwtlw, of Pbe& Prmure LawI for Eu's Exposed
impulse duration or the number of impulses presented, to 10 Impulue Produced by Various W'~mm
as well ason individual susceptibility. (Ref. 49).
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NUMBER OF PULSES

3-MIN EXPOSURE AT so 100 200 300 400
25 CLICKS/MIN 5 O 0 0 0

20 - -
30 - 500 HS o .

x 1,2 kits
o 25 - 0 3,4,6 kHz

10010 2 8,00 k0

U~ 15 '.

I-MIN EXPOSURE AT

10 ~0 1

20
0- I I EXOUETM OPLE rin

0302 34 8012 165

130 135 140 145 150 FIGURE 7.14. Average Growth of Temporary

-2 Throhold Shift (TTM) From Constant Rate Im.
PEAK LEVEL OF CLICKS, dB r.e 20uWa pulses (Not. that In contrast to study noim,

TTS from impulses Increase linerly with time

FIGURE 7-43. Temporary Throhold Shift (TTS) or with number of Impulas) (Ref. 501.

at a 4 kiz M a Function of Peek Level of Clicks
(Ref. so.

(b) Impulse duration. It has been shown that, for
a peak level of 166 dE, 10 to 25 impulses or 92-p.s (e) Number of impulses. TTS appears to grow
duration have about the same effect as 75 to 100 im- linearly with the number of impulses, or linearly in time,
pulses of 36-pAs duration (Refs. 42,52). Other research for a constant rate of presentation, as illustrated in Fig.
shows that cal .22 rifles fired in the open (short dura. 7-14.
tion) do not constitute a hazard to hearing, whereas the (f) Rate of impulse presentation. 'ITS growth rate
same rifles fired in an indoor reverberant range (long from impulses does not differ significantly when the
duration) do constitute a borderline hazard (Ref. 53). interpulse interval is between I and 9 s. At less than I
The relation between impulse duration and risk of Trs s between pulses, MFl growth rate it reduced because
is best described by reference to the CHABA damage- of the protective action of the aural reflex. Also, when
risk criterion for impulse-noise exposure. as many as 30 & elapse betwen successive impulses,

(c) Rise time. Many impulses have rise times less TI'S grows more slowly because of the recovery that
than I pas since a shock wave is a major component of takes place between impulses (Refs. 50,54).
the event. To date, however, no serious attempt has (g) Ear orientation. When the impulse noise in-
been made to relate impulse rise time to the risk of TTS, ulades a shock wave, the orientation of the external ear
and this variable is not treated systematically in dam- with respect to the shock front is of considerable impor-
age-risk criteria. tance. Hodge et al. (Ref. 55) show that when the ear is

(d) Spectrum. Recently, spectral analyses of im- at normal incidence to the shock wave, the TrS pro-
pulses with a computer have become possible (Ref. 21). duced is approximately equivalent to that produced by
Few data exist,'however, relating the spectrum of im- an impulse having 5 dB greater amplitude but arriving
pulses to risk of TIS, and considerably more investip- at grazing incid,-nce. Golden and Clare (Ref. 56) report
tion will be required before such information will be of a similar difference. Hodge and M-Commons (Ref. 27)
any real benefit. have shown that when the shock strikes one ear at
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normal inciden~ce, tli,; other car is shadowed Lpro- sure do not differ significantly when the interpulse in-
tected) by the head and evidences considerably less tervall is 2 s (Ref. 57). Large individual differences

M.'S This explains why right-handed rifle shooters occur among the subjects, but no consistent trend fa-
usually demonstrate more MT in the left than in the vons either type of exposure.
right ear: tli. right ear is partially protected by the ()Rcvr rm7~Agoigbd fdt
bead's shado~w.(2Reoeyfo M.Agoigbdofat

(h) Test frequency. MT from impullse-noise expo- indicates that recovery fromn MI induced by various
sure occurs over a wide range of frequencies, with the types of intermittent noise differs radically from that
maximiumn M usually occurring in the region of 4 to caused by steady noise exposure. Research in 1965
6 kHz. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7-15. found instances of individual subjects with MT2 = 25

(i) Monaural vs binaural exposure. On the aver- dB who showed little or no recovery for periods of up
age, 'ITS growth rates for binaural and monaural expo- to I hr after exposure, but thereafter recovery became

70

LU- upper limit, i.e., subjects with
60 largest TTS

LL - lower limit, subjects with

50 les T

30

.20

_10-

-20 -LL

-30

0.5 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18

AUDIONETRIC TEST FREQUENCY, kHz

FIGURE 7-5. Distrihutkim of MT2 Following Exspouiv to 25 Gunfire
Impulses (16 wubloetu (NOt e at wfwMes mean and Media M M' bf-
twsmi 0 and + F0 dB at all freueuwia, & 9a of efleat ii from -25
d5 (ow~tastion) at 3 k~z to +55 dO Ik --' ,4 k~tz. Also note dtha
Ois .Xpowre produced TTS at froquwmiw W tv 18 kitr) (Ref. 27).
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approximately linear in lo8 timn (Ref. 58). Later re- 7-4.1 DETECTION OF LOW-LEVEL SOUNDS
search has identified four types of recovery curves for
impulse-noise-induced TTS in human beings and mon- Par. 7-3 notes than an ear's threshold sensitivity (hear-
keys: (1) linear recovery in log time (2) no apparent Ing level) Is stated with reference to audlornetric zero,
recovery for periods of up to I hr fohowed by linear in such as the Ref. 22 or Ret. 23 values. Audlometric zero

log-time recovery; (3) slight recovery followed by an at various test frequencies represents the lowest SPL that
ioa can be detected, on the averge, by listeners having

iongaea u in T ch; and (4) slight recovery followed by "normal" hearing. Table 7.8, Column 2, shows the 8PL
ong plateau of no change, and then further recovery epresenting ISO audlometrie zero at selected frequen.

(Ref. 59). These diverse functions occur for Ti-S : 30 dos. Column 3 shows the "allowable TTS" permitted by
dB in human beings, and suggest that conqidersbly the CHABA dame-risk criteria for steady and Impulse
more research will be required to derivc averaged, len- noise (Reb. 24,65). Column 4 shows the minimum
eralized recovery functions for impulse-noiae-induced detectable SPL, on the avenlge, by a listener whose base-

M'S. '.?e hearing sensitivity equals 180 audlometric zero and
For TmS2 > 40 dB, recovery may be very slow. As wh,. has the CHABA-1lmlt TIS at the various frequen.

long as 6 mo of recovery may be necessary to accurately cito. These values also describe the detection limits for a
assess residual PTS from excessive exposure to gunfire listener who has PTIS In the amounts shown In Column 3
noise (Ref. 60). of the table.

Given a knowledge of the spectral characteristics of
7-3.4 BLAST AND ITS EFFECTS ON a low-level sound that must be detected, and of the

HEARING lowest SPL at various test frequencies that a particular
listener cam detect, predictions can be made of the lis.

Blast differs little from impulse noise insofar as the tener's ability to detect the low-level sound. A conven-
hesring mechanism is concerned. The term "blast" is ient example from the military context may be cited.
typically used to refer to much higher pressures and/or Sounds created by people walking over various types of
longer durations than are usually a.so'iated with corn. terrain ontain energy primarily in the 3. to 8.kHz
mon impulse-noise sources. However, insofar as the rangconTain energy prmilyei the 3- tha
development of TTS is concerned, the preceding dis- range. This knowledge permitted the hypothesis that
cuision of impulse-noise parameters is equally applica. persons having 'TS or PTS in this range of frequencies
ble to the parameters of blast. would be less able to detect such sounds than persons

Single, large-amplitude blast waves may rupture the with normal hearing sensitivity; the hypothesis has
eardrum. The threshold for eardrum rupture is about been confirmed by experimental tests. These results
5 psi; at 15 psi, 50 percent of eardrums will probably be suggest that, for example, military personnel receiving
ruptured. When the eardrum is ruptured, loss of hear- TrS from daytime exposure to weapon noiae should
ing is severe in the affected ear. After healing (2 to 6 not be assigned nighttime duty for perimeter sentry
wk), the ear's sensitivity may return to normal, particu- duty where the preservation of human life may depend
larly if the middle ear ossicles are intact (Refr. 61,62). on maximum hearing sensitivity, unimpaired by slowly
Rupture of the eardrum thus serves as a "safety valve".
If the eardrum is not ruptured by the blast, profound recovering Tms. These results further suggest that in
PTS may result from a single exposure, particularly at any detection situation, the listeners selected should
the higher frequencies of hearing (Refs. 63,64). have the most sensitive hearing possible, free of TTS or

PTS.

7-4 EFFECTS OF HEARING LOSS ON 74.2 RECEPTION OF SPEECH
PERFORMANCE The spectral characteristics of speech must be con-

sidered in assessing the effects of TTS or M.T on speech
Bonk pemons are likely to suffer TI'S or PTS from reception. Speech sounds range in frequency from 0.1 to

noise exposure In spite of the appUcation of safety ca.- 7 kHz; peak energy occurs at about 0.5 kHz. Speech
teuia or the use of protective equipment. Other pellons sounds are of two basic types--vowels and consonants.
may ha"e ITS hfm disease or trauma. Aeerdingily, the Vowel sounds fall roughly into the frequencies below
effects of TTS and FMI on parformance will be coneid. 1.5 kHz, and consonants, above 1.5 kHz (Ref. 66). Vow-

red briefly. els are thus more powerful (i.e., contain more energy)
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TABLE 74. ISO AUDIOMETRIC ZERO V8 CHABAV-LIMIT TTS

Frequency, SPL for ISO zero, CHABA allowable Minimum detectable

Hz d8 re 20 U.N m"2  TTS, dB SPL, dB re 20 uN mn2 t

500 11 10 21

1,000 6.5 10 16.5
2,000 8.4 1r 23.5

3,000 7.5 20 27.5

4,000 9 20 29

6,000 8 20 28

8,000 9.5 20 29.5

* CHABA " Committee on Hearing, Btoacoustics, and Biomechanics (of the
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council)

t This interpretation assumes that the listener's preexposure hearing
sensitivity was equal to ISO audiometric zero.

than consonants. Vowel sounds indicate that someone the impairment disappears when the TIS has recov-
is saying something, but consonants aid in discriminat- ered.
mg what is being said. Thus, consonants convey more
information than vowels.

A person with TFS or PTS only in the range of 0.1 7-5 SUBJECTIVE AND BEHAVIORAL
to 1.5 kHz has difficulty iearing speech unless it is quite RESPONSES TO NOISE
loud, and he is unable to hear soft voices. If the talker EXPOSURE
rais his voice level, the listener will be able to under-
stand what is being said. In par. 7.4, the effects of noise that are demonstrated

The person with ITS or PTS only in the range of .5 after exposure ancl that are indicative Lf a decrease in

finds it difficult to discriminate consonants. Increasing receptors are considered. In this paragraph, by con-

the speech level aids little, but careful enunciation by trast, noise effects that occur concurrently with expo-
the talker is of benefit. This type of TTS or PTS is a sure and that result in increased neural activity are
particularly severe problem in occupational deafness considered. These responses are discussed in terms of
since the Ion of hearing sensitivity frequently occurs general observations, the masking of auditory signals,
first in the 3- to 6-kHz range. The problem is com- and the masking of speech perception. Methods for
pounded by the presence of background masking noise, measuring speech intelligibility and assessing the effect
since the low-level consonant sounds are masked to a of noise on speech intelligibility are presented. (Other
greater extent by broadband noise than the higher-level discussion of background noise is presented in par. 7-
vowel sounds. This fact has led some hearing conmerva. 7.)
tion groups to develop criteria for protecting hearing at
frequencies up to 4 kHz (tef. 67). In the United States, 7-5.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS,
however, only frequencies of 0.5 to 2 kHz are consid.
ered in messing occupational hearing impairment Broadbent and Bums (Ref. 70) and Cohen (Ref, 71)
(ReM. 68). have reviewed the effects of noise on behavior and psy-

Table 7.9 shows classes of hearing handicap defined chological state. In some respects the existing literature
by the average of P15 at 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz. In does not yet support firm conclusions, but representa-
general, iTs of the same amount will constitute an tive subjective and behavioral responses are summa-
equivalent degree of impairment although, of course, rized in Table 7.10.
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TABLE 749. CHART FOR DETERMINING CLASS OF HEARING IMPAIR-
MENT (Ref. 69).

Average hearing level at 500,
Degree 1.000 and 2,000 Hz in the

Class of better ear*, dB Ability to understand
h.ndicap ordinary speech

At least Less than

A Not - 15 No significaat difficulty
significant with faint speech

B Slight 15 30 Difficulty with faint
speech only

C Mild 30 45 Frequent difficulty with
normal speech

0 Marked 45 60 Frequent difficulty with
loud speech

E Severe 60 80 Can understand onl:', shouted
or amplified speech

F Extreme 80 - Usually cannot under3tand
even amplified speech

*If the average of the poorer ear Is 25 dB or more greater than that for the better
ear, add 5 dB to the average for the better ear.

7-5.2 MASKING OF AUDITORY SIGNALS near the frequency of the tone, but also extends to
frequencies adjacent to the masking tone. Curves of

The amount of masking is the number of decibels masking effects as a function of frequency are shown in
that the quiet threshold of a signal must be rmised to be Fig. 7-16. Audible beats near the frequency of the mask.
intelligible because of the presence of masking sound. ing tone increase the audibility of the signal and thus
Masking effects are classified as monaural and inteeau- reduce the degree of masking at these frequencies. For
rat. Monaural masking occu-s when the signal and tones of low intensity, masking is confined to a region
noise reach the ear(s) at the same time; this type of near the masking tone; for higher intensities, the mask-
masking is most critical in working environments ing is extended, particularly at frequencies above the
where personnel are not wearing earphones. Interaural masking tone.
masking occurs when the signal reaches one ear and masking e.The masking effect of narrowband noise is quite

noise the other ear. No interaural masking occurs un- similar to that for pure tones, except that the dips due
less the noise exceeds about 40 to 50 dB SPL, since to audible beats are absent.
below this level the listener can readily distinguish be- Masking of signals by broadband noise whose level
tween the so.uids heard separately in his two ears. At does not exceed about 60 to 70 dB SPL is governed by
higher levels the noise is transmitted to the "signal" ear the "critical band" concept. At low noise levels, a pure
via bone conduction; thus this situation may be re- tone signal is masked by only a narrow range of fre.
garded as a special case of monaural masking with the quencies whose width defines the critical band for that
head serving as an attenuator. Interaural masking is a signal frequency. The width of the critical band varies
problem generally when the SPL in one ear is much from about 40 to 200 Hz, over the range of 0.5 to 8kHz.
higher than in the other. This is a particular problem Within this range, and for low noise levels, an increase
when the telephone or radiotelephone is used in a noisy of 10 dB in noise lev-l results in about 10 dB additional
environment. masking of tones within the critical band. Above mask-

The monaural masking effect of a pure tone, or of a ing levels of about 70 dB SPL, however, the width of
noise having a strong pure-tone component, is greatest
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TABLE 7.10. REPRESENTATIVE SUBJECTIVE AND BEHAVIORAL
RESPONSES TO NOISE EXPOSURE

Conditions of exposure
Reported disturbances Reference

SPL, dB I Spectrum Duration

15O 1-100 Hz 2 min Reduced visual acuity, 72
chest wall vibrations;
gag sensations; respira-
tory rhythm changes

120 Broadband Reduced ability to balance 73
on a thin rail

110 Machinery 8 hr Chronic fatigue 71
noise

105 Aircraft Reduced visual acuity, 74
engine stereoscopic acuity,
noise near-point accommodation

90 Broadband Continuous Vigilance decrement; 70
altered thought processest
interference with mental
work.

85 1/3-octave Continuous Fatigue, nausea, headache 75
at 16 kHz

75 Background 10-30 days Degraded astronauts' 38
noise in performance
spacecraft

60 Speech 80 s/hr Annoyance reactions in 50% 76
frequencies of community residents

*In this study subjects wore protective devices to prevent hearing loss.

the critical beand increases markedly in both directions. kHz. Consonants, such as S; contain energy at frequen-
A 0O-dB increase in noise level will still cause about 10 cies above 1.5 kHz; whereas vowels, such a 0, contain
d4 more masking of frequencies within the noise band, lower-frequency energy. Unfortunately, the conso-
but it may also inrease the masking effect at more nants, which convey most of the information in English
diatant frequencies by - much as 20 dB. speech, contain relatively little energy. 1hus, they are

more subject to interference (masking) from noise than

7-5.3 MASKING OF SPEECH BY NOISE are vowels. Speech masking by noise is important in the
design of communication systems, in recognizing

Most of the energy required for near-perfect speech speech intelligibility faqors, and in meass rment of

intelligibility is contained in the range of 0.2 to 7 kHz, speech intelligibility. These are discussed in the follow-

This range may be narrowed to 0.3 to 4.5 kHz without ing subparagraphs:

signlpicant lon in intelligibility. In reducing the fre- (1) Co mmunicftion system design. Important In
quency range, 1.5 kHz constitutes the "center of impor- communication is the maintenance of a high speech sig-
,nce" of speech, and narrowed pass-bands of a com- nal-to-nolse (S/N) ratio In each frequency band, with

,ication system should be centered on about 1.5 particular emphasis on those bands that contribute moat
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FIGURE 7-16. Masking - 0 Function of Fwquency for Masking by Pure
Tanas of Various Frequencies and Level (Number at too of each g401, Is
the frequency of masking tome. Number of each suse ik level above throsh-,

aid of masking tone) (Ref. 741

to Intulligibility. Another consideration is the point of (2) Factors in speech intelligibility. Two types of
overload of the hearing mechanism, I.e., the speech SPL communication must be considered in discussing
leve above which inteflligence is no longer easily extract. speech intelligibility---electrically aided and direct. The

be' demonstrated quite readily in a noisy environment determined by the following parameters:
when a voice comes over a loudspeaker at avery high oa) bove h tnd petu of ambicen noisenato theea
level. A listener will find the ampli fied speech more In- (includes both acoustical noise and electronically in-
te~llidble when his ears are plugged than when he lUstans duced noise)
withouteapusThsefcocusbcuewihte ()Vielvladsetu ofpeh
smpu ggd h .. sinln ogrovrod h c Distance between the speech suc n h
hearing mechanism, and the uignal-to-noise ratio Is not listener's ear
changed. Overloading of the ear due to speech amplitude (d) Complexity and number of alternative mes-
begins when the overall r'm level of the speech sligal Is sages available to the listener
about 100 dB SPL at the normal listener's ear.' In addi- (e) Characteristics of the talker's enunciation and
tion to not contributing to intelligibility, prolonged Uis- of the listener's ears.
tening to high leveis of speech signals produces dlscom- Electrically aided speech more specifically depends
fort, TI'S, and, with sufficient exposure, even TIM. upon the characteristics of all the componensit of the

9. The even*@e overall rms level of speech may be approximated transmission and receiving systems.
by subtracting 3 dS from the arithmetic average of the peak level (3Reomnd praestmlsunn qobserved an a sound-level meter set for slow meter damnping on the ()Rcm~ddapo'e omeuee:q
C-scale In A Oiet environment, speech Intelligibility. Speech intelligibility is measured

71.W
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by determining the percentage of words correctly re- groups of six words each. The talker reads one of the
ceived by listeners. Such measurement may be done six words in the first group, and ea,-h listener selects
through subjective tests with talkers and listeners, or by one word from the closed set of six atives. Unlike
calculations based on the signal-to-noise ratio in vari- the PB test, little account is taken of word familiarity
oous frequency bands. The choice of approach will be or of the relative frequency of occurrence of sounds in
determined by the amount of time, personnel, and/ur the language. This test has the advantage of requiring
instrumentation available. Representative tests include little or no training and does not require a written
the following: response, as is the case with PB tests. A chart for

(a) Phonetlealy Balanced Word JntedlU4bility Test, converting MRT scores to PB test scores is shown in
In the military setting, the Intention is usually to dis- Fig. 7-17.
criminate among, or evaluate, highly effective communi.
eatlon systems. This requires a sensitive test of speech
intelligibility--one that Is capable of detecting small
differences between systems. Therefore, the use of the

Phonetically Balanced (PB) Monosyllabic Word Intel-
ligibility Test (Ref. 78) is recommended for applications
requiring maximum evaluation accuracy. Some aspects
of the test procedure follow.

The PB test material consists of 20 lists of 50
phonetically balanced words each. Each list is of ap-
proximately the same difficulty. The talker reads the I

words in a "carrier sentence" at 4-s intervals, and the
listener writes down each key word. The hearing level
of both talkers and listeners must average no more than
10 dB overall, with no more than 15 dB at any of the 0
frequencie 0.25, 0.5, I, 2, and 4 kHz (Ref. 22). Talkers
must have no obvious speech defects or strong regional
or national accents. Listeners must be completely 0 .. ___ ,__ __

familiar with each of the 1,000 words and with the 0 20 s 0 ,o 100

speech characteristics of the talkers. The test must al. P1 SCORtS,

ways be given in its entirety (all 1,000 words must be FIGURE 7-7. Relationship Between Modified
used), and if the test istL kI. repeated several times with Rhyme Teat (MRT) and Phonewtically Balanced
the same personnel, the order of words within lists (PB) Test Scorvs (Ref. 51),
should be randomized for each presentation. Normally,
8 to 10 hr of trlker and listener trairing are required to
properly use the PB intelligibility test. (c) Articulation Index calculation. Intelligibility of

PB intelligibility scor may be acceptable in certain speech in noise may also be calculated from measures
instances with values as low as 50 percent; i.e., when of the speech and noise levels through use of the
half the words spoken are correctly perceived. Only An iculation Ahdex (AI) (Ref 80). Al can be calculated
rarely is a PB intelligibility score as high as 90 percent from octave-bend measurements using the worksheets
required. For example, single digits may be transmitted shown in Fig. 7-18 and Table 7-11, provided that the
with greater than 99-percent reliability with a system noise does not have any severe pure tone components
providing a PB score of 60 to 70 percent, since the and is steady in character without an extremely sloping
listener has only 10 alternatives, The criterion of accept- spectrum. (Additional worksheets are available for the
ability for communication systems should be a manda- situation requiring the use of 1/3-octave band measure-
tory score of 70 percent and a desirable score of 80 ments (Ref. 80).)
percent when the ANSI PB method is followed. The octave-band method of calculating Al employs

(b) Mod f/ed Rhyme Test(MRT). If testing time is the following steps:
limited, or time is not available to thoroughly train 1. Plotting of the measured octave-band SPL of
subjects for the PB method, the second recommended the noise
choice is the Modified Rhyme 71%t (MRT) described 2. Adjustment of the Idealized speech spectrum
by House et al. (Ref. 79). The test material consists of shown ( -i the worksheet to relect Its actual level
300 words that are printed on an answer sheet in 50 3. Measurement of the difference between the
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CENTER FREQUENCIES OF OCTAVE BANDS CONTRIBUTING TO SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

140

N-. 120 UNCLIPPED SPEECH______

SPEECH PEAK CLIPPED 12 dB
SPEECH PEAK CLIPPED 24 dB

SPEECH PEAKS ABOVE THE APPRO-
PRIATE CURVE DO NOT CONTRIBUTE ____________________

TO INT".LLIGIBILIT'Y I

80 LONG__ TERM_ ___ _ +__12_dB

40

20

2 3 4 56 7 89 2 3 4 5 678 9
100 1,000 10,000

FREQUENCY, liz

FIGURE 7-18. Worksheet for Calculating Articulation Index (Al) by the
Octave-bend Method Using ANSI Preferred Frequencies (Ref. 80).

speech and noise In each band, and assignment of a value may be used ror either direct or electrically aided corn-
between 0 and 30 dB munication, prov~ided only that the speech signal and

4. MultipiLation of this assigned value in each noise levels at the ear are known.
band by the appropriate weighting factor (to account for
the difference In the Importance among the several 7-6 PHYSIOLOGICAL

bad)5. Addition of the resultant numbers. This num- (NONAUIEXPOSU RESO EST
ber, which Is between 0 and 1, Is the Al that may then N IEEPSk
be converted to PB intelligibility score through the use 7-6.1 LOW-LEVEL STIMULATION
of Fig. 7.19.

The Al method of calculating speech intelligibility That noise exposurc can affect human physiological
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TABLE 7-11. WORKSHEET FOR CALCULATING ARTICULATION INDEX
IAl) (Rdf. 801

Coil ICol 2 Col 3 Col 4

Octave band, Frequency, Speech peak-to-noise Wegt o.2xCl3

H2 Hz difference in dB

1. 180- 335 250 ________ 0.0018 ____

2. 355- 710 500 _ ______ 0.0050 ___

3. 710-1,400 1,000 ________ 0.0075 ____

4. 1,400-2,800 2,000 ________ 0.0107 ____

5. 2,800-5,600 4,000 _________ 0.0083 ____

AI ____

L0D

30 q VOCABULARYIILIMYZ

PIO 25ORDSDR

MODFIE 0 RHYMEPO TPES0 NTEZI

ADN D SE N LTE N C E $ D U S A D A L D

40

20 - 0.2 0.3 0.S 0.W 06 0.R.D09S.

A*TICLUTI.4T INDEX (At)

FIGURE 7479. Relation Beflwom Articulation I,,;dx (Al) and Various Mommaw
of Spath Inte/U/bililty (Ref. 60).
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processes and that measurable effects are obtained with trocardiogram and electroencephalogram traces as well
noise exposure conditions involving little or no risk of as moderate bleeding in tympanic membrane epi-
TTS are now well established. The main concern of thelium. Subjectively, cxposed individuals reported
researchers is whether these effects of noise, which in headache, tinnitus, and "fullness" in their ears.
some instances appear to be correlated with pathologi-
cal effects and/or behavioral alterations, may represent 74.2 RISK OF INJURY OR DEATH FROM
a real hazard to the health and well-being of exposed 7 INTENSE STEADY NOISE F

persons.
Jansen divides physiological responses to noise into Studies of very intense steady acoustic stimulation

(1) stress reactions, and (2) vegetative reactions (Ref. have been carried out primarily with animals, and few
82). Stress reactions to unfamiliar stimuli, in general, data are available for human exposures. Three relevant
show adaptation with repeated exposure as the stimuli observations follow:
become familiar and gain meaning to man, and, hence, (I) One instance of a ruptured human eardrum has
are of little concern in the present context. Vegetative been reported for exposure to 159 dB SPL at 6.5 kHz
reactions to meaningless noise stimulation are of pri. for 5 min (Ref. 85).
mary concern hem'•. "Meaningless" noise refers, for ex- * (2) Mohr et al. (Ref. 72) report no*'risk uf bodily
ample, to the background noise found in work environ. ijury to astronauts from the intense, low frequency
ments and in living environments. Representative noise simulating a space rocket launch, but a number
observations from various studies are summarized here of questions remain unanswered in this regard. Expo.(Refa. 82,83): sure to tones in the I to 100 Hz range should not exceed

(1) Noise exposur, causes Ineases in the concen. 2 min or 150 dB SPL, as these values appear to be close
tration of cortieosterolde in the blood and brain and to the limits of human tolerance.
affects the size of the adrenal cortex. Continued ex- (3) Parrack (Ref 86) calculates that, for a 2-kHz

pkeysts also womlatd with changes In the liver and whole-body exposure (probably not attainable in a
kidneys and with the product~on of trolntetlnal id. practical situation), human lethality from overheating
c ecs. would require from 5 min at 167 dB SPL to 40 min at

2) sodiumoandicalcum)and changesin blood .gl 161 dB. At 6 to 20 kHz, the exposures required forsium, sodium, and calcium) and changsu in blood glu- leaitrng om5m at87dto4m t18
cose level are associated with noise exposure. lethality r rae from 5 i in at 1 u7 dB to 40 n in at 181

(3) The possibility of effects on sex-hormone secre- dB SPL. Parrdck indicatet that ultrasonics pose no
tion and thyroid activity is indicated. special hazard to human life until the SPL exceeds 180

(4) Vasoconstriction, fluctuations in blood pres- dB.

sure, and cardiac muscle changes have been reported.
Vasoconstriction in the extremities, with concomitant 74.3 BLAST AND IMPULSE-NOISE EFFECTS
changes in blood pressure, has been found for noises of The effects of high-inter.sity blast waves on man are
70 dB SPL, and these effects become progrisively classed as primary, seoondary, and tertiary. Primary
worse with higher levels of exposure. effects are those resulting from the impact ,if blast

(5) Abnormal heart rhythms have beo.. asaociated waves on tissues; secondary effects are caused by flying
with occupational noise exposure. This and other evi- debris set in motion by the blast; and tertiary effects
dence supports the tentative conclusion.that noise can result from propulsion of the body by the blast. Only
cause cardiovascular disorders. Panian (Ref. 74) states the primary effects of blast on man are summarized
that in Russia these cardiovascular symptoms are col- here.' 0
lectively referred to as "noise sickness". The following extrapolations of animal data to hu-

Yupnov et at. (Ref.. 38) state that 10 to 30 days of man exposure are valid only for exposure to single,
exposure to noise levels of 75 dB produced electroen- fast-rising blast waves involving classical or near-classi-
cephalograph and cardiovascular alterations in as- cal waveforms:
tronauts similar to those described previously. Roduc- (1) Risk of injury or death increases with increased
tion of the noise level to 65 dB resulted in no such presure and/or duration, anc1 with the presence of
observations at all for exposures of up to 60 days. nearby acoustically reflecting surfaces.

With respect to impuL.-noise exposure, Yuganov et
al. (Ref. 84) report that repeated exposure to simulated 10. The effects of blast on materiel xre more properly
sonic booms having peak levels up to 9 kg m" considered shock, rather than an acoustical phenomena.
(= 133 dB re 20 fLN m-a), caused alterations in elec- See Chap. 5 for discussion of blast effects on matoriel.
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"(2) Risk of injury li lessened with increased rise time Few studies have been made of the effect of repeated,

and with higher-than-numal ambient pressures. high-amplitude blast waves ard impulse-noise waves.

(8) Gas-containing orgas (ears, lungs, Intestineb) are De Candole (Ref. 87) states that repeated blast expo-

very susceptible to blast Injury, sure is responsible for the syndrome known as battle

(4) The eardrum is most susceptible; its thieshold for fatigue. Anecdotal reports indicate that instructors in

rupture is about 5 psi overpresure. the use of large-caliber weapons who are exposed to 50

(5) The lungs are most ckitIcal with eglard to possible impulses per day at about 10 psi complain of chest

lethality. The threshold for lung damage (mInor hemor- pains, nausea, and sleeplessness. Jacobson et al. (Ref.

rhage) Is about 10 psi overpressure. 88) consider it necessary for subjects exposed to re-

(6) Animals exposed to blast show evidence of central peated impulses from a howitzer to wear a foam rubber

nervous system (concussive) damage-ataxia, paralysis, "chest protector" at levels of 6 psi and higher. Tanen-

convulsions, dazed appearance, and lethargy--and often holt- (Ref. 89) recommends that artillery crewmen not

do not respond to noxious stimuli, be exposed to repeated blasts si pressures above 7 psi,

(7) Fig. 7-20 shows 99-percent Rurvival limits and lung even when using protection.
damage thresholds for human beings as a function of
peak overpressure and blast duration. 7-7 DESIGN CRITERIA

Noise and blait will never be eliminated from man's

environment, much leec from the Army environment.
_Therefore, steps must be taken to insure that the noise

that reaches man's receptors is tolerable. The term "tol-
erable" may be interpreted in several ways. It may refer

100 to the prevention of excissive hearing loss and unplems-

ant subjective sensations; criteria for this purpose ate
2 Adiscussed in par. 7.7.1. Prevention of injury from blast

is also considered. Further, tulemble noise exposure
refers to limiting background noise levels to the extent

o1 10 100 1 00 required to minimize masking of speech communica-

DURAT F POS E , tions, and to providing noise levels in work areas that

DURATION 07 POSITIVE INCTOENT aVEUPRESSSU3. us do not interfere with the performance of duties, Fi-

(A) 992-survival limts nally, community noise levels must be limited to pre-
vent annoyance, complaints, or threats of legal action.

100 7-7.1 NOISE EXPOSURE LIMITS

Documents developed to aid in specifying noise ex-

posure limits are variously referred to as dame.-risk

,10 crete-ia (DRC), damage-risk contours, and hearing
conservation criteria. The first two names point to a

4 consideration which must not be ignored. "Damage

S10 100 1,000 risk" implies just that: the risk of some Mrs or PTS in

DUuATION OF MSII'TZVE INCIDENT OVERPov REsSu , as a portion of the noise-exposed population always exists.
Because of the wide range of susceptibility to hearing

(15) Threshold for luns damaSe loss, DRC that will protect everyone are neither philo-
sophically realistic nor economically feasible to enforce

1 - Iong axie of body parallel to blast wave (Ref. 91). A risk always exists that someone will lose a

2 - long axis of oody perpendicular to blast wave portion of his hearing sensitivity either temporarily or
3 - thora near a reflecting surface that is permanently. Thus, the user of any DRC must under-

perpendicular to blast wave stand the risks involved.

The noise limits imposed by DRC refer to the noise

FIGURE 7-20. Slat Expasure Limit at a Functlon that actually enters the ear canal. If the environinental

of Peak Overprsure and Durt.'on (All curvw rieea noise exceeds the allowable limits, several means are
to subjects fcing any direction) (Ref. 90). available for reducing the levels to or below acceptable
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limits. These protective measures are discussed in par. for exposures of 15 mlin to 3 hr per day. For octavebmnd
7-7.6. SfL data, a graph is provided f~r determining equivalent

Noise exposure limits ane specified In bc^.h the Army A-weighted sound levels, as shown In Fig. 7-23.
and CHABA documents described in the following (c) Noise limits for extended exposure to noise. To
subparagraphs: obviate the possibility of Ti'S driring extended missions

(1) HEL STD S-1-63C and TBD MCD 25L The (up to 60 days), the background noise level should not
Army Human Enghneering Laboratory (HEL) stand- exceed 65 dB overall (Ref. 38).
aid on noise, MaernielDesign Standard for Noiw emb~rj (d) Ultrasonic noise limits. To prevent TI'S and
ofArmy Materiel Command Equ4.ment(Ref. 92), isth unpleasant subjective responses to ultrasonic noise, the
basic regulatory document governing maximum noise noise level should not exceed 75 dB SPL in 1/3-octave
levels in Army equipment. This standard, however, is band@ centered at 8 to 16 kHz, or 110 dB SPL at 20 to
not to be considered as a hearing damage-risk critauion, 31.5 k~lz (Ref. 75).

* its use is specifically limited to the design of military (e) Low frequencyr and infrasonic noise limits. To
* equipment. The maximum safe level for unprotected prevent physiological injury from low frequency and

expsur fo a erod f 8hr ay'.I3s5 dBA. infrasonic noise (Ito 100 Hz), the noise level should not
TBosr forD a51 period of d 8 os a hr Hear exceed the limits shown in'Table 7-13. Even at these
TBI ED2g , No~ e inse dandeou noisenlverls 'fo thea limits, experienced personnel may report transient un-

Armofcily a d sefines mehdangerontosin noise leels por-h pleasant sensations. ABOVE THESE LEVELS
Armanspcii~metodfocotrllugnlsexo- WEARING OF HEARING PROTECTIVE DE-

sures, and for conserving bearing in high-noise environ. VICES IS MANDATORY.
menats (Rd. 12). (3) Impsdu-noise limits The most comprehensive

(2) Smady-state and intermittent noise DAC DRC for impulsenoiaie exposur,. are those published
(a) CHABA DRC. The CHADA DRC weoe devel- by CHADA (Ref. 93) based on the formulations of

oped through the efforts of Working Group 46 of the Colns et aI. (Reft. 16,47). These DRC assume the same
NAS-NRC Committee on Hearing, Dicacousties, and Blo- TI7S limits as do the earlier CHADA steady-noise DRC
mechanics (CHADA) (Ref. 24). 7%e DRC acceptable (Ref. 24). However, the impulsenoise DRC are de-
limits for end-of4da T'n8a are: 10 dB at or below 1 signed to protect 95 percen t of fenr exposed. The basic
kHz, 15 dDat 2kHz, and 20dillat or above 3kHz,b In50 DRC (Filg. 7-24) assume a daily exposure of 100 im-
Percent of exposed mrs. These T¶S limdt an considered pulses distributed over a period of from 4 mini to several
equal to the ma~ximum acceptable amounts of MI' after hr. and that the impulses reach themw at normal inci-
about 10 yr of avsr-dally exposure. The allowance of dence.
less TI'S in the lower frequencies Is designed to provide Two correction factors are included in the DRC.
additional protection for the speech-rangs frequencies, First, if the pulses reach the ear at grazing incidence
and the 10-15-20 dB TI'S limits are related to the bor- (rather than normal), the curves can be shifted upward
derline criteria for compensable hearing lows. The at- by 5 dD. Second, if' the number of impulses in a daily
tempt Wo extrapolate the criteria to prevent P1'S at Inter- exposure is some value other than 10 (i.e., I to 1,000),
mediate numbers of year or to protect different an adjustment can be made according to the curve
amounts of hearing Is not safe. For such Individualized shown in Fig. 7.25.
applications, special csolra should be developed. It should qiso be noted that TB MED 251 (Ref. 12)

The CHABA ateady noise DRC sre presented in the requires hearing protection for all impulse-noise expo
form of 11 graphs relating the trade-offs among (1) spec. sures ex~eeding 140 dB perk.
trum, (2) exposure time up to 8 hr, and (3) SPL. Fig.
7-21 shows the exposure limits for octave (and nar- 7-7.2 BLAST EXPOSURE LIMITS
rower) bands of noise, and Fig. 7-22 gives the limits for
exposure to pure tones. To minimize temporary or permanent hearing loss

(b) Waish-Hesaly Pub'ie Contracts Act. The Depart. from blast, the impulse-noise criteria stated previously
ment of lAbor In 1969 revisal the W&M-hHeeley Act to are used. To avoid other physiological injury from fast-
hnelude limits on occupational nolse exposuer. Thsaw raaia;, long-duration blast waves, the following pres.
Umit apply to all contractors doing mome than $10,000 aura should not be exceedied:
worth of business annually with the U.S. Goves.nment. (1) 5 pai (unprotected) to prevent eardrum rupture
Noise exposuare limits are stated In terms of A-wslghbtd (2) 10 psi (eam protected) to prevent lung damage.
sound nvels, and Table 7-12 shows the permissible leveis (See Fig. 7.20.)
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TABLE 7-12. WALSH-HEALEY ACT PERMISSIBLE 7-7.3 SPEECH INTERFERENCE CRITERIA

DAILY______ NOISE___EXPOSURE* __ In par. 7-5.3(c), the calculAtion of the Articulation

Duration, hr Sound level, dBA Index~ (Al) is discussed. 4,1, as a method of estimating
the masking effect of taoise on speech intelligibility, is

8 90 quite involved. A relatively simple method devised by
6 92 Beranek (Ref. 95) is known as "speech interference
4 95level" (SIL). SIL is mainly used for determining the
3 97 effect of noise upon direct person-to-person speech. It

2 100 is obtained by averaging the noise levels in the three
1I.5 102 commercial octave bands between 60D and 4,80 Hz.
1 105 (With data fromn a preferred octave-band frequency
0.5 110 analyzer, the bands centered at 500, 1,000, and 2,000

<0.25 115 Hz should be averaged (Ref. 5).) If the level in the 300-
to 600-Hz band exceeds that in the 600- to 1,200Hz

*When the exposure is i ntermi ttent band by 10 dB, Beranek suggests that italso be included
at different levels, the fraction in the ~average.

C/ +C 2 /T 2 ...Cn/T n should not Once the SIL value has been calculated, reference to
exceed unity to meet the exposure Fig. 7-26 may be made to determine the voice level
limit. required to provide acceptable intelligibility at a given

*n total exposure time at the talker-to-listener distance. "Acceptable intelligibility"
specfiednoie leel.here corresponds to a PB intelligibility score of 75 per-

T n* total exposure time permitted cent without lipreading.

at the specified level.

00

100 20 50 100 sO O0 80

OCTAVE-&& CNTE FRx VEQUEN4CY, Hsa

FIGURE 7-21 Contwiw for DeteimIn/Ing Equivelent A-vwIl~,rad Sound LYWi.
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TABLE 7-13. LOW FREGUENCY AND INFRAONIC NOI8E EXPC3URE LIMITS
(Ru. 9)

Frequency,* SPL, Durationt Notes
Hz dB min/day

1- 7 1SO 4
8 - 11 145 4 Use of ear plugs will reduce

unpleasant sensations
12- 20 140 4
21 - 100 135 20 Without protection
21 - 100 150 20 With ear plugs

*Refers to pure tones, or to octave bands with center frequencies
as Indicated.

tRefers to one exposure per day, with at least 24 hr elapsing be-

tween successive exposures.

IIiA -I URATIOI '

ISO

mull1 CURVll ASIIJIS
100 DULII PER DAY
AND OTHSR CONDITION$
AS ITATS IN THIK 5V

0.023 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.3 1 2 3 10 20 0100 200 S00 1.000

DURIlATIO, ma

FIGURE 7.24. Bak LImin for ImWulwko Expo..
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FIGURE 7-25. Corretion Factors To Be Added to Ordinate of Fig. 7-22
To Allow for Daily Impu/se'noiee Expmsres Difflernt From 700 Impulses

(Ref. 94).
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7-7.4 WORKSPACE NOISE CRITERIA 7.7.6 HEARING PROTECTION

Beranek (Ref. 96) presents criteria for limiting back. Four general approaches may be taken to prevent
ground noise in wotkspaces in which communication In- unwanted sound from reaching the ear. The person
terferenre, loudness, or annoyance of noises is an Im- may he removed to a distance from the noise source so
portent design consideration. These noise criterion (NC) that spherical divergence and excess attenuation reduce
curves are widely used as workspace design criteria. Fig. the noise level to an acceptable extent. A physical bar-
7.27 shows the allowable octave-band SPL (for both rier may be placed between the noise blast source and
commercial and preferred octave bands), and Table 7-14 the person. The natural "aural reflex" action of the
identifies typical workspaces with the appropriate NC human middle-car muscles may be stimulated as a
cmIvs. These curves are derived in such a way that each means ofprotection. Finally, a mechanical hearing pro-
octave band contributes equally to the loudness of the man o e protedton. oin, a eanical h eng -background noise. To be acceptable, the noise level in tector may be placed over, or in, the ear canal to attenu-

ate ambient sound energy. Implementation of this me-
each octave band must not exceed the level permitted by Lhanical approach is treated here.
the selected NC curve. When commercial frequencies are (I) Mechanical hearirag protection. in situations in
used, the NC number Is also the SIL for that particular which it is neither economical nor practical to remove
spectrum. people to a distance from a noise source or to place a

As a general rule, solving the problem of excessive harrier between them and the source, the use of me-
noise in workspaces is best left to the specialist---the ch-nical hearing protection is recommended to reduce
acoustics engineer. Theoretical solutions to sound trans- the noise to a level that is not hazardous to hearing
mission through structures typically are difficult to ob- and/or will permit effective communication.
tain. For example, a recent paper describes a theoretical Hearing protectors will often improve person-to-per-
method for computing the sound transmission lost son and loudspeakerpto-person communication in noise
through a double-leaf wall" (Ref. 98). Even for thisonadlusekrt-esncmuiainios(Ref. 104). The same speech signal-to-noise rtlio reaches
problem, various simplifications are necessary to obtain the ear with and without protection in such cases, but
an analytical solution. Fig. 7-28 compares the analytical the use of protection may cause the speech signal to
results with experimental ones for various leaf weights reach the ear at a level in the optimal range for speech
and spacinip. intelligibility (overall rms level of about 70 dB). This

The ranges of sound levels produced by various effect may, therefore, influence the selection of hearing
building equipment are shown in Table 7-15. The ranges protection for use in a given situation. For example,
of sound level reductions obtained from various build- recommending a highly effective hearing protector for
ing features and sound isolation treatments are shown use in a relatively low noise level wculd t'o undesirable,
in Table 7-16. ,since this might reduce the speech signal to below the

7-7.5 COMMUNITY NOISE CRITERIA optimum speech level.
Mechanical hearing protectors fall into tour general

'Tle final decision on criteria for community noise categories---earplugs, semi-inserts, earmuffs, and hel-
exposure is an administrative one. Scientific and techni- mess.
cal data may aid in answering questions, but legal and
administrative officials must make the final decisions (a) Earplugs. Earplugs ar s available in two forms:
concerning community noise (Ref. 00). (I) preformed rubber or plastic plugs suplied in up to

As a guideline on community noise, the following seven sizes, and (2) disposable plugs, such as wax-

references are relevant: impregnated cotton, or "glass down" (a very fine.
(1) FAA noise limits ror new commercial aircraft nonirritating glass wool). Dry cotton is not recom-

(Ref. 101) mended for use since it provides negligibie sound at-

(2) Department of Defense permitted noise level tenuation (2 to 5 dB in the lower frequencies. 6 to 10

limits for land-use planning around airports (Ref. 102) dB at the higher frequencies) and may provide a false
(3) Zoning ordinances for limiting community sense of security.

noise (Ref. 103). In order to be maximally effective, earplugs must be
properly fitted for size. It is nut unusual to find people

.A double-leaf wall is one containing two planar who require a different size of plug for each ear. Fur-
members separated (usually) by an air space, such as thermore, the plugs must be properly inserted each
occurs in dly-wall (sheetrock) construction, time they are used- they must be tight to be effective.
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FIGURF .7-28. Theore~rald and Experimental Trensminsion Loom for Stud/In
Double-laf Walls. (-): Experimental Curve; (o): theoretical (Ref. 98).
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TABLE 7-15. RANGE OF NOISE IN dBA TYPICAL FOR BUILDING
EQUIPMENT AT 3 FT (Ref. U9)

A-weighted sound level
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Ballast
Fluorescent Lamp

Fen Coil Units

Diffusers, Grill"e Register - , -

Induction Units me

Dehumidifiers

Humidifiers
Mixing Boxes,
Terminal Reweat Units, etc. -

Unit Heaters

Transformers
Elevators
Absorption Mdachines I
Rooftop
Aircondtlloning Units m

Pumps U *
$team Vales
SlifcontaiMd nd -
Alreonditiknlng Units

SCNIl-r - Rotay
fsti Congmowm

CG b s - --- r-Cooled

Transport Systems
Cenrtal Station
Akeonlitioning Unit

ri CN~fo - Reciprocating
ComiprosrFE

Electric Motors
Faml

: ~~Chlke' -- CotrifuolIel

Cooling Towers--
DWWl Englines I
Gas Turbines WWDI
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TABLE 7-16. RANGE OF BUILDING EOUIPMENT NOISE LEVELS TO
WHICH PEOPLE ARE EXPOSED IRef. 99)

A-WE OIGHTED NOISE LEVEL
70 SO so 100 Il0

LAMP BALLASTS
AND VAPOR W - INTEtRVENING WALL

D - DUCT TREATMENT

OIFFIUS* I - INCLOSURE OF IEUIP.
. - INTERVENING ROOF

STRUCTURE
MIXING 10Ril 00-'0.Of 0 S - BUFFIR ZONE FLOOR

SETWE EN SOURCE AND
OCCUPANT'$ f LOOR

FAN COIL V - VIBRATION ISOLATION
OF EQUiPM07

RANFORMERS W.--V

101.110111l"i-- - 'E V_- - -

STIAM VALVIEI

CHILLIE W- V-

ELEVATORS 0 - W

AIR COMP11tSUIORS IN* V

COOLING TOW9lRS 0R -

FAMI DV

0DI6SL IMERGINCY
GENERATOR W V '

0 NOISE LEVEL AT $ PT FROM UOURCI
O NOISE LEVEL AT OCCUPANT'I PSIITION

Finally, the plugs must be kept clean to minimize the not, of course, equal the sum of the individual protector
possibility of ear infections. attenuations, but this -ombination will ordinarily pro-

(b) Semi-insert. These are available in one size vide increased attenuation at must frequencies with
only and are pressed against the entrance to the ear particular benefit being derived at the low frequencies
canal by a light, spring-loaded headband. If frequent (Ref. 105).
donning and doffing are required, they are very conven- (d) Helmets. These can provide more attenuation
ient and, unlike bulk) earmuffs, may easily be hung than the other devices if they cover the greater portion
around the neck when not in use. On the other hand, of the head. The acoustical importance of a helmet

semi-inserts may not provide as effective a seal against increases when the SPL reaches the point that bone-

sound as either earplugs or earmuffs. conducted sound transmission through the skull

(c) Earmuffs. These are made ita one size only and becomes a controlling factor. In cases other than this,

almost everyone can be fifted satisfactorily with little the use of helmets for hearing.protective purposes
difficulty. They attenuate sound as well as, or better alone is not justified. The maximum attenuation that

than, earplugs at high frequencies, but are slightly can be provided by a plug, muff, or semi-insert is about

poorer than plugs below I kHz. The primary disadvan- 35 dB at 250 Hz and is gpester at higher frequencies

tages of earmuffs are their bulk and relative expense. To (Ref. 106). After reductions of this magnitude, the re-

their credit, however, they do not involve the fitting maining sound is conducted through the bones of the

and insertion problems of earplugs. Another advan- skull directly to the inner ear (Ref. 58), unless a helmet

tage, in some situations, is that a supervisor can readily (such as that worn by an astronaut) that seals off the

determine from a distance whether all of his personnel whole head is used, in which case an additional 10 dB

are wearing their hearing protectors. Where very in- of protection is provided. Beyond this point, conduc-

tense noise levels exist, wearing both earplugs and ear- lion of sound by the body is the limiting factor.
mufft may be desired. The total sound attenuation does
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CHAPTER 8

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

8-1 INTRODUCTION AND (8) The electromagnetic field accompanying light-
DESCRIPTION ning,

Except for the radiations originating with the enor-
A century ago, man's electromagnetic environment mous energy releases of nucleiar events or the highly

stemmed entirely from natural phenomena-lightning focused energy beams of radar and lasers, intensities
discharges and solar radiation. Because solar radiation sufficient to produce observable effects occur only in
produces many effects on both man and materiel, it is close proximity to the sources. The multiplicity of
an important environmental factor. Solar radiation is sources in the environment, however, causes the proba-
discussed in Chap. ti, Part Two, of the Environmental bility of such exposure to be relatively high. In -nliiary
Handbook Series (AMCP 706-116). Lightning is also a operations. for example, both materiel and personnel
frequently occurring environmental phenomenon -it is are readily exposed to radar beams.
discussed in this chapter. The electromagnetic environ- The breadth of considerations related to the electro-
ment of today, however, is much more complex than magnetic environment prohibits comprehensiveness in
that of the 19th century. Electromagnetism has become this chapter. Electromagnetic theory is only briefly dis-
a major tool of modern technology, and the various cussed, for example. Lasers and X rays are considered
emissions of energy associated with it constitute an only as radiation sources. The interactions between
omnipresent environmental factor to which everyone radiation sources, e.g.. electromagnetic compatibility
and everything is exposed, Under certain circum- and interference. are not considered in any detail. Only
stances this environment is capable of affecting and those subjects relating to the generation of effects are
constituting a hazard to people and equipment. discussed in detail.

Certain types of electromagnetic energy found in the The electromagnetic spectrum covers an enormous
environment are excluded from the discussion in this frequency range from the very low frequency band, 0
chapter. Solar radiation, as previously pointed out, is to approximately 10' Hz, up through the cosmic ray
one such type. The gamma spectrum, associated with region, extending from 10"2 to 10" Hz. This extremely
nuclear events, is discussed in Chap. 9 of this hand- broad spectrum includes Inw electrical power transmis-
book, although electromagnetic pulse effects that are sion line frequencies as well as high frequency penetrat-
derived from nuclear events are discussed in this chap- ing radiation such as gamma rays and X rays. Within
ter. the limits of this spectrum are contained a number of

While the electromagnetic environment is composed subdivisions or frequency bands that are used by man
of emanations from a multiplicity of sources, only a few for various purposes plus a variety of natural sources
such sources produce radiation of sufficient intensity as of electromagnetic radiation. The best-known bands
to merit consideration. These include: are those associated with communications such as ra-

(I) The near-field radiation from communication dio and television transmission. 0.5 X 101 to 10' Hz,
and television transmitting antennas and the visible region of the spectrum, 3.8 >X 10" to

(2) Radiation in the immediate vicinity of dia- 7.6 X 10" Hz.

thermy equipment, microwave ovens, and induction In Fig. 8-1, the various regions of the electromagnetle
heating apparatus spectrum are shown. The very low frequency (VLF)

(3) The focused microwave beams associated with band Includes the audible and Infrasonic ranges. The

all types of radar communications and broadcast bands Include low fre.

(4) Laser-generated coherent light beams quency (LF), medium frequency (MF), high frequency
(HF), very high frequency (VHF), and ultra high fre.

(5) Medical and industrial X-ray apparatus quencies (UHF). These extend from approximately 2 X
(6) High intensity and/or high frequency light 104 Hz to approximately 2 X 109 Hz. The microwave

generated by nuclear events, ultraviolet lamps, and band, which Includes most radar systems, overlaps the
similar sources upper part of the communleatbns band beginning in the

(7) ThL electromagnetic pulse (EMP) effect, associ- region of 2 X 10' Hz and extending to over 10t i Hz.
ated with nuclear events These bands are known as the super high frequency

8-1
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(SHF) and the extremely high frequency (EHF) bands. 8-2 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
From 101" Hz to slightly above 1017 Hz Is a region ENVIRONMENT
occupied by the optical specrum. It conaists of three
parts: the infrared extending born 101 to approxi- At any point, the electromagnetic radiation environ-
mately 5 X 1014 Hz; the visible region, which Is a nat. ment may be characterized by a power density spec-
row band of frequencies between the infrared band and trum. This is a plot of the power level (rate at which
the ultraviolet band, the latter comprising frequencies energy flows) as a function of frequency. The acquisi.
between 101 s and 10 12 Ha. At higher frequencies are tion of a power density spectrum for the complete elec-
the more energetic penetrating radiation including tromagnetic spectrum, however, is complex if not im-
X-rays beginning around 101s and extending up to 109 possible. To obtain it empirically, it would be necessary
Ha, prmma rays extending from 1019 through 1021 Hz, to employ a large array of instrumentation, to calibrate
and cosmic rays extending from 102 " through 102 s Hz. it carefully, and to process a large amount of data. This
In many cases the X.ray region Is classified to Include can be accomplished for certain regions of the spec-
both the ultraviolet and the prmms ray regions, as well trum-the RF range up to 100 GHz or the visible spec-
as that band previously defined. trum-but not all 24 orders of magnitude of frequency.

Basically, the electromagnetic environment consists Analytically, the power density spectrum at a point
of two categories of radiation: (1) naturally occurring in space can be described at times when only a few
radiation and (2) radiation generated by man-made scurces need to be considered. For more than a few
equipment. For the purposes of this discussion, the very emitters or in a complex environment with structures
low frequency waves are not considered to be environ- and shielding, analysis is impossible.
mentally important because the radiated power densi- Thus, a description of the electromagnetic radiation
ties are relatively small and because, at their long wave- environment cannot be derived, generally, from either
lengths, the energy absorption by materiel is negligible, measurement or analysis. Instead it must depend on
In the communication bands, the electromagnetic envi- some detailed knowledge of the source characteristics.
ronment consists primarily of radiation from manmade In most cases, the power density spectrum is ade-
equipment. Of course, frequency components within quately characterized by one or several dominant
this spectrum do occur in nature as is evident from the sources. Consider the dominant radiation sources in
noise sometimes heard on AM radio broadcasts. This various locations:
noise usually consists of the naturally occurring dis- (I) Broadcast antennas: AM, FM, and TV
turbances called static, which results from lightning (2) Radars: battlefield, air traffic control, search,
discharge.

In the microwave region, environmental radiation aircraft and missile defense, marine, and weapon ftre
also originates from man-made sources, In the optical control
region, from infrared through ultraviolet to the X-ray (3) Microwave heaters: ovens, diathermy, and in-

region. sources are both man-made and naturally oc- duction furnaces

cuffing. In the cosmic ray region, the relatively small (4) Optical sources: lasers, searchlights, nuclear
amount of radiation found in the environment is natu- events, and solar X rays
rally occurring. However, transient, man-made radia- (5) Medical: high voltage power supplies
tion in these frequency ranges can be generated by (6) Industrial: nondestructive testing.
nuclear explosions. In the paragraphs that follow, the Many of these have short ranges and the presence of the
electromagnetic environment is des-,nibed by source, source should be obvious. In other cases general knowl.
frequency, and other special characteristics. Detection edge of the source type is available. Knowledge of the
and measurement of electromagnetic radiation and the source makes it possible to obtain analytical worst-case
effects of this radiation environment on materiel and on estimates or to make measurements in the indicated
man will be explored in some depth. Basic techniques frequency bands to adequately characterize the envi-
used to minimize the effects of the electromagnetic ronment.
environment on man and materiel are reviewed, and
the large scale test facilities are dcscribed. Finally, 8-2.1 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
standards applicable to electromagnetic radiation in
the environment, both as it applies to materiel and to The theory of electromagnetic fields is well developed
man, are discussed. and can be reviewed in a number of texts (see Ref. 2, for

8-8
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example). Analytical approaches arm possible for a where both E and H are vector quantities that are
Ilmited number of electromagnetic sources, the most perpendicular to each other and to the direction of
prominent example being the radio or radar tranamitting propagation. Commonly, the medium surrounding an
antenna, antenna is divided into two different sections, one

Free-spsce electromagnetic radiation consists of called the near-field or Fresnel region, the other the
time-varying electric and magnetic fields that are far-field or the Fraunhofer region. Fig. 8.2 illustrates
related to each other by mathematical expressions the relationships involved. The distance from the an-
known as Maxwell's equations. The free-space velocity tenna to the boundary between the near- and far-fields
of wave propagation is approximately equal to the can be calculated approximately by the formula
speed oflight, which is 3 X I0& ms'. The wavelength
of the propagated electromagnetic wave is related to d = 20/A, m (8-5)
the frequency and free-space velocity by the formula

X ,. 300/f, m (8-1) where d efo tenent
3001f, M hered = distance from the antenna to

the boundary, m

where Q - length of the antenna, m

S= wavelength, m wavelength, m
/ = wfreqencyh, Mz In this illustration, the antenna is considered to be an
R = frequency, MHz isotropic radiator; i.e., it is a point source that radiates

Radiation from a directive microwave antenna is one

of the best examples of a strong electromagnetic field, in a spherica! pattern. Not all antennas radiate in such

The maximum radiated power is in the center of the a pattern. Indeed, most antennas are designed to pro-

beam and is equal to the product of the transmitter vide a specific shaped pattern. Fig. 8-3 indicates two
poweroutput and eq the antenna gain. The powerdnsitty other types of antennas and their resultant radiationpower output and the antenna gain. The power density paer.
PD of a single radiator is given by the for,.mula patterns.

One must note, however, that the electromagnetic

radiation from antenna represents one of the easier-to.
PD - PtG/(41rd), W m"2  (8-2) calculate examples of energy sources. Spurious radia-

tions from equipment or other sources are not so amen-
able to calculation or prediction.

where In describing the electromagnetic environment, a
P, = transmitter power output, W large majority of the energy originates from known
G = antenna gain, dimensionless source classes. The principal classes of such sources are
d = distance from the radiator, m considered in the paragraphs that follow. Further in-

The power density is related to the electric field formation is contained in the Handbook on Radio Fre-
strength by the formula quency Interference (Ref. 3).

PD =E/Z, W m-2  (8-3)

where
E - field strength, V m-'
Z = impedance of the transmitting

media, 01

For free space where Z = 120v 11, the electric field FIEt.- TO Wstrength E'is given by m"(-4

E = 5.5(PG)1t 2/d, V M- (8-4)

Electromagnetic energy radiated into space is de-
scribed by an electric field E and a magnetic field H FIGURE 8-2. Nw-fleld and Far-flold Reldolawhips

84
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TYPE OF ANTE[NNA RADIATION PATTERN GAIN

Vertical Perspective

ofalf-Wave Dipole

S• 1 64

Parabolic Reflector

50dB

FIGURE 8-3. Antenna Radiation Patterns IRef 4).

8-2.2 COMMUNICATION AND MICROWAVE tronhc systems in use are all expanding rapidly as are
SOURCES the number of other radiation sources. In early 1971

there were 7,86P broadcasting stations on the air,
The frequency band extending from approximately categorized as 596 VHF and 296 UHF television sta-

10' to I0' Hz is used primarily for communication tions, 4,327 AM stations, and 2,649 FM stations. Of the
purposes. Most of the mass communication media and AM radio stations, 131 were 50 kW outlets, that being
a significant portion of the personal communication the maximum allowable radiated power, while 'here
frequencies are in this band. Frequency regions of some were 209 FM stations, which radiate effective powers
interest are those assigned by the Federal Commnunica- of at least 100 kW. The maximum allowable effective
tions Commission for commercial AM (535 to 1605 radiated power of television stations ranjes from 100

kHz), FM (88 to 108 MHz), and television (VHF at . I kW for VHF channels 2 to 6, 216 kW for VHF channels
to 216 MHz and UHF at 470 to 890 MHz) broadcasting 7 to 13, to 500 NIW for UHF channels 14 to 83 (Ref. 5).

services. The two basic signal classifications are com- The frequccy allocation chart in Table 8.1 indicates
munication signals and interference. When two or the wide variety of activities within the communication

more communication systems are operating on the band. TIis table lists the frequency, function for which

same or nearby frequencies and within range of each that part of the spectrum is used, and the maximum

other, mutual interference may occur. Thus, a signal allowable effective riidiated power of the sources. The

providing communication to one user may be interfer- various uses made o," I ;a frequency band are listed in

ence to another. Other sources of natural and man- descending order of annual expenditure rate for them

made interference also are present. in the United States (Ref. 6):

The number, complexity, and power output of elec- (I) Military; for command, control, and guidance

845
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of friendly forces and weapons u well as for detection, veillance activities. In terms of average power, most
surveillance, deception of hostile weapon activities and radars operate in the 10D, to 1,O0.&W range.
forces

(2) Television broadcasting 8-2.3 OPTICAL SOURCES
(3) Mobile communication to and from aircraft, The optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum

ships, and land vehicles includes the portion from infrared through visible to
(4) Navigation ultraviolet: 1011 to 10" Hz (10-' to 10-'m). Of curwe,
(5) Long distance radio relay of telephone calls from an environmental standpoint, the sun is the arg-
(6) AM and FM radio broadcasts est single radiator of light in our environment. In addi-
(7) Public safety communications by law enforce- tion, the many man-made sources of light include both

ment agencies, fire services, civil defense, etc. those whose primary function is to produce light for

,8) Space telecommunication illumination as well as those that produce light hiciden-
tal to their primary purpose. Some light sources are so

)Geodesy intense as to constitute an environmental hazard. One
(10) Atmospheric research by remote electromag- such example is the very bright light, rich in ultraviolet

netic probing energy, produced during welding. Because its effects on
(11) Voice of America broadcasts the eyes are quite harmful, protection in the form of
02) Citizens band radio dark glasses is required. In addition, within both the
(13) Amateur radio industrial and military complexes, the use of lasers is(14) Dissemination of time and frequency stanards. increasing at a ver5 rapid rate. Applications that eitherTable 8-2 lists some typical military RF sources and exist or are being investigated include surveying,

their 8haracteristica while Table 8-3 provides informa- weapon guidance, optical radar, communications,
theiron theaequipment dwhiletTables8e3,provid identi- ncomputation, image procsing, target illumination and
tion on the equipment designator system, which identid designation, machining, and nondestructive structurefies the type of source involved. In addition to the wide testing. Because of the coherent nature of laser radia.
variety of energy sources indicated by the lists of equip- tion (i.e., the energy can be confined to a narrow beam
ment and uses in the preceding paragraphs, a large similar to microwave energy but with a much nar-
number of other sources radiate electrical energy in the rower, more concentrated beam because of the short
communication bend, some of which are given in Table wavelength), the direct or reflected energy that can be
84. received by a receptor such -a the human eye is large

The microwave region of the electromagnetic spec- Lasers are capable of generating extremely high energy
trum extends from approximately 0.1 to 102 GHz. The densities within a small area. Most lasers gamnerate suffi-
upper portion of this frequency band is allocated al- cient energy to cause INrmanent damage to the retina
most completely to radar systems, and is subdivided of the eye. As a result, eye protection must be consid-
inte bands as designated in Table 8-5 by letter symbols ered wherever lasers ate in use.
with the remaining portions being assigned for com- Another hazardous man-made source of light Is the
munications ind miscellaneous applications such as light emitted by a nuclear explosion. The energy den.
medical diathermy, microwave ovens, and microwave sitles are so large In such explosions, even though the
dryers. These sources are becoming numerous enough person nay be protected from blasts, that the light pulse
to expose many people and much materiel to fields of from the explosion can cause destruction of the retina
significant intensities. Such exposure is limited to the with resultant blindneu. The requirement for protection
immediate vicinity of the equipment or to the path of of the eyes from nuclear flash, has been eiarly reo".
a focused beam of energy. nized. Eye protection equipment has been developed to

Microwave emitters, being confined largely to line- permit the observation of deliberate nuclear explosions
of-sight applications, are typically in the low-power In the atmosphere of the earth. Of eourse, nuclear explo-
range. Communication transmitters in this range sel- dions in the atmosphere ar now banned by treaty (Ref.
doam exceed 100 W in radiated power, An exception is 9).
the tropospheric scattering communication systems,
whý :h use 10 kW or more power output. Pulse radars, 8-2.4 X-RAY SOURCES
with their low duty cycles, operate at peak power ex- X-rays occupy that portion of the electromagnetic
ceeding 10 MW for missile and aircraft defense systems spectrum from approxluataiy 10"1 to 1022 Hz. This
but exceeding 100 kW for normal air and surface sur- band overlaps the upper end of the ultraviolet sallaon a

8.8
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TABLE 82. RF SOURCES AND CHARACTERISTICS AT A TYPICAL
MILITARY INSTALLATION (Ref. 4)

Emitter Frequency, Input power, Antenna gain 6, ERP*,
MHz W dB W

FRT-24 1.8-26 1,000 8 6.3x10 3

FRC-6 1.8-26 1,000 2 1.6x103

TCS 1.8-26 40 2 6.3x10

FRT-15 1.8-26 3,000 2 5.8x103

TCB 1.8-26 400 2 6.3x102

TDO 100-150 25 2 4.0x103

GRT-3 225-390 100 10 1.OX103

GRC-27 225-390 100 10 .OxlO3

TED 225-390 50 10 5.0x10 2

AN/GMD-2 225-390 30 10 3.01102

FRW-2 400-500 10,000 15 3.2xlo5

AN/ARSR-1 1,300 4,000 34 1.Ox-O7

MPS-19 2,600-3,400 200 33 4.0x105

SCR-584 2,700-2,900 300 35 9.5x105

AN/FPS-6A 2,700-2,900 4,500 39 3.6-104
VERLORT 2,800 150 28 9.5x30 4

AN-APS-20C 2,800 400 34 L.O106

M-33 3,000 1,300 39 1.0x10 7

AN/FPS-68 5,400-5,700 275 40 2.8x106

AN/SPS-5 5,400-5,700 285 28 1.8x105

AN/MPS-26 5,400-5,700 80 38 4.8x1O5

AN/FPS-16 5,500 1,707 44 4.3x108

AN/CPS-9 9,063 1,300 30 1.3x1106

*ERP " Effective Radiated Power
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TABLE 8-. 8g611 AWYMAVY EOUIPMENT DESIGNATORS* 4Wu. 7)

First letter: installation Second letter: type of equipment

A - Piloted aircraft C - Carrier
C - Air transportable D - Radiac
F - Fixed ground N - Meteorological
G - General ground use P - Radar
M - Ground mobile R - Radio
S - Water surface craft E - Nupac
T - Ground transportable

Third letter: purpose

B - Bombing
C - Commuinications
D - Direction finding, reconnaissance, and/or surveillance
Q - Special
R - Receiving
S - Detection and/or range and bearinq, search
If - Automatic flight

*The three letter designation system is sometimes but not always
preceded by AN/ and is more comprehensive than given here. The
ARC-63 is one in a series of aircraft radio caumanication sets,
for example. Complete information can be obtained from NIL-
STD-196 (Ref. 7).

te lowe a V" of thm Pam my dpectnm. K-Mys ane surce o ehcroinagnesic enarg BLAwaly, Ughting
Onslted In the e ,Ironinmt both i lbentluy and is a uecondmdarycht of electrification within a thunder-
-04.1 WtY. Ti. delihevate pownUto. corn how the aOar cload sydta. Updrafta of warm, moit air ruing
M Of X-ray In .edOCIN 1Fr VIONAatl1 bud body abuc- us cold air can cause =all cumulus claud to Vrow into

tUMe 0 V01 an WhO&W md millbuy appficoln for the lWrg cumulonimboa cloud syatMs nusoiaWe wTAM
,noodbeswUy htwung. in aldiklom, mor X-ray minrms, thaunderesornu. These tusbuleit cloud systm umtwer
althoug not pelmuly deipsi to' produce X-Mas high in the atuxuphere and dominat the atnaompbeni
produe. the. lan.tUNY t3 aecfomlapbhh anoth circulation and electrical field over a wide area. The
doolal ued toin Thh oft.. omen, for ezmmpl, In the tranition of ana=1 cloud into a thunderhead csn oc-
*Xbveml hWO %olaW power mwoffm umd In radur, cur in asMitle as 30 mm.
taleioa., amemmu, Imutdd aeadwMtam, power hums- As a thunderhead develops intenaciefie of charged
mblon, and dedhi WppcdomL Thes WOa voltag partcle., exteral and intrnal electrica flk OWd
vAPP~ m often h edi in ode to par-nt spurious complex waany cachong produce a larg electrical
X-AW eambo. field within the cloud. The dimrlbuti of electricity in

a thundeustorma clou usualy coahta of a cocm-
3.2.5 USITTIING trated pomitive charge in the from rpeteoad layers

and a 6Wrg negativ charg in the lower portia. of the
L~gheatisg a naturaily occurring euvirownatal cloud. Toe earths i normally negatively charged with
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TABLE -4. SOURCES OF ELECTROMAGINETIC INTERFERENCE BY
ECUIPMENT

Class Examples

Rotating machinery Motors and generators

Mechanical switches Manual switches, relays,
voltage regulators

Transmitssion lines Power lines, telephone and
and telegraph lines

Lighting Incandescent, fluorescent,
mercury-vapol, and sodium-
vapor lamps

Oscillators Radio and television
receivers

Electronic devices Discharge tubes, diodes,
rectifiers, pulsed oscil-lators, linear oscillators,
electronic voltage regulators

Industrial-military Arc welders, resistance
equipment welders, RF heating equip-

ment (including medical)

X-ray machines, business
machines, electrosuraical
apparatus, electrical
controller equipment,
high-power radars, comu-
nication and control
equipment

aptto the at Ative and negative cmakes o betomhsgam en ht
over thpemeuA th charge clwre in t bea of th ovron th rsistac of the insulaonng air. MW po0
cloud induces a positive charge an the earth below and tential retluired can be as much as W0 V.
for se veral miles around the storm. T1he earth c~harge At any given time, an estmated LOW0 thunderstoms
follows the km• lke an electria shadow, rowinS a mr in pica over the surface of" the earth, and fight-

m~onger as the negative cloud charge incress 'The miss strikes the earth about 100 how eac w-s econd T"he
atraction between positive and negative charges makes number of days per year on which thunderstors occur

the positive earth charge flow upward on buildings. oorldwide is given in Fig. 8-4. In Chap. 7, "Rain", of
trees, and other elevated objec'C in an effort to establish Part Two ao this handbook series (AMCP 70I-116)
a tlaw ot curret. iopleth maps are included that indcte worldwide av-

Ar, a poor conductor of deaity, prevfets the me number of days per quarter on which thunder-
flow of current until large electrical charges ar built storm occur. Thes amp allow an etmate of the
up. Lightning occurs when the diffaerce betw' the probability of lightning. Thus, in central Florda* fewer
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AMP 70117

TABLE 8-. MICROWAVE BAND DESIGNATIONS than 5 days with thunderstorms occur in the winter but
(Ref. 8) over 50 occur in the summer. Within the United States,

approximately 150 people are killed by lightning each
year, and the property loas amounts to more than SIO

Letter Frequency Wavelength billion annually (Ref. 10).
designator band, GHz range, cm Associated with lightning are strong electric fields,

mmsive flows of current, and large electromagnetic
P 0.225-0.390 133.3-76.9 energy flow in the atmosphere. Fig. 8-1 demonstrates

L 0.390-1.550 76.9-19.3 the time sequence of events involved in the production
of lightning bolts. The formation of the stepped leader,

S 1.55-5.20 19.3-5.77 the first return streamer, and then dart leaders and

X 5.20-10.90 5.77-2.75 subsequent return streamers ase shown. The time val.
ue shown are approximate-there is little quantitative

K 10.90-36.00 2.75-0.834 information available concerning the actual time dura-

Q 36.0-46.0 0.834-0.652 tion and velocity of propagation of the stroke (Ref. 4).
Cloud-to-earth discharge beoons with a pilot streame:

V 46.0-56.0 0.652-0.536 that propagates earthward at about 0.15 mp-i ,followed

W 56.0-100.0 0.536-0.300 by a leader consisting of a series of short, stepped
strokes. When the stepped leader roaches the earth, the

AVOW 10 W 0 7 isiOI A/OW

7OW 11OW W I1 T01[ |II iVOw

FIGURE 8-4. Worldwide Thunderatorm Distribution (N'in~ber of dyay per learwith thundtotornia (Ref. 4J.
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r20,000 1000
10,00 DART LEADER DART LEADSR

OVELOVELOCITY I%,

RESTUCIIRN I1 I TURN

50 0,000 10 30,00010

AT II

TIME, nonlinear scale, units are us
*Velocity Is
given as percent
of velocity of light

FIGURE 8-5. Time Sequence of Emwes In L19ftirnng DIkhwp (Ref. 41.

negative chapg on the cloud Is brought closer to the No standard lightning discharge spectrum exists; the
earth with the result that the potential gradient or eloe. electromagnetic spectra of lightning discharges have
We field 6Increased. Currents Involving the stepped been observed and found to be different in various parts
leader are normally Wasa than 200 A. At this point, the of the world and, indeed, even in the same thunder-
odarg formerly on the cloud Is su~ended on a column storm. Fig. 8-7 presents a compomite source spectrum
from the cloud to the earth. T'he head of the positively based on average spectral data from a nwnber of ob-
charged column propagates from the earth upward servers. The response at 7,000 Hz is taken as 100, and
toward the cloud to neutrallse the negative cloud charge. the response at other frequencies is normalized to this
71e main stroke of the lightning Oischarge constitutes value.
this seukallaing process. It has a velocity of about 180
rn j&O, and currents reach a magnitude of 1,000 to 8-2.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (EMP)
200,000 A. The radiated electromagnetic field from the ENERGY
lightning bolt Is proportional to the time rate of changeN
of the electuic field. The cheapg of field from the main Nuclear explosions generate a multiplicity of
stroke is approximately three orders of magnitude les in phenomena. In addition to blast, shock. light, and radi.
time than tht of the leader; consequently, most of the oactivity, a large electrical charge is transported in a
electomagnetic radiation from a lightning discharge Is short period of time. T1his produces the larg transient
tWhaborn the main stroke. The wave shape of the pulse of electromagnetic energy known as electromag-
current of a typical lightning stroke is given In Fig. 84. netic pulse or EMP. EMP is characterized by three

A lightningi discharge, of course, has associated with transient effects. First, a pulse of ground current flows
it both sound and liHot as well as radiation in the form radially from the point of the explosion. This is fol.
of electromagnetW, electrostatic, and induction fields. lowed by a magretic field that propagates away from
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tirs of I RlP-heated component. Vacuum-deposited noted, however, that these tests are very frequency-
thermocuples have been Installed within 0.008 In. of a sensitive in that the induced RF energy in any conduc-
latdpewie (Ref. 10). The output of the thermocouple is tot is a strong function of the conductor, nearby con-
deoleed with a nmitd recordet or micmvoltmetr. It ductors, frequency, orientation, and other factors.
has a threshold senmitivity of 60 MW. In some cue, Thus, such detectors are most useful in tasting a spe-
micmminatur themocoupke available commercidly cific component in a particular kF field.
hae bean employed. Suoh units do n, hve the fabrics. In addition to determining the susceptibility of
don diffuldtes that -r involved in . .cuum deposition equipment to electromagnetic radiation or the effects of
of thenuDm pl•s but they do ladc sensitivity when cow- electromagnetic radiation on equipment, the bazard to
pmeud with the nacuan-depoelted dlevies, amn as a rasut of radiate electromagnetic energ

(4) ihrmston wre extrenmy omal devices whoa must sometimes be evaluated as well. Generally speak-
resistance changes rapidly with temperature. One such lin, the measuremeat of electromagnetic fields zard-
device esaubts a nominal resistance of 5 kt) and a ous to m Is a Complex procea. Indeed, the wide

resitance chane of approximately 7o n (des F)-,. disgreem.-nt within the literature concerning the hat.
When such a thernistor is mounted above the bridge- ard to in dimes the inadequacy of coventional
wire of an inititor, it can dieect a relatively sman equipmt in determining radiation hazard from ohe-
temperature r in the bridgewire. Where extreme UoMNVIpW Surm.
precision is required, thermistors are used in matched As an example of the difficulty of quantifying hax-
pairs In a bridge circuit so that the second thermistor ardous electromagnetic fields, the radar is referred to
can compensate for change In ambient temperature. a review article (Rd. 17). In this paper, the complica-

Thermistors ae notoriously sensitive to drift as a result dons and problems of quantifying hazardous electro-
of ambient temperature fluctuatio however, even magnetic fields involving source4ubject coupling, reac-
when used in matched pairs and, thus, mrc iitisfa- ive tiw-fleld components, multipath components, and

tory for m y prcs measurements. arbitrary polarization are examined. Doiametric mew-
(5) The O~ly C sa heat-sensng device onsist- urements and hazard survey measurements ae dis-ing of a Ga chamber that is easted by die thermal cussed in general, and basic mmnsiderations for the de-enegy to be dected. Hatin o the a as In the chain- sin of field probes are mentioned as well. Suitable

er uts a chdane in the pneumatic pressure within prmeters for quandyin complicated electromag-
the chambe. A milrr nthed diaphrat m on one wall netic idds and isential, desirable characteristics for

of the chmber flexes, causing a light beam directed to hazard survey meter are recommeded. in addition,
the mirror to be displaed. By using a remotely locatd several recently designed hazard survey probes capable

of maui ng ths parameters in complex fields am
light source ad photocell to detect the change in cur- men hornm x d
vature of the diaphragm, Golay Cells can be used to mentioned.

mInure small temperature excursions. Another discussion of the measurement of eectro-
Two voltage-sensitive detectors are the crystal-diode magnetic wave effecta in biologic tissues points out that

detector and the stray voltage detector. The crystal- the only practical way to quantify biological damage
diode detector is connected across a tet device when accurately in terms of incident power levels is through
RF voltage detection is deired. It rectifies the induced animal experimentation or by irradiation of biological
RF current, providing an output to La indicating in- specimens in wviro (R1. 18). The various parameters
strueiat proportional to the level of the induced RF and their &sbility as an index to absorbed dos are
volta The stray voltage detector is a one-shot-type discussed. Generally speakin& proposed parameters
detector that can be placed in the circuit being exam. are directly proportional either to the magnitude or to
ined. It is similar to a flae, consisting. in some cases, the square of the magnitude of the electric field in the
of a Dusible wire element that melts if a predetermined tissues. Radiation survey meters are discussed, and
transient power level is exceeded at any time during the their shortcomings for indicating the actual effects oc-
tt or check-out. Stray voltage detectors can be made curring in tisue are pointed out. A new thermolgrphic
to close a switch or trigger an alarm, thus indicating the technique for measuremnit of absorbed power density
time at which the predetermined level is exceeded. is discussed In some detail.

Th various substitutional detectors are designed The radio frequency and microwave radiation haz-
to detect temperature ris due to induced RF current ards to personnel aboard Navy ships are described
bheting. While developed for the important ca of elec- (Ref 19). Typical commmunication, commad and con-
toexplove device testing the same techniques are trol, surveillance, fire control, and navigation equip-
readily employed in a variety of equipment. It must be ment are discussed; and techniques for the prediction
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and measurement of the microwave fields produced lightning discharges can be used to give some estimate
thereby are outlined. A hazard evaluation survey con- of the type and intensity of the storm.
ducted aboard a fictitious ship, closely resembling that Other more sophisticated equipment has also been
performed on actual ships, is described. Methods and developed for forecasting lightning danger. MacCroeady
techniques used to define and control the potentially (Ref. 28) has reported on a potentialgradlent recorder
hazardous environment that is unique to the Navy are that can give a 20. to 90-.in warning of dangerous light-
also discussed. This situation is similar, in many re- ning conditions. The potentisl-gradlent system utilizes
spects, to other activities with a concentration of ele- the fact that the potential gradient change varies Inverse.
tronic equipment. ly as the third power of the distance from a discharge.

Equations for calculating the on-axis power density The unit described consists of a highly Insulated radio.
radiated from large aperture antennas and methods for active probe (which Ionizes to couple the probe to the
measuring power density are given in a technical voltage of the air), an electrometer amplifier, and a re-
manual, Radio Frequency Radiation Haamm , pub- corder to record the potential gradient trace. Sharp flue-
lished by the Department of the Navy (Ref. 20). tuations In the trace indicate lightning discharges. The

The proper operating characteristics of instruments magnitude of the trace is related to the buildup of cloud
for manuring voltages and powers at radio frequencies electrificatIon nearby. In forecasting Ughtning danger
along with a discussion of various instruments and using this equipment, possible lightning danger Is Indi-
their performance capabilities such as sensitivity, ac- cated when the signal reaches 2 V em- or when the
curacy, antennas, input impedance, selectivity and signal shows several sharp fluctuations denoting light-
bandwidth, and rejection of spurious signals for radio ning. Immediate lightning danger is I•ndicated when the
noise and field-strength meters in the frequency band signal reaches 4 V cm t or the sina shows lightning
0.015 to 30 MHz are contained in published standards fluctuations exceeding 2 V em". It is pointed out that
(Ref. 21). These standards include information on radio poadble lightning danger remains In effect 40 min after
noise and field-strength meters in the 20- to 1,000.MHz the signal has returned to normal. For details on the use
frequency band and the methods of measurement of of such equipment In forecasting lightning, the reader Is
radio noise voltage and radio noise field strength for referred to the reference.
low voltage electric equipment and nonelectric equip- The nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is a part of
ment in the frequency range 0.015 to 25 MHz. the complex environment produced by nuclear explo-

A recommended practice for accurate measurements sions. The detailed frequency spectrum and the maqni.
of radio frequency generating equipment for the fre- tude of the EMP are classified information. Nuclear
quency range above _= MHz is available (Ref. 22). EMP is comparable in its effects to that of lightning,
This document gives a brief introduction to two funds- according to some authors. The differences between the
mental methods of measuring field intensity using protection problems are significant since the magnitude
dipole-reflector and horn antennas. General precau. of nuclear EMP may produce more drastic effects than
tions and techniques regarding impedance matching, lightning strikes. Because most of the information con-
accuracy, and equipment associated with measurement cerning EMP is classified and because the ban on st-
are also given. Another very useful detailed discussion mospheric nu'lear weapon testing limits the occur.
of electromagnetic interference measurement is given rence of EMP to simulation, this chapter does not deal
in the Handbook on Radio Frequency Interference(Ref. with the measurement of EMP phenomena (Ref. 24).
3).

One of the most widely used methods for detection 8-3.2 SHORT WAVELENGTHS
of lightning depends upon the generation of stmogs-
pheric interference as a result of the electromagnetic The hazards associated with electromagnetic ,nergy
pulse propagated from a lightning strike. In ordinary in the optical region of the spectrum (infrared, visible,
radio receivers, for example, a nearby lightning strike and ultraviolet) generally apply to man rather than to
is evidenced by static occurring on the output of th.e equipment. Since infrared energy can be sensed by ther-
radio receiver. These atmospheric bursts of eneri, meal receptors in the skin, other warm'ita is not usually
called atmospherics or eferice, can easily be counted by required except for extremely high energy pulses. On
using an ordinary broadcast receiver that is tuned awaw, the other hand, ultraviolet light pose a prolem since
from any strong station in order to listen to the burnts the skin receptors are not sensitive to ultraviolet, and
of static that occur. A small transistor radio operating dangerous skin dosages can be received without a per-
in the broadcast band, therefore, can be used to detect son's knowledge, For example, conjunctivitis and cry-
the approach of a lightning torm, and the number oI' them& can occur from prolonged or intense ultraviolet
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radiatio. An exposure to 36 1&W cmn- of radiation at the other hand, it is documented and well known that
a wavelength of 253.7 am produce -n cru1hemn in the affctr of X rays, lightning strikes, high intensity
about U nun. 7he basic meaurement technique used light pulses, and even microwaves,-nader the right
for newsg incident ultraviolet enrgy is photoelectric combination of conditiom-can produce hiasado em d
dam intensity meters. Such units are commercially fects on biol*ii systems, including man.
available from a 7ariety of sources. For electronic equipmnent operating within the comn-

Within the optical band, laser ae a distinct hazad muniscatric s and smicrwave bands, environmen1tal
to man Bernie of the extrnemiy high energ that can elecrmnagnetic fields can be harmaful an three besic
be concentrated in lawe beams, the hazad is perhps ways: (I) interfernce, (2) overheating, and (3) electric
more acute beamu damag can occur vey rapidfly in breakdown First, the p uence of extranos electro-
a result of an extremely short exposure Gumeally muagnetic fields can prodfoe interference particulairly
speaing, the output power from lmmmi can be men- in communication channsels, but ako in other electronic
wired eam#n power meters that awe commercially avails- equipment such as navigation, radar. and command
ble such is photmanuts and liHot mesteus. and control units. Th1& interference to a system can be

A waduty of methods can delect said mms X-raY causd by MI Other systm oper~atin in frequemmy
dm. Out. classical teehnique Involmtw s ee. of -n ranges that interfere with the operaton of the desired

Ionization chamber and an electrometer eombination to equipment, and (2) undesiried signals generated by the
I IecA Ineldent Isay sever. This tiechnique Is outlined system itself. Glood design pracice andpropersiting of
in a publcatlon of the Bsectronle Industries Assodadon equipment are usually sufficient to eliminate problems
(Rot. 25). encountered in the second categonry.

Another niethod for measuring radiation doinsag ElcrMAgnei interference is classified in a num-
from X rays involves the use of dosimesters (film badge), bUr of ways buat, for masmurement purposes, it is usually
which emply photographic fib&. These dosimeean ame classified according to its spectral charactarlatics. Thbe
either worn by the person whose environment it a two geners!cal dhifcations are broadbland interference,
desired to monitor or placed in a particular position at in which a wide range of frequencies are involved and
which it is desired to measure the tctal X-ray dosage. narrowband interferene, which is centered about a
inn a~p phaotographaic fil is the dtd o 71w discrete frequency. In addition, the interference is alas
darknes of the film in an index of the total X-ray sldW with respect to its duration. That which is con-
exposmr Doinmters are limited, of course, to messur- deant without interruption an called continawus wave or
ing the total dreage received during the exposure CW intefterence Interference that is periodic and cc-
period and are energy dependent. A variety of mome cums in bursts with a regular period is calle pulse
sophiticated X-ray detectors employing scintillation interferenoc. Pulse interference can be either narrow-

crystals, thermoluminescenit devce and solid-state band or broadband depending upon the pulse duration
radiation detectors have also been employed to mea- In addition, nonrepetitive short duration bursts of
ure X-ray radiation en well an dose rate Specialized broadbanod noise are called transient interference.
report on the opeamtion and use of such quipment to Lightning, for example is a typical example of Iran
measure X-ray ludiation are availabl in the literature. Moent interference. Elecromagnetc interference can be
One example of these more sophisticated systems is the coupled into equipment either by direct radiation or by
pulse height spectrometer, which is employed to mass- conductio, on power lines or structures.
ure gamma energy (Rer 26). Through pr oper frequency management, many inter-

ference problems can be reduced. Unfortunately. the
problem is complicated bemause the electromagnetic

0-4 EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC environment contains not only the desired electromag-
RADIATION netic radiation, but also spurious and undesired inter-

ferw=c from both natural and man-made sources. As
In considering the ewfets of electromnagnetic radia- the number, complexity, and output power of ele-

tion. it an uselu to cornsider the several mecAistapi tronic systems in use grow, the problem or the electro-
wherey these fields prodtce undesiabl ellecta. Some magnetic environment and equipment compatibility
of these elfets are specific to various wavelengths or becomes more serious. For example, within the mil-
electromagniAic radiaion. For example, the effeat of tary, the density of electronic equipment in the field hes

elcroanei radiation within the frequency spec- grown to the point that hundreds of equipments now
tnim allotted to the communications band are gone- occupy the mim operatimal environment asdid a few
ally not believed to cause significant effect on man. On equipments in World War 11. It is n~ted that, in dis-
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musingelectomgetic inierfzuace, the fields misnally situation in which electromagnetic energ produLces a
spke of wre not high enough to cam permanment temporary undesirable dri~et on the funcioning of
damag to the system or equipment under considers- equipment without producing permanent damage. The
don. term electromagnetic interference finds its widest usage

When electromagnetic fidds bewvery Wore. per- im thoe an= in which communimcaticst and control
manent damage cmn occur to opertIng equipment. For spgals are tranmiitted via electromagnetic waves. in
exasmple, if the electrical field becomes sufficienty these cases, electroimagetic: interference usually in-
high. , c ugric breakdown can occur, destroying the volves the coupling of undesirable signals into equip.

eqpmee On the oither hand, at some initermediat ment so that the deared signals are degraded or coin-
vausof field strnmgth, overheating cmn omwu in which pletely obscured. For example, moat communication

the RF fil induces currents that contribute to the equipomet is unable to reject undesired signals that ame
heat load alrvead preset asa consteqence of operation present in the frequency band to which the commuiica-
of the equipment. This overheating cmn lead to failure tio. equipment is tuned. National and international
of components and malfunctio of the system. agrieiemens on the allocation of frequencies for parncu-

In additon to the direct of electromagnetic rindia- har user and particular uses are an attempt to help
sinon eqtuipment, another consideration involves the eliminate as farm possible the effects of electronag-

elffects of the electronmagnetic environmet on man and aetie inteferencer caused by multiple tusrs operaiting at
the etenit thiatthin miiibe- Woiead in thedesign of the same frequency.
deletonic materiel. Basically. the efets produced by In addition to the eletromagnetc interference pro-
Aleetfo--g-e-i- fields on man are clisinied into thur- duce by multiple users o( the smie frequency bend.
ml and noiathermnal. Some portions of a mmn's phys.- some interference direcm are produced by equipment
aim awe particilarly saucepitiblie to certain frequencies whose primary function as not to produce deletomag-
of dwitrossignetic: energy. One of the prime area of netic energy. Such interference can be produced from

&Wirnena concen involves the elect of mi.i a variety of sources. induding rotating machinery, me-
crowaves on human beings. The elfect of micrm aves, chatnical switches, telephone and telegraph equipimeng.
as well as other frequency bands, on humasn beings are and power and lighting circuits (see Table S-4).
discussed in detail in per. 8-4.2 and are considered B4111 SimeItrhn
because of M) the requir-em-nts that may be placed on 8... oreItrcin
materiel to provide protection from Such directs, and The extent to which elm-tromagnetic: interference is
(2) the dajige and operating kin'itations that may be a problem is a function of the density of equipments
placed an materiel to limit personnel exposuire to suich producing electromagnetic radiation. If large numbers
radiation, of equipment& produce electromagnetic energy within

As an example. it is well documented that mi- a given frequency spectrum, the proaility of dectro-
crowaves produce cataracts in the eye of persons who magnetic interference is high. By the same token. if a
are sullowited to stong microwave fields for long pen- large number of equipments producing electromagnetioc

dsk of time. Other drects also occur in man. but cats energy are p resenP-t either deliberately or wccdeoually
racls seem to appear first The importance of nonther- within a small geographic ares, the probability of elec-
mal dircts ina source of scientific discusison, sufficient tromagnetic anterlerence is also incrmsed. Since aelec-
evidenarcP in no yet Fpresentgo specify, the nonthermial tromagnetic energy flux decermes as the reciprocal of
efMact that are both important and originate with the the square of the distance from the source. a high den-
elecromanei environmenit. sity of electronic equipimmesue or electrically operated

In the paragraphs dhat follow, three direc ts ofelectro- machinery im' a given arma is more likely to produce
magnetic fields onz hardware are dincumasi: () *lcto- electromaignetic interference than the same onuber of
magnetic interference. (2) overheating, and (3) electric equipments spread out over a larW geographic area.
breakdown. T'hin in followed by a moie detailed discus- For example, military installations have a large number
dons of the directs of electromagnetic nadintion on bi- and variety of electronic equipments most weapon sWs
ologic systam. in general and on mani in particulair. tents include communication and survallanc equip.

mentsi employing electromagnetic radiaitioin. As a

94.1 EFET ONonsequenceV the probability of electromagnetic inter-
terence around military installations a higher than in

111-41.1 h-10108nce h vrl general environment.
Wbninterfeenom in the resut of propagation in

Generally, electromagnetic interference refers to the spac beyond the near field a number of mechianisms
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can be propagating the interfering electromagnetic en- 8-4.1.1.2 Electroexplosive Devices (EED's)
ergy to the site where interference takes place, When Many types of electromagnetic interference are trou-
ljne.of-sight conditions prevail between the interfering blesome-in some cases very hazardous situations can
source and the source being interfered with, then direct be produced. For example, an experience common to
free-space propagation of the interfering source signal virtually all automobile users is to encounter signs, near
is most important. Transmission can also occur well construction sites where blasting is occurring, that in-
beyond the line of sight under certain circumstances. struct the automobile user to turn off two-way radios.
For example, when a sharp rise in atmospheric temper- These signs are necessary to prevent transmission of
ature or a drop in -iter vapor content of the air occurs electromagnetic energy by two-way radio transwitters
with an increase altitude above the surface of the that could initiate the firing of explosives in the area.
earth, then the refractive index of the atmosphere can This rather simple civilian example is illustrative of a
be changed sufficiently to cause a radio wave to be bent considerably greater hazard in military installations
back downward to the earth. It can be reflected upward where weapon systems employing EED's exist in rela-
again and refracted downward again by the atmos- tively high density. In this environment, it is extremely
phere, producing an effect known as tropospheric duct- imporant that systems be designed to eliminate as far
ilg. as possible any hazardous effects caused by stray elec-

Another mechanism whereby interfering energy can tromagnetic fields.
reach an equipment beyond direct line of sight is the EED's are widely used in the Army because of their
diffraction of radio frequency energy by obstructions. light weight, small size, high reliability, low energy
If a sharp terrain feature su h as a ridge or mountain reqbirements, and their variety of input and output
peak occurs between a transmitter and a receiver, then characteristics. The following discussion of EED's has
the received signals can be much larger than if the been adapted from Hardening Weapon Systems Against
obstacle were not present. Another mechanism of RFEMnerg AMCP 706-235 (Ref. 4). The basic parts of
beyond-the-horizon propagation is called tropospheric an electroexplosive device are the lead wires, header,
scatter. In this mechanism it is hypothesized that en- bridgewire, case, and charge as shown in Fig. 84-. Table
ergy earned into the atmosphere at a low elevation 8.6 lists a few types of electroexplosive devices with
angle with respect to the horizon is scattered due to the typical input characteristics and Table 8-7 lists some
vLdations in the refractive index of the atmosphere. typica in acerieticsa
Tropospheric scatter occurs in the range of 40 to 10,000 aerospace ordnance devices.
MHz. The transducer, which receives the electrical firing

Another electromagnetic transmission mechanism is impulse and initiates the explosion, is the rmost sensitive

surface wave propagation in which radio waves tend to component with respect to electromagretic radiation.

travel along the interface between the surface of the This component is carefully protected trom stray elec-

earth and the upper atmosphere. For frequencies less tromagnetic fields in order to prevent micldesired deto-
a nation of the explosive. Basically, the transducer in anthan approximately 30 MHz, the ionosphere acts as EED converts the electrical energy supplied to the

metallic reflector causing waves to be reflected back to trans erts the formcof energy su sed to

earth, and long distance transmissions over several transducer into another form of energy that is used to

thousand miles can be obtained. For frequencies of 30 activate the explosive. Generally speaking, the applica-

to 60 MHz, a small fraction of the energy that is tion Coverns the choice of EED transducer. For exam-

beamed into the ionosphere is scattered downward to pIe, an antitank projectile making use of a shaped
earth. This scattering is thought to be caused by ir- charge frequently requires functioning times on the or-
regularities in electron density in the ionosphere caus- der of several microseconds. Such a projectile has very
ing variations in the refractive index. This propagation little space for control circuitry and power sourcm so
mechanism is called ionospheric scatter, Finally, large that a transducer requiring very small amounts of en-
particles (meteors) falling into the atmosphere of the ergy to initiate the bridge is required. For such applica-
earth produce ionized trails as a result of the ionization tions. a carbon-bridge detonator may be used. Such a
of the evaporated meteoric materiel. These ionized device is extremely sensitive and requires a very small
trails provide a mode of communication by scattering power source to initiate firing, Its extreme sensitivity,
or reflecting a portion of incident RF energy back to however, makes it susceptible to detonation by spurious
the earth. These propagation mechanisms provide electromagnetic fields. Other devices, such as explosive
propagation paths for both desirable signals and un- bolts used to hold missiles on their launching plat-
wanted electromagnetic interference (Ref. 27). forms, can employ virtually any desired power supply
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.I1AR-/ INTERMEDIATE CHARGE

FIGURE 8.8. ElnWejWplu/W Dev*e (EED) Componwm (Ref. 4J.

TABLE 34. $01M1E ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICE (tED) TYPES (ReM. 4)

DC Sensitivity
Transducer rosistance,

ohts No-fire All-fire

Hot wire bridge,
standard 0.1-10 0.1 A 1.0 A

Exploding bridgewire
Gapped 1 iF800 V 1 UF at 2,000 V
Ungapped 0.01-0.1 1 PF 800 V 1 PF at 2,000 V

Conductive mix 0.01-10 6  0.1 A 10 A

Carbon bridge 800-12,000 10 V 1,000 V

i4i
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TABLE 11-7. SAN AEROSACE ORDNANCE DEVICES (Re#. 4).

NORscription IApplication
Igniter A coplt Ignition system consistig of all Fo gnition of solld- and liquid-

Initiator and a dftippetiftg 0toal of propellant rocket mtons and gas genera-
a Wartech$Uic or Propellant type. Pro- tars.
doces sustained generetion of- ht parti-
cles, floes~and ges.

Initiator Can be divided into 3 groups: squibs. Primers and squibs Initiate the burning of
primers, datmonators. Squbs produce a igniters, in pros.vre cartridges. gas gun
hot flash sod little brisance-, primers orators, rocket motors, flares, and gpot-p olice a brisant hat flask; detonators ting charger'. . Dtonators provide high-

* Fproduce high-velocity shock waves. order detonation In high explosives,
explosive bolts, Pinimcorti, and other
high-explosive systemd.

Squib A flam producer with no brisance, I.e.. (See *Initiator" above). For actuation
* produces ino high-explosive effect and is of explosive valves, drogue gums, thrust-

used to Ignite deflagrating mixtures. reversal and termination system. shear-
pin system. and pressuriiation of' smell
volues.

primer Prodluces hIfwe brisance than a squib and (See alnitiator* above)
is lower in energy production than a
detonator.

ootsator Produces high brisance and high-velocity (Sao 0Initiatorm above)
shock amves almost instantaneously.

Pressure
cartridges Conasis of an Iintiator (squib or primer) For pressurization Of System vith high-

and a min. charge which contains a energy hot gas for operation of linear
pressure-producing propellant. and rotary actuators. explosive valves.

disconnects. stAqe-separation devices,
thrut-reversal and temiunation system,
detent and unlatch mechanism. thrusters,
pin pullers, and reefing-line cuttwrs.

Monsters Produce high-order shock waves to Initiate P.-imecord. line charges . destruc-
detonate high explosives tars, MO, FLSC, and other high explos-

Ives.

Explosivq Fragnenting and nonfragnmnting special o- Milszile-stage separation, nosecone sepera-
boltU standarti bolts with an inteqral or sap- tion, booster-motar release, rocket-sled

arately Installed higP-explosive release, thrust termination and reversal;
charge. Jettisoning of special devices, solar

panels, and antenna deplojyn t, missile-
launcher s"pration, destruct.

Gas Net or cool ges. Essentially em1l rocket Operation of APU, APS, CAD, hydraulic
genwertors engines consisting of & propellant, an pums. gyroscopes, turbo blawers; for

Initiator, ignIter, and a pressure- pressurization of liquid-propellast sys-
regulating nozle. Produces hot or cool tons, hydraul ic acctuinlatow s, and f fre
gas at controlled pressure. ext~inguishers; inflation of flotation

units; and ignition of solid and liquid
p1opelants.
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since the firing current can be obtained from equirment pulses will gradually increase the temperature of the
that can gpnermte a large current. transducer as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 8-9.

The normal firing stimulus for an EED is usually If pulses continue to be received, it is possible for the
arecified by the nunufacturer. In operation, this elec- transducer temperature to exceed the threshhold tern-
trical stimulus b applied to the transducer with a mag- perature required for ign'~ion. It can be meen from this
nitude and shape so au to initiate the explosion with discussion that the exact result of electromagnetic
high reliability. Unfortunately, electromagnetic fields pickup by an EED is difficult to predict.
from other equipment operating in the ares, from light- To illustrate the variable effects that can be produced
nin8, from otielsctrcs c rom electrical transientk, by an electromagny etic trgexl, a typical ise that can
or from othea tiurces can be pit ked up by the external occur for many electroexpltsive devices is outlined.
circuit "d coupled into the clectroexplosive device in When electromagnetic energy at a frequency of approx-
such a manner a& to produce a stimulus that initiates imately 1.5 MHz is coupled into the transducer of the
action of the EED. EED, localized heating of the transducer occurs. In this

These extraneous excitations can also produce effects case, the voltage would be low, the RtF current large.
other than an instantaueoms initiation. For example, if and the RF power required to initiate the EED would
the magnitude of the stimulus is very low but is applied be comparable to the DC power required for initiation.
for a sufficiently long time, initiation of the explosive If the energy is absorbed at other points within the
may eventually be produced by cook-off or thermal device, for example, between the pins and the case of
stacking. Thermal stacking refers to the process by the EED, a different situation occurs. The pin-to-case
which an area of a component or circuit receives en- impedances of a typical BED at this frequency consists
ergy, then dissipates it in the form of heat. The continu- of a small resistive part and a large reactive part. Be-
ous input of heat causes a gradual rise in temperature cause of the large reactive part, a small quantity of RF
of the component or circuit. After sufficient time this power can produce a large RF voltage. This can result
additional heat may be adequate to initiate the EED. in electrical breakdown between the pins and the case.

The passage of current les than the no-fire current Determining the actual electromagnetic energy lev.
through a transdurer can produce dudding as well. els that will produce damage in a system is difficult.
When electromagnetic radiation induces current in the Measurement of RF current or voltage is often of little
transducer or other component of the EED, the tem- value unless the impedance at the point is known.
perature of the device may slowly rise. If the tempera- Determination of the impedazce at the exact point of
ture remains below that of autoignition for a significant interest is difficult at high frequencies. As a result, it is
period of time, the explosive mix adjacent to the trans- frequently necessary to use an empirical approach to
ducer may decompose. When the normal firing stimu- establish the sensitivity of a component to electromag.
lus is applied, the decomposed mixture can prevent netic energy.
ignition of the EED. Sources of information on electroexplosive devices

Cook-off is a related term involving basically the and problems associated therewith include the Harry
same kinds of thermal problems. Each explosive mix Diamond Laboratories, Washington, D.C.; Frankford
has some particular autoignition temperature. For ex- Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.; Picatinny Arsenal, Dover,
ample, the autoignition temperature for lead styphnate N.J.; and the Army Missile Command, Redstone Arse-
is 350C. If additional heat provided by electromagnetic Pat, Ala.
pickup slowly raises the temperature of. the explosive
mix to the point of autoignition, this proces is called 8-4.1.2 Overheating and Dialectrlc
cook-off. Normally, this condition is minimized by Breakdown
pr,)vidin8 a large heat sink. If the EED is surrounded In addition to Interference effects, eteetromagnete
by poor thermal conducting material, the possibility of radiation can produce lo,,alized heating, within equip-
cook-off should not be ignored. A special case of cook. ment other than EED's, that can In turn lead to thermal
off occurs when pulsed RF energy is encountered. Fig. breakdown. Further, when RF fields are very high,
8-9 indicates the manner by which a pulsed electromag- dielectric materials break down u a result of the high
netic field (for example, a high-powered, pulse radar voltags sustained. In per. 8.4.1.L2, overheating effects
system) can lead to ignition of an EED. The transducer on slectroexplosliv devices are dlseussed. Most modern
temperature will increase when a pulse is being received electronic equipment, both commercial and ndmltary,
and will decrease when there is no pulse present. If the employ a variety of electrical elrcuitt subject to over.
transducer temperature does not fall to its previous heating or electrical breakdown In the presence of elec-
'alue in the time between the pulses, then successive tromagnetle fields.
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BRIDGEWIRE THRESHOLD TEMPItRTURE FOR IGNITION OF EXPLOMVE CHARGE

INITIATION

0 TIME

SF PULSE WIDTH, Us

2 TIME
S" BETWEEN

2. PULSES

a.

TIME -5
FIGURE 8-9. lIpstln of ExPlOSive Charge by Thermal Stacking of RF Pal"

Energy (Ref. 4).

The trend in electronic equipment has been to use reduces the magnitude of voltage gradients they can
more semiconductors and integrated circuits, and withstand without failure, Thus, integrated circuits are
fewer vacuum tubes and discrete components. Even particularly susceptible to damage by absorbed electro-
discrete component circuitry employing transistors is magnetic energy, and the induced currents may inhibit
disappearing with the advent of integrated circuits. The normal operation or cause temporary failure of the
discrete component circuit uses a number of individual devices (Ref. 4).
components such as transistors, resistors, capacitors, Another 3pecial case is that of electronic memories
and inductors to imiplement the circuit, whereas in inte- in which are stored instructions and data pertinent to
grated circuits all of the components are fabricated successful performance of the equipment. Induced volt-
within a small siliccn substrate. The amount of extrane- age transients can readily modify the stored informs-
ous electromagnetic energy that the small integrated tion, thereby providing erroneous instructions or false
circuit can intercept is small compared to vacuum tube data. This is a particularly serious problem with va.i-
or discrete component circuits employing semiconduc, ous types of guided missiles and fuzing systems.
ton. Unfortunately, the interconnecting wiring and Discrete component circuits are also susceptible to
structures surrounding the integrated circuit increase component failure as a result of electromagnetic radia.
the amount of RF energy that is intercepted. The very tion. The stress that causes failure in a component
small size of integrated circuits prevents them from depends on the nature of the component. For example,
dissipating as much heat as conventional circuits, and an electrolytic capacitor is sensitive to overvoltage ax'
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to excessive reverse voltage. In addition, at high fre- to recognize. A component is said to fail by deteriora-
quencies the dielectric of the capacitor may absorb elec- tion when some given parameter has exceeded a speci-
tromagnetic energy and dissipate it in the form of heat. fled limit. The parameter and the limit depend on the
The voltage breakdown rating of a capacitor decreases type of component and its application. Variation of the

Swith an increase in temperature. Therefore, the in- parameters of some components over a fairly wide
crease in temperature renders the component more sus- range can be tolerated without significant deterioration
ceptible to failure, of the performance of the system, whereas in other

Abrupt failure of devices and components occurs in applications, slight changes in certain parameters
two fashions: the device can develop either an open or might cause unacceptable performance.
a short circuit. For example, a resistor in the presence Lightning is a specialized case of the very hi3h eag-
of a high magnitude field can fail by arcing or by burn- nitude electromagnetic radiation field. A direct strike
out. Table 8-8 is a summary of the failure mode (open by a lightning bolt can render virtually any electronic
circuit or short circuit) by which various electronic system completely useless. Fortunately, direct strikes

components normally fail. are relatively rare. Near strikes, however, are frequent.

The sensitive parameters that indicate damage to A lightning strike generates an electromagnetic field

various components as a result of abrupt failures are that can damage components in much the same manner
as other forms of electromagnetic radiation. The haz-

very easy to detect. Slow deterioration over a period of ards to electronic components from near lightnitig
time is more subtle, however, and much more difficult strikes are the result of five basic phenomena:

(1) The electrostatic field that exists prior to a light-
ning stroke

(2) The dynamic electric field that occurs during
TABLE 8-4. FAILURE MODES (Ref. 28) the leader and main strokes

(3) The dynamic magnetic field that emanates from
Abrupt failure mode, the main stroke

Part type % occurrence (4) The electric field set up in the earth as a result
Short Open of the main stroke

capacitors (5) The direct conduction of current from the main
Ceramic (general purose) 95 5 stroke.
Ceramic (temp. comp. so 20
Glass 90 10 For example, enormous charge displacements can oc-
Mice dipped) 90 10 cur in clouds or objects on the ground during the light-Mice (molded) go 10
Paper 8o 20 ning stroke process. These charge displacements occur
Metallized (paper Mylar) 80 20 rapidly, causing sizable charge movements in the elec-Polystyrene g0 10

Teflon so 20 trical ground. This in turn can cause large DC currents
Mylar 90 10 to be induced in the electrical circuits of equipment
Ttali9 with significant damage. The very strong magnetic field

Wet slug 8o 20 associated with a lightning stroke can penetrate the
Wet foil 75 25 usual clectromagnetic shielding of electronic equip-

Resistors meut, thereby coupling energy into the system and
Carbon composition 90 10 causing heavy current flow and damage or failure to
Carbon film 5 95
Metal film 5 95 system components.
Power (wire-wound) 5 95 As another example, missiles in flight are exposed to
Precision (wire-wound) 5 95
Varitble (comosItticn 10 90 hazards from both direct and induced effects of light-
Variaeble (wire-wound) 10 90 ning. Jet aircraft seem to encounter fewer lightning
Variable (metal f1lm. 10 90
Variable (carbon film) 10 90 strikes than propeller-driven aircraft, probably because

Transistors 90 10 of the higher altitude at which jet aircraft normally
operate. In an experimental study it was demonstrated

DIodes 90 10 that abrupt changes in the electric field occur inside an

Transformers 60 40 aircraft when lightning strokes pass within 500 yd (Ref.

Chokes and coils 29).
Sinqle layer 5 95 When in flight, most lightning hazards are cloud-to-
Multilayer 50 so earth discharges, Cloud-to-cloud discharges do not
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contain the return stroke component characteristic of (1) Voltages may be generated in cables as a result
cioud-to-eanrh discharges, and the maximum current of the inactivity of lightning protectors until a peak
for cloud-to-cloud discharge is approximately three or- voltage of 600 V is reached at the terminals of the line.
dons of magnitude loss than that for cloud-to-earth dis. (2) Ile incidence of voltages exceedling 40 V peak
charge. In addition, the time rate of change in both the may, on the average, exceed 15 on a dlay during which
magnetic and electric fields is considerably less so that thunderstorms occur.
the induced effects are greaty reduced. On the average, (3) The most extreme condition met in telephone
every aircraft in the world is hit by lightning once a service, insofar as wave shape is concerned, is a 10 X
year or once every 2,7/0D flying hr. In Europe, the aver- 60 use

assis hre ties reaer.Appoxiatey oe-furt of These conditions apply to telephone fines that were
the lightning strokes burn holes in the aircraft, but the provided with gap protectors.
rest cause little or no damage. Lightning tends to strike Pierce (Ref. 32) discusss unusual lightning Incidents
all-meta aircraft in two places, at the nose and towar Involving trggerd lightning and Its effects. T'IMIred
the wing tips. Bums through the structure sm.n to lightning Is defined as that caused by some human mod.
occur when the aircraft is caught in the path ofa posi- lfication of the natural atmosphark!• environment with
tire discharge from the top of the clouds (Ref. 30). the emphasis, of course, on the human modification of

In mnmy came damage from lightning occurs to out- the natural atmospheric environment with the emphasis,
side equipment such as power and telephone equip- of course, on the human modification. Virtually all
meat. Fo- power equipment, power lines, and tele- Instances of Ilightning being triggered by man Involve the
phone equipment, the most common damage from Introduction of a long electrical conductor Into a
lightning is the result of a direct strike. It can cause thunderstorm In which the electric field is on the order
short circuits in electrical cables by damaging the insu. of 10 kV m'3. If the potential discontinuity between the
lation and can melt conductor wires, thus causing open Uip of the conductor and the ambient atincephers be.
circuits. In Fig. 8-10 the failures produced by lightning comes approximately 1 MV, then a leader streamer Is
current surges in telephone cables are given. In the time Initiated and triggered lightning can occur. The two main
notation used, the first figure is the time to peak current categories of triggered lilghtning are thoue In which the
and the second flgure is the time to reduction of the conductor is connecedK to the earth and those In which
current to one-half of the peak value, For example, a It is In ftne flight. In the first category ar tall structures
10 X 150 As surge is one with a 10 As time to peak Including buildings. rocket launch towers, and antennas,
current and a 15 A~s time required to fall to one-half of as well as tethered balloons, wire-controlled rocke'q, and
the peak value. even water columns initiated by depth charges. Even

Sheathed or shielded aerial cables may puncture kites are included In this category and, Indeed, some
when subjected to • direct lightning strike. In such fatalities to kite Mlern have been reported as a result of
cases, the shielding is punctured at the point of strike, triggered lightning. In the second category, In which the
and additional punctures from the shield or sheath to conductor Is In fme flightt, the two prime examplem are
the internal conductors can occur. rackets and aircraft. For examples of category one, see

Although aerild cables are most susceptible to light- Fig. 8-11. Examples of triggered lightning involving free
ning strikes, even buried cables are not Immune. Tbe flight conductors are illustrated In Figl. 13.12.
resistivity of the soil In which the cable Is buried has an One of the well-publicized incidents involving trS."influence on the hazard to the cable. Ground currents to ed

andfro th ,abl ar afeced y he esitiityof he the Apollo 12 space vehicle on November 14, 1969.soil, Hth resistivity soils are the worst for buried cables Lightning flashes occurred when the vehi.le was within
because of thee htihes potential gradientm produced. Conu clouds at altitudes ofapproximately 2,000 and 4,400 m.
squenthy, lightning strokes will ah e a greater distance to Lightning had not been reported in the immediate
cables that are oured In high resistivity nils as scok viciniy of thelaunch pad, but a few isolated ncashes ha
pared to low rsistivity sl. Cablt e nose andow invno doubt occurred within 30 km of the area during the
prevented by providing hugh Inhulation around the 30 mtn prior to launch. The clouds above the uaunch
cable becaure the magiitude of the currets Involved pad were not cth ified a amctive thunderheads at the
makes this approach Impractical; the amount o( efnula- time, but they were considered to be strongly electri-
tion required would cost too much. fted. Estimates have been given that the surface field

The induced voltages on telephone aerial equipment was approximately 3 to 4 k mo-i. Usitn a number of
resulting from lightning have been measured (Ref. 31). assumptions reigding typical values, Pierce calculated
In this study,t itris concluded that:
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FIGURE 8-71. Exarrpla of Tri ggred Lightning Involving Conduwtors Connecred
to Uie Eurth (Re.I 32).

that the voltage discontinuity at the tip of the missile while others will be destroyed unless protective steps
could have reached approximately 2 MV (Ref. 32). are taken (beyond high-tension arrestors and low volt-

Vulnerability of solid-state circuitry involving semi- age gaps). As noted before, semiconductor devices are
conductors and low signal microcircuits has already particularly vulnerable. Because of the wide variety of
been discassed. On the other hand, an interesting point semiconductor devices available, it is not possible to
involves the fact that computer operations are espe- specify a general limiting value of waveshape that will
cially vulnerable to lightning. The effects of power protect all such components. Components being con-
surges assoiated with lightning can range from mere sidered for application in electronic systems should be
lost time to very serious damage to magnetic disks, evaluated for ability to survive lightning-created
recording arms, and other components. Magnetic and surges.
electromagnetic fields radiated by a lightning flash can Field-effect transistors of the metal-oxide-semicon-
seriously modify the core memory cells of any corn- ductor type are even more prone to damage than are
puter that is insufficiently shielded. Consequences of junction transistors. The mere act of inserting and
such an accident in areas such as military logistics, for removing such transistors in styrofoam blocks for stor-
example, could be disastrous, and damage to computer- age and shipping purposes has resulted in their destruc-
controlled weapon systems could be worse. tion by the static charge generated. Since the sensitivity

With peak voltages of up to 600 V induced in electri- of such devices to static electricity has been recognized
cal circuits and with a waveform described by a 10 X by the electronics industry, special storage and ship-
600 A.s pulse, some components will be unaffected ping precautions are taken. Precautions include the v
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of conductive foram for packaging and the bundling of the only case in which static electricity can be a hazard.leads and shorting them together. During wiring, the Basically, the electrostatic hazard can be characterized

installer is grounded and a wire clip is employed to as primarily a high voltage. low current. breakdown
.shunt sensitive portions of the device. The clip is phenomenon. The electrostatic discharge pulse is veryremoved only after installation is complete. Such ex- closely related to the capacitor discharge pulse. How.

_treme sensitivity underscores the difficulties of protect. ever, the electrostatic discharge damages components
ing such circuits from lightning surges. in the gmie modes as RF energy and is very similar to

8-4.1.3 Static Electricity' high frequency radar pulses with respect to the damage
it causes8 The parameter of importance in this caw,

In the discusion on lightning, the buildup of static however, is the lCtrostatc ha r can be complex
electric fields rsociated with thunderstorms and its impedance that is the significaot pcameter when deal-
effect on components has been discussed. This is not ing with RF energy.

Electric chargesaare transferred when two masses

A general reference for thia paragraph is Ref. 4. come in contact, particularly when the masses are non-
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conductors. Multiple contact, such u created by rub. television stations can emit 5 MW in the 470 to 890 MHz

bing or by multiple particles impacting on a surfacc, range. The field strength under the same conditions for
can greatly increase this charge transfer. In addition, a FM transmission at 1 mi is about 20 V mr1 and at 10 mi
charged body does not actually have to come in contact Is about 2 V mn'. Thee specifications by the Federal
with a second body to induce a redistribution of the Communications Commislor are made by-and-large to

charge in the second body. Examples of electrostatic reduce the possibilities of Interference between stations
charge mechanisms are relatively common in modem rather than because of any hazard to man.
Army materiel. For example, a projectile, passing The microwave frequency spectrum has received
through rain or dust, a plastic cover removed suddenly most of the interest and emphasis on electromagnetic
from a weapon, or the presence of a highly charged radiation hazard to man. Much literature exists on the
thunderhead can all provide methods of producing a various effects caused by microwaves, including debate
charge buildup. Any contact or rupture of insulation concerning the levels of signals that constitute a hazard
between a charged body and a circuit component can to man.
result in an electric discharge through the component. In the optical region of the electromagnetic spec-
EED's are particularly sensitive to static electricity that trum, several hazards are worthy of note. Retinal bums
is stored on some object or on the human body and is and blindness can be caused as a result of exposure to
applied to the EED leads during handling, causing a the flash from nuclear explosions. During the period of
current to flow through the explosive material to the atmospheric testing of nuclear devices, it was necessary
cane and igniting the explosive material. to provide protection to observers to prevent impair-

One of the sources of static electricity is the electric ment of vision as a result of exposure to nuclear flashes.
field from a lightning storm. This electric field exists Indeed, specialized goggles have been devised for this
either in the form of a static field around the cloud or purpose, Although the possibility of exposure to flash
in dynamic form being discharged from a cloud. EED's from nuclear explosion is still a consideration with the
have been fired with voltages on the ordek of 2,000 V milita'y, it seems to be, at least under the present cir-
applied pins-to-case from a 500 pF capacitor. Some cumstances, a relatively low probability event. Another
have been fired with potentials applied from current- hazard occurring in the visible spectrum involves the

limited DC sources of 500 V. A serious hazard exists use of lasers. A great number of lasers are in use, partic.
in that they could be explosively coupled to extremely ularly within the industrial and military environments.
large amounts of explosive or propellant. Unless ade- In recent times many new laser applications have also
quate precautions are taken to prevent their inadver. appeared on the commercial market. The trend indi-
tent ignition, the results could approach major disaster cates that lasers will continue to be used at an expand-
proportions. ing rate and will pose a hazard in the environment for

man. The major hazard of lasers is thu possibility of
8-4.2 EFFECTS ON MAN retinal bum with the resulting visual effects.

The X-ray portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
In the study of the effects of electromagnetic radia- clearly constitutes a hazard to mankind. The diagnostic

tion on man, certain areas of the electromagnete spec. and therapeutic uses of X rays in medicine and use of
trum have received significantly more attention than X rays in nondestructive testing have increased signifi-
others. Within the communication band little attention cantly in recent years. The use of high voltages in color
has been given to any human hazard Involved at them television receivers has added an additional environ-
hequencles because little evidence of hazard exists. For mental X-ray hazard. Regulation of the amount of X
etample, In the telecommunications r ange mdhated rays emitted by color television receivers has been nec-
powers ane limited by Federal statute. For AM broadcast essary; standards have been set by the Federal Govern-
transmitters the maximum power output Is 50 k W over ment to insure that X-ray radiation from color televi-
the frequency range 535 to 1605 kHz. This can result In sion receivers is I ipt within specified limits. Within the
sigal strengths of some tens of volts per mater at 0.1 ml industrial and military environments are additional X-
from the antenna. For FM broadcast transmitters in the ray hazards. Many equipments that require extremely
frequency range 89 to 108 MHz, the maximum allowed high-voltage power supplies are capable of generating
radiated power is 100 kW. A dipole antenna 2,000 ft X rays of sufficient intensity to be harmful. Generally
above the surrounding terrain emitting 100 kW would speaking, these equipments include effective shielding
yIeld a field strength of about 1 Vm" approximately 1 techniques and interlocks to prevent operation of the
ml thom the antenna; at 10 ml the field strength would equipment when the shielding is removed. These unin-
be approximately 0.1 V mn' (see Eq. 8-4). Commercial tentional producers of X-ray energy can be overlook,
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in conisidering the X-ray dosage received by personnel, man occurs in the ultraviolet spectrum. Because of its
Particularly in the industrial and military environment ultraviolet components, sunlight exposure on the skin
where such high-voltage supplies are encountered by couses tanriutg and, if exposure is too long. painful
personnel, the potential hazard of inadvertent X-ray sunburning. Except for personnel with extreme sen-
exposure should be recognized. sitivity, sunlight exposures do not produce hazardous

In the previous discussion of equipment hazardsi, effects unless unusually long exposure durations are
lightning has been included as a hazard, both for its involved. Most people have learned to deal with the
direct effects resulting hrom a direct stroke and the ultraviolet problem as far as naturailly occurring sun-
indirect effects resulting from the magnetic and electric light is concerned. In addition to this naturally occur-
fields generated by the stroke. Of course, a direct light- ring source of ultraviolet radiation, however, some
ning strike is not only hazardous but usually fatal to commercial and medical applications use ultraviolet
man. Direc strikes certainly constitute the greatest light. One example is the use of an ultraviolet lamp as
hazard to man from lightning. Because of the extremely a substitute for sunlight in order to obtain a tan. Pro-
low probability of a direct strike, lightning effects on longed exposure under ultraviolet tanning lamps can
man will not be considered in detail. For discussion of produce very painful burns.
safety rules to reduce the possibility of receiving a di. A number of ultraviolet lamps of various kinds are
rect lightning strike, the reader is referred to a pam- produced for use in hospitals, nurseries, and operating
phlet entitled Lightning (Ref. 10) or other such compi- rooms, all designed to produce ultraviolet energy suffi-
lations. cient for disinfection purposes. In order to control the

amount of exposure given to patients, staff, and by-
8-4..1 ptial Rdiaionstanders in hospitals, nurseries, and operating rooms,
8-4..1 ptial Rdiaionthe American Medical Association has produced a re-
Tha may lser oprat atpowr lvel suf~centto port recommending acceptable expourcs (Ref. 36). In

cause retinal daimige is an undisputed fact. In a report thsrptt, Iaxnu ienty'f:lzvo~.'J-
by the Bureau of Rladlologlcal Health, the available tion emaniating directly from disinfectant lamps and
specifications and regulations concerning the use of diffusely reflected from the walls and fixtures incident
laser and the haxards involved In laser use ase enumer- on the occupant for 7 hr or less is specified as 0.5
ated (Ref. 83). For esample, In Air Force Regulation g&W cm-'. For continuous exposure of 24 hr a day, the
161-24 the "retinal hazard exposure level' for a rub energy should not exceed 0.10 jAW cm-1. These figures
laser, Q-ewltched with a pulse duration of 10 to 100 ns, are given based upon a wavelength of 253.7 nm. As an
Is given as an energy density of 0.125 J cm-2 Incident on indication of the harmful effects of more intense ul-
the retina. An Iris diameter of 7 mm under night condi- traviolet radiation, exposure of human skin to an inten-
tions and 3 num under daylight -!onditions Is used for sity of 36 jsW cm-' of radiation of wavelength 253.7
calculating the exposure of the retina. In a British nmn produces an erythema in about 15 min.
standard the maximum permitted exposuve to laser
energy Is given as defined In Table 8-9 (Ref. 34). 8-4.2.2 Microwave Radiation

Tht. American Conference of Governmental Indus-
trial Hygienists gives as the maximum permissible ex. The widespread use of microwave generators for
posure kItels for direct illumination or specular reflec- navigation, tracking, communications, rood ovens, and
tion at a wavelength of 694.3 nm the levels as listed in other industrial and medical purposes poses a potential
Table 8-10 (Ref. 35). The levels given in the table can hazard to the health of personnel concerned with their
be adjusted for other wavelengths by use of a graph operation and to those who might be exposed in sonme
given in the original document. The U.S. Atomic En- other manner. Microwave generators can produce not
ergy Commission lists the overall permitted energy val- only microwaves but also X rays and small amounts of
ues given in Table 8-Il for the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiation, which may constitute a local haz-
ultraviolet portions of the spectrum (Ref. 33). In this ard. Modern, high-powered radstrs are capable of pro-
document the exposure of the skin, not including the ducing high-power densities at appreciable distances
eye, in the ultraviolet, visible, near-infrared, and infra- from the source. The potential hazards of these devices
red portions of the spectrum is limited to a maximum were recognized early in their development, the con-
incident intensity of 0.1 J cm 2' per pulse or 1.0OW enO cern for health itazards dating back to the early days
"( continuouawave operation. of World War II.

In addition to lasrs one other potential hazard to That microwaves constitute a hazard to human be-
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TABLE 84. MAXIMUM PERMITTED EXPOSURE TO LASER ENERGY
(Ref. 34)

Permitted energy
Condition Type of Time or pulse density fallingpulse duration on retina

I. Single pulse 0.001 to I us 0.001J cm"2

2. Single or 1 to 1,000 us 0.01 J cm"2
train of
pulses

3. Pulses or 0.1 s 0.1 J cm" 2

train of
pulses

4. Continuous-wave laser power incident upon the
retina shall not exceed that value which
makes ab - 1.0; where a - power at the retina
W cm" 2 and b a greatest dimension of the
image on the retina, mm.

5. Any part of body except eye: total incident
laser energy during any 1-j period
shall not exceed 0.1 J cm-.

Acceptable alternatives to the above conditions:

Condition 1.

Where the eye cannot resolve the image, the nergy density at
the pupll of the eye must not exceed 0.02 erg cm indoors or 0.2
erg cm- in bright sunlight out-of-doors. Where the eye can resolve
the image from a diffuse reflector, viewing is permissible if the energy
density aj the diffuse reflector does not exceed 0.03 J cm-z indoors or
0.3 J cm- in bright sunlight out-of-doors. These levels must be reduced
threefold if optical glint occurs.

Condition 2.

Same as alternatives to Condition 1, except permissible energy den-
sity is increased by a factor of 10.

Condition 3.

A continuous-wave laser of power output less than 50 pW may be
viewed under any conditions.
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TABLE 8.10. MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR LASER
RADIATION AT THE CORNEA FOR DIRECT ILLUMINATION OR SPECU-

LAR REFLErTION AT WAVELENGTH - 684.3 mm (Ref. 35)

Q-switched Non-Q-switched Continuous-
Condition 1 ns to 1 us 1 us to 0.1 s wave

pulse (PRF* • 10), pulse (PRF* > 10), exposures,

erg cm" 2  Prg cm- 2  cm-2

Daylight
(3-mm pupil) 0.5 5.0 50

Laboratory
(5-nm pupil) 0.2 2.0 20

NI~ht
7-mm pupil) 0.1 1.0 10

*PRF Is "pulsed reoccurrence frequency".

TABLE 8-11. PERMITTED ENERGY FALLING DIRECTLY ON CORNEA
(Ref. 33)

Permitted energy
Type of laser Type of pulse Duration of or power densitysingle pulse directly falling

on cornea
2

Infrared o Single, Not specified 0.1 J cm 2 pulse
(> 14,000 A) continuous -- 1.0 W cm-2

Visible and Pulses with < 100 ns C.1 W cm" 2 peak
near infrared an off time - power 2

(4,000 to , between pulses > 100 ns 0.1 erg cm" per
14,000 A) of > 100 ms pulse. 2

Confinuous -- 3 UW cm
Ultraviolet. Not specified Not specified 0.5 juW cm2 aver-

(< 4,000 A) age power
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ings under certain conditions is an uncontested fact. reflected at biological tissue boundaries in varying de-
The degree of the hazard, however, is a highly con. grees. The effects of this etectromagnetic energy can be
tested issue. Many people (Ref. 37) feel that little or no either medically beneficial or biologically damaging,
hazard to man is involved in exposure to low-power depending upon the conditions. The recommended
microwavia, while other. feel that a potential hazard maximum safe power density for long-term human ex-

may exist (Ref. 38). Nearly everyone is in eement posure in the United States is 10 mW cm-I while that

that when microwave energy is sufficiently high to in the U.S.S.R. is 0.01 mW cm-2 . This represents a
causeth ermat effectswintissuthen microwaveens s l igh t difference of over 1,000 in the allowed exposure. Medi-
cause thermal effects in tissue, then microwaves - cal uses of microwaves involve irradiation during dia-
tute a hazard to man. The question being debated per. thermy treatments of many areas of the human body
tains to nonthermal effects of microwaves. Effects of with power densities of up to 590CmW cin-1. The maxi.
microwaves in which no evidence of microwave heating mum permissible dosage for human beings is not yet
has occurred are widely reported in the literature, par- known because of the conflicting results of research
ticularly the foreign literature and especially the Rus- and the inadequate data that exist on the biological
sian literature. The debate cesters around two points: effects of microwaves.
(1) whether or not nonthermal effects do, indeed, occur, In order to highlight this problem, it is perhaps ap-
and (2) if they do occur, whether they constitute a propriate to discuss the recommended maximum per-
hazard to man. missible intensities of exposure to RF energy that have

Because of the increasing uses to which microwaves been assigned by various countries. In the discussion of
are being put and the resultant increase in the possibil. the biological response to microwaves, a number of
ity of exposure to low-power microwaves by the general problems are involved because of the complexity of the
public, the question of the relative hazard to man is of interactions. For example, the frequency spectrum is
much interest. In addition to such microwave sources extremely wide, a large number of physical and biologi-
as radar sets and communications gear, new applica- cal variables exist, and the microwave signals them-
ticns continue to be made of microwaves. For example, selves can be characterized by a number of different
the cooking of food by microwaves is becoming fairly characteristics, including frequency, power level, wave-
widespread, as is the use of microwaves in industrial form (for example, continuous wave, pulsed, modu-
drying and heating processes. The use of microwaves in lated), and the orientation of the radiation source.
medicine is increasing. Other factors include exposure time versus intensity

In medicine microwaves are used for two purposes: factors; environmental conditions such as temperature,
heating of tissue and diagnostic uses (Ref. 18). Dis- Iumidity, and air circulation rate; and shielding. The
thermy, the heating of tissues, is certainly the oldest wide number of variables and the possible interrelation-
application in medicine. Diathermy is used to produce ships among these variables, therefore, contribute to a
heating of tissues beneath the skin to the point that very difficult situation with respect to analyzing the
therapeutic benefits are achieved through localized in- maximum exposure that can be tolerated without harm
creases in metabolic activity and through increased to man. Another factor contributing to the general lack
blood flow due to dilation of the blood vessels. Other of agreement in this field is the fact that a difference
heating applications include rewarming of refrigerated exists between the responses of the biologic organism:
whole blood, thawing of frozen human organs, produc- one that represents some sort of physiologic adjustment

tion of differentud hypothermia in connection with and another that represents a pathophysiologic decre-
ment. The point is that it may be possible to have

cancer treatment, and certain localized heating tret biological short-term effects that produce no long-term
csianonnecti on wrmm ithowaves -areusdto mesurger the decrement in the functioning of the organism. Much of

dialnotic area, microwaves are used to measure the the controversy in this area has arisen as a result of
dielectric constant in order to determine the properties trying to separate the temporary effect from the posi-
and conditions of certain biological tissues, while red tive hazard.
fletance and transmiion measurements are used to Basially, the United States has set up microwave
ases significant parameters such as blood or respir.- exposure criteria on the basis of the promise that the
tory volume canuges . thermal factors are the important ones in evaluating

Johnson and Guy (Ref. 18) point out that electro- microwave radiation hazards. With respeet to the addi-

magnetic fields in the spectrum between I MHz and 100 Uonaw heat load (thermal effe es) Impoed by heirowave

GHz have special biological significance because they radlat~on, some eumments about the ability of the body

can be readily transmitted through, absorbed by, and
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to dissipate heat are In order. The following comments tern. EEG studies on rabbits have indicated biopoten-
on body thermal load are exceerpted from Mlchaelsun tial changes in brain activity from the direct effect of
(Ref. 39). Under normal conditions the body Is able to UHF fields on the brin tissue. Soviet researchtrs also
dissipate an average of about 5 mW cm"2. This figure has feel that pulsed microwaves have a greater biological
beon derived on the basis of an energy supply 3 from effect than do CW microwaves. They appear convinced
food of 3,000 keal days~t , an efficiency of slightly be. that microwave field intensities not sufficient to pro-
low 80 percent, and a body surface area of approxi- duce a thermodynamic effect do, indeed, affect neural
mately 2 m2. The body has a capacity to dissipate 10 structures. As a consequence of the considerattion of
mW em" and can, under wry favorable conditions, dis- these nonthermal effects that occur at much lower val-
sipate perhaps as much a 50 mW em"2. Based on this ues of microwave field intensity, the accepted maxi-
reasoning, Mieshelson concludes that If only half the mum field intensities of the U.S.S.R. reflect thbis caution
body Is exposed at one ame, an absorbed energy of 10 with the 0.01.mW cm-' day-' standard. Generally,
mW em can eusly be considered to be a safe thermal U.S.S.R. authorities have agreed that a microwave field
load and, therefore, tolerated by the body. intensity exceeding 10 mW cm- 2 ,-onstitutes r, definite

When this U.S. standard was established, wave- occupational hazard and adversely affects the ',entral
length, duration of exposure, environmental condi- nervous system. In the U.S.S.R., workers exposed to
tions, portion of the body exposed, or physiologic centimeter way * intensities have a 6-hr work day while
status of the individual were not considered. Table 8-12 certain other workers are granted an additional 14-day
lists the recommended maximum permissible intensi- vacation (Ref. 40).
ties for radio frequency radiation in various countries.
It can be seen that the United States of America Stand- 8-4.2.2.1 Thermal Effects
ards Institute and Canada have both adopted a maxi- Thermal effects in the body occur when electromag-
mum permissible intensity of 10 mW cm-' over the netic radiation is absorbed by the tissue to the extent
frequency range 10 to 100,000 MHz as averaged over that a heat load is imposed on a part of the body beyond
any possible 0.1-hr period. Further recommendations its heat dissipation capability. it is accepted that cetain
by USASI include cautions against other environmen- organs of the body are more susceptible than others to
tal factors that might increase the heat load on the microwave radiation. The incrqued susceptibility of
body, such as physical labor, high ambient tempera- these organs appears to be due to the difference in the
ture, clothing, humidity, etc. magnitude of blood flow, which in turn affects the rate

In the U.S.S.R., the maximum permissible levels of of heat removal from these tissues during exposure.
microwave radiation for frequencies greater than 300 Organs that have limited blood flow cannot sustain as
MHz are 0.01 mW cm over an entire workday (6 hr); much absorption of microwave energy without a con-
0.1 mW cm - for no more than 3 hr during a work day current rise in temperature.
(protective goggles required); 1.0 mW cm-' for not With respect to the eye, it is noted that a high inci-
more than 15 to 20 min during a work day (protective dence of cataracts existed among technicians at distant
goggles required). In Czechoslovakia, the standards early warning radar installations in Canada. Most evi-
recommended by the U.S.S.R. are followed more or dance linking microwaves and cataracts has bern in-
less for pulsed fields. For CW operation a level of 0.025 conclusive. In a news releas., (Ref. 41), Dr. Russell L.
mW cm- is accepted since CW radiation is deemed to Carpenter, Chief of the Biological Effects Branch at the
be less biologically effective than pulsed radiation. As Public Health Services, Bureau of Radiological Health,
can be seen, the various other standards fall somewhere Northeastern Radiological Health Laboratory, reports
between these two extremes, the case history of a 38-yr-old man who was treated

Russian scientists have conducted a large number of with a 2,440 MHz diathermy unit to cure a painful
scientific research and clinical studies on the effects of neck sprain. Twelve 15-min treatments were given over
UHF electromagnetic fields on biological organisms. a 6-mo period. A month after the last treatment, blur-
They have concluded that the central nervous system ring of vision occurred; 6 mo later, an examination
is most vulnerable, followed by the cardiovascular sys- revealed cataracts in both eyes. Reconstructing tht;

treatment, it was determined that the eyes of the patient
were exposed to radiation intensity of 22 mW cm-'.

3. The physiologist uses us a measure of energy the large calorie Since other causes for cataracts were not found, it was
or kilogram.calcrie as opposed to the more common gram-calorie.
Thus, the 3,000 kcallday used here is the small calorie more famil. concluded that the cataracts were caused a the result
iar to engineers and is equivalent to 3,000 calories/day in the units of microwave radiation of the eyes.
employed by physiologists (or dieticians). The potential hazard to the eye is one of the most
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TABLE 8.12. RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE INTENSITIES
FOR RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION (Ref. 39)

Maximum Frequency, Country or source Specifications
permissible MHz
Intensity

10-100,000 LISASI 1966; Canada 1966 1 mWhr cm" 2 for each

6 min

30-30,000 Great Britain 1960 Daily exposure

U.S. Army and Air Force 1965 10 mW cm"2 cont.exp.

10 oM cm" 2  10-100 mW cm" 2 Lim.

Occupancy

[exposure (min hr-1)) 2Ali [power density (mW cm'

_ 6,000

Sweden 1961 Occas. exp.

700-30,000 U.S. Electronics Whole body
and Coimunicat. Ind. 1956

1 mw cm" 2  All Sweden 1961 General public
prolonged occupat.
exp.

> 300 U.S.SR. 1965; Poland 1961 15-20 min/day

0.5 mW cm" All NATO 1956 ---

0.1 mW cm-Z > 300 U.S.S.R. 1965; Poland 1961 2-3 hr/day

0.025 mW cm"2 > 300 Czechoslvakia 1965 CW, 8 hr/day

0.01 mW cm" 2  > 300 U.S.S.R. 1965 6 hr/day
Poland 1961 Entire day
Czechoslovakia 1965 Pulsed, 8 hr/day

20 V m-1  3.1-30 U.S.S.R. 1969

10 V m"1  0.01-300 Czechoslovakia 1965 Pulsed, 8 hr/day

5 V m"1  30-300 U.S.S.R. 1965

*Original references for these data are in Ref. 39.
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serious aspects of microwave exposure (Ref. 42). The include some degeneration of tissue as well as a roduc-
eye has a relatively poor blood supply and cannot toler- tion in the number of maturing spermatocytes. Reduc-
ate large heat loads without sustaining a rise in temper- tion of testicular function due to heating appears to be
ature. In addition, the cavities near the eye, the high temporary and is probably reversible except in severe
electrical conductivity of the intraocular fluids, and the cases. The genetic effects of microwave radiation have
consequent short penetration of electromagnetic radia- not been determined (Ref. 42).
tion into the eyeball all affect the ability of the eye to One of the questions still to be answered with respect
conduct excessive heat to other parts of the body. The to the effects of microwave radiation on human beings
lens is at a disadvantage since it does not have a cooling is the matter of the possibility of cumulative damage
system, i.e., a vascular system, as other tissues do. The resulting from repeated exposures. This entire area has
lens cannot repair itself since it does not have available been little explored, although a number of researchers
either microphages to remove dead cells or replacement have examined various aspects of the problem. A sum-
cells. As a result, when damage to the lens occurs, it is mary of some observed biological effects of microwames
generally irreversible. Cells damaged by microwave is given in Table 8-13.
radiation slowly lose their transparency, with opacity In summary, indirect effects caused by the reaction
possibly not occurring until sometime after exposure. of the body to the heat load induced by microwave
In addition, microwave radiation can produce dama'e exposure include such changes as cataracts cardiovas-
to other ocular structures such as the conjunctiva, cor- cular changes, neuroendocrine alteration, and effects
nea, and iris. on skin receptors. Secondary effects of uncompensated

The testes are extremely sensitive to elevation of tem- thermal regulation include fluid loss, hemoconcentra-
pertture; indeed, spermatogenesis can take place only tion leading to shock, local loss of circulation with the
at temperatures below that of the body core. Normal resulting bums, local vascular degeneration, specific
human testicular temperature averages 2 deg C below regional cooking, or coagulation (Ref. 43).
body temperature.

The testes seem to be the most sensitive organs in 8-4.2.2.2 Nonthermal Effects

terms of ihe minimum exposure required to produce a A variety of effects are attributed to microwaves in
detectable change. The changes that occur in the testes the literature that do not appear to be associated with

TABLE 8-13. SUMMARY OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVES
(Ref. 42)

Frequency, Wavelength, Site of major Major biological
MHz cm tissue effects effects

Less than 150 Above 200 Body is transparent to
waves above 200 cm

150-1,200 200-30 Internal body Damage to internal organs
organs from overheating

1,000-3,300 30-10 Lens of the Damage to lens resulting
eye from tissue heating

3,300-10,000 10-3 Top layers of Skitl heating with the
the skin, sensation of warmth
lens of the
eye

Above 10,000 Less than Skin Skin surface acts as
3 reflector or rbsorber

wth heatting effects
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any generalized heating of the animal. Of course, some sure time. In the experiments, no difference was
researchers deny that nonthermal effects exist. Among observed in the overall effects of the two frequencies of
these, opinion is divided into (I) those who deny the 750 and 1000 MHz. In addition, no difference was
existence of any low level effects whatsoever that con- observed between continuous radiation and pulsed
stitute a hazard to man, and (2) those who admit the radiation (2 to 12 Hz). Microwave radiation at the low
possibility of low level effects of microwaves but who intensity of 3 mW cm- 2 seemed to produce two effects
consider these effects merely to be due to microthermal on performance: (1) a stimulation during short expo.
effects. Indeed, the Russian literature contains a con- sure, and (2) an inhibition during longer exposure. The
troversy as to whether the low level effects observed by author zoncludes that further deterioration of perform.

various Russian researchers can be attributed to micro- &ane can be expected under the following circum.

thermal effects or to nonthermal effects. A. S. Presman, stances: (I) if the psychological tasks are made more

one of the leading researchers in the field of the effects complex, or (2) if the intensity of rediation is increased.

of microwaves on living organisms in the U.S.S.R., The rate of performance decrease was found to be pro.

appears to attribute the stress stimuli from microwaves, portional to the power level and to the duration of

regardless of the frequency or power level, not only to exposure.

the stimulation oT thermal receptoks in the skin but also A number of experiments have Involved experimental

t,j other sensory skin receptors. He discusses tile iam- animals in which microwaves have been obferved to pro.

pulses that flow from the skin receptors to the cortical duce various neuroelectulc reponses. Microwave Intensl.

areas of the brain and then to specific target organs or ties ab low as 30 mW cmni average and 60 mW cmra peak

systems (Ref. 44). have produced evoked responses In the brain stem of

Observations of behavioral disturbances associated cats. Microwave stimulation has produced alteration In

with exposure to microwave radiation of low or moder- the electroencephalogram. Microwave stimulation Is of-

ate intensities have been reported. In some of these ten followed by Increased amplitude and decreasd fre-

investigations, a threshold irritant as low as 0.01 to quency of EEG components or by decreased amplitude

0.025 mW cm-' can induce behavioral changes. The and Increased frequency. In addition, exposure to radla-

olfactory sensitivities of 358 workers exposed to mi- tion produces increamed conduction speed, decreae In

crowaves are reported to be less than among members refractorlne,,, and changes in action current amplitude

of a cortrolled group (Ref. 45). In a survey of the in frog nerve fiber with exposures of 1 to 11 mW cm"
!iterature on the influence of low intensity microwaves (Ref. 46).
on nervous function, several experiments in which mi- Additional discussions of biological experiments and
crowaves were employed to induce hallucinatory biophysical mechanisms are contained in a special issue

sounds in subjects were discussed (Rit'. 46). on the biological effects of microwaves in the IEEE
Transactions on Microwave 7Theooy and Techniques

Buzzing, ticking, hissing, or knocking sounds are (Ref. 47). Effects of low intensity microwave radiation
sensed by human beings exposed to mean power densi- (Ref. 48) and pulse modulated UHF energy (Ref. 49),
ties as low as 0.1 mW cm-2 . It appears that the peak effects on the central nervous system (Ref. 50), and
power density is a more critical measure than mean Russian cesearch (Ref. 40) are discussed in the litera.
power density in these measurements. The peak power ture as cited.
threshold for the hallucinatory sounds do not appear to
be associated with the eyes, ears, or teeth, but they can
be blocked by shielding a small arts of the cerebral 8-5 DESIGN
cortex just above the temporal lobe.

A recent report details the effects of low intensity Methods for the suppression of the effects of electro-
microwaves on performance (Ref. 47). In this investiga, magnetic radiation are diverse, encompassing a com-
tion rhesus monkeys were exposed to microwave radia- pier technology for electronic materiel, a cautious de-
tion for 10 to 95 min, during which time the monkeys sign approach for other materiel, and an awareness of
were performing an operant-conditioned task in order safety measures with respect to personnel hazards. In
to establish the effects of microwaves on activity level, this paragraph, these varioum design considerations are
The intensity levels of microwave exposure were 10 and outlined and spLcific references are cited to provide a
13 mW cm- 2 at 750 MHz, and 3 and 8 mW cm- 2 at starting point for more detailed analysis of specific de-
1,000 MHz. The results of the tests indicated that expo- sign problem arms. The edectronic design engineer is
sure to micivwaves decreased performance rate di. normally aware of the interference and compatibility
recily proportional to the field intensity and the expo. problems aaiociatev with the equipment that he is de.

84a8
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signing. He may be less aware of the damage it may highly specialized equipments is beyond the scope of
cause to other materiel or to 9ersonnel. The optical this handbook.
design engineer is alert to the personnel hazards of lafer X-radiation and other nuclear radiation present a
radiation but is less aware of possible effects on definite problc, tv the designer. Basically, if equip-
materiel. Although lightning protection is a routine ment or personnel must operate in a high radiation
provision for some materiel, in other types it is not environment, shielding is the only feasible design
considered. Protection against the effects of EMP is choice that will achieve protection. A number of arti-
receiving considerable attention with respect to sur. cles in the open literature discuss the fundamentals of
vival of strategic and retaliatory missile defense systems shielding design for nuclear radiation. An example of
but less attention with respect to other materiel. With the overall approach to the design of shielding for nu-
the proliferation of electromagnetic energy sources and clear radiation can be found in a report issued by the
the growth in their radiated power levels, more atten- Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Ref. 55).
tVon must be given to the electromagnetic environment The problems of lightning protection and protection
and its many interactions with materiel and personnel, from the EMP effects are very similar except for the

The design techniques that are used to alleviate the differing magnitudes of the signals. Lightning protec.
effects of electromagnetic Interference on equipment are tion involves the use of lightning rods, lightning arres.
wide In scope and extremely detailed In their method- tors, overvoltage protectors, fuses, and grounding tech-
ologles for Implementation. With respect to the com- niques (Ref. 4). Although many of the techniques used
,nunicatlons and microwave bands, the moat widely used in lightning protection are also useful in EMP protec-
techniques ot electromagnetic Interference suppression tion, additional shielding of sensitive components is
Indude physical siting of equipment to avoid near-field required. Discussions of the particular requirements
effects, specialized antenna, shielding, bonding, ground- associated with EMP phenomena are given in the fol-
ing, filters, special suppression networks, and special lowing handbooks: Devign Enginee.-s' Nuclear Effects
attention during the design procss to eliminate sources Manual (a comprehensive series of documents on nu-
of Interference originating within the equipment Itself. clear weapon effects) (Refs. 56-59), D.414 EMP
Detailed discuulons of these techniques are found in Handbook (Ref. 24), and the TREE (T'wnslent Radia-
Rofs. 3, 51, 52, 58. tion Effects on Electronics) Handbook (Ref. 60).

For biological hazards of microwaves, the basic ap-
proach has been to limit exposure. This has been ac-
complished in two ways: (I) by limiting the microwave 8-6 TEST FACILITIES
radiation around personnel, and (2) in those cases In spite of the efforts to eliminate electromagnetic
where it is not feasible to limit microwave radiation to interference problems from equipment and systems, the
a safe level, by employing warning devices such as necessary tests that simulate the expected electromag-
signs, lights, etc., indicating the presence of hazardous netic radiation environment must be made. Many Gov-
electromagnetic fields and the necessity for the use of ernment and military laboratories maintain a variety of
protective clothing and goggles (Refs. 19,54). test equipment and facilities used for testing and simu-

Within the optical spectrum, including ultraviolet lation. Among the large-scale facilities are the follow.
and infrrzed, primary emphasis has been on the biologi- ing (Ref. 4):
cal effects of lasers as an environmental hazard. Gener- (I) The U S Army Electronics Command, Ft.
ally speaking, areas in which high-power lasers are Monmouth, N.J., maintains a portable 1.5 X 10, volt,
being used are posted with warning signs. Protective 1.25 X 10W ampere Artificial Atmospheric Generator,
goggles are required for eye protection. Discussions of which is used for evaluating weapon system vulnerabil-
the recommended precautions with respect to the use ity to lightning.
of lasers are found in the pertinent specifications on
laser hazards listed in par. 84.2.1, Some specialized (2) The Lightning Transiert Research Institute of
weapon systems and equipments employ electromag- Minneapolis, Minn., has facilities for conducting teats

netic energy within this portion of the frequency spec- on components ane. subsystems, and the Picatinny
trum for guidance, control, detection, and measure- Arsenal, Dover, N.J., also has some provisions for
ment purposes. Of course, both man-made and natural making lightning tests on c, mponents and subsystems.

sources of interference can interfere with the proper (3) The U.S Army has two als RIF facilities that am
operation of these equipments. Discussion of the elec- used to expose complete weapon systems to electro.
tromagnetic interference problem with respect to these magnstic radiation. The White Sands Missile Range

8-39
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facility In New Mexico has the frequency spectrum and With respect to EMP testing, several facilit;es have
field intensity capabilities shown in Fig. 8.13. The RF been designated to perform EMP effects research and
hazard facility at the Picatinny Arsenal can generate the to provide EMP information for special problems.
radiation environment illustrated In Fig. 8.14. The These include:
capability of this simulation chanber includes a field (I) The Air F~orce Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland
intensity of 100 V m 1 from 300 kHz to 3 MHz at a Air Force Base, N. Mex., is designated as the official
field impedance of either S'77 or 4,000 2 and a 266 mV source of EMP information, specification, and require-
in" field at a field Impedance of 40 n. The Picatinny ments and testing for all Air Force systems. It has full
Arsenal facility is designed to accommodate weapon capability in terms of manpower, data processing
systems with major dimensions of 15 ft, although items equipment, and technical competence to provide spe-
as large as 60 ft can be accommodated with certain cific EMP information for a wide range of problems.
lImitations. (2) Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos,

(4) The Naval Weapons Laboratory at Dahlgren, N. Mex., is a source of EMP information not only from
Va., maintains a facility for irradiating Weapon systems a vulnerability point of view, but also from that of
with RF energy. This facility has a large metal ground- detection, diagnostics, and general weapon effects
plane (240 by 100 ft) located in the center of the radia- phenomena.
tion pattern.These facilities are constantly modernized so that the (3) Army Mobility Equipment Research and De-

Thesefactpilities aryientime onstattl be obtained by velopment Center, Ft. Belvoir, Va., is designated as the
exact capabilities at any given time must beotie y Army Materiel Command lead laboratory for EMP
inquiry to the particular facility of interest. ar Mateffec is r e foratorformi

The National Bureau of Standards also offers to in- nuclear weapon effects. It is responsible for performing

dustry and to Govcrnment agencies a number of cali- applied research on EMP phenomenology and effects
bration services that are of interest in the field of ele- to meet Army requirements and to participate in EMP
tromagnetic interference. For example, for a number of vulnerability evaluation and hardening programs on
years the calibration of antennas has been carried out Army systems.
at the Boulder Laboratories of the National Bureau of
Standards. Loop antennas are calibrated at frequencies 8-7 GOVERNMENT STANDARDS
from 30 Hz to 30 MHz, and dipole antennas are cali-
brated at frequcncies from 30 to 1,000 MHz (Ref. 61). The equipment and electronics used in military sys-

I I SWZPT FPC04J(NCY-iSPOT

" 50 kW1 , 6 dB C LAROC Ami
SWT-ANdUNMA vEATCAL ANITCNISA

V1N11CAL POLARITY . - / I
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411PLIFIIA NO
,till NTl iSITY
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FIGURE 8-13. Radiation Environment Tating Cepebilitie at WMIt Sands

Misile Ran## (Ref. 4).
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$WEEP: a MHl -IS 0Hz
MODULATIONS:

I. PULSE 01%-50% DUTY CYCLE
SIMULATION CHAMIER 2, AM
HIGH Z FIELD S. CW X-Xx

1 -1 377 000I 4.E WUARE WAVE ' % X x

IE7LD INT PLE OT E--- VERTIAL, 6 A ft

(FIELDS APPROXIMATYLT SAMEL) -N---B CVRCULAR, 1.0 ft
AI IOIIIIIE ID HORIZONTALANDVERTICAIItI I HORIZNTAL 6 ftii

0"Q 1o0 10, lot 103 104

FREQUENCY, MHz

FIGURE 8-14. Radiation Environment Testing Cvpeb/fita at Plcatinny
Ar ien (Ref. 4).

tems must meet specific radio frequency interference In addition to these Military Standards, the U.S.
and electromagnetic interference requirements to be Oovernment sets certain standards that apply to manu-
acceptable. These specifications have as their objective, facturers for the civilian markets as well. These stand-
the prevention of interference and resulting degrada- ards primarily concern electromagnetic interference
tion of performance in actual use of the equipment. In and the hazard to personnel from radiation. Informs-
order to indicate the nature of the variety of these tion on these specifications is published by the Bureau
specifications, Table 8-14 is included. In this table the of Radiological Health (Ref 33). Another nonmilitary
document number, its title, the using agency, the scope Government agency concerned with electromagnetic
of the specification, and some comments on the specifl- interference is the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
cation are given (Ref. 3). These specifications are re- ministration, which also issues electromagnetic com-
vised at intervals, and users should be certain to have petibility specifications (Refs. 62,63). Bonding and
the latest issue. In general, the primary specifications grounding, flltering, transient protection, and lightning
in the ficld of RFI/EMI are MIL.STD.461, MIL-STD- protection are specified and specific tests and limits are
462. and MIL-STD.463. defined.
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CHAPTER 9

NUCLEAR RADIATION

Nuclear radiation is an induced environmental fac- reactions, but these are normally of very short range
tor of increasing impoittence to military activities be- and are unimportant in the environment. X rays are
cause of the increasing capacity for employment of electromagnetic radiation similar to those of visible and
nuclear weapons and because of the variety of applica- ultraviolet light but of much shorter wavelength. X
tions of nuclear reactions for other purposes. The im. rays, such as those employed in medical diagnostics,
portance of the nuclecr radiation environment has led are generated by the impact of electrons on metallic
to the compilation of an Engineering Design Hand- targets. Higher energy, shorter wavelength X rays are
book, Design Engineers' Nuclear Fffects Manual produced in high voltage nuclear accelerators and by
(DENEM), which is published in four "olumes as fol- nuclear reactions. It is important to note that X rays
lQws: are the electromagnitic radiations that accompany

Vol. I, Munitiong and Weapon Systems (Ref. 1) electronic transitions; therefore, they include all ener-
Vol. I1, Electronic Systems and Logistical Systems getic photons or:ginating outside an atomic nucleus,

(Ref. 2) including those due to the energy transition of other
Vol. II, Nuclear Environment (Ref. 3) elemnentary particles, In contrast, gamma rays are elec-

Vol. IV, Nuclear Effects (Ref. 4) tromagnetic radiations that originate in transitions
The Design Engineers' Nuclear Effects Manual in- within the atomic nucleus. The energy spectrum of

cludes voluminous information on the interactions be. these two forms of nuclear radiation overlap, although
tween the nuclear weapons environment and materiel, the center of the X-ray spectrum is at about 100 pm
Because of this, it includes much information that is (picometer) while that of the gamma ray spectrum is at

not pertinent to nauclear radiation as an induced envi- about I pm.
ronmental factor. Such effects include airbiast and Neutrons are imall particles produced in nuclear
shock, thermal radiation, and the electromagnetic reactions. They exist as an element in the nuclear radia-

pulse. It does, however, consider the nuclear radiation tion environment because of their long range, which in
environment iii detail and discusses effects of this envi- turn results from their lack of electrical charge. Since
ronment on a variety of materiel. This discussion of other nuclear particles possess charge, they interact
effects is separated into three categories. weapons, elec strongly with matter of all types. Thus, their range is
tronics, and survival and logistical support systems. very limited.
The manual has, in addition, seven appendixes: To one unfamiliar with nuclear radiation, the units by

1. Blast which such radiation Is measured may be confusing.
Gamma-•ay exposure is generally given in terms of went-

11. Thermal Radiation gens (r) or in terms of Incident energy per unit area
III. X-radiation (MeV cm"2). The roentgen is defined an the quantity of
IV. Nuclear Radiation pmma radiation that produces ions carrying one electro-

static unit quantity of charge of either sign per 0.001293
g of dry air which corresponds to I cm 3 of air at stan-

VI. Transient Radiation Effects on Electronics dard temperature and presure (0°C and 760 mm Hg).
(TREE) The most common unit of absorbed dose of gamma

VII. Degradation of Electromagnetic Waves radiation is the rad, defined as the absorption of 100 erg
g-' of material. For practical purposes a roentgen is

Apperd1ix IV, "Nuclear Radiation", and Appendix about 2 X 109 ?AeV cm"1 or 8 X 103 erg em-2. For
VI, "Transient Radiation Effects on Electronics", con- many materials, gamma radiation is absorbed relatively
tain the information on the nuclear radiation environ- uniformly throughout the volume and a relationahip
ment that is of interest in this chapter. exists between the Incident gamma-ray intensity and the

The components of the nuclear radiation environ- absorbed dose. For ercample, at an exposure of 1 r, air
meit are gamma rays, X rays, and neutrons. Many wilt absorb 0.877 rad, while slicon, the semicondurtor
other types of nuclear particles are produced in nuclear material employed in most devices, will absorb 0.90 rad.

9.1
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X-ray exposure Is normally expressed In cal cmi The desigp of materiel that will be exposed to a
where 1 cal em'1 is equal to 4.18 X 10' erg cm"• or 2.6 nuclear radiation environment ,'an be extremely com-
X 1013 MyV cm"1 . Thus, 1 cal cm"1 Is approximately plex. Of prime consideration is the radiation level for
equal to 1.3 X 104 r, although the Intensity of X.radla. which the item is being designed. For a given radiation
tlon generally is not expressed In roentgens when dbi. level, the materials that ae en.ployed in a given item
cuasing ndclear weapon effects. Since X rays are ab- must be carefully considerad. Materials that have a low
sorbed exponentially in a material, the absorbed does at absorption coefficient for the radiation are often chosen
the surface of intry of a thick target will be considerably for the active parts, For exumpl", .n the design of semi-
gpeater than the absorbed dose at the rear. The absorbed conductor devices for ;,,iclear radiation environments,
dose for X-radiation Is generally measured in terms of cal the use of gold, wbiv i s a large absorption cross
j-" where I cal j" equals 4.18 X 10s rod. section, is sometimes avoided. For items that are sensi-

Neutron exposure is normally given as the total flu- tive to nuclear rodistion, the use of shielding is often
ence (neutrons cm-2 ). For many applications, expr.rs- considered. In this case, a material that has a large
sions of the absorbed dose in red provides a measure of absorption coefficient, such as lead, is chosen. Employ-
damage but, in others, damage is a strong function of ing shielding as an enclosure for a sensitive item lessens
the incident neutron energy. For this reason, exposure the dosage and serves to protect it. Other desigrn meth-
is often given in terms of the I-MeV-equivalent neutron ods are applicable. In electronic circuits, for exampe,
fluence. This unit is a direct measure of the damage knowledge of the radiaticn sensitivity of particular cir-
potential of the neutrons in a specified material, ex- cuit elements is employed in the design so as to provide
pressed in terms of the damage produced by I-MeV for continued operation of the circuit even when the
neutrons within the same material. properties of the sensitive elements vary within wide

The effects of nuclear radiation are derived from the limits.
amount of onergy deposited within a material by the A variety of methods are used for simulating the
radiation and the form that the energy deposition as- nuclear radiation environment that is derived from
sumes. Thus, if a material absorbs little radiation, it wtapons. Nuclear reactors, nuclear accelerators,
may be unaffected in many applications. If the energy pulsed nuclear reactors, and similar facilities are em.
deposition is larp, however, a na terial may lose its ployed. The large interest in building systems that will
structural integrity. Most effects fall between th me ex- survive a nuclear radiation environment has led to the
trnmes. Solid-state electronic devices, for example, are development of a large number of such simulation
extremely sensitive to nuclear radiation effects because facilities. The use of these facilities and the interpreta.
tlheir operation is very sensitive to the structure of the tion of results obtained are the province of experts in
material. Absorbed radiation that ionizes an atom or nuclear radiation effects. Complex procedures and
displaces an atom in a semiconductor will affect the computer simulation techniques have been developed
operation of a device that utilizes that material. In for evaluating nuclear radiation effects and for deriving
order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the radiation-hardened designs.
effects of nuclear radiatio~a on materials, it is necessary Most specifications and regulations relative to the
to utilize the classified literature such as the Deuign nuclear radiation environment are classified since they

nziweer.r' Nuclear Effcts Manual depend upon the nature of weapons.
Damage to materials is classified into two categories: This chapter is not intended to give more than a brief

transient radiation damage and permanent radiation introduction to the nuclear radiation environment. Its
damage. This categorization is derived from the fact inclusion in this handbook is in recognition of the fact
that many incidents of nuclear radiation in the environ- that nuclear radiation is an important induced environ-
ment are transient and produce transient effects in mental factor. Its limited treatment is in recognition of

material. The magnitude of such effects decays with the complexity of the subject and the necessity for clas-
time and the performance V material exposed to a sification of any document that provides a comprehen-
transient radiation event will often return to its initial sive treatment of the subject. The excellent handbooks

state. Transient damage is usually asociated with low (Refs. 1-4) to which reference has already been made
does. Relatively larger amounts of deposited energy, provide such information in comprehensive and corn-
however, produce permanent and cumulative damage. plete teams.
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IL-I.61481, 8.58 Noise levels of equipment, 7.89
MIL-P.24014, 8-58 Noise vulnerability, 7.18
MIL,8-10879, 8.58 NondlsperulveL,8.12348, 8-58 infrared carbon monoxide to, 2-47

MIL-.&18237, 8.58 Nuclear explosions, 8.18
MIL.8.5786,8-53 Nuclear radiation, 9.1
MIL-STD)202, 5.52, 6-15 effects of, 9.2
MIL.STD.220, b-58 Nuclear weapons environment, 9.1
MiI,-TD-Ta5, 8.53 Nucleation, 2-11
MIL.STD.881, 4.72 Number densfty, 2-10
MIL-STD-449, 8-53
MIL.aTD.461, 8.58
MIL-STD-462, 8.53 0
MIIATD-463, 8.58
MILS-TD.810, 841, 3.32, 4.72, 6-15 Occupational noise exposure, 7-84
MIL-STD.826, 8-58 Octave bands, 7.2
MIL.8TD-838, 8.53 Optical radiation,
Military specifications, 4-72 exposure levels, 8-81
Misile vibrations, 4.26 Optical sources, 8.8
Motion,

atmospheric particles, 2.18
Motion simulator systems, 4467 P
MTP 4.2.804, 4.72
MW? 6.2.587, 8-88 Paint films,
Munition dispenser, effect of dust on, 8O30

vlbratluins, 4.22 Paint.,
effect of air pllutants on, 2.68

PAN, 2.9
N Paper,

effects of air pollunts on, 248
NASTRAN, 4.48 Pantroaniline method, 2.48
Neutrons, 9-1 Particle shape, 3.12
Newton's second law, 6.8 Particle size,
Nickel, dust, 8.4

effect of air pollutants on, 2.62 Particle size distribution, 2.10, 3.5
Nitric oxide, 2-6 Particle size separtion, 8.16
Nitrogen diomde, 2.6 Particle pollutants, 2.4, 2.10
Nitrogen oxides, 2.8 concentrations, 2-30

concentrations, 2.28 sources, 2.19
scavenging, 2-22 Peak pressure level, 7.3
sources, 2-17 Pendulum Impact test, 5.56

Noise, 7.1 Periodic phenomena, e .1
design criteria, 7.83 Permanent threshold shift, 7-17
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Perozyacetyl nitrate, 2-9 $
Personnel,

effects of vibrations on, 4.48 sane, 8.1
Phon, 7.8 concentration, 8.2
Photochemical oxidants, 2-4 ef .ct, of, 8.21
Photochemical smog, 2.8 properties, 3-1
Pickup speed, 3.20 0:2e, 8&1
Plieoelectric acleromters, 45, 5-88. 4 .7-? Sand and dust protection, 3.81
Pneumatic spring, 4-57 Scavengnrg, 2.19
Pollutants, Sea state, 4-28

effects of, 2-1 Sedimentation, 8.15, 8-17
Polystyrene cushioning material, 5-50 Peismlc Instrument., 4-85

Polyurethane foam, 5.50 seismic waves, 4.84
Potentll-gradlent recorder, 8-17 Service environment, 5-5, 5-87
Potentiometer accelerometers, 5-89 Bettling velocIties, 8.4
Potentomntrlc accelerometers, 6-6 Shear speed, 8-20
Powei density, Shielding,

electromapgetic, B-4 nudear radiation, 9-2
Power density spectrum, -8, 8-8 Ship vibrations, 4-28
Power spectral densities, 4-20 ships,
Power spectral denolty, 4-42 shock and vibration, 5417
Probability density, 4-89 Shock, 5.1

airmt, 5-4, 5.10
definitions, 5-2

R hequeney domain, 5.8
handling environment, 5-24

Rad, 9.1 highway transportation, 5&4, 5-28
Radiation damage, 9-2 Its effects on materials, 5-41
Radio frequency radiation, 8-15 rall transportation, 5 4, 5-12
Rall transportation, tim, history, &B

shock and vibration, 5-12 types, 5-5
Railcar Impact test, 5-55 units, 5-1
Railcar simulator, 4-67 water transportation, 564, 5-17
Railroad cars, Shook ebaracterIstics, 5-5

vibration, 4-12 Shock damage, 6-87
Random vibration, 4-2 Shook levels, 5.10
Rectilinear motion, 6-8 Shock measurements, 5-87
Reftetion, Shock mount., 5-52

sound, 7-5 Shock protection, 5-41
Resonance test, 4-66,4-72 Shock pulse, 5-2
Resonant frequencies, Shock spectrum, 5-5

structures, 4-58 Shock test., 5.52
Rhyme test, 7.29 Sieving, 3.16
Road shock., 4-5 Silver,
Road vehicle noise, 4-5 effect of air pollutants on, 2-58
Roentgens, 9-1 Simple harmonic motion, 4-8
Rotating machinery, 4-81, 448 Simulation,
Rough-road imulator, 4"7 nudear radiation, 9-2

vibration, 4-64
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Siousoldal vibrator, 444 T
&som iiribution,

dur4,384 Tope sunplr method, 2.44
Solar radiation, 8.1 TI MUD 251,7-44
Solid frition, 4458 Temperature and dust, 8.21
Sonet, 7.8 Temporary threshold dh^t 7.18
Sonic boom, 4-8 Terrin,
Sorption, 2.11 synrg~m with dust, 8.18
Sound, 7.1 Tedt fndiities,

In buildiup, 7.89 electromagnetic radiation, 8.39
measurement, 7.7 Testing,

Sound amplitude, 7-1 shook, 5842
und detection, 7.14 Textiles,

Soundfield, 7.10 effects of air pollutants on, 2462
Sound frequency, 7.2 Thermal effects of oehtromagnetlo radiation, 8.35
Sound Level Meters, 7.8, 7-12 Thermal stacking, 8.28
Sound ummemsuernt accuracy, 7-12 7%oemniltons, 8.16
Bound-proeuur level, 7-1 Threshold of audibility, 7.18

F S~ound propagat~on, 7-3 Thnesom,8.10
Sound wavelength, 7.2 TE W8280-1, 4.70
Spectum, TM 88.280., 4.70

sound, 7.2 TH 388286,4-70
spectrum Analyzer, 4.41, 8.15 7ME 388250,4-70
Spectrum analy: ^~, 7.17 Tranducers,
Speech, 7-1 aoseelemiom, 6
Speech and hearin, 7.25 TransIstors,

Speech Intelligibility, 7.27,7-29 efflect of electromgetwia rmdlatlom on, 8-28
Speech interference crfteria, 7-86 Tvansportabillty, 6-18

Sttcelectricity, 8.29 Thanepoiratlon environment, 4.4,854

Stks'dsia 8r .4S17 71opspod ater 82

vibration, 4.20 vbain,4
Storagenvrnet -,53
Stralin bridg eleoees 5-89
StraIn pp accelerometers, 4-35 u
Structure,

offect of shook on, 541 Ultrasonic noise.7-84
Sulfur dioxide, 2-8, 2.4 Ultraviolet light, 8.17
Sulfur dioxide conductivity monitor. 2438 Ultraviolet radiation,
Sulfur oxiddes, ofeffets of, 8.81

concentration, 2-24 Units, 1.2
Sulfu pollutants, 2.8 acceleration, 8.1

scavengfng 2.20 Utllitle,

soures, -14effect of lightning on, 8.26
Suspended particulates, 2-89
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V Vibrations,
gunfire, 4-28Vehicle noise, 4.5 helicopter, 4-26

Vehicular vibrations, 4.4 missiles and rockets, 4-26
Velodtyj, -x.1 rail transport, 4.12
Velocity pickup, 4-85 tracked vehicles, 4-12
Vibrating string accelerometer, 6-7 water transport, 4.28
Vibration, 1-2, 4.1, 5.1 VIbrations of machinery, 4-45

air transport, 4.14 Viscous damping, 4-54
damping, 4-63 Viscous-pendulum damper, 4.58
definition, 4-1 Visibility,
effects of, 4-44 effect of dust on, 3.80
highway transporation, 4-4
Its effects on electronic components, 4-45
Its effects on personnel, 4.48 W
natural sources, 4.81

Vibration absorption, 4-54 Water vapor,
Vibration analysis, 4-37 atmospheric, 2-1
Vibration annoyance levels, 4-50 Wavelength,
Vibration control, 4.58 electromagnetic, 8.4
Vibration filters, 4-7 White noise, 5-8
Vibration Isolator, 4-54 Wind,
Vibration measurements, 4-34 synergism with dust, 3.20
Vibration models, 4.42 Wind gradient, 8-20
Vibration parameters, 4-8 Windspeeds, 3-20
Vibration recording, 4-87 Wire-mesh isolato:, 4-63
Vibration sensors, 4.85 Word intelligibility test, 7.29
Vibration simulation, 4-64
Vibration sources, 4.3
Vibration specifications, 4.69 X
Vibration spectra,

aircraft, 4.20 X-ray hazards, 8-31
helicopter, 4-26 X-ray sources, 8.8
railroad, 4.12 X-rays, 8-3, 8-18, 9-1
ships, 4.28
tractor-tranler, 4-4
truck, 4.6 Z

Vibration test facilities, 4-66
Vibration test system, 4468 Zinc,
Vibration testing, 4.65 effects of air pollutants on, 2.58
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